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A Guide to the Case Studies 
The Case Studies that follow provide descriptive accounts of the assessment 
practices of 25 teachers located in fifteen schools across four States. The Studies 
focus in particular upon the teacher's assessment of the English development of 
ESL children in K-Year 3 classrooms. The Case Studies are sequenced according 
to locality as follows: 
Volume 2: The Pilbara, Western Australia 
Perth Metropolitan, Western Australia 
Melbourne Metropolitan, Victoria 
A Regional City in New South Wales 
Volume 3: 
Cape York and Metropolitan Brisbane, Queensland 
The Case Studies in this volume are summarised in the table on the following 
page which indicates the teacher, the location and type of school in which the 
teacher worked, the proportion of ESL students in the teacher's class, and the 
assessment framework(s) which the teacher was using at the time of the study. 
In the table and throughout the Cases, the names of teachers, schools, and 
students are given as pseudonyms. 
The Data Base 
Each Case Study presents a detailed picture of a teacher's approach to the 
assessment of the ESL students in her /his class with particular reference to the 
teacher's interpretation and use of one or other of the assessment frameworks 
which were the focus of this study. The data from the Case Studies derive from 
close contact between a researcher and the teacher during the second half of 
1996. The data informing each Case was based upon several days of 
observation in the teachers' classrooms over a period of two terms. lhe 
researchers also interviewed the teachers for about an hour, usually after each 
observation. (In circumstances where schools were far outside metropolitan 
areas, there were fewer observations and interviews because of the difficulties of 
long distance travel to and from the school. For more detail on the focus and 
procedures of the interviews, see The Research Approach in Chapter One, 
Volume 1). Teachers talked researchers through their assessment of, in 
particular, the reading development and written work ESL children. The 
teachers also provided the researchers with samples of classroom activities and 
students' work, with assessed tasks, and with assessment and reporting 
documentation which they had completed. And they commented in detail on all 
of these data. 
Once the researcher had written up each Case in draft form, it was given to the 
respective teacher to amend, clarify, or add any further information or data 
which the teacher felt was necessary. During this process, teachers occasionally 
provided extra relevant data relating to their assessment practices. Drafts were 
simultaneously circulated among the research team and the project's Advisory 
Committee for them to seek further clarification from the member of the research 
team who had written the Case. From this process, researchers wrote up the 
version of each Case as it is presented in this volume. 
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The Western Australia Case Studies 
Teacher Location Type of School ESL Assessment 
in Framework 
Leig : Yr 1 2 
(2 yrs exp.) 
Nico e:Yr 2 
(4 yrs exp.) 
y ie: 
Pre Prim 
(8 s ex:r 
Joanne: K-2 
(6 yrs exp.) 
Lin a: 
Pre Primary 
(14 yrs exp.) 
Weaver 
Pilbara WA Priority 
Program 
tate Primary 
ILC 
State Primary 
Mainstream (PSP) 
ILC attached 
Location of The Case Studies 
VI 
Learners 
Class 
I 
- - ..1.. -1 
I ,- - - --
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The Narrative Organisation of Each Case 
Each Case Study in this volume is organised and sequenced so that it provides: 
• An account of the school context and the provision for ESL students within 
it. 
• An account of the classroom context in which the teacher worked, including 
the linguistic backgrounds and proportion of the ESL children in the class 
and the typical classroom activities which focused upon the learning of 
English language and literacy. 
• A detailed picture of the teacher's assessment practices in relation to the 
development of English of their ESL students, including their on-going 
assessment of classroom tasks, how the teacher monitored and kept records 
of the students' progress, and the ways in which the teachers reported 
student achievement to parents, the school and the system. This detailed 
account is illustrated in each Case Study with relevant samples of students' 
wor� samples of the teacher's record keeping, and examples of reporting 
documentation. 
• An account of the interaction between the teachers' assessment practices and 
their daily classroom pedagogy, including the reasons why the teachers 
undertook assessment in the ways they did. 
• The teacher's views on the assessment frameworks which they had chosen or 
were required to use, including their preferences regarding appropriate 
assessment frameworks. 
The teachers' accounts of their interpretation and use of the frameworks are the 
core data of this research. These Case Studies have, in turn, enabled us to 
identify those key issues in assessing the English development of ESL students 
which are discussed in Volume 1. We believe that each of the Case Studies that 
follow are self-standing documents. They include illustrative examples of 
assessment tasks, teacher records, and reporting documents together with the· 
teacher's and the researcher's comments which elaborate upon how these 
materials are used. Inevitably each Case Study expresses the individual 
researcher's understanding and synthesis of a range of assessment practices 
relating to ESL students. However, we have tried to enable the teachers in this 
study to speak for themselves and to convey how they manage the task of 
assessment and reporting in relation to the inevitable demands of the classroom 
contexts in which they work. 
The data that informed each Case Study was gathered in the second half of 1996 
and therefore provided only a snapshot of the teachers' assessment practices at 
a particular period of time. Since then, the teachers and the schools in the study 
have pursued developments in their assessment and reporting practices and their 
participation in the research process has made its own small contribution in this 
development. 
vii 
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Brief Descriptions of the Assessment Frameworks used by Teachers in 
the Study 
The main assessment frameworks used by the teachers in this study are briefly described on the following pages in order to provide the reader with a general picture of the type of documentation available to the teachers and to which they often refer in the Case Studies. If the reader requires a more detailed knowledge of the frameworks, full bibliographical information concerning these documents are provided under the references in Chapter 2. 
The descriptions in this section begin with a summary of the main features of the National English Profile as the prototype from which particular State and Territory versions have been derived or developed. This is followed by brief descriptions of the main features of The ESL Bandscales and the ESL Scales as these are generally available and used by some of the teachers in different States. Subsequently, the specific frameworks used by the Case Study teachers which in each State are described in tum. This account of the frameworks is therefore sequenced in the following order: 
Generally Available: The National English Profile The ESL Scales The ESL Bandscales 
New South Wales: English K-6 Syllabus Early Learning Profiles 
Queensland: Queensland English Syllabus Years 1-10 Student Performance Standards in English Year 2 Diagnostic Net Draft Queensland ESL Proficiency Levels 
Victoria: English Curriculum Standards and Framework ESL Companion to the CSF Victorian English Profiles Handbook 
Western Australia: The Student Outcome Statements (Working Edition 1994) First Steps Developmental Continua. 
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The National English Profile 
(Australian Education Council (1994) English - A Curriculum Profile for Australian Schools. Carlton, Victoria: Curriculum Corporation.) 
This framework, designed as a blueprint for the assessment of English across Australia, provides a description of the progression of learning in English typically achieved during the school Years 1-10. The main organisation of the Profile is a matrix based upon a distinction between the language modes of Speaking and Listening, Reading and Viewing, and Writing. Within each of these, the content of English is organised in terms of four main strands: 
• Texts: what the student is doing with what kinds of texts. • Contextual Understanding: understanding about the sociocultural and situational contexts that the student brings to bear when composing and comprehending texts. • Linguistic Structures and Features: how the student uses linguistic structures and features to compose and comprehend texts. • Strategies: how the student undertakes the composition and comprehension of texts. 
Using this matrix of modes and strands, the Profile provides a framework for mapping and reporting on student achievement in relation to each mode and strand. Crucially, the Profile indicates progression in terms of Levels. Within each Level of progression, general descriptions of student performance are given appropriate to that Level. Figure 1 on the following pages illustrates the Levels and their statements of achievement, or Level Outcomes, in each of the four strands within the mode of Speaking and Listening: 
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Figure 1: Levels and Strands within Speaking and Listening 
Texts 
1.1 Jnteracta illformal1y with te.:ben, peen and 
known adulta in llrudw9cl � ldivitiel dealing 
brielly with familiar topita. 
Seepage 18 
2.1 Jnteracta in mo1u111111iclent and atendecl ways in 
lllructured and aponlamNI ecbool lituatims. 
Seepage 34 
3.1 Interads fer apealie J1UJ1UN with people in the 
clllllll'DOIII and IIChool llOIIIJDUDity llling a 1111111 ranp cl 
tat typee. 
Seepage56 
4.1 lnterada COlllidently with ot.bera in a variety cl 
situations to develop and piwm,t familiar ideal, ....... 
and inbmatioo. 
Seepage78 
5.1 Jnteracta with peers in llinlctllred aituationa, 
using a variety fl tlllt types to cliacua familiar or 
aoceuible suqec.u imolving challqinc ide8I and 
issues. 
Seepage 102 
6.1 CmlW)'II clelailed inmnation and l!lplorea 
diffinnt perapecliYII Ill complex ialues through 
intending with kmwn aoaal groupl, prillcipally peers, 
in alructured and 1lllllrudlued situations. 
Seepage 118 
7.1 Wcm efl'eclively with othen, in situations 
cbaracteriaed by amplemy clpwpoae, irocedure and 
subject matt.er and a .-i for fonnslity in speech and 
attitude. 
Seepage 132 
8.1 Interacts responsively, critically and conlidently 
with both familiar and unfamiliar aucliancea Ill 
specialised topia, in formal lituations, and amatenUy 
acbiMS a variety fl purix- in speech. 
Seepage 144 
Nara: 
.Contextual 
understand Ing 
1.2 Shows emerginc-olecbool purpmN 
and eq,ectationl for uaq .-.n iquap. 
Seepage 18 
2.2 Considen haw own� and liatminc is 
aqju8lecl in clill'erent litualiml. 
Seepage34 
3.2 llecopiaes that certain typee of spoken tel1B Ill\! 
889DCiatAlll with particular contata and � 
Seepage56 
u Omider1 upec:ta fl contm, pmpoae and 
audience when speaking and lislening in familiar 
situatitm 
Seepage78 
5.2 Identifies the ell'ect cl cant.ext, audience and 
pmpoae Ill spoken l.ez1I. 
Seepage 102 
6.2 ldentiliea ways in wbidi liatenen' aocicieultural 
bai:kgroamla. bawledge and opinillla influence the 
lllllllWIC they obtain hn spoken lat& 
Seepage 118 
7.2 Considen the inlM·relationshipl between terla, 
CCllleltl, speakers and liltenen in a nngoe cl aituaticn. 
Seepage 132 
Seepage 144 
1. Termuuch u 'lpeak', •..:, 'talk', 't.ell', 'explain' are intended toindude bllll clcammlllliealicll ouch u liping 11111 the 111e a( 
communication aicla Cboonlo, Canpic, Conom CDIIIIIIIIUC8lm elc.l 
x 
Linguistic structures 
& features 
1.3 Draws on implicit knowledge of the linguistic 
stnx.ture9 and features or own variety of English when 
expl'Nling ideas and informatim and interpreting 
spoken tats. 
Seepage 19 
2.3 Experimentl with dilferent linguistic structures 
and features for expreesing and interpreting ideu and 
infi,rmation. 
a.3 UIUllly- linguistic structures and features or 
spoken language appropiat.ely for exinssing and 
interpnt;qideas and information. 
Seepage57 
4.3 Controls mo11t linguistic etructores and features 
ri spoken language for interpreting meaniDg and 
• developing and preae�ideas and information in 
familiar lituatioas. 
Seepage 79 
5.3 Diacwraea and eiperimentll with some linguistic 
structural and fealurell that enable speabn to 
inlluence audiences. 
6.3 Elperimenta with kmwledge oflmguistic 
structunll and ature8, and draws ID this knowledge to 
explain how speaken inlluence midierua 
;,3 Uaesa- of difl'ereDces between spoken 
and written language to !llllltruct own spoken tats in 
structured, l'ormal llilualm. 
Seepage 133 
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Strategies 
14 Moniton CDIDllllllUcatioo of self and others. 
See page 19 
2.4 Speaks and liste!ls in ways that assist 
c:ommunication with others. 
Seepage35 
3.4 Reflecta ID own approach to c:ommunicatioo and 
the ways in which others interact. 
Seepege57 
4.4 Assists and monitm the communication 
pattema of self and others. 
Seepage79 
5.4 List.ens strategically and systematically recml., 
spoken information. 
Seepage 103 
6.4 Crititally evaluat.es others' spoken texts and uaes 
this kmwledp to reflect oo and improve own. 
Seepage 119 
7 .4 U11e11 a l'8ll8ll or strat.egies m present spoken texts 
in fiJrmal situations. 
Seepage 133 
8.4 Uaes liatening strategies which enable clet.ailed 
aitical eYB!uation ortexta with amplel levels of 
lll88lling. 
Seepage 145 
2. 'J'be lenn 'lillm' ii Intended la indade Ill filmia rJ 1tllndiJll(IIJ>ftldinl, Wlldqllpl Wlgl1lp etc.� 
3. 'l'be temi 'anl' ia intended la indude bm rl aimmunbliaii aw:b u ligning ml llling communimt.on. 
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For assessment and reporting purposes, the teacher applying this framework would, for example, use Level 1.1. statement - "Interacts informally with teachers, 
peers and known adults in structured classroom activities dealing briefly with familiar 
topics" - as one of four criteria! statements against which to assess a student's achievement in Speaking and Listening. Her decision is facilitated by the Profile in its further provision of pointers under each Level statement. Figure 2 illustrates some of the pointers given under the Level 1.2. statement: 
Figure 2: Pointers under Contextual Understanding 
for Level 1 Speaking & Listening 
At ler,el 1, a student: 
1.2 Shows emerging awareness of school 
purposes and expectations for using 
spoken language. 
Evident when students, for example: 
• Understand purpose and their own roles in 
routine classroom activities involving 
speaking and listening. 
• Attempt 1;o observe agreed rules in 
structured classroom situations (raise hand 
to speak, take turns, answer questions, listen 
attentively, offer ideas and opinions). 
• Cooperate with others on tasks. 
• Use talk to establish relationships with 
otl}ers in the classroom. 
• Ask, accede to and refuse requests in agreed 
ways. 
• Compare greetings and farewells used at 
home and at school and discuss those 
appropriate to different situations ('Good 
morning' to a t.eacher in the classroom, 'See 
ya' to other students in the yard). 
• Make connections between first or home 
language (including signed language) and 
school English, recognising that all 
languages serve a communicative function. 
Providing pointers for eight Levels of progression in four Strands in the separate modes of Speaking & Listening, Reading & Viewing, and Writing, the Profile is clearly a comprehensive framework for assessing student achievements in English. To further inform a teacher's use of the Profile, at each Level, outcomes are illustrated with children's work samples. Figure 3 following summarises the different parts of the Profile and their relationship in more detail. 
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Figure 3: The Elements of the Profile 
Elements of the profile 
LEVEL 1 Wnlinl 
• 
l ... lCflC·:wc,.,.. .ilnlll ... , , . .....,., ··-----­.. - ·--·-­---
·-:::.::. -� .. ..... 
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,·-::-
I·· ,....,, , ...... -.� .. ·,_:: 
xiii 
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ESL Scales 
(Australian Education Council (1994) ESL Scales. Carlton, Victoria: Curriculum 
Corporation.) 
These Scales were developed by the Australian Education Council to supplement 
the National Statements and Profiles in the eight key learning areas. Their design 
therefore mirrors the matrix organisation of the English Profile. Their purpose is 
to: 
• 
• 
provide a set of benchmarks against which the full range of ESL learners ' 
achievements in English may be set 
• develop a shared language among teachers of ESL learners in specialist and 
generalist contexts 
• 
• assist teachers throughout Australia in making consistent formative and 
summative judgements about ESL learners ' achievements 
• 
• enhance students '  access to the eight key learning areas 
• 
• help in identifying ESL learners ' achievements and needs to assist program 
and curriculum development. (ESL scales, p.1) 
The ESL Scales are organised, in similar ways to the English Profile, into three 
modes or strands: 
• Oral Interaction (listening and speaking) 
• Reading and Responding 
. •  Writing 
Each of these modes is further divided into four strand organisers: 
Communication 
How the student interacts with the English-speaking environment and 
communicates in the new code of English. In particular, this strand organiser 
focuses on the ESL learner's communicative competence in terms of 
communication for social and cultural participation and communication for 
learning purposes. 
Language and cultural understanding 
What the student understands about the situational and sociocultural contexts 
that affects the way English is used and interpreted. The strand organiser deals 
with the understandings based on language and culture that influence the 
comprehension and creation of English, including the intentions and effects of an 
act of communication (i.e. understanding how spoken and written English is 
realised through linguistic choices for particular purposes and audiences by 
means of particular communicative strategies) and the different sociocultural 
contexts and perspectives of language use (i.e. understanding how values and 
attitudes and world views are conveyed and created through spoken and written 
language). 
Language structures and features 
The linguistic structures and features the student uses to create and comprehend 
texts. This strand organiser includes discourse structures such as texts or 
elements of language relating to texts and discourse features such as grammar, 
vocabulary, morphemes and aspects of the sound or writing systems. 
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Strategies 
How the student goes about operating in English and acquiring English. This 
focuses on two types of strategies (i) those operating strategies that the students 
may use to communicate in English (tactics and approaches for participating in, 
sustaining, planning, managing and refining communication) and (ii) acquisition 
strategies that students use to learn English (approaches and techniques students 
use to enhance their learning of English, including social, affective, cognitive and 
metacognitive strategies). 
For each outcome described under each of the above strand organisers within a 
mode like Oral Interaction, for instance, there are a number of different pointers 
which can be referred to in order to see whether in fact the outcome is being 
achieved. Before being able to state whether an outcome has been achieved, it 
would be necessary to observe the student in a number of different contexts, 
through a variety of activities and work samples, over a period of time, and with 
reference to several pointers. 
The ESL Scales are intended to describe ESL language development at different 
Levels of achievement. Level 1 of each strand represents beginning knowledge of 
English for students with no experience of English. The Reading and 
Responding and the Writing strands also include three Beginning Levels relating 
to those students who have no experience of literacy in any language. The 
highest Levels in each strand reflect the achievement ESL students require for 
successful independent learning in English in secondary school. 
By way of illustration and for comparison with earlier extract from the English 
Profile (Figure 1), Figure 4 lists the outcomes for the Oral Interaction strand under 
each of the four substrands. Within the Scales, pointers are provided under each · 
of the following outcome statements. 
Figure 4: ESL Scales - Oral Interaction 
COMMUNICATION LANGUAGE & CULTURAL LANGUAGE STRATEGIES 
UNDERSTANDING STRUCTURES & 
FEATIJRES 
Oral OJC 1.1 OJ L&C 1.2 OJ LS&F 1.3 OJ -S 1.4 
Inter- Communicates verbally & Draws on knowledge of Shows understanding of Attends to spoken English 
action non-verbally in simple how people communicate, some familiar simplified and attempts 
Level 1 social and classroom showing awareness of spoken English communication, relying 
situations, taking cues classroom conventions that supported by immediate on non-verbal and very 
from immediate context involve routine verbal and context and uses a few limited verbal resources. 
and using gesture, isolated non-verbal exchanges. simple spoken formulae 
words or well-known or isolated words. 
formulae. 
Oral OIC 2.1 OJ L&C 2.2 OJ LS&F 2.3 OJ S 2.4 
Inter- Communicates verbally Tunes into the sounds of Shows some Uses some basic 
action and non-verbally in English and shows understanding of communication and 
Level 2 routine social and understanding of when to simplified English in learning strategies to 
classroom situations, use available English familiar, controlled participate in everyday 
understanding controlled acceptably. exchanges, and uses and class routines. 
English supported by its simple formulae or short 
immediate context and telegraphic utterances. 
uses learnt formulae, well-
rehearsed patterns and 
short, simple utterances. 
Oral OJC 3.1 OJ L&C 3.2 OJ LS&F 3.3 OJ S 3.4 
Inter- Communicates and learns Demonstrates awareness of Responds to controlled Accesses and incorporates 
action through English in aspects of spoken English English in familiar English into own oral 
Level 3 predictable social and necessary for exchanges and repertoire from a range of 
learning situations, communicating and manipulates learned oral and written sources 
understanding learning in school. structures and features to in order to extend oral 
contextualised English and make original utterances skills in English. 
expressing simple characterised by 
messages in basic English. simplified language and 
varying grammatical 
accuracv. 
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Oral OIC 4.1 OI L&C 4.2 OI LS&:F 4.3 OI S 4.4 Inter- Understands the gist of Demonstrates awareness of Responds to spoken Accesses and incorporates action unfamiliar topics basic register requirements English appropriately in English into own oral Level 4 expressed in familiar of spoken English in predictable situations, repertoire from a range of language and familiar formal and and adapts available oral and written sources communicates in informal situations. English repertoire to in order to extend oral predictable social and make expanded skills in English. learning situations, utterances. expressing simple messages in connected speech. 
Oral OIC 5.1 OI L&C 5.2 OI LS&:F 5.3 OI S 5.4 Inter- Communicates in familiar Considers how Shows understanding of Uses knowledge of oral action social and classroom interpersonal and cultural spoken English, cuing in and written English to Level 5 situations, extracting contexts affect to key organisational sustain and monitor relevant information from communication in English. and language features spoken English. spoken English and and demonstrating elaborating on some ideas control over a basic oral in coherent speech. repertoire. 
Oral OIC 6.1 OI L&C 6.2 OI LS&:F 6.3 OI S 6.4 Inter- Communicates in familiar Shows awareness that Interprets and creates Uses planning and action formal and informal effective spoken English spoken texts in ways that reflection to improve Level 6 registers, interpreting requires speakers to adapt show a developing range, fluency, and spoken English mainly at language according to the control over subject- accuracy of oral a literal level and perceived needs and specific registers. language. organising language and expectations of listeners. ideas drawn from different sources. 
Oral OIC 7.1 OI L&C 7.2 OI LS&:F 7.3 RS 7.4 Inter- Communicates in a Identifies and incorporates Interprets and creates Monitors spoken English action variety of social and some non-literal language coherent texts with some for relevance and Level 7 learning contexts, and some key cultural control and flexibility accuracy to link ideas presenting ideas and references in speech. over key organisational across spoken texts. information on a range of and language features. familiar topics and issues. 
Oral OIC 8.1 OI L&C 8.2 OI LS&:F 8.3 RS 8.4 Inter- Communicates effectively Shows understanding of Interprets complex Monitors language action in most formal and how values, perspectives spoken English used for patterns and Level 8 informal social and and feelings are expressed a range of purposes and communicative techniques learning situations about through spoken English creates spoken texts that in speech to enhance and familiar and unfamiliar and reflects that awareness demonstrate some sustain communication. issues of some complexity. in own language. clarity, cohesiveness and versatility of expression. 
NLLIA ESL Bandscales 
(National Languages & Literacy Institute of Australia (1993) ESL Development: 
Language and Literacy in Schools. Vols 1 & 2. Canberra: NLLIA.) 
The ESL Bandscales provide descriptions of proficiency development in English 
as a second language in the four modes of Listening, Speaking, Reading, and 
Writing. The Bandscales are intended to cover all phases of schooling from K to 
Year 12. Developed specifically for ESL students independently of the National 
English Profile and prior to the ESL Scales, the achievement statements in the 
Bandscales indicate Levels but are not further subdivided into substrands under 
each of the modes. The Bandscales are, in fact, made up of three scales in order 
to account for the different ages of ESL students on entering the school system. 
As Figure 5 indicates, the framework provides Band scales for different Year 
levels in the system. It also shows the relation between a student's progress 
through the Levels of the Bandscales and progress in mainstream language and 
literacy development. 
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Figure 5: The Relation between the ESL Bandscales and 
Mainstream Language & Literacy Development 
ESL secondary 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
bandscales 
ESL middle/ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
upper primary 
bandscales 
ESL junior 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Mainstream 
primary Language 
bandscales & Literacy 
Development 
To illustrate the Bandscales, Figure 6 lists the descriptions of achievement at all 
the Levels in the three strands under the mode of Speaking. When compared 
with the equivalent statements of achievement in the English Profile and the ESL 
Scales, these descriptions appear to offer greater detail. 
Figure 6: ESL Bandscales - Speaking 
Speaking Level 1 
Speaking Level 2 
Junior Primary 
Will label some objects and use occasional isolated words. Vocabulary limited to that necessary to express immediate needs. Often echo words and phrases of other learners and adults. Use gestures to indicate meaning, particularly needs, likes and dislikes; need an attentive interlocutor who is prepared to predict meaning from gestures and context. 
Beginning to use routine and formulaic social language including familiar ·courtesies e.g. yes please, lunch-time?. Beginning to combine words creatively e.g. me tum, not come here, no like Australia. Have some control over aspects of the environment as language develops e.g. directing others (I'm dobbing on you! Mine!) Are able to join in with repetitive language of stories, poems & songs. May repeat questions or statements of others. 
Middle & Upper Primary 
Will label some objects and use occasional isolated words. Vocabulary limited to that necessary to express elementary needs. Often echo words and phrases of other students and adults. Use gestures to indicate meaning, particularly needs, likes & dislikes. Need an attentive interlocutor who is prepared to predict meaning from gestures & context. Can respond non-verbally & copy actions of others in academic learning activities such as in language arts, maths, science, etc (e.g. picking up & moving objects appropriately (e.g. in science experiments); participating in excursions in social studies). 
Can participate in guided face-to-face conversations with a familiar, supportive adult. Rely heavily on chunks of language & routine phrases and substitute new words or phrases as they are acquired. Will rely on gesture & help from the listener. Have some control over aspects of the environment as language develops (e.g. directing others (That's mine! I'm 
dobbing on you!') 
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Secondary 
Uses non-verbal gestures and/ or single words to express immediate needs. May have some learned courtesy formulae (e.g. sorry, excuse me). May be able to name some objects. Either through complete lack of experience with English (e.g. a very recent arrival in Australia) or through choice ('silent period') may not sar anything in English. 
Can participate in predictable face­to-face interactions (ask and answer simple questions, initiate and respond to simple statements,) in personal informational exchanges, and in routine areas of immediate need (e.g. simple transactional exchanges such as in shops and in public transport, in sport and classroom interaction). 
With intensive context-enriched ESL support (e.g. pictorial support, labels, charts, hands-on activities) can participate in basic classroom discourse e.g. simple interactive tasks in pairs and groups requiring predominantly formulaic learned spoken utterances. 
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Speaking Level 3 
Speaking Level 4 
Speaking Level S 
Can participate in routine exchanges (e.g. greetings, simple routine classroom responses) without great difficulty. Can participate in and initiate face-to­face interactions on familiar personal topics with familiar peers and adults, but will rely heavily on interlocutor and contextual support (e.g. interlocutor allowing time for the learners to process thoughts and express themselves in English, giving supportive gestures and facial expressions, rephrasing questions, using objects/ pictures). Can respond with short responses to teacher's guiding questions in classroom activities. Will speak with frequent breakdowns in fluency and meaning due to limited English resources. 
Are able to communicate in a growing range of social & learning situations with interlocutor and contextual support. Can sustain a conversation with an attentive adult on a familiar topic (e.g. on autobiographical information; describing past & present events). Can give a short morning talk about a familiar item. Can answer questions (What's that? What sort of ... is this? What happened then? Why are you doing that?) about an item being studied e.g. a classroom pet Extended discourse will be fragmented and approximations to standard forms will be evident. 
Are able to sustain participation in interactions, and express ideas during class discussions. Can contribute own ideas and opinions. Can participate in regular mainstream classroom activities on familiar topics, but do not have the 'depth' of language needed to relate more complex ideas needed in learning through English. 
Can participate in face-to-face interactions on familiar personal topics but with frequent breakdowns in fluency & meaning due to limited English resources. Are able to generate own language beyond formulae and two or three word sentences. Are able to participate in class interactions on familiar topics where teacher directs questions towards them individually, using contextual support, repeating & rephrasing & elaborating; but will have difficulty participating in discussions between teacher and learners at native-speaker speed. Can participate in group learning activities with mainstream peers only with a clear role definition (e.g. as the time keeper) which does not require much speaking in English. 
Are able to interact socially with peers & familiar adults in most informal school contexts (e.g. teacher on playground duty; with peers in playground games; with peers in the classroom in informal learning contexts (e.g. art & craft, games, organisational language in group work)). Can give personal information, and describe past & present events without great difficulty; able to use words & phrases in strings to participate in longer speaking turns. Are able to recount an event or a series of events orally (e.g. in individual presentations such as morning news). Can participate in academic learning activities on familiar topics if teacher and contextual support (modelling, scaffolding, recycling of language, etc) and time are provided. ESL features still occur but will not generally impede overall meaning. Can give a short prepared formal spoken report with heavy word-for-word reliance on their written text & with little ability to respond to questions beyond giving yes/no answers. 
Are able to sustain participation in interactions in English in an expanding range of contexts expected at their phase of schooling. Are fluent in social speech with few breakdowns in communication. Are able to participate & collaborate in mainstream class and group learning activities with other mainstream learners, but do not have the 'depth' of language required to relate more complex ideas which are needed in certain academic learning activities in English (e.g. in a persuasive text in Social Studies; in an explanation of a scientific process� 
xviii 
Can participate in contextualised interactions (i.e. mostly in face-to­face interactions with strong support from interlocutor) in a range of circumstances beyond immediate needs. Can contribute with relevance and reasonable comprehensibility to short dialogue/ classroom interaction on a familiar topic. Can communicate most routine social and school needs. 
Can communicate ideas in classroom interaction with relevance and reasonable comprehensibility by combining and expanding simple holistic phrases on taught/ familiar topics and by experimenting with their limited English resource to express more complex content. However utterances will be fragmented (e.g. Sun is made of gas and earth is has air and water anything ... and moon in no water and no air). 
Are able to participate in expanded interactions with supportive interlocutor (e.g. interview with school counsellor) and can handle with confidence giving detailed autobiographical information and describing past and present events, though this may be given in shorter rather than longer utterances. May attempt to express complex thoughts and feelings in English, but rely on attentive interlocutor asking for clarification, paraphrasing, etc. to do so successfully. 
Have some ability to contribute to classroom interaction and to answer questions within subject areas, where taught and with an ESL-informed, supportive teacher. Can give opinions on familiar topics (depending on cultural and 
I or literacy background, personality) but express limited supporting factors/ ideas. Can express simple ideas in groups. 
Able to participate effectively in social and school contexts, if staying within own particular interest and ability areas and within routine areas of interaction (e.g. talking in home class, talking with ESL teacher at break, sports field). Are able to initiate and stage interactions and use longer utterances, though with uneven accuracy in more complex discourse. 
1hey are able to use a growing amount of spoken language in academic classroom contexts (e.g. talking to peers & teachers, handling the library, problem­solving with a peer in science, discussing maths problems with a teacher). Have acquired more technical vocabulary and discourse features of different subject areas; have problems in using sub­technical vocabulary (e.g. accommodate, in/late, device). 
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Speaking Level 6 
Speaking Level 7 
Able to take an active and productive part in all social and learning activities for their age and phase of schooling. Can participate in an interaction expressing own ideas and opinions with little help from teachers or peers. Some difficulties in expressing precision of meaning still persistent. Are able to express more complex ideas (at their level of cognitive development) on both familiar and new curriculum topics as long as the content is well grounded. Similarly, are able to explain things to other learners. 
Are able to communicate fluently and accurately for the range of purposes and in the range of social and learning contexts expected at their age level and phase of schooling. 
Speaking -Level 8 
Are able to take an active and productive part in all social and academic learning activities (within the range of ab iii ty expected at their phase of schooling) though some difficulties in expressing precision of meaning still persist. Will be able to take an active and productive part in group activities around academic topics. 
Are able to communicate fluently and accurately (with the range of ability expected at their phase of schooling) for the variety of purposes and audiences and across the range of social and academic contexts expected at their phase of schooling. 
Are able to participate effectively in most formal and informal conversations on personal, social and school topics; no longer rely on undue support from the interlocutor Is to maintain the interaction in informal contexts, though some ESL features remain. 
Are able to participate effectively in discourse in most classroom contexts on known and new topics; swift interactions in classroom academic discussions involving changes of topic and detailed argument will still be a problem. Have growing ability to participate in exchanges and collaboration with English-speaking peers, but may need additional support to substantiate argument/ points of view appropriately on academic topics. 
Are consolidating their ability to use the language appropriately for most purposes across a range of personal, social and general school contexts. Are very fluent speakers of English. Will make occasional second language slips in structure, choice of vocabulary, stress and intonation, socio-cultural references, etc. 
Are able to use the language to perform sophisticated and demanding school. tasks with independence, though with some remaining ESL features. Can give a long, extended talk independently and effectively in terms of stress: intonation and pausing (e.g. a report) but may take more time in preparation (e.g. writing out word for word beforehand; checking with others that stress and pronunciation is right, considering appropriate phrasing, etc.) 
Can use the language appropriately, flexibly and with facility for all purposes across the range of personal, social and general school contexts expected at their age and phase of schooling. 
Can participate in all types of spoken discourse in own subject areas at the level expected at their phase of schooling. 
The ESL Bandscales also describe particular achievements under each main Level 
statement, not dissimilar to the pointers in the ESL scales. And the support 
material also includes exemplar assessment activities, reporting formats, and 
observation guides listing broad categories and aspects of language use that a 
teacher may consider when assessing students. 
New South Wales English K-6 Syllabus 
(New South Wales Board of Studies (1994) English K-6 Syllabus and Support 
Document. Sydney: Author.) 
The English K-6 Syllabus, developed by the NSW Board of Education, was the 
first syllabus documents in Australia to incorporate outcomes from the National 
English Profile. The outcomes statements within the syllabus are organised in 
terms of three strands: Talking and Listening, Reading, and Writing. 
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A fourth strand, Values and Attitudes, is included but not elaborated in terms of specific outcomes at different levels. 
Similar to the English Profile, the organisation is a matrix in which the three major strands are themselves divided into three substrands: 
• Text and Context • Strategies for Talking and Listening/Leaming to Read/Learning to Write • Grammatical Patterns 
Across these strands and substrands, eight Levels of outcomes are identified. These levels are not tied to any particular age or stage of schooling. 
Following the design of the English Profile, each of the outcomes in the strands is accompanied by a number of pointers illustrating achievement at a particular level. There are also a number of annotated work samples and a range of support materials. 
Following a review of the outcomes and profiling approach in NSW, a revised version of English K-6 will be implemented in 1998. This version will have fewer outcomes and will be organised in terms of Stages rather than Levels. The stages will be tied to particular Years or grades (i.e. Early Stage 1 - Kindergarten; Stage 
1 - Years 1-2; Stage 2 - Years 3-4; Stage 3 - Years 5-6). 
New South Wales Early Learning Profiles 
(New South Wales Defartment of School Education (1994) Early Leaming Profiles. Sydney: Author. 
Because Level 1 of the English K-6 Syllabus was considered not to be taking sufficient account of learning taking place in the very early stages of schooling, the Department of School Education developed these Profiles in English and Mathematics to supplement the syllabus. The Profiles outlined two Levels prior to the original Level 1: Foundation Level and Transitional Level. 
The Profiles include a five-page section on the implications of such an assessment framework for ESL learners. Here teachers' attention is drawn to the specific use of the ESL Scales as a companion framework for the Early Learning Profiles, thereby acknowledging the intention underlying the design of the ESL Scales as a parallel document to the National English Profile. 
Queensland English Syllabus in Years 1 to 10 
(Department of Education, Queensland (1994) English in years 1 to 10 Queensland 
Syllabus Materials. Brisbane: Author.) 
The Queensland English Syllabus for Years 1 to 10 draws on five major curriculum concepts to provide coverage and coherence: 
• cultural heritage • skills • developmental and whole language • functional linguistics and genre theory • critical literacy 
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The syllabus provides a perspective on issues such as the needs of individuals and groups, the teaching of language in use, and the related underlying attitudes, thinking processes, skills and knowledge. The syllabus requires the explicit teaching of the knowledge and understanding of language and language learning which are seen to assist the young school leaver to become an independent learner. This explicit teaching about language and language learning also provides teachers and students with a metalanguage with which they can explore this area of study. 
The English Syllabus argues for the development of school programs which are coherent, balanced and have a range of learning experiences. The various components of the school program should be interrelated in such a way that they provide continuity of learning throughout years 1 to 10 to deliver language learning which is purposeful and related to the needs of the learner. The syllabus further argues that the planning for the development of effective school and classroom English programs is informed by comprehensive assessment practices. 
The Syllabus for Years 1 to 10 has a number of support guides designed to assist teachers. These are guides to genres in English, to analysing texts in English, to classroom practice in English, to teaching in English and to using English syllabus materials. 
Queensland Student Performance Standards in English 
(Department of Education, . Queensland (1994) A Guide to Using Student 
Performance Standards in English. Brisbane: Author.) 
Student Performance Standards were developed as a reporting framework based · on the National Profiles and Statements. They are therefore closely related to the English Syllabus for Years 1 to 10. The Standards are arranged similarly to the National English Profile as three main strands or modes of Reading and Viewing, Writing, Listening and Speaking. Within each of these there are substrands referring to: Contexts and Purposes, Texts in Use, Cultural and Social Understandings, Textual Features and Procedures. Under each of these there are eight Levels of achievement. The Performance Standards are also used in Catholic schools in Queensland as the framework for outcomes-based reporting. 
The Queensland Year 2 Diagnostic Net 
The Year 2 Diagnostic Net undertaken during the period of this study is a process of assessment and intervention to support children's literacy (Reading and Writing only) and numeracy development during the early years of schooling in the State. The assessment is aimed to identify those children who are experiencing difficulties in literacy and numeracy in order to provide focused support. 
The Net process of diagnostic assessment is based upon the Western Australian First Steps Developmental Continua with minor modifications (see below) and involves a four-step procedure in which teachers: 
• observe and map children's progress using the Developmental Continua for literacy and numeracy; • validate observations with specifically designed assessment tasks and identify those children who require intervention; • provide support those children requiring additional assistance; • report to parents. 
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Teachers are encouraged to interact on an individual basis with each student as 
part of the process of monitoring and assessment. Schools, in consultation with 
the parents, have the option of exempting ESL students who are at Level 2 or 
have been assessed already with reference to the Draft Queensland ESL 
Proficiency Levels (see below). 
As part of the Year 2 Diagnostic Net, teachers in Years l, 2 and 3 are provided 
with Developmental Continua in the focus areas of literacy and numeracy. The 
literacy Continua focus on Reading and Writing. The numeracy continuum is 
Number. In Catholic Schools in Queensland, the Early Years Diagnostic Net is a 
very similar diagnostic process addressing literacy and numeracy needs of Year 
1-3 students. 
Draft Queensland ESL Proficiency Levels 
(Cultural Equity Unit, Department of Education Queensland (1995) Draft 
Queensland ESL Proficiency Levels. Brisbane: Author.) 
These proficiency levels were developed by an ESL working group investigating 
needs-based resourcing in collaboration with ESL teachers and program 
managers. The five Level statements are intended to describe broadly different 
stages in English proficiency for ESL students in order to identify degrees of need 
for ESL support for students particularly at lower Levels. It is understood that 
ESL teachers would use their professional judgement, informed by their usual 
classroom assessment strategies, to assign levels of need. 
When the Year 2 Diagnostic Net process was trialed, it was agreed that students 
described as being at or below Level 2 on this framework could be considered for 
exemption from the Net process because of their limited English proficiency at 
that point in time. 
Similar to the Draft Proficiency Levels, an ESL Scale of Need - Draft 3 was 
developed as an instrument for Catholic schools in Queensland to identify ESL 
students in need of particular support. The intention of the document is also a 
diagnostic framework to inform allocation of funding at the system level. 
Victorian English Curriculum and Standards Framework 
(Board of Studies. 1995. English Curriculum and Standards Framework. 
Melbourne: Author.) 
The Introduction to the English Curriculum and Standards Framework states: 
'The Curriculum and Standards Framework (CSF) provides the basis for curriculum 
planning in Victorian schools for years Prep-10 and for reporting on student 
achievement. It sets out the major areas of learning to be covered and describes learning 
outcomes to be achieved by students. Its content is divided into eight key learning areas 
agreed nationally. The CSF will be used by schools to plan their curriculum and to 
refine their assessment and reporting procedures. ' (p. 2). 
The CSF was produced by the Victorian Board of Studies and is based on work 
done nationally in the process of developing the National Statements and 
Profiles. It brings curriculum statements and descriptions of outcomes into one 
document. 
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Each key learning area is divided into matrices. English is divided into three 
modes: Speaking and Listening, Reading, and Writing. Within each of these, 
there are four strands that closely mirror the National English Profile: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Texts (texts are any form of communication involving language; this strand 
describes the texts students encounter at particular levels and what they do 
with them) 
Contextual understanding (this includes two categories of knowledge: the 
situational context and the sociocultural context) 
Linguistic structures and features (this refers to the characteristics of 
organising texts and to the knowledge and use of grammar, both spoken and 
written) 
Strategies (this strand describes techniques and approaches students may 
use to become effective users of language). 
There are seven Levels for reporting students' achievement. The lower levels are 
associated with the following years of schooling in the primary school: 
• Level 1 
• Level 2 
• Level 3 
• Level 4 
End of Prep Year 
End of Year 2 
End of Year 4 
End of Year 6 
For each level of each strand there is a two-page description. The first page 
describes the curriculum focus. The second page lists a set of learning outcomes 
describing what students will be able to do within each of the modes at the 
completion of that level. This page provides a summary statement (usually a 
single sentence) for each mode, for example: Level l, Texts - Speaking and · 
Listening: ' Interacts with teachers, peers and known adults in both structured and 
informal classroom activities dealing briefly with familiar topics. ' 
This is followed by a set of indicators suggesting the kinds of behaviour teachers 
may look for as evidence that a student has achieved that level. For example, 
two of the nine indicators listed for this level, strand and mode are: ( i) Uses 
appropriate greetings introductions and farewells, for example, when using the telephone or introducing parents to the teacher; (ii) Joins in poems, action verses and 
refrains recited by the class or read by the teacher. 
Victorian ESL Companion to the English Curriculum and Standards 
Framework. 
(Board of Studies. 1996. ESL Companion to the English Curriculum and Standards 
Framework. Melbourne: Author.) 
The ESL Companion to the English CSF was developed by staff in both the 
Victorian Board of Studies and the Directorate of School Education and is based 
on the ESL Scales. The motivation for its development is stated in the 
introduction to the document: 
'Many students in Victorian schools are learning English as a second language (ESL). 
They are at all stages of learning English and of different ages, and have varying 
backgrounds in their first languages. While the broad objectives of the English 
curriculum ultimately will be the same for all students, those learning English as a 
second language need targeted teaching and extra time, support and exposure to 
English before reaching the learning outcomes described in the English Curriculum and 
Standards Framework (CSF). The ESL Companion to the English CSF will provide the 
framework for the development of appropriate ESL programs for such students. 
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'The ESL companion recognises the need to control English language input, and systematically and explicitly teach English language skills to ESL students before the outcomes of the Engl ish CSF will be appropriate for them. This will vary from student to student depending on their age, previous educational background including level of l iteracy in their first language, and opportunity to access an intensive ESL program. There can be no prescribed time for this. For many students there will be a transition period where elements of both documents will apply. 'The ESL companion will have value for both ESL and mainstream teachers. Principally it is written for teachers working in a range of ESL programs in both primary and secondary settings. However, the document is also intended to inform mainstream teachers of the type of curriculum and learning outcomes that are appropriate for ESL learners. ESL course advice that supports the CSF and ESL annotations to the Directorate of School Education course advice will further assist mainstream teachers with ESL students in the classes. Teachers will therefore need to use the ESL companion according to their particular teaching context . '  (p. 1). 
The ESL course advice for primary students referred to here and so far published by the Department of Education consists of two volumes for use with Primary new arrivals: (i) BL and Bl Course Advice and (ii) ESL Essentials - Al.  
The ESL companion uses the same basic structure of strands and modes as the English CSF. Thus the strands of the ESL companion are: 
• Communication (this relates to the Texts strand of the English CSF, but with greater emphasis on communicative language use and the acquisition of English) • Contextual understanding (as with the English CSF, this includes two categories of knowledge: the situational context and the sociocultural context) • Linguistic structures and features (as with the English CSF, this refers to the ability to organise and link texts, and to the knowledge and use of grammar and vocabulary, both spoken and written) • Strategies (related to the Strategies strand of the English CSF, this strand focuses on operating strategies, used for managing communication in English, and strategies used to acquire English) 
As with the English CSF, all four strand is located within the three modes. 
In contrast to the English CSF, the ESL companion uses the term 'stages' rather than 'levels' to describe English development. The ESL companion: 
' ... provides a set of overlapping, flexible stages of English development related to bands of schooling. With the except ion of the BL and SL stages, the framework is based on an assumption that the students are l iterate in their first language and have educational experiences similar to the level that would be expected for their age group. ' (p.2). 
Unlike the English CSF, these broad stages of English development in the ESL companion are not clearly linked to particular years of schooling. The stages of the ESL companion for primary students are as follows: 
• 
• 
Lower Primary Middle/Upper Primary Two stages: Al and A2 Three stages: Bl, B2 and B3 
There is another stage, BL, for Middle/Upper Primary students with little or no literacy in their first language and at early stages of learning English. 
Figure 7 ( the 'stages' or 'rainbow' diagram) shows the stages of the ESL companion, and how these stages relate to the levels of the English CSF. 
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Figure 7: Stages of the ESL Companion to the English CSF 
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The relationship between the ESL companion and the English CSF is explained in 
the following way: 
'An important element of (this) diagram is the period of overlap between the two 
frameworks. As ESL students move beyond the ESL companion, the outcomes of the 
English CSF are likely to become more and more appropriate in describing their 
language learning. However, it is likely that reference to the curriculum focuses and 
learning outcomes expressed in the ESL companion will continue to be relevant in the 
development of programs for students with an ESL background. The ESL companion 
does not map individual student pathways, so it is not possible to determine exactly 
when the English CSF will be appropriate for particular ESL students. ' (p. 7). 
The content of the ESL companion is organised in a similar way to that of the 
English CSF, with the difference noted above, so that for each 'stage' of each 
strand there is a two-page description. The first page describes the curriculum 
focus. The second page lists a set of learning outcomes describing what students 
will be able to do witru.n each of the modes at the completion of that level. This 
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page provides a summary statement (usually a single sentence) for each mode, 
for example: 
Stage Al, Communication - Listening and Speaking: 'Use learned formulas, well­
rehearsed patterns, short, simple utterances and non-verbal language to communicate in 
routine social and classroom situations, understanding controlled English supported by 
the immediate context. ' 
As with the English CSF, this is followed by a set of indicators suggesting the 
kinds of behaviour teachers may look for as evidence that a student has achieved 
that level including: 
Receptive examples 
• follows simple instructions 
• relying on key words 
• non verbal language 
• context 
Communicative examples 
• give some basic personal information on request 
• using learned formulas or brief answers eg My name is .... , I'm a boy I girl 
Victorian English Profiles Handbook. 
(Ministry of Education and Training (School Programs Division). (1991) Victorian 
English Profiles Handbook. Melbourne: Author.) 
This was the first document using outcomes-based profiles as part of an 
assessment procedure published in Australia. The introduction states: 
'Profiles are a means of summarising and reading information from a variety of 
assessment tasks. Profiles are not assessment instruments. They are scales of 
achievement on which a student's progress can be charted. '  
The English Profiles Handbook contains three sets of Bands, for Spoken 
Language, Reading and Writing, with each set containing descriptions at nine 
Levels, labelled A {beginning) to I (most advanced). 
At the beginning of each set of Bands is a single page summary of each Band 
Level. On the double page that presents each Band level in more detail, a set of 
ten to fifteen statements describing language use are given. For Spoken Language, 
these are divided into Use of Oral Language (e.g. Spoken Language Level B 
'Makes short announcements clearly') and Features of Oral Language (e.g. Level B 
'Reacts (smiles, laughs etc.) to absurd word substitutions'). 
For Reading, the descriptive statements are divided into Reading Strategies (e.g. 
Reading Level B "'Reads" books with repetitive patterns') and Responses (e.g. Level 
B 'Selects own books to "read"'), with Interest and Attitudes at some Levels (eg. 
Level A 'Shows preference for particular books'), and Concepts about Print at the 
first level (e.g. Level A 'Holds book the right way up'). 
For Writing, the descriptive statements are divided into the categories: What the 
Writer does (e.g. Writing Level B 'Reproduces words from signs and sources in 
immediate environment'), What the Writing Shows (e.g. Level B 'Use of vocabulary 
of print - letters, words, question marks') and Use of Writing (e.g. Level B Writes 
own name'). 
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Western Australian English Student Outcome Statements 
(Education Department of Western Australia (1994 Working Edition; 1997 Final Draft) Student Outcome Statements: English. Perth: Author.) 
The Student Outcome Statements are described by Campagna-Wildash (1997), a major contributor to the development of the National English Profile, as "a next generation version" of the national document. The version of the English Outcome Statements which was available to the Western Australian teachers who took part in the study was the 1994 Working Edition which, through a two year trial, was being refined during the time of the study with a final draft being released in August 1997. 
The authors of Student Outcome Statements define them as reflecting "the 
knowledge, skills and processes that the Western Australian Government school system 
considers to be essential for all students" (Introduction p.5). A draft policy statement quoted in the document states that the Student Outcome Statements are intended to be used as "the focus of school development planning" and to "demonstrate educational accountability" (Introduction p. 8). According to the document, the English learning area, which embraces ESL programs, aims to develop Speaking , Listening, Reading, Viewing and Writing in a wide range of contexts. This entails the students' knowledge and use of linguistic structures and features, knowledge of language variation; of literature; the discussion and critical analysis of texts; and appreciation of the ways in which the interpretation of texts may vary for individuals. Although the document focuses on "outcomes and experiences typically available to all students within the classroom 
and school"(p. 2), there is acknowledgment in the rationale for the framework that students come from "diverse socio-cultural and language backgrounds" and that one _ issue which should be monitored is "the effectiveness and inclusiveness of the 
outcome statements in relation to the performance of ESL and NESB students, 
including Aboriginal students" (p.2). 
In the Working Edition, the English Student Outcome Statements are grouped into three strands: Writing, Reading and Viewing, and Speaking and Listening. Within each strand the outcomes are further grouped into three interdependent substrands: Texts; Contextual Understanding; and Linguistic structures and Features. Processes and Strategies are not considered to be outcomes in this document, but are included within each strand in order to provide teachers with behaviours which are "typical of the development of skills, abilities and knowledge" at each level. Student Outcome Statements, mirroring the national Profile, describe eight levels of achievement which cover eighteen month- to two-year periods in a student's school life. 
As can be seen in Figure 8, The Student Outcome Statements are organised very much like the National English Profile although the descriptors of achievement are specific to this framework. Each Level of development is described in terms of major outcomes and, under each of these, an outcome is illustrated by pointers which are examples of achievement. In addition to being illustrated by pointers, Levels are also elaborated upon through annotated work samples. 
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Figure 8: An Extract from Level 1 of the English Student 
Outcome Statements 
Reading & Viewing 
Texts 
This will be evident when 
students, for example: 
• Engage in reading-like 
behaviour (hold book, turn 
pages and relate story er 
information as if reading the 
words). 
• 
Mimic teacher's role in a 
shared book sesmon by 
pointing to and 'reading' the 
text of a familiar big book 
largely from memory. 
Point to text on signs and 
provide a relevant meaning 
according to the context. 
Recognise the meaning of 
familiar print (advertising 
logos, labels, classroom signs, 
street and traffic signs, 
names and labels on 
classroom equipment). 
Begin to provide consistent 
messages from printed texts. 
Recognise own name . 
Contextual 
Understanding 
This will be evident when students, 
for example: 
• Recall and briefly describe an 
event in television programs 
whose segments are 
constructed with young 
children's interests and 
concentration spans in mind. 
Comment on parts of 
television programs aimed at a 
general viewing audience. 
Take part in class discussion 
about possible interpretations of 
a picture (stories that can be 
inferred from a newspaper 
photograph). 
Discuss television programs 
viewed at home (express 
reasons for preferring certain 
programs; offer some reasons 
for a character's actions). 
• Discuss favourite aspects of 
films and videos and identify 
features that appeal to them 
(action segments, scary parts, 
particular characters). 
Students in an education 
support setting will signal 
progress towards Level One 
when they, for example: 
Demonstrate reading 
behaviours, such as 
-holding book correct way up 
-turning single pages in order 
-tracking from left to right 
Maintain focus when looking at 
books, advertising material, 
magazines. 
Listen to stories. 
Request stories. 
• Listen, watch and enjoy a story 
when given a choice. 
• Show positive or appropriate 
response to pictures and text. 
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Linguistic Structures 
and Features 
This will be evident when 
students, for example: 
• Compare personal knowledge 
and experience with 
information in texts (make 
comments such as, 'That's 
like .. .' or 'When I did that I .. .' 
or 'My silkworms didn't look 
like that. . .'). 
Express personal views about a 
character's actions and 
speculate on their own 
behaviour in a similar situation 
('If I were .... I would have .. .'). 
Reflect on their own 
experiences compared with 
those in texts viewed or heard 
read through talking, drawing, 
roleplay, craft (draw a picture 
showing when they felt the 
way a character did). 
Compare the way familiar 
people live with those in visual 
and printed texts (how the 
families represented are like or 
unlike their own). 
List and discuss new things 
learned or questions raised 
through viewing or listening to 
a text read aloud (new 
information gained through 
shared reading of an 
informational book). 
Students in an education 
support setting will signal 
progress towards Level One 
when they, for example: 
Identify familiar features in 
pictorial texts. 
Indicate connections between 
features in texts and own 
experience. 
A 
A Guide to the Case Studies 
A recommendation from the two-year trial of the document was that outcomes, pointers and work samples should be reviewed and re-written in order to reflect i:he wider diversity of the student population (Education Department of Western Australia, 1996; Meiers, 1996). At the time of publication of the present report the final draft of the Student Outcome Statements for English was being prepared on the basis of feedback from the trial. This document will contain the following modifications: revision of layout; the separation of Reading and Viewing into two distinct strands; the inclusion of Processes and Strategies as a fourth substrand; revision of pointers; and the inclusion of Strand Level Statements. 
Western Australian First Steps Developmental Continua 
(Education Department of Western Australia (1994) First Steps. Melbourne: Addison Wesley Longman.) 
The First Steps framework is made up of four Developmental Continua which echo the modes in the National English Profile but with an emphasis upon the learning of literacy. These Continua refer to Oral Language, Reading, Writing, and Spelling. The Continua were designed by the Education Department of Western Australia to assist teachers in monitoring students' language and, particularly, their progress in literacy. They were also designed to inform teachers' planning in order to enable further development. Each continuum is presented in a single book which consists of four parts: the foundations or rationale of First Steps; information about the given aspect of language or literacy; an account of phases of development; and profiles of development. At the beginning of each book there is an overview of the specific Developmental Continuum. Each Developmental Continuum consists of a number of Phases. For example there are 6 Phases in the Writing Developmental Continuum: 
Phase 1: Role Play Writing. Phase 2: Experimental Writing. Phase 3: Early Writing. Phase 4: Conventional Writing. Phase 5: Proficient Writing. Phase 6: Advanced Writing. 
Each Phase is described and then illustrated through the use of indicators of progress. The indicators describe language and literacy behaviours which are seen as typical of that Phase. For example, in the Writing Developmental Continua, Phase 1: Role Play Writing consists of the following key indicators: 
Phase 1: Role Play Writing 
Children are beginning to come to terms with a new aspect of language, that 
of written symbols. They experiment with marks on paper with the intention 
of communicating a message or emulating adult writing. 
Key Indicators • Assigns a message to own symbols. • Understands that writing and drawing are different, e.g. points to words while 'reading'. • Is aware that print carries a message. • Uses known letters or approximations of letters to represent written language. • Shows be innin awareness of directionali 
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In order to place each child in a particular Phase, the teacher collects a wide 
range of evidence for each child from a number of number of different activities. 
Observation, recording and analysis of work samples may reveal that some 
children display indicators from different Phases. Cumulative evidence in 
relation to tfie indicators within and across Phases are used to locate children in 
that Phase in which they have attained most of the indicators. Progress is seen 
as a consequence of the teaching and learning context and individual differences. 
Therefore children are not necessarily expected to progress through the phases 
sequentially. Each developmental pathway may be different and the pace of 
development may differ from student to student. 
Teachers are encouraged to involve parents and children in the mapping process. 
Parents' knowledge and understanding of their child's literacy behaviours at 
home can be used to complement the teacher's observations. Each phase has 
information and suggestions as to how parents can help their child with literacy 
at home. 
A key aspect the First Steps framework is its pedagogic recommendations. 
Particular teaching emphases are related to each Phase in order to help teachers 
plan and focus their work and particular teaching strategies are identified in each 
Phase which the designers of the framework regard as helpful and appropriate in 
enabling students to progress in that Phase and beyond. Having placed their 
students in particular Phases, therefore, teachers are encouraged to link their 
assessments with their teaching practices by focusing upon the major teaching 
emphases related to each Phase and by adopting particular strategies to enable 
students to achieve indicators within it. 
In addition to tracing the progress of individual students in relation to the 
Phases, teachers may use the Whole Class Profile sheet provided in the Continua 
as a means of plotting the development of the class or to report to the school or 
to parents. In this process, once or twice a year, key indicators are highlighted 
and dated as they are observed to occur for each child thereby giving the teacher 
an overall record of each child's progress. The reader will see this process 
illustrated and teachers' particular use of the Continua in some of the Western 
Australia Case studies that follow. 
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THE PILBARA CASE STUDIES 
Joanne at Nyamal School 
Leigh at Weaver Primary School 
Nicole at Weaver Primary School 
Kylie at Banksia Pre-Primary 

Joanne at Nyamal School 
Michael P. Breen 
The School Context 
Nyamal is a small community 300 kilometres south east of Far Harbour on the 
western edge of the Great Sandy Desert. Approximately 150 people live there, 
almost all belong to the Yirrungadgi community except for a handful of gold 
prospectors, the shopkeeper and service workers and their families in addition to 
the teachers at the school. Access to Nyamal is by unsealed roads which often 
become impassable during the summer wet season. 
The school is located in a cluster of buildings shaded by trees which include a 
community hall, a library, a nursing post, a small hotel, a store and a few houses. 
These include the teachers' houses on the school site where separate 
prefabricated classrooms surround the edge of the playground. The Aboriginal 
community live about lkm from the school. The school has 48 students on role 
from years K-10 divided into three classes. Joanne is responsible for the K-2 
students aged 5 to around 7. She has 12 children on the roll but their attendance 
often fluctuates and some children, travelling between communities with their 
families, come and go for short periods. 
All Joanne's students are from the Aboriginal community except for the daughter · 
of the policeman, who is the only non-ESL child in the class, and the disabled 
son of one of the local prospectors whose first language is French. The majority 
of children speak Kartujarra which is the dominant language in this part of the 
Pilbara, although some children passing through may speak different dialects 
and, sometimes, a different language. Older members of the community may also 
speak Nyangumarta, Manyjiljarra, and other languages or dialects in addition to 
occasionally using Aboriginal English. In the playground and with each other in 
the classroom, Joanne's young students communicate in Kartujarra. 
The Classroom Context 
Joanne's classroom is spacious and bright and, with its air conditioning, provides 
relatively cool relief from the stark sunlight out of a clear sky and spring to 
autumn temperatures regularly over 40 degrees. The room has charts and 
pictures with an emphasis on the alphabet, names of things, and number. She 
has the support of a teacher's aide and an aide for the disabled child much of the 
time and an Aboriginal Education Worker also provides valuable support each 
morning. Such support enables Joanne to involve these adults as much as 
possible in small group, pair and individual student work and it is clear that her 
aides are familiar with the procedures and tasks for each day. Joanne sometimes 
negotiates with them concerning the appropriateness and timing of classroom 
activities and her aides share with her the on-going process of evaluation and 
assessment of students work which Joanne has established. 
A typical day in Joanne's classroom begins with a breathe, blow, and rough 
routine in order to help the children combat otitis media and the resulting 
reduction in hearing. Then there are deep breathing and other exercises and songs 
or rhymes. Lessons will be punctuated by recess and lunch provided by the 
school, after which the children play outside. The typical procedure for a lesson 
begins in Joanne's comer around the whiteboard on which Joanne has placed 
pictures and texts or has written letters, numbers or words which are the focus of 
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the lesson. In the first lesson of the day, Joanne shows the Day Chart on which there is a goal of behaviour expressed as Our Wish for the Day. It is on the basis of this goal that Joanne will add or subtract ticks for individual student behaviour and effort. Joanne believes it is crucial to settle the children, encourage them to be in control of their bodies, and therefore reward them regularly for sitting attentively and for effortful work. The young children are clearly familiar with this on-going points system which Joanne records throughout the day on the whiteboard. 
The two hour lesson before recess is focused upon language and especially literacy work. Often, after songs or rhymes, children move into small groups for Newstelling with Joanne and her aides each with a group. This is followed by Storybook in Joanne's comer with questions and answers and Joanne will then begin a phonics lesson, focusing upon a feature of letter or word formation or sound and letter relationship deriving from a part of the story but serving as the basis of the children's own later work. Here the children form pairs either to work towards answers about features of the story, perhaps in order to predict characters or events, or to find words in their own books of the story which have certain common characteristics such as particular suffixes and letters which represent a particular sound. 
After this pairwork, Joanne will begin to consolidate the chosen feature of the written language by writing and drawing on the whiteboard usually in response to what the children have discovered from their pairwork. Typically, such consolidation is followed by individual work which involves tracing, shaping, copying letters, morphemes or words and accompanying these with one or more pictures. 
Group and pair work is done on the floor in different parts of the classroom. Each child also has a desk at which individual work is completed. At all times, Joanne and her aides work with particular groups, pairs, or individuals. Joanne organises much of the small group, pair and individual tasks on the basis of generally three groupings of ability or prior achievement, with between three to five children in each group. Joanne uses her five years' prior experience of working with Year 1 children as her criteria for identifying these groupings: 
Q: In a normal day a lot of the things you do are ,  I guess, what you would do with any young primary group?  
A :  Yes, exactly what I would do  with a Year 1 class except of course you do have different ability groupings that you cater for within a normal Year 1 class anyway, with the pre­primaries and with some of the children not speaking any English at all so we do have a bit of a separate program but i t 's all whole language based anyway so they tie in with the Year ls and 2s. Basically Year ls and 2s work at the same level with some of them progressing faster so I'm focusing particularly in language on the strategies that they all need . The pre-primaries come in with basically no English and they really flourish in their first year in terms of English. Some of the Year 1 children are having a bit of difficulty speaking English and understanding it. The children who are seven years old are doing pretty well, pretty basic understanding of English , but they do speak English in the classroom though quite a lot of the time they return back to their own language particularly in oral activities where they feel more comfortable in their own language or when they're discussing things in terms of behaviour to each other. You don 't hear them speaking English to their adults or to their friends once they leave the school grounds and even in the playground they speak their language . 
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For Joanne, the first level are the pre-primary children who are starting school. 
The second level are those Year 1 or 2 children who either appear to be having 
some difficulties, particularly in literacy development or who are progressing very 
slowly. The third level are those children whom Joanne considers to be 
progressing pretty well although they do not yet write full sentences because they 
appear not to be able to retain them between saying and writing them. In terms of 
writing, they're just getting there They're nearly starting. They're almost starting to convey their message using the letters of the alphabet. She may use a different task 
with each level or she may use the same task but expect different outcomes from 
it for each of the levels. For example, she will require a third level child to write 
out a copy of a full sentence from the story under a drawing related to the story 
(See Sample 1), while requiring a second level child to put cut out words in the 
correct order under a drawing (See Sample 2). From the youngest pre-primary 
children she may expect the tracing of one word or letter and encourage 
experimentation with letters so that they can write them down as a written 
message to match a picture or drawings of one or other "characters" in the story. 
When individual work is completed, the class gathers in Joanne's corner to share 
what they have done and receive applause and stickers on the work or points on 
the whiteboard for good work. After recess the focus shifts from literacy work 
typically to maths. The procedure of the lesson is the familiar one of an 
introduction by Joanne to all the children, then group or, more often, pairwork, 
then consolidation by Joanne moving towards focused individual tasks. Every 
lesson involves the children in moving round the classroom they may be 
measuring something, finding a corner to work together as a pair, or seeking a 
book or writing and drawing materials from appropriate places. And every 
lesson involves close personal tuition by Joanne and her aides. The children, 
when not communicating with Joanne or her non-Aboriginal aides, constantly ask 
and tell each other things in Kartujarra. 
Assessing the Children's Achievements 
Joanne has been teaching for six years. Most of her previous experience has been 
as a Year 1 teacher. She taught in Perth for two years, then for three years 
relatively nearby in Far Harbour. I spent two separate full days with her in her 
classroom and at the school in the third and fourth terms. She had not worked in 
a "remote" school before although her husband had worked for some time at a 
school in an Aboriginal community closer to Far Harbour. She has found that she 
has had to adapt in her teaching strategies when working with a class of virtually 
all ESL children: 
I think the main importance in teaching ESL children is explicit 
teaching and role modelling first everything I expect the children to 
do. I have found if you don't do modelling and demonstration first 
that it is very difficult for them to understand. Also the need for 
visual aids is very important because you need to be very careful of 
giving instructions at a very simple level and I 've had to be more 
certain that they do understand the task before they go ahead and do it. Demonstrations from me are vital for every single lesson to the 
whole class and then going off into small group work to confirm their 
understanding of the task or topic before they do individual work because they don't speak English. I find that they help each other out incredibly well and that I need to make use of that by involving 
them in, at the moment, only partner work because it takes them a 
long time to learn teamwork skills. You can't take anything for 
granted, you can 't presume that they 've understood what you said, you've got to be totally organised, everything has to be structured. 
Their view of the world and prior knowledge needs to be considered. 
You've go to relate it back to what they know particularly they can't 
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explain it to you because they don't speak English quite so much. So I 've found that you've got to be really really careful and make sure 
that the curriculum you're using focuses on what Aboriginal children 
know .. .! work very whole language based so reading and writing and 
spelling and phonics and maths would evolve around whichever 
theme you choose such as spiders or whatever, same as mainstream 
children, but I 'm finding that I 'm having to choose texts that are 
simple and clear and trying to choose themes that have got some 
cultural background for the children .. .the books that you are going to 
cover with them have to have some relevance for them. 
Shortly after graduation, Joanne participated in a First Steps professional 
development program and she believes that much of her approach to language 
and literacy work and how she undertakes assessment derives from this 
program: 
The First Steps Continuum has been invaluable for these children, 
particularly as it is developmental, it assists your planning really 
well and you can see the strategies the children have got in reading, 
writing, oral language and spelling. You can highlight what they've got and it gives you a lot of direction and I have found I 've been able 
to set more specific reading programs to pinpoint the weaknesses 
they 've got using the continua and then focusing on what they need to concentrate on. It definitely helps me to see, right, these children 
haven 't grasped this indicator yet and it definitely helps me to work 
out which children have got the same strengths and weaknesses in 
having something as specific as the indicators to work with. 
At the start of the current year, she also participated in a professional 
development program organised by Eliza, the School District Officer responsible 
for language and literacy, devoted to the implementation of the Student Outcome 
Statements. Joanne, in line with District and school policy, sees herself as 
concerned with outcomes-based education and bases her assessment and 
reporting procedures upon this focus. 
I 'm enjoying the Student Outcome Statements and am keen to use 
the English Outcome Statements in conjunction with the First Steps 
Continua. I 'm using the Student Outcome Statements mostly in 
maths at the moment and I 'm finding them really good for giving 
you an idea of levelness. It is very similar to a continua in that it is 
developmental and it gives you something to aim for. I haven 't 
progressed as much with them in English because the First Steps 
Continua is a good framework to go by for now. But I am now 
realising how easy it is to switch to the Student Outcome Statements 
and will probably progress in using them. I 've found the continua 
very good for identifying areas of weakness with children who have 
difficulties reading and I 'd like to continue First Steps Continua for 
that purpose. 
Joanne has established an on-going procedure for assessment of the children's 
work and her aides also participate in this system, specifically in the assessment 
and feedback applied to tasks undertaken individually by the children. Joanne's 
assessment procedures can be introduced first with reference to this assessment 
of specific tasks undertaken in a lesson. We can then, secondly, consider her 
own recording system spaced over time and using particular frameworks. The 
third focus point will be how Joanne seeks to report to parents. And finally, how 
does she report to her Principal and, through him, to the central office of the 
system? Each of these are described in tum in what follows. 
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Assessment and Feedback on Individual Tasks 
We can begin to see Joanne's assessment procedure from three typical samples of 
children's classroom tasks. The tasks derive from the focus theme of the lesson 
and are aimed at enabling children to reveal whether or not they can achieve very 
specific outcomes. The children undertake the task and, towards their 
completion, Joanne or an aide will fill in a small assessment sheet for each child 
and this will be stapled to the child's work. This does not happen with every 
classroom task, but with those that Joanne has identified as being focused upon 
outcomes which she has selected from the First Steps Continuum or the Student 
Outcome Statements for English or - as in Sample 3 - the Maths Student Outcome 
Statements. 
Sample 1 : A Classroom Task 
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Sample 3: A Classroom Task 
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Joanne explains her assessment procedure with these kinds of tasks in the following way: 
In the task the child has to do this and this and this and then the 
outcomes of the lesson .. .! write the descriptions of the task followed 
by several outcomes of the lesson and then basically tick as to whether 
the child has done it or not. This form of assessment is pinned to a 
sample of work and included as a collection of on-going dated 
samples across the learning areas from the beginning to the end of the 
year. with a view to showing them to parents. 
Joanne adopts a similar procedure with the children's oral production also. 
Just by putting little comments every now and then as we go and 
just photocopy them off. I find on the spot evaluation is best with 
these children. Pick things up as you go, even like doing barrier 
games or a lot of little oral language activities you can just tick, even 
by ticking what a child can do you can see some development. 
Samples 4 and 5 illustrate two ways in which Joanne keeps these kinds of records. Sample 4 traces a child's achievements in retelling a story, whilst Sample 5 is the teacher's written version of a retell which she can use to assess at some later point. Joanne also sometimes uses a tape recorder to capture children's retells. 
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Sample 5: Joanne's Written Version of a Child's Oral Retell 
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Joanne sees two distinct advantages in punctuating classroom literacy or oral 
tasks with relatively easily completed assessments of the children's outcomes 
from certain tasks. The first is as an on-going record for herself: I 've been writing 
in pointers appropriate to each year and just tick if they could and then it can direct me as to whether they have reached that level or not. The second advantage is that she can use the assessments as a means of coordinating the work with her aides: 
It is also good for my aides, they know what the task is and the outcome of a lesson and it is difficult for them to know what they are evaluating when they are working with a child, so I 'm able to give them and idea of what they are looking for .. . and it's good for them .. as well it 's good accountability thing for me at the classroom level 
too. 
In addition to recording each child's progress and sharing the assessment process 
with her aides, Joanne therefore sees her system as the basis for reporting at 
school level. Joanne is also keen for the children to participate in the assessment 
process. In reading, for example, which is a major focus in her English work, she 
establishes goals with the children for particular periods of time and a child will 
have a copy of these goals and may endeavour to copy these out, as Sample 6 
indicates. She began doing this with a target child in an Early Literacy 
Intervention project but hopes to extend it to groups of children. 
Sample 6: A Child's Agreed Reading Goals 
, .  
. ' 
--- --�"'·'- _$.,.._ __ _ 
QoaLs. 
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Such goals will derive from pointers which Joanne has selected as appropriate 
and these will also be listed on a check sheet which Joanne completes as the child 
is undertaking a reading task. every time a child reads to her, the child is 
provided with a chance to decide whether or not the goals have been achieved. 
The list of goals will be used with each child for a term or so and, the teacher will 
indicate achievements on this list each time she hears him read during that period 
as in Sample 7. She is keen to develop simpler goals so that she can trace and 
reveal to the child genuine progress over shorter periods of time such as 
fortnightly. 
Sample 7: A Child's Reading goals for a Term 
Name 
Date 
2stas 
I Wish 
------
When Reading the book I 
had a go at hard words 
kept readirg a, 
guess what a word migit be 
look at the picltres 
SOllld out words 
.think ct words to fiH in gaps 
read each word on the page 
re-read a sentence 
poilf to words 
1'°"'':J .. c- "-e 1. .. w1 words 
�. 
poi,,t,;,,j' fo Tht word� 
.w. /oak,� ttt hook"s. 
·�· c,lo.,,,,n3 f..o� tlit: .sto� 
-� ttod,nq :the wortl.r. 
..Soun,J,.;;; ind 111#' �n,,;/J· , 
I °"",..J oil rf,11 ;-kfuN',r . 
/aiways 
• sometime 
D 
: o  
D 
0 ,  : o "'*' 
D 
D ,J.<  
D 
(1] ,_ 
Therefore the task-by-task assessments which are stapled to the children's work 
and short checklists of goals provide the kinds of information which will inform 
Joanne of an individual child's progress on the First Steps Continuum and the 
Student Outcome Statements. 
Using the Frameworks 
From the earlier samples of children's written tasks we can see: (i) the specific 
indicators Joanne selects from the First Steps Developmental Continua which she 
uses to assess children's achievements and (ii) the resulting kinds of data from 
tasks which she will use to profile a child's overall achievements on a Continuum 
(see Sample 8). She explains with reference to an individual child: 
The writing is basically from his drafts that we collect from the day 
they come in, so you can basically sit the children down and say 
okay, it doesn't matter what topic you are doing ... they've just told 
news and they have to sit down and just write their news, which is a 
recount, and I would model that and then get them to go back and 
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have a go at doing it on their own. The majority of the time we're 
there to help them, but every now and then I 'll say okay try and 
write on their own without my help today and then that is the draft. 
You would use that to plot them on the continua where they've had 
no assistance. It's got to be spontaneous ... You can't make an absolute 
judgement if you're there ... so it has to be a draft that they've done on 
their own. You can still get ideas from work you've assisted them 
with, but you have to get work that they have done on their own. 
Sample 8: Joanne's Assessment of a Child on First Steps 
Continuum 
----- - · ·  
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Clearly, Joanne does not use all the child's completed tasks but makes judgements on the basis of specific tasks and on the basis of her own overall impression of the child's progress in writing over a period of time: 
We do the continuum about three to four times a year, say once a term and they say that you have to have at least three pieces of work, no, sorry, that they have to have displayed the indicator at least three times before you can tick i t  and say yes they have done i t. So you have collec ted at least three samples and I put mine into a work sample book .. . so you 've got say between eight to twelve over the year that will show a range. 
So, a representative selection of a child's assessed work is placed in a work sample book which then serves as an overall yearly record for the teacher herself. This work sample book serves a second important function as we shall see later. Following this procedure, Joanne has found it more manageable and, therefore, more precise in her judgements if she selectively focuses upon particular literacy achievements of her students. During the year she has focused her assessment upon Writing and Spelling: 
It was much easier to gather data on wri ting and spelling because i t's in front of you. You can take i t  away and easily tick them on a continua, while, like I say, it's a matter of finding time to assess everything the child is reading. That's why I haven 't highlighted the reading continua for the first term because it was just physically a matter of not having time to assess them all...wi th reading you have to have the child in front of you. 
Joanne believes that focusing selectively is inevitable. She believes that profiling · individual children in Reading on a regular basis is very time consuming. Here, however, she does rely on her own on-going observations to begin to gain a sense of the children's progress: 
You need a lo t of time to be able to plot the children on the reading continuum. But this is fine for these children. I mean me little pre­primary ones all you can do is watch them and take anecdotal notes by observation, write down what they can do, and then come to the continuum, and if they've shown something a few times you can tick them off from you anecdo tal notes. You can easily pick up if they 're holding the book properly, turning the pages properly, looking at the pictures. They might be telling themselves a story, whispering to themselves. 
Joanne makes anecdotal notes on individual children's reading behaviours at fairly regular intervals. Sample 9 provides an example of these from a single term: 
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Sample 9: Anecdotal Notes 
. �1 - , · ct h . 
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Despite the time consuming nature of profiling Reading on the Continuum, in addition to those spontaneous moments when children read to her, Joanne will sit with each child in her class three or four times a year with a view to assessing their reading achievements. From this she will subsequently plot the child's reading outcomes on the First Steps Reading Developmental Continuum. Here, as in Sample 10, she will move down the indicators identifying each of them that the child reveals during the reading and, crucially for her, will subsequently identify those indicators which the child does not yet exhibit as a basis for future goals for that child. 
Sample 10: An Assessment of a Child's Reading 
IND I CA TORS FOR READING DEVELOPMENT CONTINUUM - ROLE PLAY READING PHASE 
NAME: DATE: 12/ 9 / 96 Languaae and Literacy Benaviours The rea er: Knowledge and understanamg 
• displays reading like behaviour ...; 
• holding book the right way up 
• turning pages as appropriate 
• looking at words and pictures usin!l victures to show ideas 
• realises that print carries a message but may read writing d�fe�rently each time e.g. when readin{' a scribb ed messaRe to a varent 
• focuses on the meaning of a story (children's v' responses reflect understanding of ideas presented in a text. Story reconstruction is meanin!lful 
• knows tha writing and drawin� a different v e,!l 'Mumm11 reads the black bits 
• recognises own name (or part of it )in print v' 
• is beginning to recognise some letters v' 
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e.!l · 1 nat 1s m11 name - l< tor l<ebecca· 
reacts to environmental print e.g noticing a fast food sign the child says, 'I want a hambur![er'. 
selects favourite books from a range 
selects a book and says, 'I want The Three Little Pi!ls'. 
is familiar with simple stories and uses this knowled!le to talk about them 
is beginninfu to use some book lan_guaie ahp_ropriate y, e.$. 'Once upon a time (T e c 1/d mau use a readin!l voice'.) 
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Strategies for making meaning 
• 
• 
• 
• 
uses pictorial cues looks at pictures when readinf 'The Three Little Pigs' (points to tcture o pigs and says 'The three little vi!ls eft home') 
uses pictorial cues to help reconstruct the story 
uses prior kn owlet of context and f ersonal experience, e.g. ' is says snake, have a snake book at home'. 
turns the pages of the book, telling the story frommemorv 
v 
" 
Affective 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
displays curiosity about J'rint by experimen� with writing an drawing and askirn , ' hat does that sav'? 
wants to look at books 
offers to 'read' writing and points to text while reading (indicates the beginning of 'having a go') 
enjoys stories and asks for bro to be read and reread 
spontaneously talks about favourite parts of stories 
expresses £!!ajoyment by clapping, joini� in orally and �n� emotively w en listening to fami 1ar stones 
anticipates book - reading events that are part of the dai� routine. 'Are we having our storv now? 
" 
It is interesting that Joanne does not use the First Steps Continuum for oral language development. Describing this, Joanne felt that: 
It goes from babyhood but it doesn't suit my children because they 
speak differently in terms of grammar and everything, so the 
Highgate Oral Language Continuum is terrific. It starts with 
Beginning, then Developing, then Transitional, so it's done in the 
same phase like form, but it's written in terms of outcomes that ESL 
children might come up with. 
The Highgate Oral Language Continuum had been developed by ESL specialists in Perth to complement the First Steps Continuum but with a focus on the typical ESL child's progress in the early years of speaking and listening in English. During the year, therefore, Joanne focused upon three aspects of oral language use identified in the Highgate Continuum: 
There needs to be a big focus developing their oral language so, as a 
school, we chose Partner Work, Description, and Newstelling this 
year. The biggest one is Partner Work and I just provide as many 
opportunities in class to form into partner work across the curriculum 
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and I just basically tick off what they could do and then my activities 
would be focusing on what the children need to be working towards 
next ... The majority of my children have passed through Beginning 
and into Developing, but there are little things like they all need a lot 
of teacher support to supply a lot of information about a Description. 
So that would be something I need to focus on with all the children 
at classroom level and also in terms of assessment at school level. 
So, Joanne has found that an oral language developmental continuum designed specifically for ESL children much more appropriate for this aspect of her children's development in English. And she profiles the children, again three or four ti.mes a year, on the basis of on-going spontaneous observation of their performance on tasks that enable the children to reveal achievement in, especially, Partner Work, Newstelling and, more recently, Description. It is clear from her daily routine that these chosen focus areas of the Continuum have been incorporated into her classroom activities so she has access to a good deal of data from the children in order to draw up an individual profile as exemplified in Sample 11. 
Sample 11: An Assessment of Partner Work 
INTRODUCTION .......................................... ..  ::.�:=====--:i=-== m ..... ....., ............ ... .......
=-�-=--:..."':.-:=::.=-.:::.: ... ..........  ., .... .,.... • .,................, r.,._ .  
, ................... .,.... .............  ........ ......... ........ ..,.. ....... ...  _._ ........ ... --· 
:.-C:-..c" .. -:-..,-t.-.... � -
: :=:=:=::::-
I•- ., .......... PAIITNIJI WOIUC 
Commaits 
PARTNER WORK 
---........... .........,, ---­............ ..., 
....... ..... _�...., ... ............. ,...., 
�:" ":."!:!':.."::::.:t;JZ"f ........ =--�--=----............ 
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To sum up Joanne's use of the assessment frameworks for profiling individual students, she uses the First Steps Continua to cover literacy work and finds it easier and more appropriate to focus on development in writing and spelling whilst also having to devote a lot of time to assessing the children's achievements in reading. For oral work, she uses a continuum specifically designed to complement the First Steps Continua but with indicators and pointers which describe the ESL learner more precisely. Within this continuum, she focuses upon Partner work, Newstelling, and Description. She assesses individual children against these continua three to four times each year. 
Reporting to parents 
Joanne regards parental interest in the children's progress as crucial: 
Reporting to parents in an ESL school is our biggest concern. We 
send out written reports like mainstream schools and you have 
incidental interviews with the parents if something concerns us or a 
parent wants to find out how a child is going. There's a lot of 
informal discussion going on. 
However, the area of concern for Joanne and her Principal is communicating the children's progress to parents in ways that they can understand. For this reason, Joanne and the school do not use the indicators in the First Steps Continua or the Outcome Statements as a reporting format: 
You can put in the level that the child is at in the Student Outcome 
Statements or in the First Steps phase plus your comments. We use a 
little document that that's got these on, but the problem is that the 
parents here do not understand them ... The reporting document that 
goes home twice a year in the second and fourth term is written but 
many parents don't read it because a lot of them can't read so they 
don 't understand although we make the language very simple in our 
written report. 
It is in dealing with this problem of communication that the scrap books of selected children's work which the teacher compiles over the year have important potential. As we have seen, Joanne selects work with their assessments attached for the scrap books each term and prefaces the books with a comments page: 
So far we've just included samples every now and again, we've got 
maths samples and phonics type things and we make sure we put a 
date at the top. It 's developmental so from the beginning of term one 
you can see their progress to the end of the year. 
The scrap books provide for the parents a window onto each child's work: 
We have Open Days once a term where the parents come into the 
classrooms and they go through the children's portfolios and have a 
look at the work the children have done and they can see the 
progression from the beginning of the year and they see that little 
assessment sheet attached in the corner. We've got to do a lot more 
work in this area .. . The children have got a rough idea of what's 
going on but we have to make time to sit down and discuss with 
them "Gee, I like the way you did this and this. " At the moment 
it's great for us to be able to say what they children can do and 
report to the Principal and those little assessment sheets on each task 
are really good. They're designed for parents, but some parents 
cannot read them. We just have to try and simplify the language so 
that parents can understand it. Some of them can. 
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The issue for Joanne and the school, therefore, is to make the child's progress more accessible to the parents in some way whilst, at the same time, involving the child more directly in revealing what they have achieved to parents: 
We're considering the work sample philosophy this year and we are 
going to refine the scrap books a lot more next year to become a 
portfolio where more structured work will be put in it . . .  It is divided 
up into four terms so this book would be a whole year 's sample. You 
might have one or two samples from each learning area. The samples 
in the scrap book I 've selected, but I would like to move to the child 
selecting - this goal-setting idea from the early literacy project. I 'd 
like a section for the child's comments where the child writes what 
they think they are doing really well in .. . It is given to the child to 
have a look at and maybe choose the type of work they like best to 
put in it. The idea then is to have an Open Day where the parents 
can come up the classroom and look at the portfolio and the child sits 
with the parent and goes through and says "This is what I did. I 
can do this". 
Joanne therefore sees the solution to the difficulty of communicating the children's progress to parents as partly residing with the children themselves: 
What we are thinking of doing is having pieces of work that the child 
chooses to put in and the child would attach a piece of paper that 
said: "I choose this piece of work because ... " and write their reason 
and they might write a little comment like "I'm getting better at 
doing" whatever. We are thinking of having a goal sheet in the book 
as well for each term. We're trying to have the children put more 
input into their learning. It 's going to take a long time though. 
And if parents are in the classroom looking at the children's 
portfolios, we're going to get the parents to have a sticker and choose 
the piece of work they like the best from the portfolio. 
It is interesting that Joanne and her Principal have discovered the need for much more explicit reporting to parents in the community in which they work. It is also significant that Joanne sees the children's involvement in their goal setting, the choice of samples to put in portfolios, and their gradual self assessment a s  related to the matter of both child and parental involvement in the "performance" of the school. 
Reporting to the Principal 
For the purposes of reporting to the District Office and, through it to the Education Department in Perth, the school has adopted 13 Performance Indicators, the first of which is: "The extent to which the students develop effective literacy skills". The other indicators cover the main learning areas and generic knowledge and capabilities relating to information finding and using, the use of technology, cooperative work, health, and respect for the rights of others. The school, on the District's initiative, has fully adopted the Student Outcome Statements as the assessment framework for Maths, social science and physical education and is moving towards using them in all the other learning areas, especially English and literacy. The Principal therefore seeks an outcomes-based framework through which the teachers provide him with data of their children's progress in relation to the broader overall Performance Indicators. The Principal identifies two major factors which have facilitated the relatively rapid and successful adoption of outcomes based assessment: 
The district is very proactive so anything that comes out of central 
office if it is good the district people have a look at it and if they 
think this going to help our children I think we should be able to get 
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into it. Also there are a lot of young teachers in the District, they 're enthusiastic and adaptable to things that are new. 
The Principal also provides a strong justification for the use of a common outcomes-based framework across schools: 
Take something like science. Before SOS came in presumably all 
schools across the State were doing science and the ways in which 
they reported were up to the individual school. So what the children were achieving could have been different from school to school 
whereas now if you've got the SOS frameworks, hopefully with some 
sort of moderation the achievements are going to be similar. At least 
all schools will be focused on the same thin& 
From the schools' point of view the children's performance in developing effective literacy skills is paramount, as the Principal explains: 
Our major focus here is literacy across the curriculum so it doesn 't 
matter whether it is maths, science, or whatever, it 's literacy based if 
you immerse them in language. I did some MSC testing of Year 7 
girls on Monday in Maths and it was the language. They knew the Maths concepts but they had trouble reading the questions and with written answers. And the tests will go to central office and I 'm just 
worried about that. The tests are heavily text based. 
Joanne certainly agrees with the priority of literacy development in her own students and she is particularly aware of the possible impact of reporting and accountability if comparisons are made between her Kartujarra speakers and mainstream students in urban areas: 
I think the pressure is becoming more relevant these days with 
accountability. I think people are getting a bit worried about it . . .  I 
don 't feel pressure from outside influences. I 'm realistic because I 
know that it's their language barrier that's one reason holding them 
up and the other barrier is health. I know that they are very capable of learning and it 's going to take longer because of the language. 
For reporting purposes, the Principal does not require detailed information about each child, but a clear overall picture of the children's achievements as a Year group. Early in term four, Joanne completes her own copy of the school's Information Management System booklet thereby providing the Principal with a summarised account of the children's progress during the year. Teachers responsible for upper years in the school also complete such a booklet. She provides and overview of all her children's achievements under each of the Performance Indicators. Sample 12 illustrates how she reports to the Principal in this way: 
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Sample 12: Reporting on One of the School's Performance 
Indicators 
Performance ladicator I# I 
Tbe extent to whicb students develoe effective literac:i: skills 
Data Collection f1etltodJ 
• Fim Steps continua placement in rwling, writing and spelling. 
• Highgate eocttirwa oral language . 
• Teacher perceptionslobscrvalion. 
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The report indicates the three data sources of her judgements: the First Steps 
Continua for Reading, Writing and Spelling; the Highgate continuum for Oral 
language; and her own on-going observations. She indicates against each of the 
Phases derived from these frameworks the proportion of her students who reveal 
achievements in particular Phases. And she offers her reasons for the judgements 
she has made at the end of each Performance Indicator section. Joanne reports 
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on her students' achievements in this way at the end of each year against all 1 3  
Performance Indicators. 
Sample 13: The School's Record of Student Achievements 
Performance Indicator # 1 
Tbe extent to which studl'nts develop effrcfo:e l i teracy skil ls 
Pirst Steps Reading Continua Placements 
14 
1Z 
10 
I • .. 
2 
0 
First Steps Writing Continua Placements 
Number of students 
I 
K - 2  "3 • •  7 - 10 
Ye11r Levels 
First Steps Spell ing Continua Placements 
Nurnbm' or students 
14 
12 
10 
• .. 
2 
a 
K · 2  "3 .  I 7 - 10 
Year Levels 
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Sample 13: contd. 
Oral Language H ighgate Placements 
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The .Principal reports, in tum, to the District Office through a whole school Management Information System booklet in which Joanne's report is combined with the reports of the other teachers and translated into graphic summaries of achievement against the Indicators. The graphs serve to indicate, against the school's chosen assessment frameworks, the proportion of students in each year who are attaining the different developmental Phases. Sample 13 illustrates such a summary of information with reference to literacy achievement across the school and reveals that, in the current year, all Joanne's students are revealing outcomes which place them in the Role Play Phase of the First Steps Continua in 
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Reading, Writing, and Spelling. In Oral Language, all of Joanne's students have 
achieved up to the Developing Phase in Description, with only half or less than 
half entering that Phase in Newstelling and Partner Work. 
Relationship Between Assessment and Teaching 
We have seen how Joanne designs her classroom tasks around pointers within 
main indicators of a Phase in the First Steps Continua. She is mainly seeking to 
develop the children's literacy from Role Play to more Experimental reading and 
writing behaviours. The ways she works and most of the tasks derive both from 
her early work as a Year 1 teacher and her strong familiarity with First Steps: 
First Steps strategies are excellent. I 've been using it almost since I 
started teaching and I'm trained now to train other teachers. I think 
its very very good and the big thing is giving the children the option 
to have learning centres set up in your classroom like a writing 
learning area where the children can go and write freely on their own. 
A reading learning area where they can feel free to go and read if they want to and have a shop learning area where they are exposed to lists and they can make their own lists. The strategies from First Steps are fine for these children. But the huge thing that's really 
important is modelling everything they need to do. We have all these wonderful strategies but the children really need everything to 
be modelled for them. 
Joanne regards the First Steps framework as a significant influence on her 
planning and diagnosis in addition to its assessment value: 
First Steps has been invaluable for these children particularly as it is 
developmental. It assists your planning really really well and you 
can see what strategies the children have got in literacy. You can 
highlight what they've got and it gives you a lot of direction and I've found I've been able to set more specific reading programs to 
pinpoint weaknesses using the Continua and then focusing on what 
they need to concentrate on. 
To illustrate this, Joanne has targeted specific children this year for much more 
focused "literacy intervention". However in drawing up a plan for individual 
children, as illustrated in Sample 14, she generates tasks that all the children 
would also undertake: 
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Sample 14: An Intervention Plan for One Child 
Literacy Intervention Plan for ____ ___ _ 
Date :Mr,.tn lWLU, Year at School:_, _Teacher:_'1t< ___ . �- __ 
Current Phases: Reading ---�----------­
Writing __ !,/""""' . ...,.------
Spelling _______ v -----------
Oral Language _______ _ _ 
Strengths 
1. AiJ, f,d 1o,,� ---+---------r� 
" /.1tde! � • /a,!,,u,cerll. Mui. 
nude!  /1(e vt:J�II0....,....4:/PM "'1tt(. 
p,",,.;t �,-,h l<no 
'::Jl:;lf,� 
.fplt(e,,r /1.-ut, 
� -  �ln,.di 
M,at �, f,(.lU4,. 
41,,n,t-e,,u 
She also identifies the suggested teaching strategies in First Steps as something 
which has strongly influenced the way she works: 
You can look at the indicators that basically the whole class are not 
displaying and then you go to First Steps information books and it has teaching strategies for a particular indicator and in my class 
almost every child needs the same indicator. 
For her planning and teaching, therefore, Joanne relies much on First Steps, but 
she sees the Student Outcome Statements as offering something new: 
I 'm trying to lean towards a Student Outcome Statement approach 
which is more of an assessment approach where you give the children 
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a task , see what they can do and then you have to open yourself up a bit to that , I think, it 's up to them how they do it and from that you can evaluate them in terms of the SOS. I will use the SOS as a means for assessing children's performance and use the First Steps as a guide for teaching strategies. 
As we have heard her say before, the Student Outcome Statements are seen by 
her as indicators of achievements of students that emerge spontaneously when 
left to undertake some task. She makes a distinction between the things that 
guide her teaching and the Outcome Statements which she sees as primarily an 
assessment and reporting framework: 
Student Outcome Statements will become my planning tool whilst First Steps will be my teaching resource, particularly in terms of strategies. So I will primarily use Student Outcome statements to assess the children 's outcomes from lessons . . 
Consistent with this view, she regards the Student Outcome Statements - and not 
the First Steps Continua - as means for accountability: 
I think the accountabili ty thing has just been scaring a lot of people It is something that this District is really up to date in and has decided to adopt and use Student Outcome Statements and all of a sudden you have to be very very accountable . I think the Student Outcome Statements will be good as long as we are given time to discuss them as a staff and get familiar with the language. As long as everyone gets familiar with them and the whole school makes the decision as to how much we are going to take on, we 're not going to run into it without understanding it properly. 
Familiarity with First Steps appears to have enabled Joanne to see it as a 
resource because of the teaching strategies it offers rather than as a set of criteria 
for assessment. However, whilst seeing advantages of the wider adoption of the 
Outcome Statements, she recalls early difficulties even with First Steps: 
It gives you something to aim for and all the teachers can talk the same language and say "Oh, my child hasn 't progressed to this level yet "  or whatever. If the Student Outcome Statements are not discussed properly, they'll be like First Steps where everybody had different opinions of what it meant for a child to be at this indicator or whatever, and that would be a concern with Student Outcome Statements or ESL Scales or whatever because everybody doesn 't have the same understanding of them. 
For someone trained to train other teachers in First Steps, Joanne will be familiar 
with both teacher self-defensiveness about their own students' progress or 
otherwise and, crucially, the different interpretations that teachers may place 
upon indicators or pointers at the different Phases or Levels. Whilst welcoming 
the broader focus of the Student Outcome Statements as compared with the 
literacy priorities of First . Steps, she also identifies her need to interpret the 
particular meanings she sees as inherent within them: 
You can easily say "Right , my child 's here,"  and compare them to the other children and you 've got a common understanding of outcomes children have achieved across all learning areas so it can become a whole school thing really where you can say this child is at this level for this subject but at this level for the other subject , so it helps your planning more. But I think it will take time for people to use the work samples correctly. Becoming used to the language is a bit tricky. If we can discuss it a lot it will be all right. 
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Joanne, as we have seen and despite the significant support she receives from 
involved aides, finds it time consuming to try to draw up a profile in Reading for 
each of the children in her class. She is clearly concerned about the work 
anticipated in the fuller adoption of the Student Outcome Statements. And, as a 
teacher of a class of ESL learners, major issues arise for her in the use of both the 
frameworks with which she is familiar. 
Views on the Assessment Frameworks 
We saw earlier how Joanne's Principal saw literacy in English as crucial to the 
student's learning in all areas of the curriculum and that, even for a Maths test 
for Year 7, he felt the children may know the concepts but be unable to display 
them because of the language of the test. Joanne strongly values the First Steps 
framework in her teaching, but even this does not appear appropriate in her 
assessment with her K-2 students: 
A concern that I have is that we're assessing these children the same 
way as mainstream children and yet the oral language is ESL. Yau 
can't accurately assess these ESL children on the Oral Language 
Continuum as it is because they are excellent in oral language in their 
language but English is their second language. It is not specific 
enough for Aboriginal children. I think the Reading and spelling 
and the Writing are fine because all children are starting in the same 
place. 
With the possible wider application of the Student Outcome Statements across 
schools in the State, Joanne is fearful of further implications: 
I 'm concerned about benchmarking and comparisons. Do you 
compare ESL children to mainstream children across the State? Is it 
fair to say that an Aboriginal Year 1 child or, say, you've got a Year 
3 Aboriginal child who is Level 1, whereas the mainstream child is 
Level 3 ?  Is it fair to make that comparison when you have got 
English as a barrier. But you have to be aware of discrimination so 
you've virtually got to treat them all the same. 
She appears to have fewer problems in helping the children develop in English 
literacy: 
Whereas in writing and reading I can see some improvement in these 
children, Even my little pre-primary ones are showing some of the 
indicators, so that's giving me information I need to know. 
And her adoption of an alternative framework for the assessment of oral 
language development appears to have solved some of her difficulties. For her, 
having a real feeling of progress in the child's oral language is crucial: 
I think it is picked up 01J the Continuum in terms of oral language 
using the Highgate Continuum. The way they speak didn't relate to  
the First Steps Oral Language Continuum and you need to show 
some progression. You need to be able to see that a child is 
developing, particularly in oral language, from when they came to  
scho ol and not speaking English. 
Nevertheless, Joanne recognises that it is not easy to separate oral language development from the learning of literacy in a new language: 
Something that really concerns me is the phonetics side of reading. 
They do not progress along the Writing, Spelling and Reading 
Continua because of the way that they sound out and write down. 
The way they say a sentence in their language is different to the way 
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we would. And straight away they have difficulty with the sounds for letters which they use in their language. This is something that is a huge difference from mainstream children. The phonic side and 
the grammar and this affects their writing. 
Joanne consistently emphasised that she needs to know where the children are starting from in order to identify genuine development and to diagnose areas which need attention in terms of her own teaching. It is here that she is aware of gaps in her own knowledge and experience: 
I think it is also a matter of me not knowing their language. If I 
knew their language I 'd know the reasons for the way they speak in relation to the Oral Language Continuum. With their writing I 
don 't know enough about their culture in terms of the genres that are 
important to their culture and I think we need more background on 
that. In their culture, they tell stories, but it's different to the way we tell a narrative. And we come in and expect them to run a 
narrative the way that we do it. I mean they're eventually going to have to learn how we tell a narrative story, but I think more justice 
has to be given to the way that they speak a story and how good they are at cooking and everything. I 'm yet to understand the way they do these things. It might be different from the way we teach procedures. So, I think a lot more consideration has to be given to 
their cultural background. 
Joanne has said that she learned a great deal about young English-speaking children's language and literacy developmental characteristics from being trained in and from using the First Steps framework. Through Eliza, the District Officer responsible for language and literacy, she has recently discovered the ESL Framework of Stages. She seeks from them the same kinds of insights into the developmental characteristics of the language and literacy of the ESL child. 
I found the ESL Framework good because the pointers were very 
specific and I found there were some pointers that I noticed with my 
children, Just an indication of what a child who doesn't know much 
English displays. I mean, I don 't know because I 'm notfrom a non­
English speaking background. But it would be good to be able to say 
the child can do this and this ... I 'd use the ESL Framework for these 
children before you could pop them on Level 1 .  I 'd use this until I 
could say "Yes OK, I can start to pop this child on Level 1 normal 
Student Outcome Statements. "  .. And because the levels in the ESL 
Framework are not the same Levels in Outcome Statements , you'd 
need to tie them in. I would use them in conjunction saying that 
your child is starting to work towards Level 1 .  
Therefore it is particularly important for her to be able to relate the particular achievements of the ESL child, which can be captured on an ESL-specific framework., to what is being assessed in both the First Steps and the Outcome Statements: 
The ESL framework is something that I 'm new to but would like to 
use for those children like my pre-primary who don't speak much 
English and don 't display many of the outcomes on the Student 
Outcome Statements at Level 1 .  They probably would not have the main indicators and are just starting to display reading like 
behaviour. In using the First Steps and SOS overlap, it shows 
basically that the children are in the Role Play Phase. It means that 
they are before Level 1 .  The ESL Framework says what the children can do before Level 1 .  So, the SOS pointers need to be changed to 
pick this up. You can add your own little pointers for Aboriginal 
children and I think the ESL Bandscales are something that I 'll have 
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to become familiar with as well. I 've found it good looking through 
the Framework, although it 's very different, just to get more of an 
idea of the capabilities that ESL children have got. I think the ESL 
children display the First Steps indicators but I just think we have got to take more time to just realise that they may not develop as quickly. 
Joanne perceives an assessment framework which describes the typical development in English of an ESL child as contributing to her primary task of assessing and reporting children's progress regardless of diversity of background. In considering whether or not she would assess ESL children differently from mainstream children, she said: 
No I wouldn 't assess them differently from other children but I 
would have this (the ESL Framework of Stages) here if I needed it. If 
I had to go back to that level, then I would, so I 'd progress from 
before pre-Level 1 as a guide. Tell the parents "Look, I 'm going back 
to look at performance sped.fie to ESL children with the idea of 
plotting your child and comparing your child to mainstream 
children, but going back a little bit further to get more of an 
understanding of what your child can do". 
What emerges as the ideal assessment framework for Joanne in her situation as  she sees it? The advantages of  First Steps for her is that it serves four key purposes in her work. It is a diagnostic and assessment instrument that informs planning and it provides possible teaching strategies aimed at addressing specific aspects of language and literacy which her students need to move towards. The Student Outcome Statements is seen by her as primarily a source of criteria for student achievement and, thereby, its assessment. It adds other dimensions for her in the assessment process. It covers all the learning areas and not only language and literacy and, therefore, seems to offer a more comprehensive reporting framework. However, as we have seen, both of these frameworks appear to her not to be sufficiently sensitive to the early language and literacy development of the young ESL child: 
I 'd like something for children coming in to K because it is difficult 
for them starting to speak English. Something like a continuum, 
something for children who speak English as their second language 
which the ESL Framework or Scales appear to do. 
She does not believe that there should be separate assessment frameworks for the ESL child, however, but that mainstream frameworks should account for such children in some way. The real issue for Joanne appears to be teacher knowledge about the ESL child and resources which can support her in her work with them: 
It has to be inclusive of all children but I think we need to have a lot 
more resources around with specific teaching strategies for whether its 
Chinese, Aboriginal or whatever type of children. And I need to 
become more familiar with appropriate ESL strategies. The First Steps ones are great but it would be nice to have some more sped.fie 
examples, as First Steps is not sped.fie for the ESL learner. Maybe 
some more specific texts as well, resource texts you can go to about 
the other languages and with things that are familiar to other 
cultures. 
Joanne therefore favours a framework very much like First Steps which informs her knowledge of both ESL and mainstream children's language development, which provides assessment continua, which guides her planning, and which offers a resource of teaching strategies directly related to specific aspects of language and literacy development: 
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This type of thing works really well with maybe, yes, a few more pointers and things that are ESL based with a developmental progression for the ESL child. 
Her experience in her first year at Nyamal has also convinced her of the value of another innovation; the deliberate use of the children's first language in particular when approaching new concepts in different areas of the curriculum: 
I know that X (another community school in the Pilbara) has got 
objects and concepts written in their language and I know that is 
something I want to do is get those displayed in the classroom and make reference to them more. 
When I last communicated with Joanne, she informed me that she and her Principal are now trialing an Aboriginal language program in which the children will learn to read and write in their own language. 
References: 
Education Department of WA (1994) Supporting Lingustic and Cultural Diversity: 
The Highgate Project, Perth, Education Department of Western Australia 
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Leigh at Weaver Primary School 
Michael P. Breen 
The School Context 
Weaver Primary School is located in a residential suburb 3 kilometres south of 
Far Harbour. The suburb was established 25 years ago to provide for the 
increasing population of the town due to a rapid growth in the mineral and 
petroleum and allied industries for which Far Harbour serves as a major port. 
Far Harbour itself is in the Pilbara region of Western Australia which is the 
largest mineral resources producing region in the State. The town is over lOOkms 
from the next nearest centre of significant population. The estimated population 
of the Pilbara in June 1995 was 42,960 (2.48% of the State population) most of 
whom are located in the coastal towns. Of these almost a quarter, about 12,000 
people, live in Far Harbour. And almost 5000 reside in the suburb which 
surrounds Weaver Primary School. 
The school was the first of four schools to be built in the suburb. The school is 
funded under the Priority Schools Program. The number of students has 
gradually increased over the years to its present role of 370. Almost half of the 
students are of Aboriginal descent, the families of whom have lived in or around 
Far Harbour for several years. Many of these families communicate in Aboriginal 
English as a distinct dialect whilst older members are likely to speak one or more · 
Aboriginal languages. However, just as it is inappropriate to simply categorise 
all these students only in terms of their Aboriginality, it is both inappropriate 
and difficult to identify them as having a homogeneous linguistic identity. At one 
end of a continuum, many may be bidilectal in being able to communicate - to 
varying degrees - in both Aboriginal English and Standard Australian English. At 
the other end of the continuum, 40-50 of the students at the school are obliged to 
learn English as a second or even foreign language. These children come from 
communities around Far Harbour and they mostly speak Nyangumarata and live 
in communities in which more than one Aboriginal language is likely to be used. 
Of these, some are regularly bussed to the school or are visiting relations in the 
town. 
Recognising the original cultural identity of almost half its students, the school 
provides for the teaching of Nyangumarta to all children in Years 3-7 for one hour 
each week. The school also has a small minority of ESL children whose families 
have recently migrated to Australia. Because of the fluid population due to the 
fluctuations in the mineral and petroleum industries (the population of the town 
has recently declined but is now predicted to increase again), and because of the 
customs and traditions of many of the Aboriginal families, the school has 
significant changes in enrolments in any year. All the teachers expect their class 
roll to change by about one third during the year. 
The Classroom Context 
Leigh's classroom is located in a building that houses four other classrooms 
around a central corridor. There are no doors to the classrooms and they are 
subdivided by plasterboard walls. Leigh's room is a large rectangle with her desk 
and boards down one of the longer sides. The children are seated in groups 
around squares formed by desks. The walls are covered with print and picture 
materials, some of which are produced by the children and there is an emphasis 
upon letters and names of things and numbers. 
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Leigh teaches Years 1 and 2 and she has 32 children on roll of whom 8-10 are absent daily. Some children may join her class spasmodically for a few weeks and then she may never see them again. Leigh identifies nineteen of her students as of Aboriginal descent of whom five come from communities beyond Far Harbour and who speak their own community language. There are two other ESL children in her class: Tanya from Serbia and Peter from Macedonia. Leigh has the support of two aides, one of whom is an Aboriginal Education Worker who also contributes directly to the school's Nyangumarta program. 
A typical day for Leigh and her students begins with a brief physical education activity outside or in the hall followed in the classroom by what Leigh calls free play in which the children are allowed to go to any part of the room to look at  books, build with blocks, or sit at  desks and talk with one another. Leigh values this beginning as a way of enabling the children to communicate freely with one another and to mix and integrate as much as possible. She has found that this pause before focused work has a positive effect on the children's later attention. A typical lesson begins with Leigh teaching or modelling something which is new to the students and giving directions about the task which they are about to undertake. Activity therefore moves from Leigh working with the whole class, to individual and sometimes pairwork, back to an evaluation phase with the whole group. 
Morning is most often divided between Maths and Language work. Maths occurs in the Maths Learning Centre where the class is taught in groups of about eight students divided among two teachers and two aides. The activities are often hands on with solid objects for measuring or calculating and the tasks required of the children are modelled initially by the teacher and subsequently undertaken by the children often collaboratively. 
Leigh builds her Language work around themes provided by a particular reading book that she has chosen, usually of a narrative kind. The class share a common reading book which may be based upon a taped version of the text. She uses classroom tasks that support the children's reading and writing in relation to the chosen text. On the boards behind her she lists sight words which are the frequent grammatical words such as conjunctions, pronouns, or key verbs that recur in the student's texts or which she expects them to use in their writing. She may focus in her teaching and through the students' writing work on a list of about a dozen of these words over a period of time before moving on to a second or third list. 
Leigh will also extract key sentences from the text or story she is working with and write these on a separate board to enable the children to identify them in a particular written text or to focus upon them in their writing tasks. On one of the boards, Leigh has also written a number of Serbian words which she obtained from a Serbian dictionary when Tanya arrived as a recent newcomer to her class. In order to make Tanya feel at home in her class and because of the rest of the students' curiosity about Tanya's language, Leigh encouraged the class to recognise these words and even to greet each other in Serbian at the start of the day's work. 
When undertaking writing tasks, Leigh and her two aides circulate among the students to give them guidance. On completing writing tasks, children are encouraged to self-evaluate their work and Leigh uses a points and stickers system in an on-going way both for behaviour management purposes and to reward the children for their output. There are also classroom jobs which are allocated to different children on a rota basis with their names placed alongside each duty on a board by the doorway. Leigh negotiates with the class on who should undertake particular jobs and their undertaking is also rewarded through the points system. 
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Another regular daily event is Newstelling in which different individual children stand with Leigh in front of the class each day and tell their news and are asked questions by other students. Afternoons tend to focus on more relaxed activities, especially given that Far Harbour enjoys fairly consistent temperatures over 40c for four months of the year and a relatively warm Spring and Autumn. But, in recognising the importance of literacy across the curriculum, Leigh builds reading and writing work around the other curriculum areas. She usually ends the day with storytime. Leigh is clearly sensitive to shifts in the mood of her class and she may punctuate activities with a burst of collective deep breathing if they appear over excited or grumpy and she will balance focused desk work with a story from her or whole class participatory activities like a song which may, for example, identify the parts of the body or celebrate the benefits of teeth brushing. 
Leigh's language work is highly focused upon enabling her students to learn the alphabet and to recognise its sounds and be able to write it through various manipulative tasks. She also focuses upon enabling the children to become familiar with selected vocabulary such as the lists of "sight words" or key words from the text she is using in a theme or story. From this she aims to move the children through writing whole words and sentences. Her priorities are: 
I want to know if the kids can recognise sounds, I want to know if 
they can recognise numbers and colours and basic things like that because this is Grade 1. With Grade 1, I concentrate a lot on phonics 
and sounds and blending of sounds, and how to tackle the alphabet 
because I 'm a phonics based person. I focus on the alphabet because if 
they know the sounds then they can put words together and they can sound things out. And a lot of the sight words you can 't sound out 
in full but they know that's a 't' or 'l' or whatever . The children who can't read are the ones who don't know the alphabet, that's just 
basic for me . .  . If they know the sounds then they're progressing, so they can usually use these sounds to put them together and make words, you know, 'd' 'i' 'd' is 'did as in 'did you go somewhere? '  
And you can give them strategies to put two letters together and a 
third one and make a word, so they're word building with their sounds. Another thing we do with sight words is that they just don 't write them out but they've got to draw a picture and the picture has to relate to the words as in 'Look at the ice cream' and 
they'll draw an ice cream. So they're sentence building and putting sense to the word, making sense out of the word. 
Like many mainstream teachers in her situation, she is conscious of the possible circumstances of ESL children in the school: 
I haven 't had any ESL training so I haven 't been so aware. I am 
aware that they do more hands on activities in their culture and they learn by their experiences and that's how their classroom is out there 
in the wide world, whereas we bring them in and sit them at a desk 
with a pencil and paper. So I know that's not normal with them so I 
had that at the back of my mind. But at the same time I 'm not out 
there in the bush so I 've got to develop their skills within the 
environment that they're in so that they can actually cope with the mainstream as well and eventually get a job there. 
Leigh also recognises from her own experience that, at the individual level, ESL children are not a homogeneous group. When talking about two children in her class, Tanya recently arrived from Serbia and Alfred from an Aboriginal community, she makes the following distinctions between them: 
Tanya was different because I believe she's familiar with school in her 
own country. Alfred is not. He is six and she is seven. And they 
don't have a schools in his community so he's not literate. I would 
probably handle them differently. Tanya was such an obvious case of 
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a child coming in having experienced a school environment and 
knowing school as such and it was easier for me to know that she was 
probably a good Grade 1 .  I actually got books in, Serbian books, but 
she wouldn't read them. I couldn't read them and I couldn't make 
myself understood. She would either copy from somebody's work 
which was fine because she's still writing or she would just get a 
reading book they were working from. I allowed her to do that because while she was doing it she's still writing, she's manipulating 
letters, she would be familiar with some of the sight words and also 
spaces between words, so there's lots of skills there in just that 
exercise, so I often just let her do those sorts of things. Alfred's 
different. He isn't literate so he doesn't really know what letters are 
or numbers. He can't draw pictures, he doesn't know his colours, so I 
have to go right back. So, Okay, this child hasn't had experience 
with just the objects that I've got in the classroom. 
Her views on the prior experience of Alfred highlighted a dilemma facing her as a mainstream teacher of very young children and who may not know for sure of all their children's cultural and linguistic backgrounds which may vary significantly. Speaking of another Aboriginal child, she says: 
It took me a while to work out that Michael was really ESL. A lot of 
these children are sort of ESL basis, but I 'm not too sure how much 
he understood because he was so quiet and you put it down 
sometimes to their shyness. They seem to do what you're asking them to and I think they become very skilled at looking at what the others are doing and quickly do just that. Because Year 1 and 2 is 
informal in a way, they can get away with it. It's not like "Pick up your pen and write this" where they would be lost. They can be just as bright as any child here, you know, but their background is 
different. They're coming into a different institution so to speak. So it's not as if they don't know, their skills are different. Normally these children when they're in school, they just get to know what's expected of them and they just skyrocket, though some of these children have problems in their home lives or a tragic past. Some of 
the Aboriginal parents are really behind them, want them to learn, 
they read their books every day and they do their homework and so they are actually up with the rest. The other children are more transient and school is not valued by them, they know you've got to go to school and just learn you work at school, but that's sort of 
where it finishes. Michael, for example, just refuses to take 
homework. 
Added to the problem of identifying whether or not the young newcomer speaks English is compounded for Leigh if the child's dialect of English is markedly different from the dialect with which she herself is most familiar. She can not be sure whether the child is acquiring English for the first time or whether she can build upon the dialect they may already know: 
Alfred comes to school with a little bit of English but you notice that 
a lot of the Aboriginal children will have limited English, enough to 
get by, enough to fool the teacher most of the time because they're just very quiet. You could be fooled into thinking well he's either 
really behind, but then I would think, perhaps being an Aboriginal 
child, you get familiar with them in this school, maybe he didn't go 
to preschool because that's usually obvious if they can't colour in, draw, or cut out and they look at blocks or Mobilo and they've never seen it before. And they're reluctant to speak so you think they're shy because in Aboriginal culture they are often shy. So I don't want to force them to do things that will make them feel uncomfortable 
and scared of school. So you try and make them feel welcome and 
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part of the group but as time goes on you give them their work and 
they can't draw or they don't know any numbers or they're looking at the next person to find out what they can do. So you just know there's something wrong. He shows all the indications of having 
another language at home, but really to know whether that's right 
I 'd have to ring home or I 'd get the Aboriginal Education Workers to 
go out there and try and find out. Well it's very difficult to get the 
parents in and for years I have tried and tried and tried. 
Leigh acknowledges that her own professional training did not prepare her for dealing with the ESL child. She has discovered things more or less by trial and error. That all her students should feel comfortable and come to enjoy school is a priority for Leigh. Therefore, in endeavouring to make Tanya feel part of the classroom group, Leigh tried to communicate with her through a Serbian dictionary and, as we have seen, encouraged the rest of the class to use some Serbian words listed on the blackboard. Leigh had common names of places and objects in the school translated into Serbian and written on cards for Tanya to take home so that she could become more familiar with her new environment. Tanya's mother, however, objected strongly, insisting that Tanya was at school to learn English! Her initial approach in working with Tanya reveals Leigh's reliance on lier own intuitions: 
Just from my observations, because if you give them things and they can't do it you know you can't go down that line. I would give her 
things that the other kids were doing and you do that initially 
because you aren't prepared for a child who does not speak English. 
As soon as I knew what she could do then I would start doing things 
that were more relevant to her. We had our reading books, even 
though she wouldn 't understand it, she would still read the book, she 
would imitate, she wasn 't afraid to point to the words. She got that 
way she could do one to one correspondence and she could pronounce 
words very well though she didn't understand what the story was 
about. So, in my pidgin Serbian I would try very hard to explain 
what it's about, but what she was doing was probably good exercise 
anyway because she's speaking and she's quite comfortable doing 
that. I don't think she wanted to be different and they know what they're doing. If it was reading, and if I 'd have her off in a comer or with somebody else doing something individual, it wouldn 't have 
been part of the group, so she wouldn 't have liked that. So you've 
got to be very careful you don't just give them all sorts of different 
things 
Because she sees herself as endeavouring to provide her mainstream class with the same learning experiences, Leigh does not believe in teaching her ESL students differently within her overall approach: 
I wouldn 't teach the ESL children differently all the time, I would 
involve them in the same things. It's not always the same but I 'd 
involve them in the same things, particularly oral things, like you 
may be reading a big book or you might be sharing news or free play, 
so they're involved in similar things that the other children are. When it comes to the actual work that they can do, it's been the same for Alfred but there have been times when it is hard. So it becomes to 
hard and it 's just pointless then I will draw out something else for 
him to do. I 'll say "Alfred let's do some fun activities, you can do a 
furi one." So I don't say "You're doing something different" but 
"You can do something a little bit special", you know, I 'll get him to 
do that. 
Profiling ESL Children 
Leigh provides a significant argument, when talking about Alfred, in support of her common approach: 
I have found that the ESL children don't want something different, 
they want what the other children have had. He wouldn 't understand a lot of this but he still does the things that the other 
children do and to give him something completely different, I have 
found that they feel strange. Last year with the ESL children I tried to give them something more basic and more simplified, but they didn't want it, they wanted what everyone else was doing. 
However, as we have seen, the class as a whole is divided into four groupings for Maths depending upon the level they are attaining and, for English work, Leigh identifies two groupings in her class which is sometimes divided so that she can work with one group while an aide or support teacher works with the other in a room close by: 
Just by listening to them and working with them I split the class 
into two. For these two weeks I've prepared all the lessons and 
activities for the children so they're out there doing something completely different. They're not working at a higher level. They're getting to the stage where they're now pointing to each word as they're reading and discovering one to one correspondence while these children are now actually reading and identifying the words. The 
ones out there are still not familiar with the alphabet, they're still not sounding out the letters, but they sort of know most of the letters. The ones I have with me here are into blends and getting into 
sentences. 
Leigh summarises the distinctions between the types of activity she would undertake with each of the groups: 
If I 'm using a big book then I might have two different worksheets. 
One group of children might draw a picture or cut and paste while 
the other will write, so there can be a variation in the type of work 
they do. I 'm more interested . in their reading where the other children can read and they need to practise their writing, so these children, some of the ESL children or the lower children, will work on 
manipulative skills. They might not be able to read but they can look at the board and go "Oh, that word comes first". So I 'm more 
interested in those kinds of skills and once they get these basic skills they're starting to recognise a letter or its shape and that this shape goes first or that little dot goes at the end. 
Assessing the Children's Achievements 
Leigh has lived in Far Harbour for 21 years and clearly knows the community very well. She even undertook her teacher education there in an outreach institution of one of the universities. She has been teaching at Weaver School since graduating four years previously. Despite believing that her concentration in her teaching on phonics, for example, is not typically a First Steps priority, her approach to language and literacy is strongly influenced by First Steps, as she explains: 
I would have worked the way I do before First Steps. Well, I'm a 
fairly new teacher, so I came in with First Steps so I was lucky. 
When I started I wasn't sure how the school planned other subjects 
but First Steps was adopted by the school, so I 've actually gone right 
into First Steps. That's all I know . . .  ! think it's all very relevant. It 's 
just that I know some people don't teach phonics, they teach it in context and they take all their work from a particular big book and 
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things like this. As I 'm teaching or reading I will say "Let's look for 
this sound", but I actually do separate phonics lessons. 
As we shall see, Leigh uses the First Steps Developmental Continua as a record 
of her students' progress and she reports to the school on the basis of the whole 
class achievement of phases on · the continua. However, Leigh relies on First 
Steps in both her planning and in the strategies and tasks she adopts: 
All of first Steps is relevant. You've got that many books in First 
Steps that you can select. It just depends on what you want to focus 
on. If I want to focus on writing or reading or if I want to extend 
phonics, I can go to the module and get other activities and ideas. 
Other teachers do it differently, others don 't teach phonics at all but 
it is my focus. You can pick it up and play it to your style. 
Leigh clearly has her own priorities in developing her students' early literacy and, 
though convinced of the value of First Steps, she uses the framework in a 
selective way: 
I tend to focus on a bit from here and a bit from there using First 
Steps. With First Steps you can get what you need and find what 
you want to target with them. So then I would think, "Okay, what 
can I do to develop this area and these children here? "  So I might 
then go to First Steps and find all the activities I can do to increase 
their ability level in a particular thing. 
In general, therefore, Leigh's approach to language and literacy work with all her 
students is based upon her training and later experience as a teacher of Year 1 
and 2 children and this is influenced, on the basis of her own judgements as to 
what is needed or what appears appropriate at particular times, by performance 
indicators and the teaching strategies in First Steps. 
Turning to her assessment practices, we can consider these in relation to: (i) how 
she may assess the progress of the individual child; (ii) her use of First Steps and 
the Student Outcome Statements as aids to assessment; (iii) her reporting to 
parents; and (iv) reporting to the Principal and the school. The following 
sections describe each of these in tum. 
Assessment and Feedback on Individual Tasks 
Leigh keeps what she calls her test folder for each child in which she places 
selected work that indicates their progress over a term. These work sample 
books with teacher's comments on different tasks and the teacher's own 
assessment sheet are sent to the parents at the end of each term. Virtually all the 
tasks she selects will be in written work, not least because Leigh, like many of her 
colleagues, finds written work easier to evaluate because they can take it away to 
assess after class and because it can be collected in a folder for the child, the 
teachers, and the parents. 
Leigh and her aide will move around the class checking children's progress on a 
task and Leigh will occasionally write a comment, draw a smiling face, or place a 
star on a completed task as is illustrated in her comment and check on a 
manipulative task completed by Alfred in Sample 1.  
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Sample 1: A Classroom Task 
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In making initial assessments of the children's levels of ability and potential, Leigh relies strongly on her experience as a mother and a teacher and from working with new arrivals: 
By the first few weeks you know where the children are. You know 
that these are going to race on and those need some pushing, they 
think school's just fun and have no idea at all. So you get to know 
who's who very quickly. When they come down from pre-primary 
and you give them something, you say, "Draw your favourite 
thing. " And one will do it and another one will just colour over the 
page and another will just do squiggles. Or you might say, "Write a 
copy of this. " Some will copy it others won 't even be able to 
manipulate a pencil very well or they'll put one word here and 
another there, so they're trying to copy but it 's not in order and some 
children will just put scribbles or not do anything. So, you sort out 
that some children are keen to learn, others are nearly there and other 
children are almost not ready for school. And the ones who are not 
ready you say, "Those are my target kids. " it boils down to a 
personal decision. Knowing Grade 1 it 's quite easy and you know 
whether they've been to pre-school or not because they are familiar 
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with behaviour and objects in the room. So, normally I get a lot of information just from what they do initially especially like drawing a picture of themselves or circling same and different things. 
Through a similar process, Leigh found she had to go back to earlier tasks with 
Tanya and Alfred with their perceived needs as ESL learners in mind. Sample 2 
illustrates the kind of focus which Leigh adopts for early literacy learning. She 
describes it in the following way: 
Sample 2: Typical Early Literacy Tasks used by Leigh 
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I would give this to all the class at the beginning of the year but if 
they come from pre-school they may know 'a', so why teach it again. 
With someone like Alfred or Tanya I would use this kind of activity. 
One to one is difficult because some of the children may finish their 
tasks in two minutes flat. So I would point to the letter and say the 
sound and we'll draw it or I'll say, "Point to another 'a"' and he 
might do that and I would just get him to colour it in. You see you 
don 't have time to sit and go through it for a long time, but as 
you're working with the class you'll do it and it will catch on. With 
Alfred I'm looking at how he can copy the letters, so I'm not 
interested whether he can read that word and draw the word or even 
know what it's about. I'd be really happy if he just copied the shape. So I'm looking at his skills in a different way. He's still doing the 
same task as others and he's still learning. He's done marvellously to 
do this. 
Most often, as we have seen, Leigh expects her ESL students to undertake the same tasks as one of the groups of children in which she has placed them. These tasks will be directly related to her theme, they will be made up of cumulative smaller tasks and contain key words and sentences from the book which is related to the task. In Sample 3 we see that Leigh has given Alfred a star and a sticker on the first page of his handout for his efforts. 
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Profil ing ESL Children 
Leigh explains how Alfred has approached the tasks and her priorities for him in doing it : 
We've got two groups in the class, one is on a more advanced book and this is the lower one . We were trying to do transport and because these children aren 't up to it yet so I chose jet transport. A lot of the children are handling this really well but you 've got to get key words, so I'd write the key words and they will get to know the words through the picture . Alfred will look at the picture but maybe these pictures aren't culturally familiar to him so he may not connect it . My aim for him is actually writing or copying or even manipulating the pencil and having a go. He couldn 't do this when he first came, so he 's had a go. 
For Leigh, the tasks she uses provides the basis of the children's writing and reading work in a related way. As with Alfred's writing, she expected slightly different achievements by Tanya in her reading as compared with the majority of her students: 
I would give her things that the other children are doing but it became pointless. So, as soon as I got to know what she could do, I would start doing things that were more relevant to her such as alphabet work and the phonics book ... She would still imitate , still read the book, so she wasn't afraid within the class to point to the words and she got to one to one correspondence and she could pronounce the words very well although she d idn 't understand what the story was about. 
Leigh finds that regular assessment of the children's oral achievements is a difficult and very time consuming undertaking. She is keen to develop close relations with all her students and, over the year, becomes familiar with their achievements and difficulties largely on the basis of observation: 
What I observe and how they talk to me. A lot of it is observation and how they're relating to one another, h� they're playing in the shops and how they 're mixing. 
Asked if she set up particular tasks for oral assessment work, she replied: 
I have set up special tasks in the past but now a lot of it is observations. And you can use First Steps that highl ights oral work such as newstelling and barrier games ... We had a newstelling checklist that we worked out ,  so every time a child would tell news I would know whether the other children covered a 'when ' question or 'who' 'what ' and 'why' or whether they spoke with a clear soft voice or they spoke broken language or whatever. But I haven 't followed that through because it was a lot to do. Wha( was the point , I mean I knew it all in my head so when I go back to the Oral Continuum, rather than keep two things, I can just go along the Continuum and this is what I need to know and what Phase I'm in. 
Using Newstelling as an example, Leigh describes Alfred's participation which, she believes, is fairly typical of her young ESL students: 
Alfred will get up to tell news , he 's keen to get up but he doesn't say anything. So I'll sort of say, "Good morning bays and girls" and he 'll say something then but it 's very quiet. The children see his mouth moving and they will say, "Good morning Alfred. "  When they've got free activities he will go round and mix with the children. He 's often not talking but they're all talking but he 's doing the same things as them and he might say a word or two because he knows what he wants. But you still don 't see him talking a lot. 
Her judgements about the children's oral development are on-going and closely 
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tied in with her day to day approach to the children generally: 
Sometimes I think I've asked a question that 's very simple but he doesn 't answer and he doesn't really know what I said. So then , rather than let him just be embarrassed I say, "Would you like so and so to help you ?"  which is the normal thing you do . He 'll nod "Yes" and then I'll just get somebody else to answer and I'd say to him, "You knew that all the time, didn 't you ? "  and he would say "Yes ". You 've got little strategies like that so that they don 't feel embarrassed because you want them to feel comfortable. 
Using the Frameworks 
When Leigh first started teaching four years ago, she would seek to profile all her students on the First Steps Developmental Continua against all the indicators. Sample 4 illustrates the detail required and refers to only one of the three Phases Leigh's students are likely to be working through: 
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Leigh found that she was spending much of the- time on profiling that she preferred to devote to planning: 
Well I used to use these sheets and I used to spend hours ticking this off and ticking that off and trying to work this in. It helped me to look for things. I used to hear teachers saying, "Oh, it 's all up here, it 's in my head. "  I used to wonder how they just knew where the child 's at and what they can and can 't do. But I can actually do that now and working through all the checklists and all the information that I thought I had to collect was far too much. It has 
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been a basis to become familiar with some of the things you need to know about the Phases. But I can now target children in my head and I can think of one and go , "Yes, I know that child 's Phase " . . .  When you 're first starting out, you overdo everything because you think that's what you have to do. The school or the parents don 't need such detailed information. 
Whilst it clearly enabled Leigh to be aware of the specific aspects of her young 
students' language development, detailed profiling of each child proved to be too 
demanding of her time and she felt that the detailed information might not be 
used. She now completes a class profile each term using the First Steps 
framework but only with reference to the main Phase titles such as Role Play or 
Experimental etc. From this she has deduced that: 
Most of them have gone from Phase 1 to Phase 2 and I've got some children going into Phase 3. Those children going into the third might, by the end of the year, be roughly equivalent to Level 1 in the Outcome Statements and working towards Level 2. I don 't refer to Level 2 because I haven 't any children at that Level although some are getting there. Before I would put them on Level 2, I have to go through and flip my page to find out what  indicators would put them on Level 2. I'd have to really study the Outcome Statements to make sure that they have been covered. 
However f?he may create a more detailed profile, using the First Steps framework 
illustrated by Sample 4, for the children she has identified as 'target children ' such 
as Tanya and Alfred and some of her students who are having particular 
difficulties in early literacy: 
I do this sheet for myself but we don 't need to keep this. All we really need to know is how many children in the class are in which Phase. In Reading most of my children are in Role Play but working towards Experimental. 
We have seen a moment ago how Leigh extrapolated from her assessment of the 
children against the First Steps Phases to where they might achieve at the 
different Levels of the Student Outcome Statements. Leigh, like many of the 
teachers locally, has worked with Eliza, the School District Officer responsible 
for language and literacy, in order to begin to use the Student Outcome 
Statements in English. 
In tune with District policy, the school has adopted the Student Outcome 
Statements in Maths, now in its third year, and Social Studies with a view to 
extending them to Science next year and then introducing a new Strand each year 
for every learning area. Leigh's Principal presently sees the Student Outcome 
Statements in English as 'an evaluation tool but not for reporting'. The school 
reports on language and literacy outcomes using the First Steps Continua. 
However, with Eliza's offer of professional development in the English Outcome 
Statements, Leigh was keen to discover how she might adopt them: 
I was working with Eliza at District Office as I wanted to use the Outcome Statements so we thought this was the best way and have one for each child so it can become like a profile . But then it would take a long time just to assess one child in the learning areas. If you had all the books in front of you and went through the Outcome Statements to find out where they were at, it was just mind boggling. I tried i t  for a while and simply got too tired and you think, "Well, why am I doing it ? Will another teacher use this profile ? "  Probably not because it's my interpretation. I have found that each Outcome has to be interpreted sl ightly differently. So Eliza and I decided to go back and put it on a class profile and now I can go through the document and take the objectives that I want. 
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During the process of exploring the Outcome Statements at teacher meetings, 
Leigh discovered a number of significant problems: 
"Posing questions " is one indicator. Well, okay, they don't pose questions. They will do what I ask them to, I will give them examples of how to do things and they'll do it. But then I thought I 'd work on it and started getting the children asking questions about 
number, for example. I wanted a question related to what they were doing. When we worked with other teachers, we found that people 
were just doing one sample and saying "Oh, my kids can do that " 
and tick, tick, tick, Level 1, Level 2 or whatever. You needed more 
samples. But I wasn't getting good data from my children. Once 
they can pose questions, they're actually analysing and thinking about things and the process is in place. I thought my children were 
doing this and doing this but they're not really doing it. They're doing what I ask them to do. Whether they've got the processes in their minds I 'm not sure. It looks good just ticking them off, "Oh, 
all my kids are on Level 1 . "  But I'd much rather know for sure and 
think "No, they aren't really good at this one," so I need to work at it, II 
Leigh believed that teachers were differently interpreting the Level Statements 
and that she herself needed far more evidence of her students' achievements 
before she could be sure about assessing them against the Statements. In order to 
work at it, however, Leigh has found that her initial experience with First Steps 
enables her to make a distinction between her teaching and the objectives she 
chooses to focus upon against which she will assess the children's achievements: 
So instead of using First Steps, Continua I would much rather leave 
it, get my strategies from the First Steps book to help the children 
move on, but I 'd take the Student Outcome Statements as my target 
and focus points. 
Speaking of her ESL students in particular, Leigh indicates how she 
attainment in First Steps Phases to the Levels in the Outcome Statements: 
You know they've got different skills in different areas, so language is really difficult. If they can't read or write they're really stuck in some areas, so they would have to be pre Level 1 or in the Early Language Phase of First Steps. 
relates 
Identifying her ESL students at pre Level 1, however, raises problems for Leigh 
which we will return to later. The question here is: given the difficulties she 
initially confronted in trying to create detailed profiles of her children using the 
First Steps Developmental continuum, on which particular framework does Leigh 
now base her assessment in English, both for her own records and for reporting 
purposes? 
Leigh's own recording and reporting frameworks mirror her use of First Steps and 
the Student Outcome Statements as planning and teaching strategy guides. She is 
deliberately eclectic on the basis of familiarity with the frameworks and 
experience in working with the children in their early literacy development. She 
keeps her own checksheets to trace the students' progress against the specific 
objectives she has chosen to focus upon. Sample 5 illustrates this in relation to 
her concern with the children's knowledge of the alphabet and sound-letter 
relationships and her listings of frequent 'sight words'. Her tasks have been 
selected to address these things and she will use such a checklist about once a 
term to trace progress in them. The Sample here is her assessment of the early 
achievements of one of her ESL children. 
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Sample 5: Leigh's Checklist of Letters and Sight Words 
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Leigh uses these kinds of checklists as an on going record of how the children are progressing according to her own specific points of focus in her teaching. From these she will build up a profile for school and parental reporting. Here she uses a 'Student Language Profile' (see Sample 6). Interestingly the indicators in this profile are largely based upon the Student Outcome Statements, but not all of them. 
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As we have seen with her use of First Steps in her planning and in her overall 
reporting of the Phases, Leigh is selective in the indicators of achievement which 
she adopts. She sees the Outcome Statements for English as providing her with 
samples of students' work to which she can refer but, crucially, with pointers 
from each of the Levels. And it is from these that she deliberately selects for her 
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own 'Student Language Profile'. She here provides some of the selection criteria 
she uses: 
It gives me work samples to indicate this is a typical sample of a 
child in Level 1 or this is a typical sample of Level 2. I 've selected 
these pointers from those that are listed and I 've changed it slightly. 
I have thought, "Well this is important,"  and you want things that 
you know you're doing in your classroom all the time. So we do 
appropriate readings and displays and my overview for this year, 
because I had a horrible time last year, is that we're going to have 
good manners and to be able to greet each other properly, to teach 
them common courtesies. So that was important in my classroom. 
You don 't need to use all the pointers for a Level. The pointers are 
guidelines and that's different from First Steps where you have to 
have all the indicators in a Phase ... So, I 've selected the pointers that I 
find important and I guess somebody might do it differently. A lot I 
didn't put in can be encompassed in these anyway. 
In practice, Leigh has actually selected about one in three of the original pointers 
from the Outcome Statements. She explains why she has excluded or included 
some specific pointers for the Profile: 
I wouldn't select "Form writing-like symbols or marks on a page, 
scribble writing across a page. " That one is covered in First Steps in 
Role Play which is at an earlier Level. To me to be in Level 1 they 
would basically be forming their letters .. .! chose "Use 
approximations and conventional letter shapes to construct 
messages" because if you don't understand the letters that they're 
writing and, as I interpret "use approximations" , they might be 
doing an 'a', they might not be forming it the right way, but it is 
definitely an 'a '. And the letter shapes have to be conventional 
otherwise you can't read it. And if they're going to construct a 
message I 've got to be able to read it. 
Leigh sums up her approach to creating the 'Student Language Profile' in the 
following way: 
So most of them are from the Outcome Statements , but I have 
actually put in some of them myself like: "pronounces most sounds 
clearly" because I find in speaking and listening that's important. 
Alfred doesn 't pronounce his sounds so clearly, so I wouldn't tick 
that for him. It's in the Oral Continuum of First Steps but it is not 
put like that, it 's not clear, it doesn't say "Should speak clearly" or 
whatever. 
In general, when assessing her students' development in English, including her 
ESL students, Leigh has moved from detailed profiling against all of the 
indicators in First Steps to relying on her familiarity with the children in order to 
assess the overall Phases they have reached. In addition, on the basis of 
checklists of her own specific objectives, she constructs her 'Student Language 
Profile' for each child at the end of each term and this profile represents an 
eclectic selection from pointers in the Student Outcome Statements and from 
some of her own objectives. 
Reporting to Parents 
It is school policy to make available to parents, at the end of each term, a folder 
of selected work samples from the children, which Leigh calls her 'test file', and 
these are accompanied by the teacher's evaluative comments or summary sheets 
such as that illustrated in her Student Language Profile (Sample 6 above) which 
she regards as providing assessment criteria which are 'most relevant for my 
classroom and more relevant for the parents', In addition, at the end of  each half 
year, Leigh completes a school report for each child as in Sample 7. 
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Sample 7: The School Report Form 
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The language and literacy criteria within the report, whilst expressed in outcomes against which the student's achievement is graded from 'outstanding' to 'unsatisfactory', are clearly selective and reflect the school's priorities in these areas. For example, 'Reading' is indicated as paramount and four of the seventeen outcomes refer to phonics whilst 'Speaking and Listening' are referred to as a single outcome. Perhaps not surprisingly, this selection of outcomes for reporting to parents appears to mirror Leigh's own teaching priorities. We might deduce that they reflect the consensus of the teaching staff and the Principal regarding the key features of literacy development and also those features which the school regards as helpful for parents to know about. 
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In talking about reporting to parents, Leigh identifies three problematic issues in this task: (i) the need to make distinctive reports for individual children; (ii) to provide parents with an accessible account of their child's progress, and (iii) appropriate parental responses. 
Leigh was confronted by the need to make reports that distinguish one child from another and felt that the Student Outcome Statements might help her in this: 
I've gone to District Office because I wanted to learn about Levels rather than just a Grade 1 or 2 focus. I've got a brother and sister in the same class and you just can 't be sending home the same report on everything, even if you 've got different objectives. I feel the parents don 't want to see the same, I make sure that one child is working on their own level and another working on her level , so their getting two separate things at home . They may be working towards the same outcome,, but ,  because they're in different Phases, their objective in that Phase is different. 
The distinctive achievements of the child become particularly significant when Leigh has to report on her ESL students. Talking about Tanya's progress, for example, Leigh raises a particular problem: 
She 's in Role Play, but it 's not really true because she 's ESL. I think you have to make that known for parents .. .If all the other children in the class were in Experimental and she 's in Role Play, then I need to be able to explain why. I just need to record that for myself to explain it to parents, but with the school , they don 't need to know that, they just need to know who 's in what. 
Leigh recognises that some of her ESL students can achieve things in their first language which are not accounted for in reporting. What they can achieve in English appears below the average for her class, but she feels the need to be able to explain the discrepancy to parents while her present formal reporting documentation does not allow this. This issue of making things clear for parents is a central concern for Leigh. Her experience with the First Steps Continua has made her regard the framework as an inaccessible basis for reporting: 
I think some of the First Steps indicators could have been a little different. You need something to send home to parents if they're really interested and something to help the children as well .. .It would be good to have a parents' section. It is just the way it is worded . . .  wordings could have been changed to make it more understandable. 
Leigh therefore regards her 'Student Language Profile' (Sample 7) as far more understandable to parents than the indicators from the First Steps Continua. As we have seen, although many of the criteria are Leigh's, several of them are derived from the Outcome Statements. She offers an additional reason in support of these as a basis for reporting: 
I probably prefer Outcome Statements for reporting to parents because it covers a broader area and goes across the learning areas 
So, Leigh deliberately chooses statements in her reports to be as clear as possible to parents. However, when considering her reports of Tanya's progress in relation to her parents' understanding, she observes that: 
Well they probably won't unless they learn Engl ish. So that 's up to them, they're adults and it 's up to them to go and ask an interpreter what it 's all about .  
Leigh feels that she has taken great care to facilitate Tanya's adaptation to an English-speaking school environment, such as translating words into Serbian on special cards and using Serbian words in the classroom, and that it is up to the 
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parents to seek the information they may need: 
I mean they have got to learn to move as well. They haven't 
cooperated. I've actually done a lot of work and even though I believe they have appreciated what I've done, if I'm going to report 
to the parents in English I'm not going to report in any other way. 
Because they are in Australia, they need to get a report in English. If 
I was in another country then it would be up to me to go and 
interpret my child 's work. If they don't wish to do that, then it's 
their prerogative. 
In talking about one of her Aboriginal students, Leigh also refers to what she 
regards as the responsibilities of parents and limits of her own responsibilities to 
them: 
I always send his reports home but never get them up for an 
interview. If they don't come up, then I can't explain. So, if they 
are not interested in coming when I request them to, then I can't 
concern myself with that. 
Reporting to the Principal 
In Language and literacy, the school requires Leigh to provide, once each 
semester, a summary of the proportion of her class who are in particular Phases 
of the First Steps Developmental Continua in Writing, Spelling, Reading, and 
Oral language. Each learning area is, at present, based upon different 
frameworks of objectives or outcomes whilst Maths and Social Studies are 
expressed in terms of selected strands from the Outcome Statements. The school 
is gradually adopting more strands from the Outcome Statements within each 
learning area as a basis for reporting to the Education department through the 
District Office. 
Leigh describes her reporting procedures as follows: 
They want certain information for accountability and for collating 
information, which is usually a fairly good basis for what you should 
be keeping as well in your own classroom, so I'm following that as 
well. But I also have my own like sight words lists or alphabet 
checklists .. . The school wants to know what Phases the children are in, 
so in the first six months they will ask, "How many children have 
you got in this phase, how many in this and how many in this. " To 
be able to give that information, you have to keep your own records 
up to date and they'll ask for that information again at the end of the 
year . . .  The children should have moved on, they should be 
progressing through the Phases, that's what you hope. A lot of them were in the first Phase, a big majority of the children, but now 
they've gone into the second, so they've moved along. But there are 
children who are st#[ down there. Hopefully not, that's just where they're at in their learning development. 
As we have seen, Leigh judges that her class is divided across Phases 1-3 on the 
Continua, with smaller groupings in Phase 1 and Phase 3. She also has a file for 
each child which includes her own records of their progress against the 
assessment procedures she herself adopts such as student check lists and the 
'Student Language Profile' (see Samples 5 and 6). 
On reporting to the school, Leigh feels that the First Steps Continua have been 
appropriate. However, she is wary of the wholesale shift to Outcome Statements 
for the school's records because she believes that the amount of work involved 
may lead to over reliance upon both exemplary samples in the Outcomes 
Statements documents and possibly hurried judgements of limited examples . of 
the children's work: 
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The school collects First Steps information like key indicators. We've 
done reporting on Outcome Statements, but I 'm not happy 
personally, I don 't think the school is happy ... We want to see if the 
children are in a Level for a subject and so you'll do some classifying 
using the indicators. Because we might classify on the basis of one 
lesson looking at the samples in the booklet, this doesn't mean that 
the child is really at that Level. We need more evidence than that. 
The Relationship between Assessment and Teaching 
In general, we have seen that Leigh's assessment procedures in language and literacy are informed by her familiarity with First Steps which she also uses as a basis for some of her planning and teaching strategies. She reports the progress of her whole class to the school on the basis of the main Phases in the First Steps Continua. She sees the Outcome Statements as broad objectives in her teaching and ultimately for reporting purposes. We have also seen that she applies her own teaching priorities in using check sheets to assess tasks undertaken by her students. For her records, she balances criteria derived from her own teaching concerns with a deliberate selection from parts of the frameworks which she sees as relevant to her own classroom. These records are also used for reporting to parents, while the school report itself , though outcomes-based, reflects the kinds of teaching priorities which appear to be shared by Leigh with the rest of the school. 
Leigh works with her ESL students very much as she would work with young children in the early stages of schooling and she assesses their achievements as she would any child. She is aware of their distinctiveness, however, and devotes care to meeting their specific learning needs. She is also aware of the need to identify such children in the assessment process. However, on reporting, Leigh does not believe that the school has a specific policy concerning the ESL students. In working with Eliza at the District Office more recently, and as a result of her own concern about identifying and assessing her ESL students, Leigh immediately saw the potential value of the ESL Framework of Stages. And when she shared the document with her Principal: 
She said, "Oh this is great, where's it been all this time?"  So, in our 
reporting to the school we will have First Steps and I know we're 
going towards Outcome Statements then we need to be mindful of 
the ESL and make sure that they cover Outcome Statements for ESL 
learners and just have a box saying we have got 15 ESL children in 
our school at present who are at this Level, this Level and this Level. 
Knowing they're ESL probably depends on the teacher. 
Like many of her colleagues teaching in the mainstream in her school, Leigh recognises her need for, first, ways of recognising the specific language development of the ESL child and, second, teaching strategies that she can use in helping such children to progress in English, particularly in the learning of literacy. 
Assessing and Teaching ESL Children 
There is no doubt that Leigh is alert to the likely experience of young ESL children entering school: 
If they haven't been to school it mu.st be really daunting because they 
come in and they've got someone telling them, "Come and sit here, " 
and they must think, "Why should I do that, " especially the 
Aboriginal children who haven 't had to do that before, so it 's quite a 
new thing. Normally I take a lot of information from what they do 
initially, like drawing a picture of themselves and I give them little 
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exercises like same and different. A lot of Aboriginal children would recognise the difference but they don 't know the word "different ". 
We have seen, however, that Leigh believes she would not necessarily teach the 
ESL child differently from her other students because she has discovered that 
they do not feel comfortable being treated any differently: 
I involve them in the same things, particularly oral things, like you may be reading a big book, or you might be sharing news or it might be free play. But they're involved in similar things or the same things that the other children are. When it comes to the actual work they do, like with Alfred 's, it has been the same, but there have been times when it 's too hard. No other child 's got this book, you know, like his little book. So it becomes too hard and it 's just pointless. Then I will draw something out, something else for him to do. So I'll say, "Let 's do some fun activities", or "You can do something a little bit special ", you know, I'll get him to do that. 
On the matter of assessment, now that she has been introduced to the ESL 
Framework of Stages by Eliza, the District Officer for language and literacy, 
Leigh asserts, 'I would actually go for this now and this is brilliant '. She recently 
used the document to trace the characteristics which he believed Tanya revealed 
(See Sample 8). 
I put Tanya on the First Steps Continuum and it wasn 't relevant. It didn 't work because she was in no Phases at all . But she was in her first language , coming from Serbia she has had formalised education in her first language. If I go to the ESL Stages and I find she 's in Stage A which says she is literate in her first language , she knows some schooling in her first language , she could print , she could copy, she could draw, she could colour in, you know, so there 's obviously some skills there ... [ think she 's trying to talk to me in her own language , though she knows I can 't understand but by my . questioning and body language or my looks on my face she can actually interpret whether I'm understanding or not . And she is beginning to speak to me in English. She brought me a present and she said, "This is for you. "  Spent the whole weekend learning, "This is for you,"  like a thank you present. 
Sample 8: Leigh's Judgements about Tanya using the ESL 
Framework of Stages 
Leaming Context 
Stage A beginners may be learning in an intensive language centre, or may be 
participating in regular junior primary activities. in the latter context learners' wi l l  
need ESL teaching from an ESL specialist who is able to work on a small group or 
individual basis within the classroom context alongside the teacher. Learners also 
benefit from appropriate assistance from an ESL-informed mainstream teacher. 
GROWTH POINTS 
Teachers have identified two growth points for Stage A Beginners 
Growth point 1 
In terms of language development learners at this stage: 
• have some background in education and are familiar with the tools of the 
classroom v 
• have limited English, expressing themselves in simple words and body language v 
• have limited numeracy v 
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message v 
• stay within safe patterns of language 
• are developing their listening skills 
• cannot negotiate meaning, i.e. communication breaks down because if they don't 
understand, or are not understood, they tend to take no further part v 
• need and use the security of predictable language e.g. respond to a predictable 
question. 
• have a message in mind when they write. 
In terms of personal/ cultural development they: 
• have some experience of school environment and routine v 
• may be shy and withdrawn v 
• are likely to spend a lot of time watching and listening v 
• may think they are understood when they are not 
In terms of learning-how-to-learn skills they: 
• are able to use their learning-how-to-learn skills in limited ways e.g. predicting, 
guessing from the context etc. 
In terms of conceptual range they will be operating mostly in Sphere 1 .  
Growth point 2 
In terms of language development learners at this stage: 
• are becoming literate in English 
• are introducing sentences with recognisable structure 
• can hear, remember and use appropriate language in communication situations 
• can negotiate meaning e.g. are likely to rephrase, ask for clarification, etc 
• are becoming more competent academically 
• are familiar with the routine of school and classroom and the environment of both v 
• 
• are developing metalinguistic awareness e.g. they are becoming aware of sentence 
structure and tenses, use of facial expressions and gestures, use of intonation, etc. 
• are beginning to be able to generate language; they will take risks as well as use 
patterned language appropriately 
In terms of personal/ cultural development, they 
• . are developing social skills v 
• are becoming more confident, more willing to take risks v 
• are becoming emotionally more settledv 
On being asked how she diagnosed whether or not a child was ESL before she 
had access to the ESL Framework of Stages, she replied with reference to one of 
her Aboriginal students: 
I knew Alfred was ESL because of where he comes from, because of his 
quiet behaviour, because of his reliance on his brother and sister in the 
bigger school. You know, they sort of cling together. Yes, a lot of 
these little sort of traits. I can't say for sure because I've got no proof 
but I believe he speaks an Aboriginal language at home. He's more 
tribal than a lot of the children here that are town Aboriginal 
children and he's living out in one of the communities. He catches the 
bus to and from there. He's very tired and will fall asleep in class, so 
I'll just let him sleep because their homelife may mean he's up all 
night. 
However, Leigh later referred to the ESL Framework in order to trace what she 
regarded as the typical characteristics of his language use (See Sample 9) .  
Interestingly, despite the insights this appeared to provide for her, she believes 
she would need confirmatory evidence from other sources: 
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This is what I've seen through observations that he 's at Stage AL. 
He shows all the indications of having another language. To really 
know, I'd have to ring home or I;d have to get the Aboriginal 
Education workers to go out there and try and find out. 
Sample 9: Leigh's Judgements about Alfred using the ESL 
Framework of Stages 
CHARACTERISTICS OF LEARNERS AT STAGE AL 
In terms of language development Stage AL learners: 
• are literate in their first language ,/ 
are beginning learners of English ,/ 
• have minimal numeracy skills ,/ 
have minimal background in education and are unfamiliar with the 
environment and culture of school and classroom ,/ 
• have limited print experience ,/ 
• may be going through a 'silent period' ,/ 
• tend to rely on body language to express themselves ,/ 
• may not be receptive to learning for an extensive period of time ,/ 
In terms of personal/ cultural development they: 
• may be shy and withdrawn ,/ 
• may take a long time to work through feelings of culture shock ,/ 
• are likely to spend a lot of time watching and listening,/ 
• may have limited social interaction skills with other children e.g. limited 
experience of play, may tend to resolve conflict physically 
• may exhibit extremes of behaviour (e.g submissive to aggressive) 
• may misinterpret body language 
On the specific task of assessment, Leigh wants to be able to identify her ESL 
students' achievements appropriately in the future but suspects that it would 
need to be ESL specific: 
I might have to do a different one for Alfred and somehow dovetail it 
so that I can tick it's Level 1 ESL or Level 2 ESL, so I've got to come 
up with a document that's going to show him on the continuum, 
whether I put First Steps or even have another space down here for a 
Stage just for him which would be ESL. That's something I've got 
to look into and I don't know how to do it yet. District Office will 
probably help us come up with something. 
Leigh interprets the ESL Framework of Stages in a similar way to her approach to 
both First Steps Continua and the Outcome Statements. She does not see it only 
as a description of the characteristics of the language of the ESL child, but also 
as statements of objectives to which she could direct her teaching: 
I think I'd have a different framework for assessment But I don't 
know, I haven't really gone into it enough. The ESL Framework of 
Stages is very relevant for their learning, you know, using simple 
greetings, I think ESL kids need to do that. They need to follow 
simple instructions, so I probably would keep those in for all the children. 
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Views on the Assessment Frameworks 
We have seen that, in much of her teaching, Leigh relies on First Steps for 
identifying students' needs, appropriate teaching strategies, plotting the 
children's development and for reporting in global terms to the school. We have 
also seen that she regards the Student Outcome Statements as a source of overall 
objectives which she sees as reasonably complementary to the more detailed 
goals within First Steps. She expresses the main influences upon her choice of 
assessment frameworks: 
It 's what the school needs and how you're going to report to the 
parents is what you need. With First Steps, I guess if you're going 
to focus in on one child for a specific task, then it can be very useful. 
But as a general classroom record thing, you just can't do it . . . Across 
the curriculum, I think, if they go across the curriculum that's the only way to go. The Outcome Statements are probably going to be a 
universal thing so you've got to learn it and you've got to get there. 
But what I'm doing is relating it to First Steps. First Steps is 
brilliant, it gives me the strategies. Outcome Statements doesn't 
give me any strategies. But it gives me things to work towards. 
Before I can put them on Level 2, I would have to really study the 
Outcome Statements and find out what indicators would put them 
there. 
There is no doubt that familiarity with First Steps is the window through which 
Leigh will evaluate any framework she might work with in the future: 
If I want to know more detail, then I go to First Steps, especially how 
to move the children on. You've got all the activities and the 
strategies to help the children move on. And now that I know the 
First Steps more thoroughly, it 's all there and the Student Outcome 
Statements is something I'm learning. Because it's too broad, 
you've got to break it down and find out what they're really 
describing. It 's just very broad and just everyone can interpret it 
however they like. I need First Steps because I can see that my children are progressing through the Phases but they are all Level 1 or, especially the ESL children, pre Level 1 .  
Therefore, school requirements and reporting to parents are not the only 
significant influences upon Leigh's preferences in terms of assessment 
frameworks. She needs to have a genuine sense that the children are progressing 
in their learning. In her concern for identifying the progress of her ESL students in 
language and literacy in particular, she sees limitations in applying the ESL 
Framework of Stages. Thinking of the parents of her students, she is as cautious 
about it as a basis for reporting, as she was with First Steps and the Outcome 
Statements: 
They don't want to see two pages of this kind of thing. I've just taken what I think is important. So even if I didn't change what I 
already do, I'd have to compare the Outcome Statements and the 
ESL Stages. There might be something in ESL that's very 
appropriate for all he children or there might be ESL things that are 
already written down in the Outcome Statements. But I need to 
actually put in a box and change it a little bit and tick that he's an 
ESL child. Like I could have a little box there that says, "Level 1 in 
relation to First Steps," or "ESL Level such and such related to the 
ESL framework or whatever". He might have lots of ticks according 
to this framework but in the First Steps he wouldn't be there at all. 
So, Leigh wants a framework that, while identifying the ESL child, is also 
compatible with the frameworks with which she is already familiar and which 
she is already required to use in her reporting. More recently she discovered the 
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ESL Scales and that they were specifically designed to harmonise with the Levels 
in Student Outcome Statements: 'It has similar outcome statements. It's really quite 
exciting'. 
Perhaps more significantly for her, Leigh expresses a hunger for information 
about the ESL child now that she is much more aware of their experiences and 
their specific needs: 
I need to know a lot more strategies and things for these children .. . !' d 
like something a bit more friendly and even some strategies like First 
Steps has got but they're general strategies. It would be nice to have 
somewhere where you can go if you have a child that has a particular 
language that you would be able to find out about. I would have 
thought there would be something available about the different 
languages of these children. 
She recalled how First Steps had informed her about the patterns of language 
development of the English-speaking child. On the basis of this experience, her 
ideal framework for her work with ESL students would have the following 
important characteristics: 
I want a framework that gives me an understanding of what an ESL 
child is. I mean, just knowing that you can't speak a language, 
being someone in another country, that you just don 't understand 
anything. Just identifying them, finding out some of their character 
traits of what I could look for. And I 'd like strategies to help me 
know what I can do. And goals for you own planning. And also 
information of how I can get help or where I can get help. 
And, crucially for Leigh, she wants to be able to see development and map 
genuine progress which she believes she can not do with the frameworks with 
which she is most familiar and which she is currently required to use: 
I want it to give me a framework to work on in planning terms and 
even just being aware. If I 've got Aboriginal children in my class 
from now on that are really struggling, I probably can go to it (The 
ESL Framework of Stages) and look at the characteristics of a learner 
at a certain stage and say, "Gosh, he's doing all these things. " It 
gives me a clearer picture of them. I would like to be able to use this 
to trace their progress on, like a scale that they can actually be on a 
continuum. So, instead of these children being off the continuum 
they might well be on Level 1 on the Outcome Statements but the 
ESL children might be on Level 1 on the ESL. So, they're still 
placed. They're not displaced. 
So, Leigh is concerned about what she sees as a serious limitation of the Outcome 
Statements when assessing the ESL child. As an alternative, perhaps not 
surprisingly, Leigh uses First Steps as her criterion for the thoroughness that she 
would prefer in a more inclusive assessment procedure: 
I see it in line with First Steps. I want something different from 
Outcome Statements because it's too broad, but something that 
actually puts children in phases where you can see them progressing 
and moving though it might be slow or it might be quick. And I 'd 
see the same things with any ESL child and where you can actually 
be excited to see them moving on, you know, and gaining more grasp 
of the language and the culture, and moving more in the new 
environment in which they are. 
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Nicole at Weaver Primary School 
Michael P. Breen 
The School Context 
Refer to the previous Case Study 'Leigh at Weaver'. 
The Classroom Context 
Nicole shares the same school context as Leigh and her classroom is  in the same 
building as Leigh's. There are no doors to her room and it is easy to hear the 
teacher in the classroom nearest to her. The room is quite long and narrow with 
Nicole's desk, board and reading comer at one end with windows at the other. 
The children sit at pairs of desks quite close together. The walls are covered with 
print and pictures including the alphabet and numbers and Nicole's lists of 'sight 
words' on which she is currently focusing. Much of the work is done by the 
children alone or in pairs or in collaboration with Nicole. 
Nicole teaches Year 2. It is her second year of teaching and she was surprised to 
find herself in Far Harbour as she had grown up in the wheatbelt east of Perth, 
knew it well, and had hoped to be posted to one of the rural schools there. She 
has 31 children on roll, 28 of whom are of Aboriginal descent. Most of these 
children live in and around Far Harbour itself and come from families who largely· 
share Aboriginal English as their dialect. However, Nicole has three students in 
her class who are bussed to the school from an Aboriginal community inland 
from Far Harbour and whose first language is Nyangumarta. Nicole works 
closely with an Educational Support teacher who focuses upon the children at 
risk in learning throughout the school and she also benefits from the support of 
an Aboriginal Education Worker. As with Leigh and most of the teachers in the 
school, Nicole's roll of students will change by about a third as the year unfolds 
and several of her students will be transient or regularly absent. 
A typical day in Nicole's classroom will begin with Newstelling with the students 
sitting on the floor in the comer around a self-standing board where Nicole most 
often introduces new aspects of work or presents stories or other input on which 
the children's own desk work will be based. Newstelling involves three or four 
children presenting their news and being asked questions about it by the other 
children. The newsgiver is  given a reward sticker and so also the children who 
ask good questions. Nicole has a stickers and points system for rewarding 
appropriate behaviour and student achievements. 
Nicole may then read a story, often about activities which may be familiar to the 
children such as desert tucker or visiting the shops. This will lead to focused 
desk work by the children related to an aspect of the story and aimed 
particularly at developing their literacy. Much of Nicole's language work is  based 
upon First Steps. Children devote much of their reading and writing to becoming 
familiar with letters and words, but Nicole will also focus upon the structure of 
recounts - beginnings, middles, and ends - or such notions as 'setting' or locality 
in narratives for instance. The children's output in writing, which may sometimes 
be undertaken in pairs, will be evaluated by the whole class and Nicole will 
discuss with them the appropriate rewards both for the work and the students' 
behaviour during it. 
Much of the work is undertaken in three different groups. In Maths, for example, 
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the three groups spend fifteen minutes in tum with Nicole and her two assistants. 
Nicole points out that there is a very wide range of ability in the class and she 
has to group them in order to provide appropriate guidance in the work of each 
group. She identifies the three groups as, first, those students who are achieving 
well for their year, then those who are average in their attainments, and a low 
achieving group who include children who are at learning risk and need the 
guidance of the Education Support teacher. Nicole's ESL children are in this 
group. Nicole describes the children in the group: 
Lots of them haven't had the experiences that you expect children to 
have had by the time they get to school. So I've tried to set up an 
environment where it is like pre-school, where they've got a water 
play table and a sand tray and lots of things that'll develop their 
manipulative skills and other skills. How can I expect the children 
who haven't been exposed to books to sit down and read. They just 
don't know. 
She indicates some of her criteria for grouping the students when she refers to 
those who appear to be underachieving: 
Their background would have a fairly big influence. I think language 
comes into it partially, but I think it goes a lot deeper than that, it 
goes into their previous schooling experiences. They might have had 
different schools early on and they just haven't built up the stability 
in the same environment. Cultural differences would probably be the 
biggest thing, even for me as a teacher coming here, the difference in 
their culture to me, you know, that's a pretty bit hurdle to have to 
jump. The children from X (a distant Aboriginal community) don 't 
go to pre-school, so they haven 't been socialised. 
Asked if she used any of the assessment frameworks to form the groupings, she 
said: 
I do use the Continua, but I think it goes a lot deeper than just using 
First Steps and doing what works best. I tend to look a little beyond 
that and use the First Steps pre-primary books because they've got 
lots of ideas that are good for language experience activities. It's also 
intuition. You can't just rely on a checklist because obviously the 
- checklists aren't suitable for every child. But I use the strategies of 
First Steps to teach the content of understandings from all my other 
subjects. -You've got continuity from your language in the morning 
to your other subjects. 
Observing the range of ability in the class, she describes their reading 
achievements: 
I've got children who try to have a go at reading but are not really 
effective readers in the sense that they do not identify sight words 
and put things into meanings and things like that, all the way to 
children who can work independently and can read fantastic books 
and they can write fantastically. First Steps enables me to use 
strategies that will cater for all the needs of the children in my class. 
Nicole's overall approach to learning tasks is clearly influenced by First Steps the 
potential of which she discovered whilst on her final teaching practice at 
university with a First Steps focus teacher who had been provided with 
professional development in the early years of the program. Nicole believed that 
she learned more about teaching Year 2 children from her than she had learned at 
university. 
Her reading activities include providing the children with their own small content 
books with simple vocabulary and from which she can deduce if the children may 
be pointing to words, looking at the illustrations, and such like. She builds 
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activities around these books such as putting frogs in a pond. She will have a focus big book directly related to a particular theme or concept which provides the pivot for all her work with the class. This focus will form the basis of the children's writing where letters and their sounds, parts of words, selected sight words, and model sentences and punctuation will all derive from the story in the book. 
Nicole's use of a 'concept based learning program' where she takes a theme such as Shopping or Transport and integrates it into all the learning areas is central to her teaching. An overall priority for Nicole is to provide a program 'whereby social 
contexts or experiences are developed'. This concern with the social has its roots in Nicole's own specialisation and strong interest in Social Studies at university. She chooses Shopping, for example, because: 
It relates to the children's needs and experiences, encourages direct 
personal involvement, allows the children to do tasks that arise out of 
a real social context, and provides opportunities for the children to 
see, hear, and use the types of spoken and written language that are 
appropriate for the social situation. 
Nicole may devote a good part of a term or a whole term to a single integrating concept or theme. Her on-going planning for this theme-based approach is illustrated by extracts from her plans in Sample 1 and she specifically relates literacy and oracy activities to her own objectives in the other learning areas (see right hand column). 
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Focusing on the language within a theme and on the texts carrying the theme, 
Nicole sets the children specific literacy tasks, as in phonics for example: 
I picked those sounds because they're coming from the text and 
they've seen them, they're hearing them in the text that's being read. 
It may be a work sheet based on the them but it may also be 
something I pull out of my phonics file to supplement it. 
Her typical approach to literacy focused work would be: 
The first step would be just what the actual sound or blend is, 
whatever we're up to, so it might say 'ai' and there will be heaps of 
'ai ' words on a sheet and they'll have a go. Ok, so we can't read the 
words straight away, what word attack strategies can we use? Say, 
all right, sounding out, just having a go, looking at the end letters 
and then they actually trace over the 'a ' sound and then complete the 
word. And they say it and they might then have a go at the bottom 
of the worksheet which might ask them to read it or draw it or maybe 
finish a sentence or it could be illustrate a sentence. And then there's 
usually a 'yes" or 'no' activity. 
In addition to focused writing of letters or words, Nicole expects the children to 
undertake writing daily in a relatively open ended way: 
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Before I actually focus on things, I say to them, 'OK, what sort of things can we write about ? I mean all the sorts of things that we need to be able to write ', they may write a shopping l ist, or the alphabet, they can write numbers, they can copy down the date , whatever. I got it into their heads that they know mill ions of things they could write and then I modelled to them how to write different sorts of things. And now they know that as soon as they come in from recess they've got 15 minutes and they've got the ir books out, there 's no talking, there 's nobody out of their seats for 15 minutes, and they write whatever they l ike . It 's good because they're starting write their letters and even Susie (one of the ESL children) she 'll write the letters and I may not understand what it is, but she 's wr itten just a mass of letters and sol idly for 15 minutes. She 's having a go and I can say to her, 'OK, that 's great, now come and read it to me. '  So she 'll read it to me and I can get what it is she 's is saying to me and then I'll write back to her on what she 's written. 
Sample 2 is an illustration of Susie's free writing and Nicole's response to her. 
Sample 2: An example of Free Writing 
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Nicole sees such relatively unstructured work as complementing the focused letter and word and sentence writing: 
It allows them to take the opportunity to have ownership of their writing, it 's the ir choice, something they can learn for themselves, especially with the children I've got where it has to be such a structured program. It 's also risk taking. It pressures none of my 
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children to be perfect and I don 't expect them to know everything a t  the start. Risk taking and developing independent work skills are a main focus for me. 
· Nicole complements the written work with big book reading as a group, the children's own work on little 'content books' and such activities as finding or using the 'sight words' which she sees as occurring frequently in the texts she uses. Oral work emerges our of these activities in addition to specific oral tasks such as  N ewstelling or barrier games: 
We do lots of shared book reading and last time I was taking Miriam (another ESL child) and the lower achievers in the class and working with them. Now our Ed Support teacher is taking the lower achievers and she's working with them in small groups in such things as shared book so that they become familiar with the pre­reading, during reading, and after reading activities. They may be pointing to words, counting words, finding letters in words and so on. 
Nicole's ESL students work with the Education Support teacher usually for an hour each day for three days a week and for two hours on the other two days. She and Nicole collaboratively plan once each week and they base their planning on the children's progress on the Continua derived from First Steps by Nicole. 
As the year has progressed, Nicole generally expects ESL students to undertake different kinds of activities from those she promotes with higher or average achieving groups. 
I do different sorts of activities only because their code is different from the rest of the children . They're the lower achievers in the class, so their programs are very different. Some of them are still struggling with initial sounds and they're way behind. They're starting at their ini tial sounds whereas the majority are blending and at a more complex level of working than that. And a lot of the ac tivi ties I'm doing with the lower children are the things I've done much earlier in the year. Because of their irregular attendance there's not the continuity and they're not going to remember. 
On the other hand, Nicole has noticed a change in the ESL students in her class: 
At the beginning of the year they used to speak all the time in their own language and once they understood that I didn 't understand what they were saying to me, they've come round. I've got mine on board now, I can see there's been just so much of an improvement this year .. . And they don 't use their first language. They don 't have to . They've got the confidence to come up to me and talk to me and have a good conversation in English. 
Nicole is conscious of her lack of knowledge and appropriate teaching strategies when approaching the specific needs of her ESL children: 
When I was at Uni, all you had was about ten hours of training in Aboriginal Education. And I'm teaching, you know, a high population Aboriginal primary school and that's not the grounding that I needed. I've learned more since being here .. .It's not as if people in most schools in Western Australia aren 't going to be exposed to ESL children, even if it's only one child in their class. 
The school allocates an hour each week to the teaching of Nyangumarta to all children in Years 3-7. In the present year, occasional lessons in the language have also been provided to the younger children. Nicole noticed several interesting developments emerging even from this brief exposure: 
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Our Aboriginal Language specialist here has been coming in and giving the lessons with us for about four visits this term. Because the same things in reading and writing are done in those lessons as we do, there 's continuity. But Richard (one of the ESL children) at the beginning of the year just blew his top. He just wouldn 't listen and I think he saw it as a shame thing because we knew he could speak in that language, yet he wasn 't willing to do it yet. But last week when he came in, he was the first to put his hand up and respond and he was just amazing. He wanted to do it and I think he recognises now that we 're not worried that he can speak in another language and that it 's his first language. 
Nicole also made significant deductions for herself from the experience: 
We want to learn it too so we can be a part of his world and understand. And I think that 's a really important thing with those children, respecting their first language. And when they know that you 're going to respect it but you want to help them to be able to speak in our first language, they just take that on. They should have more in their first language in Years 1 and 2 .  For me being their teacher I should be able to speak it too and I need to have an understanding and that would come from our whole class being exposed to it. I try to get into my teaching a few things and that broke down a few barriers as well. If these children in our class had more exposure in these sort of lessons, I think that would have a huge effect. And they can make a connection between their vocabulary and English. With the Aboriginal Language Specialist here they have a perfect sort of modelling of the words in both languages. 
Assessing the Children's Achievements 
In this, her second year of teaching, Nicole is consolidating her familiarity with First Steps: 
I was lucky when I was on my final teaching practice because I had a First Steps focus teacher as my classroom teacher and I was exposed to amazing stuff in her classroom. I did a lot of work outside my teaching practice time and she actually enabled me to go to First Steps professional development with the staff from the school. I had seen First Steps working and I wanted to know how to use it. 
We have seen that Nicole uses the First Steps Continua to guide her in the division of the class into different achievement groups but in addition to her own judgements about the previous educational experiences and cultural differences among her students. She relies on the First Steps Continua in other ways also: 
I can use the indicators to identify where they are at and from that I will plan my program or intervention planning, do extensions to programs and then I'd use that again as my assessment points. I have the indicators from First Steps as my indices for a term or for two weeks .. .! wouldn 't say that I put a great emphasis upon Student Outcome Statements yet in language , yes in Maths, but then I'd use the SOS to link to my First Steps ideas ... I'm dabbling still with 
sos. 
Sample 3 is part of Nicole's language program for a particular period of time. She will use several of these during the year. Her teaching emphases are selected from indicators in First Steps. In assessing language and literacy development in her students, Nicole relies upon the First Steps Continua but in a selective way: 
I don 't sit down every night and get out my First Steps, but I think 
if you become familiar with what the indicators are, what your major 
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teaching emphases have been for that term or for however long your language program has gone for, it 's on-going. I suppose I sit down weekly and reflect and think, "OK, what have we done this week? "  And using the children 's work samples I like to conference with the children a lot to find out how they are feeling about things, and so probably weekly I would actually reflect on whether or not Miriam or Richard (two of the ESL children) have achieved a particular emphasis for the week. 
Sample 3: Nicole's Language Program 
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From her on going assessments, Nicole judges that most of her students are in the 
Early Reading and Early Writing Phases of First Steps and she feels they are in 
Beginning and Early Language and in their oral language development. She also 
believes that the majority of the students are pre-Level 1 or approaching Level 1 
in the Student Outcome Statements. However, she also deduces that the three 
ESL students in her class are a Phase behind the higher and average achieving 
children in all aspects of their development in English: 
The factor that has influenced this is that they haven 't done pre­school and, for instance, Miriam was a repeat Year 1 and if I could I'd get her to repeat Year 2 I would because she simply does not have the skills. And what I'm afraid of is that she 's going to be in year 3 next year and most of the children are going to be beyond the Early Writing Phase and she 's still in Role Play. 
Relatively recently, Nicole undertook professional development locally with 
Eliza, the School Development Officer for the District, in order to learn about the 
Student Outcome Statements: 
With the Levels of SOS you can link them with the Phases of First Steps but also make links across curriculum areas. You can make links be tween, say, spelling and the outcomes that focus on spelling in the SOS. This is probably making more work for yourself, but at 
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least you are building up an awareness of the new initiatives that are 
coming and I think it is important anyway . . .  [ think SOS are 
brilliant for me because they go across the curriculum which is how I 
like to work. I taught myself Outcome Statements basically. I prefer 
them because you can develop a more appropriate program especially with children who have such a diverse experience. You can plan your 
programme in a variety of levels or to a variety of outcomes. When 
you've got big class sizes and such differences in literacy levels you're 
sort of limited in what you can do. Whereas with Outcomes you can 
work to a broad outcome but with a variety of pointers that you can 
use as objectives for your lesson. 
So, Nicole uses the Student Outcome Statements as a broad framework of 
outcomes across learning areas from which she selects objectives in her own 
concept based approach. In language and literacy work, she uses First Steps in 
three ways: as a source of 'teaching emphases' in her language program which 
complements her overall thematic work; as a resource of teaching strategies which 
she generalises across learning areas; and as her main assessment criteria from 
which she selects indicators that describe the tasks that she has focused upon at 
particular periods of time. 
We can now look more closely at Nicole's assessment procedures by considering: 
(i) how she assesses specific tasks undertaken by the individual child; (ii) the 
kinds of records she keeps for herself or in cooperation with the Education 
Support teacher; (iii) how she reports to parents and (iv) how she reports to the 
school. 
Assessment and Feedback on Individual Tasks 
Nicole describes, by way of illustration, how she approaches the work of Susie, · 
aged seven, who is one of her Nyangumarta speaking children. Nicole and the 
Education Support teacher agreed that Susie is still at the stage of discovering 
initial sound-letter correspondences. In Sample 4, Susie has copied words and 
sentences. Nicole comments on Susie's work in the following way: 
Basically here she's had a go. She would have done all this before I 
went to her. She knows that print conveys a message, she knows left 
to right and to go down the page. But she doesn't have that initial 
sound understanding and she doesn 't yet have a sight word 
vocabulary so she's not totally aware of high frequency words and she 
doesn't demonstrate her use of them because she doesn 't have that 
vocabulary built up. But, having said that, there's lots and lots of 
things she's done. She'll write frantically like she has in this 
particular activity. And she's proud as Punch about that and she'll 
say, 'Look, this is what I've said, ' and she knows it has got meaning 
for her so she'll read it back to me. And she hasn 't had any teacher 
assistance here. 
The Sample indicates the kind of feedback Nicole gives to each child on tasks 
which she assesses. Nicole keeps a work sample folder for every child and, on 
each task, she will have written a comment related to the objective for the lesson 
or the specific piece of work. She can refer to earlier pieces of work in Susie's 
folder and this enables Nicole to go back even further to the beginning of the year 
and see the contrast between Susie's current work and her earliest writing, as in 
Sample 5. 
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Sample 4: A Recent Example of Susie's Writing 
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Sample 5: An Earlier Example of Susie's Writing 
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Nicole, in talking about Susie and students like her, is keen to encourage them to 
write as much as possible, not least because she can obtain relatively 
spontaneous examples of their work: 
I really bel ieve that the only way children like Susie are going to be able to write is having time to write for themselves, just choose anything they want to write about and know that they can write a l ist and know how it is set out. But mainly for them to go and just independently write things down, not to be told. Last term I'd say, "OK, you 're go ing shopping and you need to write . Find ten orange things and wr ite them in a l ist for the shop". But this was still structured by me. The point of First Steps is that they do it spontaneously. 
Nicole's overall approach to assessment is on-going: 
Whatever activity they have done, I've either assessed it by looking at them over the ir shoulder if you l ike or else I've collected a work sample and I can tell from that. And I can tick in my checkl ist. 
Nicole usually relies on the 'monitoring' column in her concept based learning 
framework as her checklist (see Sample 1) .  However, she tries to involve her 
students as much as possible in the assessment process and will occasionally use 
the kind of checklist illustrated in Sample 6 when working with the children on 
their reading. 
Sample 6: The Checklist of Agreed Achievements and a Goal 
Nare /a1ways 
Dale • someimes 
When Readi!l9 the book I 
t-ed a go at hald words D 
kerJ ll!l1ldng on D 
!1JeSS what a word mig,t be D 
kQ( at the ?dlres D 
sot.rd (U words JD  
lhn< d wcrds to ftl In gaps D 
read each wad on the page D 
reread a ser*'1co D 
pen tlY«ll'tls D 
Ulars � . .  
. ij, 
!wish 1t. 
It is like a reading conference because they read to me and I look out for these things while they are reading. What I wr ite next to the first star will be something I've chosen as an improvement in their work and I explain it to them. Next to the second star, the student chooses something which they have done well in and I write that down. The one wish is a negotiated goal which we agree on for the future. We 
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write it l ike a goal, their goal for reading. If I had a smaller class I'd try to do it every fortnight with a new book just so they keep monitoring themselves and so that I had a good handle on where they were at. 
Nicole would like to develop this joint assessment approach and she is gradually 
creating tasks based upon First Steps which involve the children in reflecting on 
their own achievements, as in Sample 7: 
This is based on First Steps and it relates to descriptions. The indicators come from the Oral l.Jmguage Continuum. They had to bring an object from home and needed to work out ways to describe it to the rest of the class. I haven 't used them a lot this term as I've tried to focus a little bit more on Newstelling. And this will go into my profile of each child .  It 's totally First Steps and I'm going to get them to assess themselves according to things they can do when they're speaking English. 
Sample 7: A Task Requiring Student Reflection on Outcomes 
I . 
ORAL LA:'IIGUAGE 
In our classroom oral lmguage plays a very impol1llnt role in the 
sharing. lamina ud refleclin& proc:eues. The children are required 
to participate in speaking and listening mctivities reguilrly, both 
fonnally and infonnally. 
MYSl'ER.Y OBJECT 
la Ibis Klivity die cliilAlren broupt ia a Myslery Objoct from home. They wme 
RqUired to pve cl- to lbe cJua lbout what it was, and the clw could aslc 
er-a-uout Ille Myslery Object to dilcoffl- i1s identity. 
1-�,----,--- CIII: • dacribe an abject lllina 111nllala • colour 
. .....,. 
-r.ction 
• liab lnfixmatloo to JIIOllldc a simple boa lop:al dac:riptiaa 
• i.lks abaut,..... apcricnces 
• _. vllried and lplClflc: vCICllbulary 
• ma simple -with liltle wrlalic,e 
• NlpClllda approprillcly to � pro,,ldiaa ldoqaltc clallontian 
• lapcmdl IO •  audicnoc and ailultian 1,y uliq appropriate ·¥111•--
• ..,. eolltacl 
MY REFLECTION ON SPEAKING AND LISTENING 
•n�• l �w AJIIU � DO  ... -... -. . ,...,_ l _lll ... ..... .... . --. -·- IO lllla lO•WMll l..,.-__. . l - �·--.1o1o1o1--.. ,.,. ,  __ · -_,..,.._r.a,.,. ... � . ....,. ... _ ... __ .., ---. ·-·-·--·-···""'-�--,-.... -. . i i... .  , ___ . ·-·-..... -· . I OU1. eu•wflll • . .  . .. . ........ .._ _  . l lilllll - to alll'IKliaM  
. .... 
Using the Frameworks 
We have seen that Nicole bases many of her teaching strategies across learning 
areas upon First Steps and that she uses the indicators in the First Steps 
Continua in a selective way in order to deduce objectives for lessons and tasks in 
language and literacy work. We have also seen that Nicole builds much of her 
work on a concept based learning approach which seeks to integrate the learning 
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areas around a specific theme and, within this overall approach, she establishes her own monitoring outcomes. She sees the Student Outcome Statements as  harmonious with this approach and a further source in her thinking and planning for thematic work. 
When evaluating students' achievements on specific tasks, Nicole will selectively refer to certain indicators from First Steps, or certain pointers from the Outcome Statements, or her own outcomes criteria derived from experience and other sources. 
Using the First Steps Continua Nicole works in the following ways: 
I might not do every child every week, I might do five or if I've seen like just lately a heap of children that have just started to make a link in their writing, I'll fill in the indicators. And there 's all the indicators from the First Steps and I might tick off or build up triangles so that I've seen a child do something three times. So I'd do it about every three or four weeks or if I've noticed something really obvious. It just depends where I'm at, what sort of thing I'm doing in the class. It 's purely for me to help me .with my planning. 
Sample 8: An Extract from Nicole's Use of the First Steps 
Continua 
CLASS _________ J 
ROLE PLAY WRITING INDICATORS 
.... _ 
....... -................. � 
. .. ..... ""1prlRlc.rill•......,. 
._ .... _ 
• flmor.....--leli.r,; 
........ 
--
...... 
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Nicole may rely on assessing a child's work directly, but she also builds up a 
picture of each child's progress on a day to day basis. In describing this process, 
and thinking of Susie, she raises an issue about having to do one-shot reports at a 
specific time: 
They say that they must show these indicators three times, but when 
I sit down to do my First Steps Continuum, you know the children, 
you have them every day in your classroom, you know where they're 
at. And when it comes time for me to sit down and write my 
numbers o f  children for admin for our school data collection or 
reporting, you think, "OK, I 've ticked it, but are they really doing it 
now? Are they really doing all these things?" I mean I can tick 
these today on today's date and I can say, "Yes, she is doing all of 
these things because I 've seen it regularly over the last ten weeks. 
Some a couple of weeks down the track, there might be things that 
aren't on here that she is doing and she's doing it continuously. I 've 
looked, say, at a couple of assignments. I 've also watched her what 
she's done in class and I know she can do it. I may not see it in the 
one piece of evidence in front of me, but I know she's done it. And so 
you make an account about every three or four weeks and you know 
you're pretty confident that it's true. 
For her own records, Nicole also relies on collected samples of the children's 
work in individual work sample folders. She also keeps other kinds of records: ' I  
also keep a lot o f  written notes which are anecdotal when I get time to'. She refers to 
an example (Sample 9) which she made in relation to Susie's oral language 
development and she comments upon it in the following way: 
Susie at the beginning of the year was a very shy and withdrawn 
student who just didn 't really know how to cope in a classroom 
situation. She didn't have any confidence and was shamed easily. 
I 'd only have to raise my voice and she'd burst into hysterics and sit 
there crying and she wouldn't hardly say a word to me, to any of her 
peers, unless it was with Miriam (another Nyangumarta speaker). 
They'd lived together in their community so that was it. 
Sample 9: Anecdotal Notes on Susie's Progress 
ANECOO[AL NQJES 
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With children such as Susie who are seen to be at educational risk Nicole will focus on the minor indicators in First Steps and build up a profile of the child's achievements until the main indicator is clearly achieved. However, Susie is also one of Nicole's 'targe t children' in an Early Literacy Project and she and the Education Support teacher set up a specific teaching plan for Susie (see Sample 10). Nicole regards such a plan as a guide for herself and the Education Support teacher for a term's work and as a much more focused framework than relying on First Steps Continua. A major motive for the plan is their feeling that Susie is still hard to locate against the key indicators of First Steps. 
Sample 10: A Plan for One of Nicole's 'Target Students' 
I ndividualised Education Plan 
T erm  4 
19<16 
Name: Teacher. 
Grado: 'z 
Long Term Goals !Whet 1ne child will be able 10 ocni.v• in 4/S veors time): 
J. fJ..ti.;tJ • .-.orJ • :J'q b .;; rJ·.;I jiy ha1 c,21WW ;" 11411,t' (; c."1C c.t f -re(fClii'ra f 
' ·./ .I 
,. ., . .  Ht"\&4 ti, ,-u (l;t; ,£,1 � 0 .,,.,.,. r,.,J , 
$1,1 ......... 
Lannu<'lne 
Goal 
Reading .. .De�(� 
l,1,,1,,a 
1:1.l"CLV�se ct (;M S,�'4 .Jlrw.ndJ IJ;. 
a. · Jf'f'la.t.t � of fl9'J...t wc-r'ds. 
Writing 
Spelling 
Oral LongllOge 
. : . Mathematics. 
Number 
Measure men! 
Spac:9 
Working 
Mothematfc:ally 
Physical and 
Emotional Hedth 
Coofalnollon 
Sodol/emotianc:il 
Other 
1-\!GI I \ V'I  
11 e� 'IZM\c:.1.i�� 
· l.-o ,·'1� ,...-. o L'\i t"'\ 
It l,l!t>. r .rl l�tteV" 
!'ioc<Av,(\� • 
of Scv.nolS. -'t" �-9 1-\1 i.N,....,r, -1.:i . 
nc::i"""e"' 4' j,,u h� f 
,,. -8 1A 1 c,\ OYl , �eOf'•""S �n�len.c� 
l'\.lh4,"- Sl'\�tinci tc Cthe.,,� , 
. . . . . .  . ; 
-r R.ecc9n·� 
. . 
Sf lfi;,Q 
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Nicole describes the plan in the following way: 
This is direc ted at what she is doing and what strategies we are ac tually using in the classroom for her. You need a big focus like this for her, whereas the Continuum is an account of where she 's ge tting generally. Although it's pretty detailed, it's still an account of 
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achievement and not what we need to focus on with her from day to day. 
So, for specific 'target children' like Susie, Nicole and her support teacher feel the need for an explicit planning document. Also, as a follow up to the plan, Nicole and the support teacher write up a Profile of Susie's progress over the term for their own records (Sample 11). 
Sample 11: A Profile of Susie's Achievements in a Term 
Student Profiles 
r-,-
iNa""'· . d . .; �(::;; .... -:.�----.!:1"":!!.._---:..._�-:-.-.1.:-----
io.o.1 : Gtocle: ,. _, 
:.�h: �----�------2r.-...:!!!!:!!�-.__� 
I DoeumenlOtlon Available: 
MS8 plan 
' First Steps PIOlling / 
I Previous yea level rep Otts v • 
Previous profile .-� 
Yea One Suntey ,/ 
I 
Reporting to Parents 
Once a term, Nicole sends the children's work sample folders home. In it, she completes a learning area overview sheet or, if she has used a theme, she includes a checklist of the theme's 'monitoring' statements (see Sample 1). Like Leigh, Nicole reports to parents each semester using the school's report sheet (see Sample 8 in the case study of Leigh). Nicole firds the sheet limiting and she is keen to move towards providing more structured portfolios of students' work in order to show these to parents: 
In the last few years the Education Department has been looking at reporting to parents; what is most effective or what is least effective? And our reports in our school are pretty out of date because they don 't match our First Steps philosophy and to me it 's not a true indication of what the children are really learning. So, as part of our 
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District initiative, we 're trialing portfolios as a way of reporting to parents. 
In order to make the child's work more accessible to parents, Nicole places two pages at the front of each child's folder of work samples in which she: (i) explains the purpose of the folder and (ii) encourages them to talk about the work in the folder directly with their child (see Sample 12). 
Sample 12: Guidance to Parents in the Work Sample Folder 
Dear l';ircnl I Guardian. 
This ti,ldcr is your child's Record of I .earning.. for this tcrm. ·1hc 
purpo�c or this !older is to: 
Encourage you child to take responsibility for their own 
kaming. 
Take pride in their efforts and achievements. 
To give you the opportunity to be involved and informed in 
your child's learning for the term. 
All of the eight Leaming Areas will be covered this tenn. English, 
Mathcmatics, The Arts, Health and Physical Education. Science, 
Studics of Society and the Environment. Technology and Entcrprise 
and Lan1?,uages Other Than English. 
Please take the time to share the contents of this folder with your 
child so they can share with you some of their educational 
experiences for this last term. 
The involvement and interest you show is valued. both by your child 
and myself. 
Pleasc contact me if you have anything that you would l ike to 
discuss in the folder. 
Hints For Sharjng Your Child's Record of Lenning 
I Please make the time to share the contents with your child. 
Let your child know that their learning is important te you. 
Address your comments to the child. in a positive and constructive way. 
It is l ikely that you will find spelling or grammatical errors in the review. 
Whilst I cncouragc children to strive to do their best. errors show areas that 
still need hclp. As the children have more practice, their spelling and self­
evaluation will improve. 
Here are some examples of beginning statements that you may choose to 
support and encourage your child: 
- we are pleased that/with 
- is setting goals 
- working consistently 
- more confident 
- is motivated I a trier 
- is interested/caring 
- shows perseverance 
- enjoys 
- shows more responsibility 
- is tackling new challenges 
- encouraging 
Some statements that you could use to help you. 
, .I can real ly see that you have been teaming lots of new things lately and 
enjoying it as well. 
• It is great to see how much your writing has improved. you have shown that 
you have a go at writing by yourself and then get other children or your 
teacher to help check your work. 
• rm really pleased with the work you have done. I can see that you havc 
worked hard towards your goals and have tried hard in all areas. Keep up 
the good work. 
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For Nicole, she even regards the work sample folders as not fully appropriate for 
parents. She would prefer to select important tasks the children have done and 
place them in the portfolio. And I'd write two sentences to say why they have done that activity and say that I can see that the child has achieved a particular thing. At 
present, Nicole is using the First Steps indicators as a guide to creating a 
portfolio very much along the lines of her language focused work as illustrated in 
Sample 3. She remains concerned, however, that she does not have enough 
contact with some of the parents, especially of children who come from the more 
distant communities. 
Reporting to the Principal 
Once each semester, Nicole advises the Principal of the proportion of children in 
her class who have achieved a particular Phase on the First Steps Continuum in 
language and literacy. For Maths, the whole school has been focusing on 
particular strands within the Student Outcome Statements, and Nicole again 
reports on the proportion of students who have achieved a particular Level of 
the Outcomes. Nicole derives the information she needs to summarise for the 
Principal from her own on-going use of these frameworks. 
Perhaps because she is less familiar with the Outcome statements than she is 
with First Steps, Nicole finds reporting against the Maths Outcome Statements very time consuming. She is obliged to assess each individual child against all the 
pointers for the strands which the school has chosen as a priority before making 
her final summary report. She believes, however, that: 
There 's links being made between all the different learning areas on the basis of what the children do, like 'design ', 'make and appraise ', 'investigate ' 'communicate or participate ". In Studies of Society and Environment they've changed their skills to correlate with the ones from Science, Technology and Enterprise. So, by developing that consistency across outcomes of different areas, there 'll definitely not be as much paperwork to do as we have for Maths at the moment. 
We saw, in describing Leigh's situation, that the school is moving towards 
Outcomes Statements as a framework for reporting in a number of learning areas, 
but adopting one strand in each area each year. Nicole is concerned that there 
may be mismatch between what is required for reporting and what she may have 
covered in her teaching: 
If you haven 't taught lots and lots of that particular strand, when the whole school data is collected, there 's a weakness because of the gap between what is to be reported and what you 've done, I mean that 's going to happen in anything. 
However, Nicole believes that the school is addressing this particular worry: 
I think our school 's taken a bit of an initiative with this and thought, "OK, we 've got all the different years and all the different levels of children in each year, let 's have these teachers sit down with their work samples in front of them and collaborate about assessing the samples. " "OK, this is what I think a pre-Level 1 student is, this is what I think a Level 1 student is, this child 's nearly at Level 2, " and comparing like that. This issue of different assessments by different teachers we saw as one of our weaknesses this year from our data collection and that 's what we will do next year. 
Nicole is aware of the work involved in the process of data collection: 
I think because everyone is using the Student Outcome Statements as the data collection for the first couple of years, we have been collecting too much data. I think, because we are just in the early stages. If you had to do that for every subject area it would take a lot of time. 
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The Relationship Between Assessment and Teaching 
We have seen that Nicole bases her much of her teaching approach upon the 
kinds of strategies recommended in First Steps. Nicole is also particularly keen 
to integrate all the learning areas as much as possible in her teaching. Talking of 
her theme for the previous term, she explains her use of both the Outcome 
Statements and First Steps: 
I used the Outcome statements as my aims. I used them in my planning and I used them for my objectives for each of the things we did. It 's complicated, but I used the Outcome Statements for where I wanted them to be. I use objectives such as my pointers that will help me get to the Outcomes, but then I've got First Steps as my strategies. I teach through the concepts, the genres. the lists and whatever else. In using First Steps strategies I'm still using my knowledge of student behaviours and teaching activities, but that becomes an incidental thing because I know it, because I'm familiar with it and you can see that they're having to have those language skills and they're achieving those outcomes. 
Nicole finds that the Student Outcome Statements help her as specific objectives 
in her wish to integrate across learning areas around a chosen theme: 
These two years I have done heaps of work in SOS with the District Office and Eliza (the SDO for language and literacy). And that wouldn 't have happened if I had gone to the wheatbelt. I'm scared to go back now to the wheatbelt because I know I'm going to go back to Sleepy Little Hollow land where SOS are not used very much. Whereas I use SOS for everything I program in. 
Nicole favours the Outcome Statements framework because she believes that if 
allows her to deal with the wide range of abilities of the children in her class and 
also because she can make links with First Steps which underlies her whole 
teaching approach. She also favours them because they help her to identify 
specific plans for her work across the learning areas: 
It takes hours and hours and hours and hours to do , but it 's the most effective way for me to do it with those children and it 's real, I can use real things with my themes where all the children are able to do something. I've chosen my concept which I'm looking at this term and I've brainstormed every single thing that I can think that 's related to it and is relevant to my children in the class. Then I categorise it all into the eight learning areas and you make links between them. I've looked at the activities that I could do generated from my brainstorm and then I look at whatever Outcomes that I could achieve by doing these activities. 
It is clear that Nicole's use of both First Steps and the Outcome Statements is 
eclectic and based upon the priorities generated by her chosen theme and her 
growing familiarity with the students in her class. It is interesting that she is 
obliged to treat Maths in a distinctive way because she knows that she must 
cover the Outcomes within particular strands laid down by the school rather 
than compiling and synthesising her own set of objectives. 
How she exploits the frameworks in a selective way is expressed in the following 
way: 
I don 't just use all the First Steps Continua as objectives, but just some of them. I think some of the things that are there are pretty irrelevant. Take preliminary spelling, it says, "I know where to find my name ."  Well, to me , that 's got really nothing to do with spelling, that 's got something more to do with reading ... ! have had to adapt some of the indicators to suit my children in my 
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situation .. ./ use cultural differences ... A classic example is past tenses with the ESL students. and other things Richard will come up to me and say, "He 's got my pencil ,"  and he 's talking about a girl. Some of the th ings in First Steps are just too difficult. What relevance really is learning how to write a report going to be to Susie. I'm not knocking her and I hope that she does get to bigger and better things. But, real ist ically, for the likes of Susie, isn 't she better off knowing how to wr ite something that she 's going to use in her everyday life ?  
Nicole therefore believes that the frameworks allow her to be selective according 
to her own teaching circumstances. In any case, she assumes that different 
teachers in different situations will also be selective: 
There 's a difference too in the fact that the way I assess a child will be different from the way that the person who 's in the next classroom assesses a child. It 's just a different person even though we 're using the same framework. With x (the Education Support teacher) I discuss a lot and you can become biased because you want these children to be there and you can think that you 're seeing things that you 're not and that you 've seen it more times than you actually have . 
Assessing and Teaching ESL Children 
Nicole's earlier observations about the suitability of First Steps activities or 
indicators for her ESL students highlight her recent interest in working with such 
children in more appropriate ways. Two issues were raised for Nicole when she 
first began working with her Nyangumarta speaking children First, that she 
found it hard to identify signs of progress in the children's work that she had 
usually been able to recognise with even those Year 2 students she regarded as 
average achievers. Secondly, as the year passed, she was genuinely concerned 
about recommending that the ESL children move forward to the next Year group 
when she felt they had not yet mastered some of the basic things she expected of 
her students: 
I fear that the ir specific need may not be catered for when they move into Year 3 and that 's a worry. If they don 't show progress here they will get left behind. 
In sharing her concerns with Eliza at District Office, she was introduced to the 
ESL Framework of Stages and she immediately recognised its potential in relation 
to the ways in which she was assessing the majority of her students: 
They're great because with profil ing using First Steps or the Outcome Statements, we start at Level 1. Well, that 's fine for children who have had a previous school ing experience before they hit Year 1, but these childre,:i and their cultural differences, they haven 't had the background experiences that the majority of children have when they come to school . So, they 're pre-level 1. But there 's nothing in the Outcome Statements to say that a pre-level child is do ing something Whereas the ESL Framework has got three Levels and they look specifically at the ESL child and their experiences before they came to school and basically you can see where they've been. You can see what sort of things they can do and you can fit them in to either B1, B2 or B3 which links to Level 1 of the Outcome Statements. So what I was going to do, and it will take me forever, is to use the ESL Framework as well and l ink it to Outcome Statements and look at what strategies I'm using from First Steps to come up with an assessment checklist that 's right for the ESL children. 
For Nicole, the ESL Framework of Stages provided her with something that 
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would harmonise with the Outcome Statements and her experience with First Steps and would, crucially, inform her of the language background of the ESL child. 
There might be something that is obvious in the ESL sense that a child is lacking but which I didn 't even think that could be a factor that could effect their learning. So I think in using the Framework I'd be able to find out the characteristics of the ESL child. So, not only is it for programming, I see it as a professional development document .  And I think that 's the biggest thing. when Eliza showed it to me she said it would show me much more about an ESL child and I told her that instead of hitting my head against a brick wall, I now feel as though I've got something that I can look at and think, "Well, OK, I can use the ideas". 
Having a framework which echoed the ones with which she was already familiar and knowing much more about the ESL child would enable her to add a new dimension to her programming: 
I think that it gives you more direction because the biggest problem I have is the fact that I'm not and ESL trained teacher. I've had no experience in a language other than English until I came here. I'm probably naive in the sense that I didn 't understand the cultures of these children. I've been exposed to Aboriginal culture where I originally grew up, but not the same Aboriginal culture as up here. So you 're looking for ways that you think you 're going to be best able to help these children cope at school and plan programs that are more effective. I just don 't have enough knowledge so it is helpful for me. I'm still learning about it, about things that are really important to  them and their culture. So that 's giving me a little bit more structure as well. 
Although valuing the additional knowledge to be gained from the ESL Framework of Stages concerning her ESL students, Nicole would not teach the students in any markedly different way because she feels that it would be too complex and demanding in her circumstances: 
The Remote Schools Program file gives language experience activities and things like that and I've used it to try and get some ideas. But, once again, I get to the problem where I've got so many varying · abilities in my class that I can 't use that approach for my entire class and that 's a big problem. 
Nicole wants to be able to supplement both what she can plan and do in the classroom and what she presently looks out for in her assessment procedures with the information she can obtain from an ESL framework. However, she recognises limitations in the frameworks with which she is currently more familiar: 
I wasn 't able before to say enough about my ESL children. I mean, you can make judgements but it 's the little things that don 't show up on the First Steps Continuum or the Outcome Statements, like Miriam coming up and having a conversation with you. That 's a major step for her. She 's writing me letters every day. She comes to  school in the morning and gives me a letter. Where can you write these sorts of developments on your First Steps Continua ? You can 't do that sort of thing. Looking at Miriam and seeing the progress that she 's made, I could probably fill out a couple more indicators on the Continua. but it doesn 't really show you the whole profile of that big learning curve that 's all of a sudden taken place for her. I've seen her go from this quiet little thing that didn 't want t o  do anything except play with dolls t o  now when I'll sit at my desk 
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and I can tell she's saying, "What 's my next activity, I want to do it ". 
In essence, Nicole wants to be able to trace the particular nature and extent of 
development in language which she has recognised in a child like Miriam who 
appears to have started from very small beginnings but has moved a long way. 
And she feels that indicators from First Steps or Outcome Statements can not 
capture these things. She therefore sees an ESL framework as being more 
sensitive to such things and as a means towards more inclusive assessment 
frameworks: 
I'm quite sure it 's going to be able to fill in some spaces in my program. It 's going to give me directions in planning and programming for the ESL . students. There's nothing in Outcome Statements that 's pre-Level 1 .  The children weren't achieving the outcomes so this is where the ESL Scales are going to come in because, in a school like ours, we're going to be able to look at putting in the ESL Framework for outcomes that match the Outcome Statements. 
Asked if she felt that using an ESL framework as a basis for reporting to the 
school and the parents might mark out the ESL child as underachieving, she 
replied: 
I don 't think parents would feel it was unfair to their child because they can recognise that the child has a need in English. And if you 're really catering for individual differences and needs in your classroom and it 's a social justice issue as well . You know, I'm catering specifically for the needs of that child and I try to cater as much as I can. but there's not the outcome there for me to reach at the moment. I'm probably looking at it from an Aboriginal language point of view, not at a recent migrant point of view, but perhaps it would be different. I've got lower classes so may be it would be the same with different kinds of ESL students higher up the school .  I look at one of the older girls who is ESL in Year 6 and I know some of her work has been modified for her because she doesn 't have the experience in English, so she's not developing. Having these frameworks you can see what you can do to help her and I don 't think the parents would mind if she was assessed on the Framework because of their genuine need and desire for their child to succeed at school . They would not be embarrassed E,y the fact that she's being assessed differently. 
For Nicole, the ESL Framework of Stages has informed her of the likely early 
development in English of her ESL students and she recognises the potential of 
something like the ESL Scales for mapping the children onto the Outcome 
Statements. It appears that she seeks from an ESL framework the kinds of 
benefits she recognise� in First Steps: knowledge of young children's early 
language development, indicators against which to plan her program or to 
identify the objectives in her classroom activities, and teaching strategies that 
would meet the particular needs of ESL students. 
Views on the Assessment Frameworks 
At the present time, Nicole prefers the Student Outcome Statements rather than 
First Steps as a framework for assessment: 
Because you can develop a more appropriate program for children who have such diverse experiences. You can plan your program in a variety of Levels or to a variety of Outcomes. It's basically designed for individual achievements. If you 're working towards a broad Outcome you can have a variety of pointers that you can use as your objectives for each lesson. There's flexibility for me as a teacher who is 
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capable of writing an objective or pointer. I can slip in my pointers for my program to achieve a specific Outcome . It is my interpretation based upon the example given in the pointers. 
Despite her obvious familiarity with First Steps or, perhaps because of it, Nicole has become aware of what she sees as its limitations: 
I don 't think First Steps is anything really new compared to what people have been doing for years and years in teaching. It 's just giving it different names and you 're still using the same sort of activities. There 's nothing in First Steps to tell us that in Year 2 every child should be able to read these 100 words or that every child should be bale to identify these 40 sounds, so there 's not that structure, unless I've missed something along the way. I need to know where these children should be at . 
In thinking of an ideal framework for assessment, therefore, Nicole appears to wish for one which is very specific about the objectives which should be attained by the typical Year 2 child but which nevertheless allows her the freedom to select various and different objectives which contribute towards to attainment of an overall Outcome. This reflects her own drive towards integration of learning areas in her work: 
It 's a shame that Student Outcome statements are divided up into subjects. It would be better if it was a generic set of outcomes, but I suppose it 's got to be in learning areas for accountability. 
Therefore Nicole would much prefer a single framework along the lines of the Student Outcome Statements. But she also seeks a framework that provides: 
An assessment tool which would then allow you to evaluate what the children have learned and then you can use that as a basis for planning. So its a whole cycle: plan, teach, evaluate. 
Nicole values the samples of students' work in both First Steps and the Student Outcome Statements because they inform her of the different stages of development. In addition to samples of work, she would want to see open­ended tasks of the kind she has used from First Steps. 
Crucially, for Nicole, an assessment framework would have to be used consistently across the State: 
It should be something that every school uses and it doesn 't change from school to school so that everybody had exactly the same records in their school and everybody collected data based on this thing. So next year if I'm in a different school ,  I don 't have to learn how to use their reporting criteria. All I need to do is get out this piece of paper and this is how I would be accountable to my admin. And this is how my Admin 's accountable to the Super and this is how the Super 's accountable to our director General. So that every single person in the State is using the same thing. 
Asked if the wrong impression might be given when comparing the relative achievements of some children in some schools in different localities and with different populations, she asserted what she believed as the neutrality of criteria in a framework such as the Student Outcome Statements: 
The whole focus would be levelness, not saying what the differences are between schools but looking at what the individual child is achieving. In my view you could still have a framework in which all things are mixed together, which is inclusive, but you 're getting a clear picture of where the child, where Richard compared to Miriam is in my classroom. The reason why I say wiwt I say about a State­wide approach is that here we 've got an especially transient 
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population and I 've got children coming here from Perth where their 
average Year 2 may be a lot higher than my average Year 2. But I 
can go and look at their report and see where they're at and so Year2ish here is different to Year 2ish in other places. It's the level 
children are at, not the year that matters. And that's why we need a 
State-wide document that shows this. 
Nicole considered what this might mean when comparing the achievements of her 
ESL students with other students in her class. She identifies the problem in First 
Steps rather than in some preferable State-wide framework: 
They don 't achieve as many indicators as the average child but that's a fault in First Steps because it's based on the English language. 
Where do you find the most effective ways of teaching my ESL 
students, especially when I 've got so many English speaking children 
in my class ? It 's designed for monolingual children but there's other 
strategies that could be much more suited to ESL children. I mean, 
sure the First Steps stuff is wonderful if you are in a suburban 
primary school in Perth. I think it 's discriminatory. I 'm not 
throwing it away totally because I do rely on it and it is an 
extremely useful tool for me in the classroom. But it 's got its 
weaknesses in that sense. 
She does not believe that this problem confronts the Student Outcome 
Statements: 
Because you can write your own pointers as your objectives from your 
individual plans to suit a specific Outcome. They've got to be inclusive. 
And Nicole is convinced that the ideal framework has got to account for the 
achievements of the ESL child. 'It's got to have that. All of it 's got to have an ESL 
influence '. Looking to the future, she believes that she will build upon her current 
way of working. Having asserted that she has learned more in the time she has 
been at Weaver Primary School working with the diversity of children in her class 
than she ever learned during her pre-service education, she recognises the 
importance of remaining open minded and being keen to keep learning: 
I think the kind of information I 'm getting now (from the ESL 
Framework of Stages) will help. I mean that may be just me 
thinking, "Well, hey, here's something, it might help. " But I mean that I 'm prepared to give it a go to make it easier for me to cater for 
the needs of the ESL children in my classroom. Ok, let's just imagine 
I go back to the wheatbelt, I 'll still work exactly as I 'm working now 
and I 'd assess in a similar sort of way. I don't think I 'd distinguish 
between the ESL children and the others in the way I teach and 
assess. I 'd still do exactly what I 'm doing now. But, I mean, who 's 
to say, because I will always change. I 'm looking for better practice. 
I can say "Yes" now to what I 'm doing but if someone comes up to 
me and says, "Here, this is a way that we've trialed and we think it 
works. " Well, I 'll have a go. 
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The School Context 
Banksia School is one of four primary schools in a residential suburb 3 kilometres south of Far Harbour. It was opened fifteen years ago to serve a relatively new part of the suburb unlike the first school in the centre of the suburb, Weaver Primary, where Leigh and Nicole teach. Also unlike Weaver Primary, Banksia School is not part of the Priority Schools Program. It shares with another school in the more affluent part of Far Harbour itself a reputation for being in one of the 'better' socio-economic catchment areas of the town. 
A further difference between the two schools is that there is a significant proportion (19%) of Malaysian and Christmas Islander children whilst children of Aboriginal descent represent only about a quarter (26%) of the school population. Not more than 5% of the Aboriginal children come from communities beyond Far Harbour where they acquire Nyangumarta as their first language. The majority children of Aboriginal descent, being resident in or around Far Harbour, speak Aboriginal English as their home dialect whilst a minority come from homes where Standard Australian English is the parental dialect. 
A feature which Banksia School shares with almost all Schools in Far Harbour -and across the Pilbara is that 70% of its teachers are between one to three years out of university. There are 224 children on roll in addition to 49 pre-primary children who are the responsibility of Kylie. These children are divided between a morning group (8.15-11.00 am) and an afternoon group (12.00-2.30pm). Within these groups of 4-5 year olds, Kylie expects a change in roll during the year of about six or seven children and with most regular absences among the distant community children and children of Aboriginal descent. Kylie explains why she believes such children's attendance may be unpredictable: 
Especially with the younger children, if anything happens within the 
family, they'll be the ones that don 't go to school. If the parents 
have to go somewhere, the older ones will be left with a relative to go 
to school and the younger ones will be taken by the parents. If 
someone dies and the parents have to go and visit a relative, the 
younger ones will be taken with the parents. And that was quite 
obvious at X (an Aboriginal community where Kylie taught for two 
years before moving to Banksia School). I had 34 on my roll there, 
but I 'd be lucky if I got 25 every day. 
The Classroom Context 
Kylie's classroom is separated from the main buildings of the school by a shady play area with various climbing apparatus and a sand pit. It is a bright, spacious room with a home comer, a model farm comer, a block building comer and a space near the door to the play area which is Kylie's space around which the children sit when she works with the whole class. There are pictures on all the walls and some have number, letters or words on them. Several of the pictures are drawn by the children. There is a door on the other side of the classroom leading to the pre-primary entrance which children and parents use at the start and end of morning and afternoon sessions. At these times, several parents will enter and exit with their children. 
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Kylie's morning group of 25 students includes three ESL children; two from Christmas Island and a child whose family has recently arrived from Bosnia. There are also six children of Aboriginal descent and two Maori children all of whom speak a distinct dialect of English. Her afternoon group of 24 students includes seven ESL children; four whose mothers are from Malaysia, two from Christmas Island families, and another child from a family recently arrived from Bosnia. In this group there are also three children of Aboriginal descent, two of whom Kylie believes speak Aboriginal English at home. Both the Malay and Christmas Islander groups of students come from Moslem families. Christmas Islander families are very likely to speak the particular version of Malay that has been established on the Island for many years, although several Chinese languages and Indonesian are also spoken there. 
A typical session in Kylie's class may begin with the children manipulating wooden puzzles on the floor in the main central area of the room. Then Kylie will call them to her area and she will say a sounding rhyme such as 'itchy indians' and the children will join in. In this way, Kylie introduces her students to the relationship between sounds and their equivalent letters of the alphabet. The children are asked to find the letter 'i' in the written version of the story in the big book. 
When doing individual work, the children will sit at tables in the centre of the room. Often, however, the children will divide up into the different corners in the room, indicating their choice by taking a different coloured wrist tag from a board near to Kylie and setting off to rearrange the farm animals, build a castle with blocks, or set up a 'meal' in the home corner. Kylie monitors the numbers of children choosing each corner to roughly equal proportions through the simple device of the numbers of wrist tags available and she will suggest to one or other child that they have a turn in a corner that is different from the one they went to on the previous day. Even at this age, corner groups appear to divide according to gender. 
Kylie has an aide and a parent volunteer helper. When the children do individual desk work or work at different tasks in three groups, Kylie and her helpers will guide the children in their work. Such activities might include cutting out and making animals out of various materials, drawing or making letters out of playdo, or undertaking a focused learning activity designed by Kylie. Classroom activities will be punctuated by time in the play area outside where the children will experiment with water or build with sand. The class may also go to the library and spend time finding and looking at appropriate books. On one occasion in the library, the local policeman and a person from the electricity company explained the dangers of electricity and fielded enthusiastic questions and experiences of the children, some of which had a passing association with electricity. It was clear at least that most of the children were uninhibited in their willingness to interact. 
The closing of a session usually involves the eating of fruit and a story from Kylie or from a tape based upon a big book. Kylie will greet and talk briefly with parents who come to collect their offspring and will stay in the room until the last children are collected. 
Kylie bases how she works with the children on a set of goals which she regards as appropriate to pre-primary students. Some of her major goals are illustrated in Sample 1. She describes these as deriving from: 'The syllabus, my own interpretation of what's needed in pre-primary, and of what I've seen over the years my own experience ', 
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Sample 1: One Set of Kylie's Pre-Primary Goals 
COGNITIVE-LANGUAGE 
The child will: 
• 1. recognise their name 
• 2. recognise colours 
• 3. recognise shapes 
• 4. recognise a-z 
• 5. match name 
• 6. match colours 
• 7. match shapes 
• 8. write their name 
• 9. follow directions to complete task 
• 10. tell verbal stories 
• 11. tell news to the class 
• ·  12. listen to stories to answer questions 
• 13. participate in oral discussions 
Sample 1 illustrates only one of eight sets of goals towards which Kylie works. The others relate to the main learning areas in the primary school and are: Social- · Emotional, Cognitive Social Studies, Cognitive Maths, Cognitive Art & Craft, Physical & Motor, Cognitive Health, and Cognitive Science. In locating language and literacy work within such goals, Kylie asserts their necessary integration with all the work she does: 
It 's really hard to pick out language goals because language is done in everything every day. When we started with 'A' in the alphabet , I used to get them up and they'd circle anywhere in a word or sentence and I thought, "No, this is silly, because there's a Maths concept there too. " There's the shape and we're looking at the first line so ordinal number is a Maths concept. So, at the end they count up how many 'A 's are on each line and we might add them up. So , you 're doing Maths and Language at the same time. 
Referring to specific goals, she emphasises the integration of language within what she sees as an on-going informal focus upon the children's overall development: 
Recognising the A to Z is what I think they should know when they go to Grade 1 .  Recognising their name and writing it and matching it. They should be able to do that and the colours and the shapes, being able to say, "This is a pink pencil ,"  or whatever. Following directions we do every single day with every single thing that we do, and the last four of the goals, tell verbal stories, tell news, listen to stories and participate in oral discussions, it is hard to separate by saying, "Right, today I'm doing oral language, " like you can in Grade 1. I mean verbal stories are used all the time because every child walks in and says, "Mrs T, last night we did this. " And sometimes they 'll say things incorrectly and instead of saying, "We go to the shops, " I say, "So, you went to the shops. " That sort of thing. It 's all done informally. 
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Kylie therefore sees language and literacy as inseparable from other goals which she is helping the children to achieve: 
At the beginning of the year there's a lot of children who won't talk 
to you at all and they won't stand up and talk in front of a group of other children. It's only third or fourth term that we tell news and 
they all have a news day and there's still children who will stand up and say it to me and not everyone else. By the end of the year I want every child to have the confidence to stand up. How much they say is up to them, but as long as they've got the confidence and say, "Good morning everyone," when everyone says, "Good morning," back, and they're showing something they've brought from home and tell us about it, that's all I expect. I mean, telling news isn't just 
a language thing, it's a social thing as well. It's developing 
confidence to talk in front of other people. So, it's just so hard to 
isolate what is what in pre-primary. 
In terms of the content of the children's work and the kinds of activities which she focuses upon in order to facilitate the children's development, Kylie is very strongly influenced by her initial teaching experience in an Aboriginal community: 
When I first started teaching I had a very wide spread of children from K to Year 3. I found it very hard. I was a new graduate, so I found it very very hard especially with children who weren't even ready for Grade 1. I just sat there saying, "What do I do?" I had 
no idea. There were children who would say, "I can 't do this, I can't 
write." And I 'd say, "Write in your diary and tell me a story. "  And they'd say, " I can't do that, I don 't know the letter. " I just thought, "This is impossible." I couldn 't stand going back to Grade 
1 with children who didn't have the basics. So I probably do a lot 
more basic Grade 1 work now than I should do. I actually work 
with the Grade 1 teacher here and we do integrated work at the 
moment. I had Grade ls on Monday and she had my class. 
In her daily activities, therefore, Kylie sees herself as primarily socialising her students to meet the demands of the first year in primary school and providing them with what she regards as the basics in the different learning areas through integrated activities. 
Assessing the Children's Achievements 
Kylie has been teaching for seven years. As we have seen, she spent her first two years teaching K-3 in an Aboriginal community some 100 kilometres due south of Far Harbour. She then taught pre-primary for a year in a suburb of Perth. Since that time she has been responsible for the pre-primary provision at Banksia School. 
' When describing the children in her class, Kylie finds that her experience is a strong guide to her on-going assessment of the children's potential and their progress: 
I suppose you can spot the children that are at a high level, the ones 
that you know can cope and, as I think everyone does because there is no other way, you then compare the rest of the children with them. 
So the children that aren't at that level, you know they are the ones you have to push further along. Basically it is quite informally done. 
Lots of stuff is done informally. Those children that enter at a high 
level aren 't just left there. I do other things with them like this 
morning, when they were all circling the letter 'i', I have heaps of little stories and the children who are really good at them I give them 
another story that we haven't worked on and say, "Right, go and find all the 'a's and 'b's which will be something extra for them to 
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do. Even in my first year teaching pre-primary after teaching K-3 for two years, I had an idea where the children should be and that is basing it on the children who are very advanced. 
Kylie elaborates on the bases on which she forms her judgements of her students' initial capabilities and potential in the following way: 
Through talking to them basically. I've been here so long and I can know what the family is like ,  knowing the other children who have been through, because, with the bulk of them, I've taught their brothers or sisters and I know the parents. Also, five years now down the track teaching pre-primary, I have background knowledge .  I have a good idea. I've seen children before and can say , "That one is much better than such and such was, "  that sort of thing. I think, because I have 'staggered entry' with half of the morning ·group one day and the other half the next day, I see ten children on the first day of school. I can spend that time finding out about them. And everything we prepare for them in those first two days or the first week is all stuff they can do without any help, so it gives me time to sit and talk with the children and get an idea. I'd say in the first week, I can say, "Yes, this one 's fine ,  that one is going to be a bit of a problem, this one needs a lot of work, that one we 'll have to watch ," and so on. 
Because she was 'too full on ' in her first two years of teaching, she could not attend professional development in First Steps. She was familiar with the framework and tried to use the Continua, but her experience generated a need in her for something: 
Much more basic than First Steps. to cover the basics and not only literacy and language. I think that in a Year 1-3 primary classroom it 's great. But there it was very hard. When it comes to writing and spelling and that sort of thing there are some children who can 't write and it 's real coaxing. They'll draw a picture . So, basically, without so much as looking at the First Steps books or putting them on the Continua, I still pursue oral language. If I can give them the oral skills, then they're a long way ahead of getting nothing at all . . .  When I did First Steps at X (the Aboriginal community school), we did Spelling, Reading, and Writing, all three over the year. And one term I'd do one Continuum and it would take me two days and then next term I'd spend three days and it was all just too much. And being only the second year out ,  I still had no idea what I was doing let alone trying to incorporate something new. Apart from that , there was Science and Social Studies and all the other things on top. I felt like ,  "This is First Steps, you should be doing First Steps." But I didn 't take it on board fully. And I still haven't .  
Kylie resists using the First Steps Continua as assessment criteria because she believes it is inappropriate for pre-primary children not least because she sees it as not fully capturing the likely attainments of the pre-primary child: 
I put them on the Writing Continuum once and thought , "This is a waste of time , "  because the bulk of them were in no Phase at all for Writing. I mean, you 're only aiming towards Level 1 in the Outcome Statements. That's what we 've been told. 
Comparing her program for her pre-primary students (see Sample 1 for example) with her knowledge of First Steps, she again emphasises the advantages of not distinguishing language and literacy from other developments in learning: 
I think mine is entirely different but it also fits in well .  I haven 't read the Oral language books all that closely, but I think that I do it all anyway without even thinking about it. That 's the beauty of pre-
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primary, because you do everything. It's the same with the Student 
Outcome Statements. I can say I am using the Outcome Statements 
without even thinking about it because that's just the way pre­
primary is. It is everything integrated and you can't say, "Right, 
this activity today, we are going to make an animal out of different 
materials and it's just art. " But it's not. They are using scissors and 
paste and wool which involves a physical skill. They have to put 
three plates together so that's like sizing, it's Maths. They're 
painting, so they're distinguishing colours, and that sort of thing. 
More recently, and like Leigh and Nicole at Weaver Primary School, Kylie has 
been undertaking professional development in the Student Outcome Statements 
with Eliza, the District Officer responsible for language and literacy. However, 
this work has also involved cooperative planning among the pre-primary teachers 
in the District: 
What we started doing as a District where pre-primary teachers have 
a really good network up here and we meet regularly. What we did 
was we went through the Outcome Statements when we first got the 
document and we all took a learning area and had to take it back and 
write a brief description of what it was all about. To break it down so 
it was easy to understand. Eliza set this up for us so that we 
identified the strands and sub-strands and, instead of having related 
topics as focus, we wanted to make up pre-primary pointers for each 
strand. They aren't different pointers but what I took from the 
document and could say, "Yes, my children can do that. " So, there 
are lots of pointers which I just left out because they didn't seem to 
refer to the pre-primary child. We can make a combination of what is 
there and what we actually do in order to make the document work 
more for pre-primary. That's the hard thing for pre-primary because 
the Student Outcome Statements are primary based. So now it is a 
little easier for us to use them. 
Kylie and her colleagues in local pre-primary classrooms therefore deliberately 
selected those aspects of the Student Outcome Statements which they believed 
their 4-5 year olds could achieve in the year in which they taught them. 
Discovering that the Student Outcome Statements did not recommend specific 
teaching strategies, Kylie identifies the limits of the framework: 
The Outcome Statements themselves are really airy fairy. They're 
too vague. I mean, "Recognises what it means to be healthy and 
record what individuals can do to promote health. " That's fine if 
you've been teaching for twenty years. I 've been teaching pre­
primary for five years and I still have to look back at the syllabus 
sometimes to get ideas for activities. 
In her approach to teaching, Jherefore, Kylie relies not on the strategies proposed 
in First Steps nor the goals implicit in the Outcome Statements. Her teaching 
strategies derive from her initial teacher education, her experience, and the Pre­
Primary Syllabus. Her assessment procedures also derive from these sources. 
We will consider how she assesses specific tasks, her use of an assessment 
framework., and how she reports to parents and her Principal in the sections 
which follow. 
Assessment and Feedback on Individual Tasks 
Kylie regularly assesses tasks undertaken by her students. She selects from 
among these assessed tasks and places them in a work sample folder for each 
child. At the end of each term the folder is taken home for the parents to see. It 
is important to Kylie that the parents receive a clear indication that their children 
are achieving particular things in order to counter possible assumptions that pre­
school is merely all play. Each work sample is therefore prefaced by a sheet 
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designed by Kylie, who adopted the approach from another pre-primary teacher, on which the specific goals of the task are stated and the child's achievement against these specific goals is indicated. Specific task goals are derived as subordinate outcomes from Kylie's overall goals as illustrated in Sample 1. Kylie describes how she undertakes the assessment process with reference to a particular numbers task: 
First of all did they know their age, can they write their age ? I said, "How old are you ? "  And then I evaluate whether: 1 each child could do it without any he lp, 2 with some help, or 3 with a lot of he lp. Most of them got a 1 on their sheet. Their sheet had a birthday cake and below it a sentence that said, "I am dash years o ld . " So I said , "Right you have to fill in the sentence now and if you are five years old you put a five there . "  Then, "If you are five, how many candles do you need on your birthday cake . "  And there 's a birthday cake on which they draw the right number of candles. There 's one with a house with their address written on it and I put it in there so that they know their address. I ask them again if they knew their address and could say it and then I would tick the appropriate box with a 1 ,2,  or 3. Then I asked, "Do you know your phone number ? "  and they had to copy their number down if they could and I could tick another box depending how they had done. 
Kylie describes her assessment of a particular task (Sample 2) undertaken by Ashia, aged 5, one of the ESL children in her class: 
Sample 2: A Classroom Task 
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She 's got a face with wool for hair and it says, "I feel happy when my mum give me a present . "  The children were asked to draw a happy face, tell me a sentence about what makes them happy, which I write down for them and identify and share times when they feel happy. And there 's a box indicating how she achieved each of these . . .  ! don 't do this kind of thing every single day. every time they do a painting or a drawing or something. It would take you for ever and you wouldn 't get much else done. But, if it 's a special activity like this one, we do the assessment . And if they do 
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something l ike a really special drawing or that sort of thing, then we sit down and say, "Well, tell me about it. "  
Sample 3 illustrates Kylie's approach to task assessment in relation to the Cognitive Science learning area. Some children will complete the task using the cut out pictures of the objects used in the experiment, while Ashia has drawn the objects on her sheet and Kylie or her aide has written in the names of the objects as described by Ashia. 
Sample 3: A Classroom Task in Science 
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Sample 3: A Classroom Task in Science (cont.) 
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Another writing task, typical of those undertaken later in the school year, is 
described by Kylie (see Sample 4): 
They were given a sheet with just the picture on it and they were asked , "What 's happening in the picture ? "  So, they look at the picture and they said , you know, "The house is on fire and the fire engine 's coming. " And so my aide said , "OK, you can write that story for me. If you need some help, the letters are up on the window, " which they are . They were evaluated on whether they could write the story, could they do it by themselves or d id they need help. Some children will just draw circles for everything. But last week they were evaluated on if they could give a meaning to the story. Could they dictate what their story says ? Ashia has written her story on the top. She is a bit inhibited ,  but someone l ike Kathy (who has written on the second picture) will actually sound out the words. That 's fantastic. I know her mum does heaps of stuff with her at home. She just sat there and d id it . No prompting, no nothing. And that 's what I aim for .  If she can do that , that 's great . Grade 1 is going to be a breeze. She 's on the way and that 's all I expect. 
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Sample 4: Tasks completed by Ashia and Kathy 
Asked if she tended to use the students who will have a go at a task or who are confident as her criteria for judging all the children, Kylie replied: 
They need to have confidence to take a r isk because no one in Grade 1 is going to sit over them and say, "Now do this letter, now do that letter," They need to be able to sit there and say, "This is my work, " and work independently. "This is my story, this is what it says. " And if they have the confidence to sit there and do that and take that r isk, then it 's going to be easier for them to learn. That 's a problem with some of the children I have. Like Ashia, they are hung up on 
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spelling it correctly, on doing it like I do it. And no matter how many times I tell them, "I've been writing for years and years and years. You need to practice and this is your practice writing. " It still isn't good enough. I say to Ashia, "You know, just practice darling, that 's how you get really good at it, that 's how you learn to write like me. "  No, that 's not enough. She needs to do it right from day one. She 's like that with everything. Everything has to be absolutely perfect with Ashia, so she writes very little very carefully. 
As the year progresses, Kylie works through the letters of the alphabet and their corresponding sounds. She will occasionally assess each child's growing knowledge of these with reference to a particular story book or wall chart and record their progress on the sheet illustrated by Sample 5. Here again, Kylie, her aide or her volunteer parent helper will assess the child's achievements using the three point scale. 
Sample 5: An Assessment of Letters and Sounds Work 
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In a typical term, Kylie will undertake 12 assessment tasks with each child of the kind illustrated in Samples 2, 3 and 5. And these will be sent home in a work sample folder with an overall report at the end of the term. In all, therefore, Kylie will assess different tasks undertaken by each individual child in both her groups 48 times during the year; a total of over 2000 assessments: 
Some things are done individually, some things are done together. When I did this one I actually had two or three children around me; one doing that, the other doing this, and the third doing something else. Spoken language ones are done from gut feeling, just knowing 
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the child over the year. It 's usually the Cognitive ones I test for, like ordering biggest to smallest. In sequencing story cards I'll sit and say, "The girl wants to brush her teeth, which one does she do first ? "  And ,  as they do it, as they pick out the picture, I'll say, "Well , what 's she doing in the picture ? "  And I'll write it down, so they 're telling me a story at the same time. They're sequencing and narrating at the same time. 
Using the Frameworks 
We have seen that Kylie, on the basis of trying to apply the Continua particularly 
in Writing and Spelling, is sceptical of the appropriateness of First Steps to her 
pre-primary students. On the other hand she has benefited from professional 
development support in the District relating to the Student Outcome statements. 
Through the active local network of pre-primary teachers, she has worked with 
this framework in order to select those pointers within Level 1 of the Outcomes 
which she and her pre-primary colleagues believe can be achieved in a year by 
their students: 
I've done quite a bit of stuff actually. What I wanted to do this year is put all my goals into Outcome Statements terms. When I thought about it , it was too hard. So I went through each of the learning areas except LOTE and I've gone through all the pointers and picked out ones that I think are pre-primary, ones that can cover pre­primary. The only one that 's fully complete is the Health area. So I went through and worked with it on the computer at Level 1 taking the Outcome Statements and the pointers that I thought were applicable to what my children would be able to do. 
In the context of the District initiative towards the gradual adoption of the 
Student Outcome Statements in all schools, Kylie was encouraged in her work 
with the framework by her Principal: 
He wanted me to build my budget around the Outcome Statements in  the learning areas, so we started off and just went the whole hog basically. We went through a whole day and I found that I was really concerned that I wasn't doing Technology the way it should be done ,  like I wasn't using the computer. But ,  looking at the Technology area, my children are playing with blocks, they are building stuff. I could say to them, "Build me a house that has six rooms, " and they would go and do it. It 's Design, making something and then appraising it. I didn 't realise I was doing the Design part ,  but I was. Even down to routines and things like that it was part of the Technology process. So that was what came out of it for me; just so amazing that I was doing things without thinking about them. That 's what makes me believe that you don't have to change things you teach.,. I mean, if every teacher sat down and took a look at the Outcome Statements, they'd find they were doing everything anyway. 
So, Kylie believes that the Student Outcome Statements provide her with explicit 
confirmation of the kinds of achievements she seeks in her students at pre­
primary level. She sees the framework as informing her own goals and, thereby, 
her planning. But she does not see them as implying a change in her teaching 
strategies or the content of her program. When applying the pointers she has 
selected from the Outcome Statements, Kylie deduces that: 
I think some of them have hit Level 1 fully, a few of the really good ones, but I don 't think any of them are hitting Level 2. It 's hard to tell because it 's not a concrete as First Steps for instance where they have those indicators and once they've got all of them they're on to whatever. So it 's not as clear cut ,  which is what I think scares off a 
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lot of people. They want it to be clearer. They want it to say, "Right, my children have to do this and this and this, then they're on Level 2 . "  Even though the Outcome Statements aren 't like that, 
if you went through and said, "I do this and this in a day, " and you can say, "Yes, my children can do it . "  If you pinpoint what you do in the day and then say, "OK, how did they achieve? "  then you have a basis for evaluation. But there's a lot of people out there who want the Outcome Statements to do it al l for them. 
Kylie is staunchly committed to integrating pre-primary education with the work of the primary school and resists any assumptions that pre-primary is merely a pre-school 'play' situation and something of a luxury for a few children. Because of this, she is keen to relate her children's achievements to a framework which she sees as being adopted in the primary school across all the learning areas. Consistent with this motive, she would not want some distinct pre-primary assessment framework in Student Outcome Statements: 
I mean that just isolates pre-primary again, doesn 't it ? You can 't say these are my goals, these are my outcomes, this is what I'm achieving. You still need other documentation to say, "Yes, I am doing things with them. They are achieving. " Once I start using Student Outcome Statements full on, I wouldn 't stop doing what I'm doing now. They may not be at Level 1, but my children are working towards it and I need the other documentation to show that. I might have one child who has demonstrated all the pointers in a Level and I might have a child who has demonstrated just one. They're both still working towards Level 1 .  
For Kylie, therefore, the selected pointers in Level 1 of the Student Outcome Statements provide her with planning criteria to which she relates her own pre­primary goals. The framework serves as a link to the work of the primary school. But she relies still upon her own framework of goals as major criteria and on the kind of evidence of children's achievements provided by the tasks they undertake which are collected in the work sample folders for her own reference and for reporting to parents. 
Reporting to Parents and the Principal 
Kylie sends a work sample book home to parents at the end of each term which contains 12 selected assessed pieces of work. For Kylie, it is important that each sample is accompanied by an assessment sheet because she wants to make clear to the parents what the child has actually achieved. She has herself received work sample books from other teachers without their comments and she has found these of little use or guidance to her because she could not know what the purpose of a task was or how the child had achieved it, whether with little teacher help or with a great deal. She is strongly motivated in her particular use of the work sample book: 
I did the book purely because there are a range of parents who never set foot in the place and they also believe that you go to pre-primary to play and paint. So the book goes home once a term to say we just don 't play and paint, we learn all this stuff. So they know their child is not just sitting here and playing with the blocks all day because there's lots of them who will say, "Why do you go, you don 't learn anything? "  A lot of the work they do is pinned on the walls like most of the construction activities, but the parents might not come in and see it. So the book goes home making clear what we do .  These are the skills, and they will know that the child can cut and paste and paint and write and do lots of things. 
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Kylie attaches to the front of the work sample book a brief description of what 
the parent will find inside the book, which she identifies for parents as a 
'Progress Package' (see Sample 6 ). Below this, she will offer a brief comment on 
the child's overall progress. She also requires parents to sign the sheet and offer 
their own comment. 
Sample 6: The Reports on the Front of the Work sample Book 
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Kylie explains the criteria that guide her in this termly report which is attached to the front of the work sample book: 
First term it's referring how they've settled in. I don 't look at 
academic things. The comment will be something like, "She's settled 
in very well, she's made friends. " Second term we start telling news, 
so most of them will have, "X has become very confident in the class 
setting a-nd enjoys telling news in front of the class. "  The third term 
we did lots of animal stuff, so it would be, "has an understanding of 
animal concepts covered in the class," or something like that. And in 
third term we started getting into letter names and that sort of 
thing, so third term refers more to content covered. The fourth term 
is going to involve a very brief comment that may say, "X has done very well this year, she's been a pleasure to teach. " Because I 'm 
writing the report for parents, I 'm not going to do anything too 
complicated. 
For Kylie, her termly reports to the parents have emerged from her growing belief that she needed to assert the significance of pre-primary education as an important part of a childr s experience. When she started teaching pre-primary: 
I felt guilty at the end of the year when I know that every other 
teacher in the school is writing reports and doing work packages and 
under all this stress and I 'm saying, "End of year, it's just great!" And I thought there's got to be something that goes home from pre­
primary as well. Parents expect when I say, "You should take your children to pre-primary every day, "  they expect written feedback. I mean a lot of parents will say, "Wow, I didn 't know you got a report in a pre-primary. " And I have said, "This is from me because this is 
needed. " Not that reports are enjoyable! 
At the end of the year, Kylie completes a more detailed report for parents which she designed herself as a deliberate synthesis of her eight lists of pre-primary goals (see Sample 7). This report is divided into three lists of achievements against each of which Kylie indicates the child's degree of attainment: 
They're the domains which pre-primary teaches. Now, cognitive 
might include Music, Health, everything. But I didn't include all 
that because it's just too much information. It 's too much like a 
school report. This is the basics which the child is going to need to 
get to Grade 1 .  
In addition to reducing her teaching goals to the key information she feels that parents will be able to understand and relate to, Kylie has a further motive for the items in the lists: 
I 've only put the ones that I expect them to know at the end of pre­
primary and they're all things that the children can do everyday at home. When I first started doing it at the pre-primary in Perth four 
years ago, I thought that rather than pull each parent aside and say, "You 're child can't hold a pencil correctly so practice it, "  as a parent 
I can take this home and say, "Oh no, look, can 't recognise 1 to 1 0  without help. We'll have a bit of a go at that over the holidays. " 
They're all things that can be done at home. That 's why it's called a 
"Summary of Development", because it's not a report, it's "Your 
child can do this. " So, it 's up to the parent to do with it what they 
like, whether they practice it over the holidays or whether they don 't care what happens to their child next year. It 's up to them. 
Consistent with her belief in the socialising value of pre-primary for the child's later experience in the primary school, Kylie justifies her focus within the report upon Social and Emotional development: 
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Because a lot of children come to pre-primary, they've spent four years at home with Mum. no one else, just Mum. No brothers or sisters, so they have no idea how to do any of these things. And unt il they can do them effectively, they can't do anything else ... these are the skills they need when they go to Grade 1 .  When they have to sit at a desk and wait their turn or when they have to stand up in front of the other children and say something. 
Given her detailed work with the Student Outcome Statements, why did Kylie 
choose not to frame the report in those Outcome Statements which she believed 
the children achieved during the year? 
Because this is for parents. If I put Outcome Statements there, I'd have forty parents come up to me and say, "What about me! " There's a difference in the way I understand things to the way they will understand . I have the background and they don 't . I mean, the Outcome Statements are often too abstract even for some teachers. 
Parents therefore receive a good deal of information about their children's 
progress from Kylie, both at the end of each term and at the year's end. Kylie 
also gives her termly reports to the Grade 1 teacher in the primary school. At the 
school level, her Principal only requires Kylie to let him go through the yearly 
reports which he also signs. 
However, she is keen to provide the Year 1 teacher with a clear picture of each 
child's progress over the year and, for this, she has adopted a Pre-primary 
Assessment framework aimed at 'School Beginners' (see Sample 8). The aspects 
of a child's 'Language' achievements are illustrated here but the overall profile 
also includes assessments of 'Cognitive', 'Motor', and 'Social/Emotional' 
development. Kylie identifies three levels of achievement in the profile; Column 1 
indicates the student required no help, Column 2 indicates the student needed 
some help and Column 3 indicates the student needed lots of help. In all her 
assessment procedures, Kylie has been eclectic and has collected and adapted 
ideas and formats from various sources during the years she has been teaching. 
Of this one, she says: 
It was given to me by a School Psych ' two years ago and she said to me, "Only do it with children who are at risk. " And I thought, "Well ,  that 's ridiculous, why not do it with everyone. ' So I do it with everyone just to be fair and, I mean, it 's a really good pile  of information to give to the Grade 1 teacher. Because what Grade 1 teacher is going to wade through pages and pages of a year 's worth of records when all they want to know is what can this child do and where do I have to start . It gives them an idea of what the teacher before her thought about the child . 
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Sample 8: An Extract from Kylie's End-of-Year Profile - -
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Kylie sees this end of year overview of a child's achievements as in harmony with her pre-primary goals which she sets for her year's work, but also offering her a very specific set of criteria which she sees as more detailed than the information which she gives to parents and the school. As her teaching is based upon her overall aim to prepare her students for Grade 1, she sees the need to provide the Grade 1 teacher with a detailed profile of each child before they enter the primary school. 
The Relationship between Assessment and Teaching 
Despite or, perhaps, because of missing professional development in First Steps and because of her continuing contact with a strong network of pre-primary teachers, Kylie has clearly developed a thorough assessment system from a range of diverse sources. We have seen that Kylie aims to provide her students with what she sees as the basics for their future work in Year 1 and that she is keen for them to 'have a go', to take risks, and to be confident socially in the context of the classroom. From this perspective, she believes that First Steps as an assessment framework does not cater for the typical pre-primary child: 
In Year 1 to 3 in the primary school, its great. But I think in my 
classroom it's very hard.' When it comes to Writing and Spelling and 
that kind of thing, there are some children who still say, "I can't 
write", and it 's real coaxing. They'll draw a picture. So, basically, without so much as looking at First Steps or putting them on the 
First Steps Continua, I follow oral language. If I can give them oral 
skills, then they're a long way ahead of getting nothing at all, aren't they? 
Building upon the provision of cooperative professional development in her District in relation to the Outcome Statements, Kylie recognises a particular contribution to her own work: 
They 've confirmed that I 've got to change things in my planning, like my goals have to change so that they are more detailed. My recording can change to suit the Outcome Statements. But it 's 
ultimately what I 've actually taught. 
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Kylie therefore perceives the Outcome Statements primarily as another source she 
can rely on in order to refine the goals of her teaching. However, she does not see 
it as implying a significant change in the way she works in the classroom: 
I personally believe that you don't have to alter anything in the way 
you teach. You don't have to alter anything maybe in the way that you program. And you don't have to change the way you stand in front of the class and do things. It's just like the background 
thinking behind it all. Instead of starting off with a goal, I start off 
with an Outcome, that's all. I think they fit in really well. Eliza and I last year actually went through the whole of the Outcome 
Statements and took learning areas, strands, and the sub strand, but 
then put all the activities that I do during the day in relation to Outcomes. It was really good. I didn 't have to make up activities 
for an Outcome I hadn't covered. I went through my whole day sort 
of thing and matched it to Outcomes. 
We saw earlier, for example, when Kylie was concerned that she was not 
covering the Technology Outcome Statements, she gradually realised that her 
students' work with blocks and building houses of particular dimensions did 
enable them to begin to achieve some of the pointers within the framework. It 
seems, therefore, that a framework like the Student Outcome Statements which 
she can see as informing her own pre-primary goals and which harmonises with 
her perception of her students' achievements across integrated learning areas, 
Kylie will adapt it to her needs. This is not difficult for her as her whole planning 
and assessment system has been an on-going adaptation from a range of sources. 
For her, the impact of these things upon her teaching strategies is primarily to 
confirm that she is working in appropriate ways. 
Assessing and Teaching ESL Children 
Within her two groups of children which total 49 students, we have seen that 
Kylie teaches 10 children who speak a language other than English at home. In 
her first two years of teaching, Kylie taught a whole K-3 class of Aboriginal 
children who spoke Nyangumarta in the community. This experience made a 
strong impression on her and confirmed her wish to specialise in pre-primary 
work. And it provided her with the determination to prepare such children 
explicitly for the demands of the primary school. In her present teaching, she 
does not regard herself as adopting very specific strategies for ESL students: 
I don't think I approach the ESL children differently. I may spend 
more time with them and I simplify what I say. The activities are the same for all the children. They do the same activities. They join in with everything in the same way. 
Kylie's own priorities as a pre-primary teacher encourage her in this inclusive 
approach with all her students: 
Look at Maths for instance. I mean I have a group of children who 
can count to 25 or probably 50 and recognise those numbers too. 
Then I have a group of children who can only recognise 1 to 5 with a 
bit of help. I have ESL children in both groups so it doesn't really 
come into account. I don't know whether I'm doing them an 
injustice or what. But, as far as I'm concerned, I treat them as they are all coming to school and it is their first year at school, whether 
they've been to playgroup or whether they've done anything at home or not. "This is your first year at school and this is what you need to 
know at the end of the year". " 
Asked if she felt that a child's linguistic background might make a difference to 
their achievements in school Kylie replied: 
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I some cases, yes, in some, no . It 's really hard to generalise and say that they need heaps because they speak whatever at home .  Take Ashia,for instance, she 's a real clever cookie but she doesn 't have the confidence .  When you look at some of my children, the ESL ones are really high and some of the other ones are really low. But that 's for whatever reason. 
On the other hand, Kylie identified the factors which, for her, did appear to make a significant difference to the children's adaptation to school: 
I think it is age that makes a big difference, a big difference. Where they've been the year before . Whether they've been to playgroup. I used to think if day care helps because the children who 're been to day care always seem to be brighter, but it varies. The other thing that makes a difference is where they're born in the family, whether they're first born or last born. I had a group of children who are in Grade 2 now and they were all first born in the family. There was a minimal number who had an elder brother or sister. They were a shocking class, real babies. Everything was really hard to get through. They had no models from an elder child . The children who have an older brother or sister , whether it be one or two years older, they seem to come from home with reading books and they bring in writing. 
A related significant factor within the child's background experience has been 'How much the parents have helped them. How much time they've spent with them'. 
Consistent with the view that, for her, the child's first language may be less of a significant influence upon their early progress in school than other factors, Kylie does not approach the assessment of her ESL students in a way that is distinctive from her judgements of the progress of all of them: 
The way I evaluate them is the same. I mean, knowing the child, my expectation might be different . Some of them you know they can do really well .  If they do a shocking job, you say, "That 's not their work,"  sort of thing and you make them think about what they're doing. With the ESL children, I suppose it 's just knowing them individually. You know what is their best and you know what they can do better. It 's not a matter of the ESL child, it 's the individual child. 
For Kylie, therefore, her judgements of the child's potential and on-going progress is based upon her knowledge of the child. Although she is unsure, she does not believe that she would use an assessment framework specifically designed for ESL students: 
I honestly don 't know. I honestly don't think that I need one. Not that I don 't cater for them, but I don 't want to single them out. Some children are up here and some are down there regardless of who they are or their background. but you know, you just know which ones you have to guide along or to which ones you can say , "Go and do it , "  and you expect them to do it. 
Kylie has strong reasons for being doubtful about assessing ESL children in specific ways, not least because she has discovered variation in their achievements in her classroom which mirror variation in achievements among her other students: 
Why pinpoint a group of children because they speak a different language at home ? Really. I mean, I know, for instance, that ESL children learn better through pictures and doing things, but that 's what pre-primary is anyway. That 's what they do all the time. We always have pictures and talk about pictures and describe through pictures and all that sort of thing. I don 't think pre-primary 
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teaching needs to set the children aside. This is for normal mainstream children and it is for ESL children. Pre-primary is just right for ESL children. 
In essence, Kylie believes that the pre-primary classroom itself provides an inclusive experience for all her students regardless of their linguistic and cultural background. However, just as she has been wary of using the First Steps Continua with her students because she sees it as being designed on the basis of the likely achievements of the older primary school child, she is aware of a dilemma when applying Student Outcomes Statements for English as her assessment of pre-primary ESL children: 
You knaw, it 's quite a racist l ittle document isn 't it ? "You do it our way or you don 't do it, "  all that sort of thing. I mean, education is quite l ike that, isn 't it ? I mean we have three girls in one group and they often sit there and speak in Malay. My aide, not the one I have now, she quite often said, "No girls, talk in Engl ish. " But I don 't ,  I say to them, "Hey, what were you saying to each other ? "  Maybe the aide thought we 're all here to speak Engl ish. "You 're here, you learn Engl ish. " But that 's such a racist argument, isn 't it ? "You 're here, you do it our way. Don't speak your own language, don 't think in your own language, think my way. " 
Views on the Assessment Frameworks 
Kylie feels that she is committed to continue working on the Student Outcome Statements to inform the assessment procedures she has already put in place. A major reason for this is the feeling of support she has in her present position: 
I 'm under the impression that they 're going to come in and there 's going to be no if's and hut 's, "You 'll do it. You 'll use them. " So I thought to myself, "Well , do it in a sett ing where you 're comfortable, with a Principal with whom you 're comfortable, and hash it out now. Rather than go to a new school and be really unfamil iar with people whom you can 't go to and talk with them about it ". 
Kylie has also benefited from support at District level which helped her deal with the initial difficulties she experience in coming to terms with a new framework: 
I think that they weren 't as easy as I thought it was going to be. It was hard for me. I think some of the things fitted in with my goals, but others d idn 't. And I was trying to push them into boxes. where they weren 't really applicable. And then I found , as I was going through them, Like I went through every pointer and I said , "OK, well this pointer here , 'demonstrate personal hygiene rules' which leads back to what it means to be healthy and recqll what blah blah blah. " I mean we do that every day. We wash our hands before we have our fruit , we flush the toilet , all that sort of stuff. That 's not one of my goals though . And I just found that there is so much more in the Outcome Statements that were l isted which I hadn 't included in my personal goals. 
Once Kylie, in cooperation with pre-primary colleagues, could accommodate the new framework in terms of its pointers of students achievements within her own goals and her own daily activities, she realised that there was scope for her own specific interpretations: 
I can say I do this, this, and this, and I'm covering the Outcome Statement . But another pre-primary teacher might say, "I do th is, this, ad this," and they are sl ightly different . But they may complement each other, if you know what I mean. They are also doing the same thing. What I do is different to what someone else 
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does, but it can all be incorporated. so that 's why we are doing it as a District, because we can all go away with, "This is it, we 've got a workable document that we can all use. " It 's not just one person, it 's six people getting together and saying, "Right e o. " But they might have the same assessment goals they may have less, they may have more .  I think, by writing our own pointers, it 's going to come down to things that you do in the pre-primary classroom that will cover the Outcome Statement. 
The initial strangeness of the framework was, for Kylie, a matter of terminology in the framework itself: 'only the wording is different '. She sees this as the major and, perhaps, only problem with the Student Outcomes Statements: 
If they were just worded more clearly, in layman's terms I suppose, they would be so simple and no one would worry about them. For the teacher 's understanding, especially like recent graduates. I mean, 
if you 're given a pile of Outcome Statements in a book without the pointers, without looking at the pointers at first glance, you 'd say, "What are they talking about ? "  It 's only once you 've got the pointers that you can look at them and say, "That 's what it actually means. That 's what were looking for. " 
Once able to personalise and relate interpretation to her way of working, Kylie sees particular potential in the Student Outcome Statements as a source of refinement in her own work: 
I'm not happy with my goals at present. They need to be changed. Not changed, but updated. After looking at the Outcome Statements, there 's heaps of stuff that I'm doing, but I'm not listing it down as goals. They have more scope. They include more things than I ever thought of They ARE my goals. Mine are really basic for language, but there 's a whole range of things in the Outcome Statements for English that I do anyway. I don 't have them down as goals at present because I do them informally. So, that 's why my goals need to be re-hashed. 
One thing Kylie feels sure about is that the new framework will not demand a radical shift in the way she teaches. For her, what she describes as 'the unstructured environment ' of the pre-primary classroom has to be maintained: 
I don 't think I would change what I do in the classroom. I see Outcome Statements as a change in my actual programming. They are a change for me. It 's not a change for what other people would see in my classroom or in the reports. 
Kylie also believes that she would not base her reporting to parents on the Outcome Statements: 
My children can be in Level 1 and they can be in Level 1 up to Grade 
2 as well. And parents don't see that the child is making any progress. I mean, some of the Statements are really airy fairy too and, being a teacher for seven years, you can sort of get your own general gist of it . But, I mean, there 's a lot of people out there who have no idea of anything that actually goes on in the pre-primary. So it needs to be really basic. A five page document is no good for parents. Parents want to know whether their child can write their name, count, or whether they can 't yet read and that sort of thing. 
Kylie believes that she is 'obligated 'to report to parents in a thorough but clear way. She would therefore maintain her present system of work sample books with its task assessment sheets and her annual 'Summary of Development' . The Outcome Statements framework she sees serving only as an internal documentation for her and the school and, therefore, as inappropriate for feedback to parents: 
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No, it wouldn 't be in Outcomes purely for the fac t that they could be on Level 1 through their primary school career and the parents will say, "Well, what do you teach at that school?  11 So you need to have just the basic things that say, "This is what they've achieved or this is what they haven't achieved. This is what I expec ted of them. 11 Not in Outcome Statement form though. Not in pointer form either. But in the form that I'm do ing now that says, "This is what I wanted them to do, and they've attained it, partially attained it, or haven't attained it at all. " 
On the other hand, if she was required to report to the Principal using Student Outcome Statements criteria: 
I think I'd have to . That's a hard question. I think I'd cope with it. It 's just a matter of this is what I've done at the moment, th is is easiest at the moment. I'll keep with it. 
However, she imagines that the Outcome Statements could serve as a recording system for her and, crucially, as a basis for information for the Grade 1 teacher in the primary school instead of her present use of the 'Pre-Primary Assessment for School Beginners' with which she is a little uneasy given that it was originally designed for children with learning risks: 
You could possibly do your ac tual year records with just Outcomes. Names down the side, Outcomes across the top, then a number 1,2 or 3. I mean, that would be the most idealistic way of record ing. That would be so simple . . .  It doesn 't matter if you have thirty Ou tcomes and thirty children. You would have a file for each child . By do ing it like this, you can take it to the Grade 1 teacher and she would say, "Right, Mark, le t's have a good look at Mark. This is what they said last year, this is what I say this year. 11 And it's a scale with all the work on. 
Kylie has a number of reasons for her present enthusiasm for the Student Outcome Statements. She appreciates the potential of teachers sharing a common language for assessment purposes and what this might mean for the individual child during schooling: 
If every teacher recorded in Ou tcome Statements it would be perfect. It's like the Rigby Maths system that came out years ago. And they had record books that started in pre-primary and went all the way up to Grade 7. So you had all the Maths records of each child in this book ... And everyone was thinking along the same lines. Everyone 's understanding of the concept was the same. If that happens with Student Outcome Statements, it would be perfect, because it could be produced so that, "This is the record book of Johnny Smith, star ting at pre-pr imary and going . up to Grade 7, and his records are in here . "  And it could go from teacher to teacher and school to school and it would be just passed on and it could also be your class record . . 
However, Kylie has an even stronger motive for becoming more familiar with the Student Outcome Statements and for integrating them in more detail in her own planning and assessment practices in the future: 
Student Outcome Statements, if everyone takes them on, will actually put junior pr imary teachers back one step closer to what pre­pr imary is. Because pre-pr imary is totally integrated and I see the Outcome Statements are like that too . 
As we have seen, this motive to keep forming links between pre-primary education and the child's subsequent school experience is a major reason why Kylie does not want a distinct pre-primary assessment framework but prefers a common assessment framework: 
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I think it will draw pre-primary back into the school .  I mean, there 's a lot of changes in pre-primary happening at the moment with it going full-time and that sort of thing. I mean, I'm quite happy about it because I truly believe that pre-primary is part of the school and should be included . But there are a lot of teachers who don 't share this view. They say, "We 're over here· and we 'll stay over here . We won 't share anything. " That sort of thing. I get along with the primary teachers but I don 't like the thought of believing that I'm special and I should be included in everything without saying anything. I want to make sure my children are included in the same kind of assessment as the primary children. 
Perhaps it is understandable, therefore, that this wish for inclusivity is also 
echoed in her uncertainties about any distinct assessment of the ESL child in the 
future. For Kylie, close personal knowledge of her students and their progress is 
the basis on which she strives to prepare them for entry into the primary 
classroom. She recognises differences in her students backgrounds, but regards 
linguistic diversity as but one of a range of factors which she has to 
accommodate and work with during her teaching. She also believes that the 
assessment system which she has developed, based upon a specific set of pre­
primary goals, is sufficiently inclusive for all her students to reveal those 
capabilities which she regards as the foundation for their later success in the 
primary school. 
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Janet at Greenway Intensive Language 
Centre 
Mary Rohl 
The School Context 
The teachers who are the subjects of the following three case studies, Janet, Marion and Yuen all teach at Greenway Intensive Language Centre (ILC), which is part of Greenway Primary School. The main school is 80 years old and is situated in Greenway, an established suburban area which contains some new housing development. During the late 1970's a number of refugees were placed in a short term hostel in Greenway. The Intensive Language Centre evolved from the need to accommodate the needs of the refugee children. Initially the staff at the centre consisted of three specialist teachers who worked in three classes. Although the Greenway Primary School Principal has overall responsibility for the centre, it is managed by a Deputy Principal. There are six classroom teachers in the centre who are helped by full time Vietnamese and Chinese assistants and a part time assistant from Bosnia. The Deputy Principal believes it is extremely important for the Intensive Language Centre to be involved in appropriate aspects of the mainstream school planning and policy decision making processes. All six centre teachers are involved in creating the School Development Plan, which consists of three sections, Performance Indicators for the school as a whole, Performance Indicators for the mainstream school and Performance Indicators for the Intensive Language Centre. This gives recognition to the different needs of the school population. The staff of the mainstream school have recently formulated a monitoring and evaluation system which relates to each of the eight learning areas identified in the Student Outcome Statements. The Intensive Language Centre teachers feel that these are inappropriate for their children and have developed their own system of monitoring and evaluation which is based on the ALL Framework and incorporates the ESL Bandscales. This system is documented in the statement on the next page of this introduction. 
There are approximately 95 enrolments in the Intensive Language Centre and 189 in the main school, which caters for Kindergarten to Year 7. The mainstream school consists of children from the local area and children from a residential hospital. Many of the children who come to the Intensive Language Centre are refugees: approximately 50% of the most recent arrivals come from Bosnia; the others come from China and various other countries. The children are bussed into the Intensive Language Centre from surrounding suburbs. The Intensive Language Centre classes are divided into three levels: Junior (5- and 6-year­olds); Intermediate (mature 7-year-olds, 8-and 9-year-olds and immature 10-year-olds); and Senior (mature 10-year-olds and 11- and 12-year olds). At each level there is a Phase 1 and a Phase 2 class. Phase 1 is for children in the early stages of learning English as a second language and Phase 2 is for children who have developed some English but are still need a great deal of support. 
Children arrive at the Intensive Language Centre through out the year. When new children arrive, the Deputy Principal has an informal interview with the parents in order to collect an extensive range of information, which is used to determine whether to place the children in Phase 1 or Phase 2. On the whole it is expected that new arrivals will go into Phase l, but occasionally a child who has learned English as a foreign language in his or her home country will go directly into Phase 2 .  
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GREENWAY PRIMARY SCIIOOL 
PROGRAM NUMBER: 10.1 
PROGRAM NAME: Intensive Language Centre Program 
LINE MANAGER: 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
This program is for students who are newly arrived in Australia and have commenced school with no or limited English skills due to a non-English speaking background. Each student is eligible for a maximum of four terms of full-time English instruction. The program is based on the ALL Curriculum model which addresses the five interrelated goals of second language learning: Sociocultural, Learning how to learn, Language awareness, General Knowledge and Communication. These goals are not planned for or evaluated as discrete elements, but are achieved and evaluated through the same activities 
SYSTEM DATA TO BE COLLECTED 
For the purpose of judging the effectiveness of this program, information on students' background and academic performance will be gathered via the ILC' s focussed evaluation process on the degree of progress the learner exiting the program has made in meeting the interrelated goals of the program. Such data will then be used to place the student on the ESL Bandscales 
STANDARDS FOR JUDGING THE PROGRAM 
Because of the fact that the extremely diverse range of student backgrounds makes qualitative judgements of achievements difficult, and that the Bandscales are yet to be benchmarked, the 0-5 standards for judging will not be applied. The ILC Deputy will instead, collate the achievements as expressed by the ESL Bandscales placement to demonstrate the number of students achieving at each Bandscale level. This information will be viewed in the light of student entry points. This data will, over time, prov�de a means to make comparative judgements of the success of the program 
When the children are ready to leave the Intensive Language Centre they spend some time if it is possible, in an 'on site' mainstream classroom to give them experience of a new environment and help ease the transition from the Intensive Language Centre to a mainstream school. 
The teachers in the Intensive Language Centre assess the children using a process called Negotiated Evaluation (Woodward, 1993), which forms the basis of reports to parents. Negotiated Evaluation is also used to place the children on the ESL Bandscales (McKay, 1994). The teachers have spent two to three years examining the content and use of the Bandscales and in the year following our study, they plan to explore ways of using the Bandscales to report to mainstream schools. On the whole they feel that the Bandscales enable them to give a detailed and accurate picture of the children's attainments which reflects the nature of second language development. 
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In addition to their work with the ESL Bandscales, during the year preceding the study, the teachers at Greenway Intensive Language Centre were involved in a number of workshops that explored the appropriateness of the English Student Outcome Statements for use with ESL children. Teachers from other Primary and Secondary Intensive Language Centres, as well as other ESL staff from the Education Department of Western Australia were also involved in the workshops. As a result of these workshops and consultation across all the Intensive language Centres, a letter was sent to the Director of Curriculum. The letter outlined a number of concerns identified by the teachers about the English Student Outcome Statements. It is not possible to capture the richness and complexity of the debate in this introduction to the case studies at Greenway. However, a brief outline of some of the teachers' concerns is given below. Six of the teachers at the Intensive Language Centre as a group met with the researchers and explained their responses to the Student Outcome Statements as follows: 
1. The inclusivity and effectiveness of the Student Outcome 
Statements in relation to newly arrived ESL children in their first 
twelve months in school. 
The teachers are concerned that the Student Outcome Statements have been written essentially for English speaking children. However, the teachers do acknowledge that in the introduction to the Student Outcome Statements, it is stated that the inclusivity and effectiveness of these for ESL and newly arrived children in the first twelve months of school in Australia are being monitored. They would like information on who is doing the monitoring and where and how it is being carried out. 
2. Other documents specifically written for the purpose of assessing 
ESL children. 
Although some of the teachers argued that the Student Outcome Statements could be modified to make them more inclusive, they felt this would result in an unwieldy document. In addition to this, they pointed to other assessment documents specifically designed for ESL learners, that they feel are appropriate. They commented on the usefulness of the ESL Junior Primary Bandscales and the ESL Framework of Stages (1991). Their feeling is that even if it were possible to modify the Student Outcome Statements, it might still be problematic in relation to older ESL children who are literate in their home language. To suggest that newly arrived ESL children in Year 5 (for example) are at Level 1 of the Student Outcome Statements, when they can read and write in their own languages would be to misrepresent their language and literacy attainments. 
3. First and second language acquisition. 
The teachers argued that although some of the processes involved in first and second language acquisition are similar, the Student Outcome Statements are based on the premise that children have been speaking English from birth. This assumes that they have completed the early phases of English language acquisition. In addition to this the school context, age and level of literacy in a first language influences the ESL learners progress. The Student Outcome Statements do not take these differences into account and therefore do not acknowledge the diverse developmental profiles and progress of ESL children. 
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4. Assumptions of implicit knowledge of English. 
This reflects the teachers' concern about a particular aspect of Level 1 
Listening and Speaking of the Student Outcome Statements. The subsection 
on Linguistic Structures states that children will draw on their own implicit 
knowledge of English. ESL learners in the early stages of development may 
have implicit linguistic knowledge in their home language, but not in English. 
Thus, this particular Student Outcome Statement discriminates against ESL 
learners. 
5. The stages of progress for newly arrived ESL children in their first 
twelve months of school in Australia. 
The teachers noted that many ESL children make rapid progress in their first 
twelve months of school in Australia. This progress happens within Level 1 
of the Student Outcome Statements. Thus the stages of development are not 
recognised or documented. Consequently ESL children may not appear to 
have made any progress during their first year in school. 
6. The use of the Student Outcome Statements for reporting to 
children and parents. 
Because the Student Outcome Statements do not allow for fine indicators of 
progress, newly arrived ESL children are likely to remain in Level 1 for the first 
year of schooling. Using this information for reporting to parents gives a false 
and potentially damaging profile of the child. Such misrepresentation also has 
implications for the children's self esteem and their future placement in school. 
In conclusion, one of the teachers summarised the position with the following 
comments: 
At some point in time an ESL student's progress could be fairly 
plotted using either the Student Outcome Statements, the Bandscales 
or the ESL Scales. This time would vary from student to student. 
However in our experience and professional judgement we feel that 
this would not be within the first twelve months of learning English 
as a second language. We believe that the Bandscales or the ESL 
Scales should be used for this first year of assessment, planning and 
reporting. After that time the Student Outcome Statements 
document would suffice, provided some changes are made that 
recognise the process of ESL learning and ESL students, rather than 
being in deficit, are given credit for their progress. 
For further discussion of these issues see the section entitled Janet's Views on 
Assessment Frameworks. 
The Classroom Context 
Janet is a teacher at the Intensive Language Centre (ILC) at Greenway Primary 
School. She feels as if she's been there a hundred and thirteen years, but admits to 
about sixteen to eighteen years; before it was a Language Centre ... before Language 
Centres existed. Her classroom is a transportable building which houses two 
classes and which she shares with Kathy who teaches the Phase Ones, the new 
kids. Janet is sometimes helped by an assistant who speaks Vietnamese and 
French. At the very end of the year as her class has grown from 18 to 25 
students, she is helped by another teacher for 50% of the time. 
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Janet's classroom walls display some children's artwork and towards the end of the year, one area has taken on an underwater theme, but the main emphasis seems to be on learning the English vocabulary and constructions which will help the children survive in Australian schools and society. An extract from material on the blackboard which is targeted at the children with the least amount of English follows: 
Did you have a good t ime at the beach ? 
I had a good swim. 
I found a beautiful shell . 
I made a sandcastle. 
I wore my hat and put on my sunscreen. 
The sand got in my lunch. 
I played on my boogie board. 
A seagull ate my sandwich. 
In Janet's classroom it is not unusual to see children jumping up and down for joy at their linguistic achievements. When I comment on this excitement Janet describes an incident: 
You should have been here this afternoon. Jeffrey wrote a story. Jeffrey has always written two l ines before , and then covered the rest of it with ferocious looking fighting men and today he wrote a page and a half and brought it out and so you make a celebration. You say, 'Jeffrey come here ', and you shake his hand , or you give him a high five, and you say to the kids, 'Listen to this!' and they all clap. Jeffrey goes home feel ing a million dollars and because they've done it to him, he does it to others and you develop this thing in your classroom. And a lot of it is due to negotiated evaluation, I think it 's this celebration of success. Someone does something. You celebrate , you say' Would you believe this ? This is a miracle !' and everybody knows and they laugh at each other and they get pleased for each other . 
Janet teaches a group of children who are in the Year 3, 4 and 5 chronological age range. Most of the children have arrived in Australia towards the beginning of the year, although several arrived the previous year and have been in the first phase class before being placed with Janet. In August, at the time of our first interview with Janet, there are 18 children in the class, which she says is a big number for the Centre. These children come from a wide variety of linguistic and cultural backgrounds. Six are Serbian, Bosnian or Croatian, one of them having a Hungarian parent. Two children speak Italian and two speak Mandarin. There are two girls from Ethiopia who speak different African languages and there are individual speakers of French, Kurdish, Japanese, Thai, Romanian and Tamil. Janet points out that the biggest language [group] is Bosnian. 
Janet organises the classroom so that on the whole the children do not speak their own languages, although it doesn 't bother me if they do so long as it 's not exclusive for other children. Initially children may write in their own language for the first couple of months. However, as many of the children have come from war-ravaged countries, their level of literacy in their own language may be very low: 
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The two Ethiopians hadn 't been to school in their own country 
because of the war; the two Chinese boys, one of them had two or 
three years [of schoolingL the other virtually none. 
As Janet explains, there are many differences in the children's backgrounds which 
she has to consider when planning her program: 
The kids out of Bosnia and the boy from Japan are very sophisticated 
in their learning. So you not only have the difference in schooling, 
but you have a degree of sophistication that comes with dealing with 
ideas and concepts that are much more advanced. So you get the two 
girls from Ethiopia that are older, but really don't have the faintest 
idea about the world around them and what language does, and the 
younger Bosnian girls who come from well educated families. You 
have the educational difference in schooling, the language difference 
in a sense that some have English in their homes and you have the 
conceptual level between the kids. 
The composition of the class at any one time is a function of global warfare and 
current immigration laws. Some of the children have witnessed terrible atrocities 
in their home countries: 
I don 't think any of us will ever know what it's done to them. Not, 
certainly while they're at school. I mean these things sit in kids heads . . .  occasionally it comes out at school but occasionally they have nightmares. They make associations that you don't think they're going to, bit frightening, but I don 't think we really know what 
those Bosnian kids, what the Kurds . . .  They say, "I saw my grandfather shot", or, "We went out in the morning and there was a 
head on the doorstep". They tell you things like that. But, I don 't think that's really hit them yet. 
As we shall see later when we look at evaluation, every activity in this classroom 
has been carefully planned to facilitate some aspect of language development 
and there is an emphasis on oral language, which results in a busy, noisy 
classroom: It gets very noisy sometimes. It doesn 't bother me because so long as it's a 
working noise I don't really care. · The children usually work in small groups and 
have learned to be independent. Janet explains how she has trained the children 
to work in groups: 
If you 're going to have an ESL class you ;re going to have to work in 
groups, you just can 't work as a class. It becomes teacher centred and 
not enough kids get to talk, so you've got to have kids who can work 
in groups and you've got to be able to leave them because you can 't, 
I mean it's just something that is a focus and in the early days of a 
class, you spend a huge amount of time getting kids to work 
together. And there are heaps of collaborative learning strategies and 
cooperative learning strategies that you do until they become independent. And they are kids and they will still muck around sometimes and that's fine, and they will still get into trouble and if they do I say, 'Fine. Go and sit in the chair. And when you are ready you can come back and join the group', and that's all that has 
to happen, they are just excluded temporarily. 
Apart from the few occasions when children are reminded, Go and sit on your 
chair, there is very little visible control in this classroom, but as Janet explains: 
It's a velvet glove, but inside it's an iron fist and they know. They know that there 's a dragon and that it's very wise to leave it 
sleeping. 
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The children have to learn to cooperate in order to complete the many group 
activities in this classroom: 
There 's very little individual stuff They can work individually and 
sometimes they do have to work individually, but it seems to me, 
that they're in here to learn English and you don 't learn English 
terribly well if you 're writing on a piece of paper by yourself for too 
long. And one of the things that you notice with working 
collaboratively and cooperatively is that they argue so much about 
the language, about who's right and who's wrong and that's got to 
be a good thing because they're saying, 'No, it doesn 't go there 
because .. . ' And as soon as they start saying that, well I'm happy, 
because they're negotiating meaning .. . Our purpose is to remove the 
teacher as much possible and let kids talk and read. 
Janet plans for two or three different levels in her classroom. Whilst she points 
out that this is not ideal, it's what works for her in her classroom: 
When people say, 'I teach for individual differences and I have a 
program for each of the children', I think, 'Pigs feet you do. ' It's not 
possible to meet that range of demands. So there isn't an easy 
answer. 
She uses a range of activities which require the children to interact with her and 
each other and she has perfected these over her time in the Centre. Her use of 
modelled writing as the basis for her reading program is particularly interesting. 
During this activity she sits at the easel, on which she has placed large sheets of 
butchers' paper, while the children sit in a semi-circle on the floor around her. 
Janet composes a story, thinking aloud in order to demonstrate the writing 
process to the children. As she writes the story she edits, again thinking aloud 
and draws the children's attention to various linguistic features. The story may 
be about the class theme, it may be an adaptation of a book or poem they've 
read, or it may be a story she has created which contains the names of the 
children in the class. 
On one occasion she writes the story of The Owl and the Pussy Cat in a prose 
format. Janet tells the children, You can't use the words of the poem. She writes 
Owl and Pussycat and then says, If you have a noun you must have an article. 
Accordingly she inserts the in front of both nouns. She continues to talk and 
write: It was a beautiful sunny day. The sea was blue and sparkling. After more 
discussion she inserts calm and in front of blue. She continues the story as 
follows, allowing the children to predict what she's going to write and to discuss 
linguistic features: 
An owl and a pussycat were walking on the beach. They found a 
small wooden boat with a red sail. 
'Let's go sailing', said the owl. We'll ask this man if we can borrow 
his boat. ' 
Yes ', said the pussycat, 'I love sailing. I'll just go home and get my 
hat and sunscreen'; 
'And I'll get my hat and my guitar. I'll also get some honey for tea 
and some money', said the owl. 
Janet returns to the beginning of the story for editing and continues to talk and 
write. Then it's the children's turn to write the story. Janet revises the use of 
paragraphs and models a format for the story structure: 
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1 .  Getting ready 
2. Being in the boat 
3 .  What happened when they bought the ring 
4. Getting married 
5. After the wedding 
The children then write their own stories in five paragraphs. This session is a very carefully planned component of Janet's integrated program which relates to the ongoing theme of transport in that the animals go on a voyage. Further, The Owl and the Pussycat poem which is being performed by the class at the whole school assembly is the catalyst for various language activities as Janet brings in books about owls which she uses to teach research skills and the writing of expository texts. In the session which has just been described Janet has a focus on narrative structure, nouns, adjectives, articles, editing and paragraphing. The themes of transport and The Owl and the Pussycat run through many of the activities and written outputs that will be described in the course of this case study. 
Janet spends about an hour every day in the modelled writing/reading process. She explains how she came to use modelled writing as the basis of her reading program: 
We [Janet and a teacher who was previously at the Centre] found a group of kids who were not learning to read and we looked at them and we said, 'Basically they have a common factor. It is the fact that they are not literate in their own language '. We worked out what we thought was happening with these kids'  reading, did lots of teaching and tried lots of ideas about how to try and make things better for them. At the end of that time we came up with some conclusions with what was happening with these kids and when we looked at them we thought basically that 's the same for all ESL kids: there are lots of factors in kid 's learning to read in the second language that we are ignoring. But one of the things that came out very strongly was that we were ignoring the use of writing_ when we taught these kids to read . And that picking up a book that was written for first language speakers and trying to use that for reading is a nightmare for kids because the syntax is unpredictable , the vocab is too much ,  the cultural thing of i t  is so far removed, the content in i t  is babyish and you can 't hang anything on it . 
Having identified the nature of the problem, Janet and her colleague devised a way of teaching reading to her ESL students through modelled writing: 
So what we did was, worked out a way of writing text for kids that included the content of the classroom. The language we were actually using in the classroom incorporated aspects of the language that we wanted to teach them. Then, we suddenly thought, 'We do modelled writing everyday. Why don 't we use modelled writing, not only as a medium to teach modelled writing, but why don 't we use it as a way of creating texts for kids to read as we write ? '  And normally on a good day, once I've written [the story], I sit down very quickly, write it on a piece of paper which gets photocopied which goes into a scrap book which is their reading for the night. So they actually read that when they go home. Modelled writing is geared closely to  creating a text that I can use tomorrow and the next day and they can take and read to their parents. 
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Janet explains how she plans for and teaches the skills and concepts that she has 
identified as important and how she adds others that assume importance during 
the course of a lesson: 
I work out at the beginning of term the kind of things I want to 
happen in writing and I build that into it. So all the time when you 
are writing you are thinking, 'Hello, here's an opportunity for me to 
drop in a new word because its not going to throw them. It's in 
context and its not too much for them. ' I ask them sometimes about 
spelling words. I say to them, 'Is this a singular or plural word ?' 
So I actually discuss the grammar of the language whilst I'm doing 
it. So they're watching the process of writing and they're involved 
in thinking about what word might come next, that kind of stuff. 
In addition to making the writing process explicit and providing customised 
reading material, Janet may use the text for other language-based activities such 
as oral doze, punctuation, text reconstruction and identifying errors in oral 
reading: They like it when I read it, and read it with mistakes. 
Sample 1: Scenario for the group activity 
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z n ,3 hk. . Th� oi f'e 3 o.P Hou 
at1J !jOu ho. ue +v sa ;I ttJe .s h  1·p 
.!:JOU rse/ v.e s. LJ �+ w,' I /  .jOu need -fo 
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f .  Wha�  k,,,.,d of -Poad avd "1ol.l) muvh : 
� .  The �the< ma� be "'1ot or ClJI� 
3. 
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j
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9Lt , ·ae .!:JOU . 
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This seems to be the most teacher-directed activity of the day. Many other activities are conducted independently after a structured lead in discussion with Janet. These activities she refers to as travelling clusters, as children initially work with a partner or small group and then with the information they've gained from discussion and perhaps reading with the group, they either join with another group or the groups reform. These group activities are often based on the class theme, but on one occasion the content involves ways in which the school council may work to make the school a better place. 
On another occasion, again on the theme of transport, the children are given a brief scenario to read in their groups and they are required to reason with each other about the things they will need to take with them on a voyage. See Sample 1 
There is lots of excited chatter as the groups begin to decide on the favourite foods that they would like to take. They then move on to the other items they will need, constantly referring to the text for instructions. Janet moves from group to group and focuses the children on the directions: What sort of clothes will 
you need for hot weather ? For cold weather ? What else will you need? What if 
someone falls in the sea? The groups write their lists as instructed, orally justify them to Janet and join with another group to compare lists. They are then required to reduce their lists to ten items only, justifying the reasons for inclusion and exclusion. Janet models an appropriate sentence format: Say, ' I  agree with 
you', or, 'I don 't agree with you'. We're going to take _ because ... Finally the groups get together with Janet and she writes down the thirteen items that remain across the lists which are then further reduced by the whole group. Meat is one item deleted because there's no fridge, whereas sunscreen is approved of by all children. Janet explains her purposes for this activity, beginning with the oral language component: 
I wanted to get them justifying their opinions and I could have done 
that by orally saying, 'This is what you're going to do', but we think 
here that at every opportunity, you present them with a text. And 
one of the things these kids have trouble with when they leave here is 
following instructions and that's feedback from schools. So since I 
last saw you, we spent lots of time doing science experiments and 
following instructions. So that's why [the piece of reading] didn't 
start off to be the most important thing, but the speaking in groups 
and justifying and thinking and making logical decisions and all 
that stuff was. 
She then outlines the reading and writing purposes of the activity: 
But it just seemed an _ideal opportunity to make it into a reading 
exercise. You just stick reading in everywhere basically. So yes the 
reading had information. I dropped in two words that I thought 
they wouldn't know but I thought that the text would give enough 
clues. So voyage was one and I figured that comfortable they 
might not have come across, but there wasn't a group that couldn 't 
work it out ... I wanted to direct their thinking. That's why the four 
sections are there, otherwise they just rush around all over the place. 
And the headings were because this term in the library I want to do 
more research skills and then get them to look at how things are set 
out and to actually use headings to find information. And making a 
list was just a writing form. 
This language activity is typical of Janet's program in which she integrates modes of language. Such activities have a particular emphasis on oral language interactions which require the children to cooperate, to reason and to use oral language in order to complete tasks successfully. She may also use some short motivating activities to give children practice in concepts she's teaching. One of these is the pronoun game in which about eight children, sitting in a circle pass a 
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small soft toy to each other. As each child gets the toy Janet asks a 
predetermined set of questions which require appropriate responses: 
Whose is it ? It's mine/ours. 
Who will you give it to? I 'll give it to him/her/them. 
Who's got it? She's/He's got it/They've got it. 
If the children give an incorrect response they're out. As the game progresses and 
the more advanced language users are still in the pace quickens and there is lots 
of excitement and laughter. The other teacher in the room plays the game very 
slowly with the children whose language is more limited and only asks the first 
two questions. Janet explains how she invented the idea, showing the amount of 
thought that, even after so many years of teaching, she puts into such a short, 
simple activity: 
I struggled for years and years. Every time you write down you are 
going to do pronouns. I 've tried over the years to develop all sorts of complex games and I 've had books and coats and shoes and kids 
taking things and doing things, and on the whole it 's tedious. And 
so, a couple of months ago I was thinking, 'What am I going to do 
with these pronouns after all this time?'  And I was working out 
something complicated and I thought I would start off with doing 
that, and I thought, ' I  don 't have to any more than that basically. 
That will knock it on the head, and so if once a week I just do that for 
ten minutes, it 's an automatic response'. . .  They tend to be the 
pronouns that they use incorrectly, so yes, it is a very easy way of 
doing it . . .  It becomes very automatic, which is really what we want 
them to do. Stuff like pronouns, we don 't want the kids to have to 
think, 'Now do I say he or she or her or whatever ? '  So an 
automatic thing that takes ten minutes. It's a very easy way to do 
it. In fact I am pleased about it. 
The activities which have been described are only a very small sample of the 
many interactive language experiences observed in Janet's classroom. She also 
addresses other areas of the curriculum. Maths is taught as a subject in its own 
right, whereas Science, Health and Social Studies topics are primarily seen as  
vehicles for language learning, although skills and content from the curriculum 
areas are taught through language. 
Janet's Views on Intensive Language Centres 
When Janet arrived at Greenway Primary School the children were initially taught 
on a withdrawal basis. The ESL staff were not happy with this arrangement so 
we investigated the Language Centres. Janet explains her justification for Intensive 
Language Centres on several occasions and how the fact that she is situated in a 
Centre affects her evaluation and pedagogy. At our first interview she tells why 
she was instrumental in the setting up of the Centre in its present form. She 
begins by pointing out some of the disadvantages of placing new arrivals in 
mainstream classrooms: 
Well, taking kids out of their class is pretty foolish and I wouldn't do 
that if I was an ESL teacher in a mainstream school anyway. I think 
language is a context based thing and you don 't teach it by 
removing them and trying to fix up what the classroom teacher 
thought was wrong. So, if the classroom teacher gives a kid an 
activity because it 's too hard, a tendency was to say, 'Look, this kid 
can't do this activity. We will teach you how to do it'. Which is not 
necessarily what the kid needed at all. It was just random shots, 
hoping that you hit something and ignoring the total understanding 
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of language learning. It seems like a foolish thing to do. There are 
largish groups of children whose schooling has been dislocated because 
they have been taken out and given this 'Mickey Mouse' type 
language program. 
She contrasts this with where she sees the positive aspects of intensive Language 
Centres: 
It seemed better to put them together and develop a program which 
will improve the total education of the child and be the language part 
of it and be the content and let them - the most important thing - let 
them go at the speed they want to. Sit quietly for three weeks if they 
didn 't want to talk. I am conscious of the fact that there are two 
schools [of thought]: one says Language Centres; and one says 
Mainstream and give them support. I believe in Language Centres or 
I wouldn't be here . . .  It's a case of what we think is the best way to go . 
I 've worked in these places, I 've seen what we can do with kids and I 
believe very strongly [in Intensive Language Centres]. 
Janet also has very definite ideas about the social and emotional aspects of the 
children's development in the Centre in general and in her own classroom in 
particular: 
I watch kids come into the classroom and I can only speak for what 
happens here, and what I get from people who are doing the 
mainstream class, where teachers are unsympathetic, or the class is 
too big or a million reasons why the kid has been shattered. And 
frequently I 've picked up the trauma at the end, after kids have been 
to a mainstream school sometimes for a term and nothing is working. 
And I get the kid and it takes me ages to undo the damage to the 
selfesteem that kids have. We believe very strongly in building up 
kids' identity . . .  not protecting them in the sense of shielding them, 
but creating situations where they can come at things at their own 
speed and not feel embarrassed and not be laughed at and not think 
they are a failure. So we give them things they can do. 
Janet gives an example of how she is able to use particular strategies to help 
children settle in to the Centre, which might not be possible in a mainstream 
classroom: 
You watch kids come and sit quietly for the first couple of days and 
you get cunning, and I 'll tell you how you get cunning, because this 
is a good story. Keri, the Japanese boy, really just lovely, came 
maybe last term sometime and he was just totally bereft and upset 
and his eyes were filled with tears each morning . . .  In the Language 
Centre we have the freedom to feel for these kids. So at 2 o 'clock I 
would do nice things so he would get involved and not want to go 
home, but it was still a struggle. His mother would come at 2 
o'clock, and she would say, "Do you want to come home? ", and I 
would start things just before 2, so he would say, "No, I 'll just finish 
this". I gradually strung him along, until I changed modelled 
writing time to 2 o 'clock and wrote a story with Ken as the hero, and 
it was an exercise for two weeks everyday. Ken did this wonderful 
thing, saved children in the classroom and everyone said he was a 
hero. At the end of two weeks Ken couldn't wait 'til 2 o'clock. He 
didn't want to go home at all. It took that [to settle him in]. 
Now mainstream teachers don't have the feel for it or the freedom to 
do that kind of thing... In terms of making friends and feeling good 
and just the socialness of it, this is a very warm place. Kids leave 
thinking, ' I 'm pretty good' . .  . It 's hard enough to learn English in 
your own country, it 's hard enough to go to school in another 
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country and suffer the difficulties of dislocation of shifting countries 
without having to fail. That's why we think Language Centres work 
better. 
When asked if she sees the Intensive Language Centre as a sheltered environment, 
Janet has some reservations about the use of this word to describe her classroom: 
It's sheltered, although that's a bad word, because it almost presumes 
a mother-hen type thing. I don't protect them from the nasties of 
the world. They still have to go out to the playground and get on 
with mainstream kids and sport and that kind of stuff. It's not 
sheltered. It's geared at success, it's geared at them working together 
and being cooperative. 
Assessing the Children's Achievements 
Janet says that she doesn't often use the word assessment and feels very worried 
with it as it has, for her, connotations of tests and numerical records. She finds 
evaluation a much more gentle term and is comfortable with it as she sees it as 
planning for a child's future, whereas she sees assessment as associated with school 
profiles and comparison of children. Accordingly, in the following discussion of 
Janet's theories and practices the term evaluation will be used. 
Negotiated Evaluation 
Janet uses a process called Negotiated Evaluation in order to ensure that the three 
stakeholders (child, teacher and parent) are all involved in the evaluation of each 
child's language. She has written a document for the Education Department of 
Western Australia in which she explains the use of this process: 
Sample 2: Janet's Written Explanation of Negotiated 
Evaluation 
Negotiated Evaluation And Bandscales 
Negotiated Evaluation is based on Helen Woodward's work "Negotiated Evaluation" (PETA 1993). It 
is based on a model Woodward represents thus. 
child 
parent � teacher 
asserting that the three stakeholders should be involved in the process of evaluation The model requires 
that: 
children and teachers should share achievements and expectations 
these should be negotiated with students 
these should be negotiated with parents 
these should be shared when they happen. 
To enable these to happen the following procedure is followed at GILC. While this incorporates the 
essence of Woodward's ideas, they have been modified to suit GILC. 
1 .  Teachers identify key features to be observed (these come from the ESL Bandscales). 
2. They choose 3 or 4 students. 
3 .  An observation sheet is made available on which both teacher and student record information. 
4. The child and teacher negotiate and evaluate for 5 days. 
5 .  The child writes a self evaluation and the teacher writes a report. This is  discussed and the two furm 
the final report which is sent home. 
6. The child is placed on the ESL Bandscale following each evaluation. This provides a record of their 
progress in Speaking, Listening, Reading and Writing 
7. Parents may comment on the report or request an interview. 
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8. The report is returned to the school. The cycle is repeated with different students each week. Thus in a year the child would receive four reports. 
Language knowledge is a very complex area as evidenced by the Bachman and Palmer model in Part I of this report. To attempt to obtain specific detail on each child in a class at any one time is extremely difficult and the validity of knowledge gained is open to question. Negotiated Evaluation provides a strategy which meets the requirements of the Bandscales in the following ways. 
• it selects a few learners on whom to focus over a period of time and in different • tasks and contexts • it provides a means of focussing on specific language detail as set out in Bandscales Observation Guides • it makes assessment activities a normal part of the teaching cycle • it is a continual process with all learners being assessed at regular intervals (once a term) • it provides the specific information necessary to place learners on the Bandscales at regular intervals (once a term) • it includes the teamer in the assessment process • it provides the structure to regularly inform parents of the learner's progress 
The process of Negotiated Evaluation enables teachers to focus in depth on all children equally. This provides a means of collecting the specific data necessary to place children on Bandscales with a degree of confidence. Negotiated Evaluation provides the "how" of assessment and Bandscales provides the "what." In short, they complement each other. 
Janet began to use Negotiated Evaluation after 'years and years and years and years 
trying to work out what was the best way to work out what these kids were doing with 
their language'. She rejected check lists and standardised tests: 
because check lists tend to be here today, gone tomorrow . . .  you can say 
you know what red is today, and tomorrow you don 't. And 
standardised tests because of the culturally biased thing. 
At a State Reading Conference she heard about Negotiated Evaluation, contacted 
Helen Woodward the speaker after the conference and: 
worked out the way to go about it, made it a school priority in the 
Language Centre and spent I suppose two years exploring it and 
refining it and working out what was the best thing for us to use in 
the Language Centre, because obviously you can 't just use something 
that's been used in an ordinary class and just superimpose it on our 
kids. 
Janet explains that she has adapted Negotiated Evaluation for the needs of her 
particular children and that it involves a rolling process in that she focuses on 
about three children at any one time. In the following section the implementation 
of this process is illustrated with reference to Nerma, a student from Bosnia who 
has been at the Centre for eight months. Janet prefaces this evaluation with a 
discussion of the child's difficult family background and the fact that all her 
previous schooling was in a refugee camp, since Janet feels it important to take 
the child's background into account in her evaluation. The output of this process 
as negotiated by Nerrna and Janet can be seen in Sample 3. 
Janet explains how the process works: 
At the beginning of a term, perhaps 2 or 3 weeks into the term, I 
choose three children. And I watch those children for 5 school days, 
it may be a complete week or it might go over 5. If I 'm having a bad 
week and there's lots of interruptions, it may be 6 days. And during 
that time I write down all the things that they are actually doing. 
She [the author of Negotiated Evaluation] says you write down 
what they do. I find that I have to write down what they 're 
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struggling with too. And as you write them down you say to the child , 'I'm writing this down. This is what I'm see ing you do. This is what I would like you to do next ', or, 'This is the next thing that I want you to improve '. That 's the negotiated bit. ' So there 's that negotiation, you write down the things that they 're doing. On the bottom of each one of those sheets is a space for them to write down anything that they have noticed that they 're doing or that you want them to remember , so they write down what it is that they want to do. At the end of the week, at the end of the 5 days I write a report ... and I write it in parent friendly language. 
Sample 3: Negotiated Evaluation: Teacher and Child 
Date: 1" WK 4 
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The children also write a report on themselves in which they answer five questions. Janet explains that these questions are not standardised throughout the Centre and she has developed her own set. Janet directs the children to their part in the evaluation process: 
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I say to them, 'Go away for 5 minutes. I want you to write something that you 've learned this week. I want you to write what you think you 're good at, what you want, what 's hard for you, what do you like to do best at school and then (as a forward looking thing) what would you like to get better at and how do you think you could do that ? '  So the child goes away and writes that . Usually it 's one or two sentences and then I correct it if there 's any errors in it and then what the child thinks about his progress also gets written onto the report for the parents. So I've written on the top half of the page my comments. I say to the child, 'This is what I've written ', and I know what the child 's written so before it goes anywhere out of the school everybody knows what we 're all talking about .  
An example of Nerma's self evaluation can be seen in Sample 4. 
Sample 4: Nerma's self-evaluation 
What are you good at? 
What is hard for you? 
for rne :{?:� · rdin 
· .A� ,f, , i; ·, . ,  · 3 
What do you like to do best 
at school? .5� W--4htY1q Mcuf red inq ar'1u\ 
rwl)J)J 
Janet analyses Nerma's evaluation and suggests some possible reasons for her 
comments: 
She says something she 's learned about this week was owls, she thinks that she 's good at reading now, but she also acknowledges that reading is still hard for her, but what she means is that she suddenly has discovered that she can read, and she 's pret ty pleased with herself, but it is still hard. She likes doing Maths and Reading and Writing best, she works at beginning Year 3 level for Maths. 
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Things that she 'd l ike to be better at would be Writing, and she 's going to do that by all the t ime writing at home with her mother and her sister. 
Janet then discusses Nerma's perceptions of her own progress: 
I don 't think she 's very perceptive about her own ability. I think she would be aware of the fact that she 's improved at reading. She certainly would also be conscious of the fact that she badly wants always to work with that group of older children . . .  she 's sort of waiting, and she 's hoping that she 'll be included, so there 's a certain expectation on herself to be better at it. She likes Maths because I've dropped her down to another level where she can do things because she was struggling so much at the beginning of the year, so that 's been useful. 
Finally, Janet explains the part that the parents play in the evaluation process. 
See sample 5: 
Sample 5: Nerma's Progress Record 
Progress R.ccord for Date I I · II· II/fl_ 
TeadluCom-t lJ� VIO.:, �(:¥! !ec.,-n 1 Y15 "'°bo;..1t 
f081'1'1S a..-id o. bo,.d· H1e beach . Sh� has 1�rr1«i4 a lo+ o.f! new 11oeab...,1a,-,:1 o.,,-,,:J , s c--bl c.. to 1.1� n,,,:S . sne i!> btlt.er a r  speok,v:5 whevi .sh� nGi,$ +,·.....,e:, to ti,,i"'k GlbOi.t- what .sh«. wat'lts to &a:j .buf ,9e-t-s �lust�d whe.n sht ha:, -k, 1"4�pond q,1.1,U<� . I-Ju ur1de.r-�1-er':ol,·.,,.B ei P  .l=� J,s h ha � iYYJprov.sd . She j:. be.gwm,� +o 1.1b£ pro ,.,oi..,n, corr� o.rid he.r spell ,·"1!1 · ,·.s mvcki better. 6he ha� wrdf-e,,.,, a .r�por/- w"11'e,ili w(u, v� _qood o�ol ,-5 fJOw 
Wf'• tin_g C\ r.ec.ounf-. Ti'J1.s nos .q�ool .sevt+-w!i, anol 1t1ci1.1ol�.s ,:JOOd de.fo i ls . S ne .s�·i l l  hos TO rv,ake. more COt16,.£/-4'V!t t.lE.e of pc..1vidvqho11 . I.fer read i"YJ.8 ,·.s al!lo belt«· .She i� mor� �r1 P,d.e+·d­
a¥tOI 1'.$ o.loft, fo .f!i"no/ vYIIS� i� W{)rr;i� 1"Y'lef 1'Y1 1'ole,a'1 O, Y')o/ H) - · £.._ - --IA.lt:)f'k 10c..lf- fll"!t!.a l"l1""!1 o.P words. ,__., S"!plblre , '  
CU. c..-, Pleau u;n+t'n(.J& t(:) r-ead w1'tl,, nu '2V.e.<'.'j ,1 1'9'1�. 
11-, c-mnt . 
Janet has only just written this report and so Nerma and her parents have yet to 
write in their comments. Janet will discuss her comments with Nerma before it 
goes home and if her parents write a comment this will be also be discussed 
There is a space on there for the parents to also write. And the parent may or may not write comments. Often in my comments I'll say, 
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T d like you to try and do this at home', and sometimes the parents 
will say, 'Yes, okay we will try and do that'. 
During the 10 weeks of each term Janet follows this procedure with all of her 
children, so that during the year each child has four reports. She sees the rolling 
process as being most important for children who are learning so rapidly: 
When a kid does something really well that's the time that you write 
the report home to the parents. You don 't wait 'til six months later 
when you 've forgotten and the child's forgotten because these things 
are milestones. We celebrate successes when they happen. 
The report itself goes to the parents in English with a standardised explanation 
of the evaluative process in tlie home language and a telephone number to contact 
for more information . .  At first there may be no comment from the parents, but as 
the year progresses they are able to add more to the evaluative process: 
The first time it goes home usually there's no comment at all from 
the parents. It's too new a thing. The second time you might get, 
'Thank you very much, this is nice'. Now, as their education, their 
English gets better, you find that their comments become better. 
And their comments become more perceptive as well. 
If, the towards the end of the year, the parents return a report without a 
comment Janet may ask the child to take the report home again and explain to 
the parents that a comment from them is expected and that it may be written in 
the home language. 
Views on Assessment Frameworks 
First Steps 
Janet does not use First Steps for either planning or eyaluation and makes her 
feelings about the documents very clear on several occasions: 
First Steps has had no impact on my teaching full-stop. First Steps 
is a misnomer in the sense that, well the concept is, I mean it's almost 
like there wasn 't a light before First Steps and that the only way you 
were a creative, in touch teacher was if you had read First Steps. But 
some of us were actually born before First Steps was written, and 
some of us actually did think and collaborate with other teachers 
before First Steps was written. And all First Steps did was go 
around and pick up those things. The strategies and all that stuff 
were just put together and they were based on good teachers' ideas. 
She explains that she's attended at least five full days professional development 
in First Steps and has all the materials, but I don 't read them unless I am desperate 
and can 't think of something myself. She feels the Developmental Continua are 
inappropriate for her ESL learners because of the discrepancy between what kids can 
actually show you they can do with language and what actually is in their heads. She 
discusses how one of her children would be placed at a stage one of First Steps for 
his English writing but in his own language he can write a page of lyrical, beautiful, 
narrative writing, with full stops, capital letters and absolutely beautiful script. She 
points out that First Steps does not take into account the level of children's 
writing in their own first language. 
Student Outcome Statements (SOS) 
Janet and the other teachers at Greenway Intensive Language Centre have spent a 
great deal of time examining the Student Outcome Statements. They do not, 
however, see them as appropriate for use with ESL children since they have been 
designed for children who speak English as their first language. The teachers feel 
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so strongly on the issue that they have sent a letter to the Education Department 
detailing their concerns that this framework does not give a valid indication of 
ESL children's language levels. This is an extract from a very long transcript in 
which Janet talks about the draft of the letter: 
This is not a criticism of SOS, it is a statement that says SOS is not 
appropriate for use with ESL students within the first 12 months. 
SOS was written for mainstream kids, for first language speakers ... In 
Level 1 it assumes 5 years of oral language development in English, 
it starts from that point. The Speaking and Listening outcomes, it 's 
very visible, they are quite advanced language concepts, whereas the Reading, Writing and Viewing ones start from a point that seems to 
indicate that that 's a new thing. The Level 1 outcome for the 
substrand Linguistic Features and Structures says, and I quote, 'That 
children will draw on an implicit knowledge of the linguistic 
structures and the features of their own variety of English. But 
children who come in with no English don 't have an implicit 
knowledge of English. So it 's a wrong assumption, it 's a false 
starting point, you can 't draw on implicit knowledge if you don 't 
have an implicit knowledge. It isn 't where they are ... There 's this huge discrepancy between cognitive and linguistic levels that in the 
first 12 months ESL kids don 't show their true cognitive level 
because of the linguistic barrier. Frequently... they write stuff here that looks like they are about 5 years old and you see them write in their own language and you realise that they have this sophisticated language understanding for writing, so you are making the wrong 
assumption. 
Janet continues by stating her belief that the Student Outcome Statements are 
also unsuitable for ESL children as they are not sensitive to the large gains in 
English language and literacy that these children make within a short time frame: 
ESL kids come in with nothing basically, and make huge leaps that 
aren 't reflected if you say, 'Yes he came in Level 1 in February and 
here he is in December in Level 1 '. So what? It doesn 't tell you a 
thing, it doesn 't plot the kid's huge jumps in language and it 
doesn 't inform the teaching. They are not going through the same steps as the mainstream kids are ... you don 't want a deficit model 
where it says down the bottom that ESL children can 't do this, this 
and this. 
Janet has written a document for the Reporting and Assessment Materials Project 
at the Education Department of WA in which she explicitly documents her 
concerns about the use of this mainstream evaluative framework with ESL 
children. An extract from this document may be seen in Sample 6. 
Sample 6: An Extract from Janet's Report on the Use of 
Student Outcome Statements with ESL Children 
Bandscales and Student Outcome Statements 
S.O.S. is based on student outcomes. There is no conflict between the 2 documents. S.O.S. was written for learners for 
whom English is the first language. [In the introduction to the English S.O.S. document it is acknowledged that the 
effectiveness and inclusiveness of the Statements in relation to the performance of ESL and NESB students is an issue to 
be monitored. Bandscales was written for ESL students. Bandscales states "The National English Profile"(S.0.S) cannot 
include both first and second language learners in the activities described unless the ESL learner is at an advanced level 
of ESL (and even in these cases,) the important differences and therefore needs of ESL learner performance will be 
subsumed and not brought to the teachers attention to inform further teachings." Pg A3 I Bandscales The two documents 
then, are complementary. Bandscales fits under S.O.S. and provides the statements which reflect ESL progress and 
needs. There are a number of issues still to be clarified on the use of S.O.S. and Bandscales. These include: The issue of 
inclusively already mentioned. 
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The interlanguage period of ESL students is well documented in second language research. For at least the first 12 
months of students ESL education, the Bandscales provide a valid means of monitoring student outcomes. This covers 
basically (in primary schools) the first level of English S.O.S. During this period Bandscales needs to be used for 
assessment, planning and reporting (i.e. accountability). After this point Bandscales continues to provide a valid 
framework but S.O.S. and the Bandscales merge. This needs to be reflected in S.O.S. not in a deficit model but in one 
which accurately documents children's acquisition of a second language and gives credence to their progress. 
In the first 12 months the newly arrived NESB child makes very rapid progress in English. This progress is identified 
in the Bandscales. However most, if not all of this happens within the first level of S.O.S. i.e. S.O.S. doesn't identify 
these stages for NESB children at this time because the descriptions are so broad. Because Bandscales does identify 
these stages (levels I - 4) teachers can assess and plan development, plan and report with confidence. They can also 
demonstrate accountability. This progress needs to be conveyed to students parents, other teachers and to the system. 
Bandscales provides the framework to report this whereas S 0. S., because of the broad descriptions, doesn't fulfil 
this function. NESB children, in their first 12 months of school are unable to show their true cognitive level because 
of the linguistic barrier. To assume that what they can show and express in an ESL situation is a true indication of 
their understanding and skills of language per se is a wrong assumption. It can lead to a wrong diagnosis which leads 
to a wrong plan of action by the teacher 
The only way teachers can know what NESB children can do with language is to observe them in a first language 
situation. Bandscales reflects this discrepancy between cognitive and linguistic levels whereas S.O.S. doesn't. 
While there are similarities in the process of acquiring first and second language, the early phases of first language 
acquisition are completed by the time a child enters school. S.O.S. assumes 5 years of oral language development in 
English prior to Year I .  The Level One Outcome starts from this point. The Speaking and Listening Outcome 
Statements reflect this. In the sub-strand Linguistic Structures and Features, S.O.S. says that children "draw on 
implicit knowledge of the linguistic structures and their features of their own variety of English." The newly arrived 
ESL child does not have an implicit knowledge of English. This of course, has implications for Reading and Viewing 
and Writing as well. Bandscales starts from the point of children in Level I Bandscales being "new to English: 
drawing on knowledge of the world in LI" (their first language). It is therefore more appropriate for ESL children to 
start on the Bandscale model rather than on S.O.S. 
Considerable discussion on the relationship of the Bandscales and SO S. has already taken place: 
· at departmental level 
· with all staff of the 4 primary Intensive Language Centres 
· with secondary, primary !LC staff and ESL support teachers 
The consensus of the LCs is that they will be used in Primary ILCs on a trial basis. 
This is for the first I 2 months of school for ESL children. After this point there needs 
to be some direction as to how the information gained through the of Bandscales can 
be used. 
ESL teachers in support roles in mainstream classes are having to decide how to use 
Bandscales and/or S.0.S. during the first 12 months. 
What has emerged from all the discussion is that there is a need to use a document written specifically for ESL learners 
to allow for a reliable and accurate way of measuring and describing their proficiency in English. Bandscales fulfils this 
role and compliments the S.O S. document. 
The ESL Bandscales 
Janet is now using the Bandscales but, as we have seen, her approach to 
outcomes-based evaluation of ESL learners has been modified over many years' 
experience with various documents and with her own classes of children. She 
points out the problems inherent in evaluating and reporting ESL children's 
progress and she discusses the ways in which teachers in Intensive Language 
Centres can demonstrate accountability when using the Bandscales: 
Our problem in the ILC's at the moment is to find a valid measuring 
and reporting system that shows, that allows us to plot kids' 
progress accurately, that allows us to report to parents and allows us 
to justify our own existence basically. And if, from purely a self­
centred point of view, if you're in an ILC - and ILC 's are always fair 
game - at the end of the year you say, Well, he came in on Level 1 ,  
there he is still at Level 1 ', and he goes into a mainstream class, and 
they say, 'Well, he came in at a Level 1 and there he is at Level 1 . '  They are going to say, 'Well why the hell are we spending all this money on Intensive Language Centres? '  We have to actually justify our own existence, be able to show this progress, and it 's huge .. . What 
we are hoping will happen, and what all the ILC's want to do, is 
that Band Scales will be the way that we measure kids in ILC 's. 
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Janet has been highly involved in the development of the Bandscales and responded to the 1992 Draft version. She has also been involved in providing professional development for the staff of the other three Intensive Language Centres in Perth in the use of Bandscales. She has also contributed to Professional Development sessions for ESL teachers in mainstream classes in which she has talked about the use of Bandscales. Further, as we have seen, she has written various documents on the subject. In comparing Bandscales to Student Outcome Statements she writes: 
Bandscales is a document written specifically for assessing and 
reporting on ESL students ... It enables teachers to better understand 
the language learning processes of these learners and to assess and 
record their progress in English and English across the curriculum. 
It provides a valid means of reporting to other teachers, to parents 
and learners and to administrators. It 'fills in the gaps' in Student 
Outcome statements in relation to ESL learners so that their needs 
and their performance are not subsumed but are recognised and 
valued. 
Janet has documented the reasons that Bandscales have not been widely used in Western Australia. She feels that the most influential factors seem to be that First Steps was widely promoted, is imposed by many Principals and that one of the Intensive Language Centres has adapted the First Steps Writing materials for ESL children. Whilst Janet is very enthusiastic about the use of Bandscales, she points out that no evaluation scale is perfect and that Bandscales are somewhat limited in that they have been tailored for the needs of ESL children in the mainstream, not for those in Intensive Language Centres. Janet explains that the staff at the Centre voiced these concerns in their feedback to the Draft version in 1992: 
What happens in the context of a mainstream class is quite different, 
so you can 't say children will only be doing this. We tackle things in 
a language class like paragraphing, quite complex ideas like that, but 
we tackle them at a simple language level so the concept is there. I 
mean the cognitive thing is there, but the language is simple enough 
for them to get hold of the idea; whereas in a mainstream class people 
tend to say, 'Oh that too hard for them, because they can only use 
simple language'. So we were saying that some of the things that it 
says here, won't be able to do this or this, we were saying will be 
able to do this or this because of the context of ILC. It's a different 
thing. You structure lessons differently, you have smaller groups, 
you have a much more specific language focus instead of perhaps a 
social focus, or a maths focus or a something else focus. So what you 
can do in an ILC is very, very different to what you can do in a 
mainstream class. 
Janet describes how she uses the Bandscales to provide a focus for her observation of children in the classroom: 
At the back of the Bandscales are the Observation Guide points and I 
find those to be far more useful [than First Steps indicators], so what 
happens is, I look at the back of it for the group of kids at the 
beginning of term and I say, 'Right, for this group of children these 
are the things I will focus on when I observe kids'. So when I 'm 
walking around looking at kids I will look specifically for those 
points. 
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Sample 7: Nerma's Progress over the Year in Terms of Bandscales 
STUDENT NAME: NERMA BANDSCALE LEVEL ASSESSMENT COMMENT 
PERIOD 
SPEAKING 
1/2 Tl WK 8 3 Tl. WK 6 3 T3 WK 6 4 T4 vvK 5 
LISTENING 2 Tl WK 8 3 T2 WK 6 3 Tj WK 6 4 T4 WK 5 
READING 
1 11 WK 8 2 T2 WK 6 3 T3 WK 6 
3 14 WK 5 
WRITING 
2 11 WK 8 3 l �  WK b 4 T3 WK 6 4 T4 WK 5 
Extract from Bandscales p B13 
Nku" ire PIIIMAIIY esL B&NDSC&L•• 
lpmlnJ Lffll 4 
Junior Primary 
ESL S4 
I lxlladlaf ... _ of lug-�-• lal .. dialclOdal oavt,_,.,.,.. npabllea,d .. will 
........ tluwp l!a&lllhl drawlnc on know lodge ol lho wood in LI •nd English, and on LI and Englilh 
....... and U.....,. (ID ntyingdtgm,11. 
Are able to oonimunlcate In a growing range of aoclal and learning altuatlona w1111 
Interlocutor and oontaxtuel aupport. can auslaln • converut1on wltll an attentlva 
adult on a fllmlll• topic (e.g., on autolllograplllcal lnlotnlatlon; cleKrllllng put and 
praen1 -,,ia). can give • uort niom1ng lllk allOUI • tam111er 1te111. can -
quell'- (What'• that? Whal IOrt of ·- la that? Whit happened then? Why are you 
doing that?), about an Item t.ng studied e.g., • Claaarooni paL Extended cllacourae 
wtll be fragmented and approxlniatlona to standard forms wm be evident. 
Wll 11111 - hllpm,m thohllnlocu .... ,e-,.. 
- -·ID--lorlNmmlD 
�lloughllllllla ___ ln Engllth. 
MO)' with lD bep---ily lD­
---l-ptioft or-1 ...... 
_. .. 1noor1ocu ..... 
t..,guopls rr._- M llley- lluaugh lheir 
lftgllah_lD __ lhoupls hl l!ngllah Md  .. ....,, ............ ""'*""* ......... IDmn..,, 
_pnclllly.,._,,."ltNyl-.i. ArolnlOnt 
°"a>n""l'ffll ........ <e-1. Yeoh, but- l p>  
ID - I WMII IDp> - INISundoyl wantlD &O IDfflY ­
my .• mylr1end01blr .• I 1Nnkl(1 lat - .- l got  lo 
F·• ID my friend Sorah'l lllnhday but I aot lop, ID 
my MW houN and my mum •Y don'I ... and my 
ftllllWM� IDtN. 
(AM. Apl. y_, ).a"'°"'111ia AUMr1INJ 
May�IDexplore-a,mpln ldca1in Ll wilh 
LI ....... 
WIH makchtquml ffl'Un In oynll• and ••p.....,.. •• 
llwy ,... tJwtr hypolhoNI. ....... h this will no1 
impede general comprehontlon by lhe inlerloculDr. 
Wiii -• ..... n nngeof con-lo,s.,and. but. 
boclu,c). Aw1rencssud u1eol�i1�ng 
(e.g .. we buy Ciel; lun always •. um .• blow ..• blew 
lho candlol. U,e al proposlllon1 l1-ping • 
lnamuaclol OC<UTbeoa-of pnenli•liono in -o1 
known pn:po,ilions •·S-, CiCi fall on lhc •wllllffl"'(I 
pool 
Voabu�ty Md concepll •tt Widening, wilh 
curric:ulum-matod vocabulary •nd concq,t> growans-
1 lknutc ol thlt, have a growing •bility to c-cprctt 
6dc.1 in CTOSl<Urriadum •n:a. 
l'ronundalion In English is dovcloping fNtum or I 
Aus••ll1n English though lhis will vary-dcp.-nJin,; ! 
on •gc•nd Ll •nd"f)l'ricntt wilh English ti.e., ,,IJ..."t' 
chi1dl'Cft l"NY ukc longer k'I JcV\--tnp Auscr.>ti.ln,. 
English pronunciation I. 
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At various times Janet refers to the validity of the Bandscales and, as we 'walk 
through' her evaluation of several students, we see that she is extremely familiar 
with their use. We will examine in some detail one of Janet's 'think aloud' 
evaluations, once again looking at her evaluation of Nerma, the eight year-old girl 
from Bosnia, who arrived in Australia about eight months ago. The 'think aloud' 
begins as we look at Nerma's Bandscale development over the year (See Sample 
7). 
Janet looks first at Nerma's previous evaluations in Speaking. 
At the end of Term 1 I had her between the first and second Level in 
Speaking. The first one basically says you can't say boo, and the 
second one says you can't say very much more, but she wasn't 
certainly anywhere. By the end of Term 2 she moved, and this is the 
Junior Band Scale, and when I look at that I probably guess I should 
have put her on 2 there. In Term 3 she's still a 3. 
She then refers to Nerma's present level, checking with the Bandscales document 
to see if her latest placement of Nerma at Level 4 is justified. 
I think now, looking at her this week, she's probably moved onto 
about a Level 4. She can communicate in a growing range of 
social and learning situations, but she needs interlocutor and 
contextual support still. She can sustain a conversation with 
an attentive adult on a familiar topic. She can, but bearing in 
mind that it's got to be on her terms and at her speed, otherwise she 
gets very confused. She can give a short morning talk. Yes she 
can do that. She can answer questions, but it's pretty simple, and 
I guess that she's still better off there, but it has to be about 
something that she's got a fair bit of understanding of, but the 
discourse is still very fragmented and it's very 
approximate ... Still needs a lot of help from the interlocutor and 
still needs time. 
Janet interrupts her analysis in order to explain the importance of ESL children 
being given time to prepare their oral language output: 
This thing about needing time, and this is a crucial thing for when 
she's in the mainstream school, that sometimes they need the time to 
get it wrong, stop, get it right, go away, come back and get it right, 
rather than have the pressure of 'Come on, I want your answer. 
Would you hurry up, I'm waiting for you? Do you mean? What 
about this? '  And the kid never has the opportunity to process what 
she wants to say. And she's very much at that stage, and given the 
opportunity, then she can actually say what she wants to. But if 
you interrupt her and want to sort of push her along, then she can't. 
She's very much sitting in. 
Next, Janet points out that she finds the examples of children's language, which 
are given in Bandscales as illustrations of the different levels, to be extremely 
useful: 
It's fragmented, her thoughts are there, her thoughts and the 
appropriate language to say what she wants, but if you look at the 
example that they give here, and that's basically how she would 
speak, 'But because I go to ... I want to go ... on Sunday I want to 
go my friend's bir'. That's where she's at and if you look at that 
[example in the Bandscales], that's a girl who's 8, and has been here 
for 8 months. So often these examples are pretty well right. So 
that's it pretty well I think. Frequent errors in syntax. Doesn't 
really upset the comprehension, so that's pretty well where she is 
for Speaking. 
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Janet then proceeds to look at the Bandscales descriptors for Listening, referring 
to specific incidents she has recalled about Nerma's ability to listen and to 
comprehend spoken language. She adds her own comments about the usefulness 
of the Bandscales: I think the usefulness of these Bandscales is that there are certain things that jump out and you say, 'That's exactly what she 's done.' Janet decides 
that Level 4 is appropriate and moves on to examine Nerma's Reading. This 
proves to be more difficult and Janet looks at the descriptors for Levels 3, 4 and 
5 before making a decision: 
Anyway, Level 5 is basically you should be able to read at the level of your peers. Well, she 's nowhere near that, which makes you think that she 's no t really at a 4 either, so in the end I decided she 's a 3. 
Able to read with contextual support short written texts . . . Uanet 
continues to match Nerma' s development with the descriptors.] So while I said she 's a Level 3, she 's bordering on a 4, but I guess most of us tend to go for the lower rather than the higher level. And so, I still consider that she 's there ... it's easy to get fooled. If I had a whole bunch of these and Nerma was the best, I'd go, 'She 's probably Level 4, but having got this o ther kid who 's far more advanced than she is, I'd say she 's a Level 3 '. 
Janet considers that children should have reached Level 4 on the Bandscales 
before they are ready to join a mainstream class. She relates what she knows 
about Nerma's reading to the levels in a mainstream class where Nerma will be 
placed at the end of the term. She suggests that the descriptors for Level 3 
suggest a Year One reading level: 
You 've got to, I think, balance it and say, 'Yes well, if you look a t  what Year ls  can do, she 's miles in front, but she 's not in Year 1 ,  she 's a Year 3 Level, so that's probably what she 's got'. Reading is the most difficult one to put on. All of us find Reading really hard. 
Extract from Bandscales p B27 
NLLIA i- l'w&IIT !SL 8&NDSCAl.ff 
Wrlllng: 1.1V81 4  
Junior Primary 
ESL W4 
Cln writ• llmple lhort v.-llona of III exp.ncllng r1nge of tellt types on tamlU. topics 
(e.g .. elmple lltter8 without tormet, gr•Unga In carda, llmple cle8Cl'lptlona, almple 
rKOUntl). However, - though Nrly tellt structure. Is evident, ESL fNturn are 
olNrty prNent <- umple bllow) end IIINlllng wUI IOl'lllllmN break dowll. Need 
mong 8UPPO'I (e.g., prHMk encl poat-t.nll talk, modalllng, Joint conatNctlon of tem, 
conferencing by tNcher, provision of voc1bul1ry) and need more time tll1n their 
lllthle-lpNldng peers. Writing will be lnffuenced by overan protlclency In Englllh. 
""� .. --.................. i<IIM ........i • Olftlnl lDplcor theaw. Ale blalming ...,,.  
..... o1 .......... an11 Jl'l'P'*· 
May_lD..,._........._inW-.,ill LI (if 
- IDdolOI. 
WIIUI will con11-ID reflect ESt. laotwa of 
....,_. .,..._ la_.-la Englilh lncludlOf enors 
11\verlt-/tlnwoflenlallon.,ubjlct/VIII, 
...--. ....,._... ..... thoy lonn hypol­
uout an,u.a.. ww -allNll ranpof-. 
(e.g. but, and, - athercohaiwclnica e.g., will 
_.,...........ID-i.d<IOprior- (Theman ... 
he/hill). (See -p1ci 
Spelllnc may l9ftoct llomers' -1 p,onunclallan. 
SAMl'LI 
Oneday _ ____ .,iol!lrd\. Help 
.... - ....... They lit. ,panohlpp,. 'T!,e 
,poaohlp will go - In lhe l!lrth Help the wo,d 
man. but ha1 danger a,me bock the .- and the 
spl<'O mon-kick the danp<. He namo lo PauL 
Now thoy Hely -
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Then Janet examines Nerma's writing progress over the year in terms of the 
Bandscales descriptors. (See extract from Bp B27) 
Writing, she's made progress, as you see from that. She can in 
writing do very, very, very, very, very little sentences . . .  ' I  have a 
dog', 'This is brown '. It would be very formal like that, so she was a 
Level 2. Moved up to a Level 3, and she's actually moved along very 
nicely here, and moved into, I think, towards the Level 4 at the end 
of last term, and I 'd say she's a pretty solid Level 4 now. Can write 
simple short versions of an expanding range of text types on 
familiar topics. Yes, she can do that. She can write simple 
letters, she can write recounts. Early text structure is still 
evident, ESL features are still clearly present. Meaning 
sometimes breaks down but on the whole it's pretty good. Needs 
strong support, modelling. Like I was saying before, she worked 
with me, I didn't let her off with the others to do it on their own. 
Joint construction of texts, that kind of stuff. Needs more time, 
although she writes decently. Texts contain related ideas around 
a central topic. Yes. She can do that. Still some ESL features. 
Janet talks about the way in which she reflects at length on each child's progress 
and may change her mind several times before she writes the parents' report. She 
is again influenced by what she knows about the levels of mainstream children: 
I had her on Level 5 and I changed it. There was something I didn 't 
like. No, I meant to put her on Level 5. I rubbed it out. I looked at 
this [piece of writing] and I thought, no that's Year 1 . . .  Because 
when I knew I was going to talk to you about this, I went and I 
checked these, and I changed that one. And I actually change things 
as well. I change things enormously. I sit down and write it the 
first day, and then by the time I go to write the report for the parents 
a couple of days later I'll often change my mind, and I often sit 
between two for a couple of days and then I make myself make a 
decision, because it's so easy to sit on the fence. So I actually meant 
to change it to a 5 and I haven't. I 'm not sure that I do want to 
change it to a 5, because I still think that if I had a look at a Year 3 
[mainstream] kid and what they were writing. 
Once she has finished her assessment of Nerma, Janet will write a report to the 
class teacher in the mainstream school that she's going to attend next year. As 
she has not yet written Nerma's report, the report, which is included as Sample 
8, is that of another child in the class whose report has been completed. In this 
report she has relied on her Bandscales assessment to document the child's stage 
of development in English. 
(This report format. has been modified in 1997 in order to include Bandscales 
assessment.) 
Sample 8: Example of a Report to the Receiving Mainstream 
Teacher 
LANGUAGE CLASS REPORT 
Date: November 1996 
Name: Assan 
Place of Birth: Iran 
Language spoken at home: Kurdish 
Names of parents: 
Occupation of parents (in Australia): 
Greenway Primary School 
Date of Birth: 18/11/ 88 
Nationality: Kurdish 
Occupation of parents (country of origin): 
Position in family: 
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BACKGROUND OF STUDENT 
Date of arrival: 19/01/96 Date of admission: 30/01/96 
in Australia: to Intensive Class: 
Prior schooling: Ni l 
Number of terms at Greenway Intensive Language Centre: 4 terms 
PROGRESS OF STUDENT 
Phases I .settling, socialization and basic English survival language 
2.acquiring and using vocabulary and language patterns 
3 .beginning to use and manipulate known language 
4. language enrichment and extension, some curriculum 
content at own level 
MATHEMATICS 
Appropriate working level 
SPACE 3 
NUMBER 3 
MEASUREMENT 
spread across 
MEASUREMENT 
Volume/Capacity 
Mass 
Length 
SHAPE 
3 
has had experience with 
kg/grams, l itres/mis 
metres/cm 
Names and attributes of 2D shapes. 
NUMBER 
NB * As a NESB child it must 
be appreciated that this 
student's ability and experiences are 
many levels within each strand 
Understands addition and subtraction to 100 (uses MAB). Understands multipl ication 
and tables 2, 3 and 5. Us ing concrete a ids can do basic division 
Soundings 
Number patterns 
Money 
SPORT & PHYS ED 
Good understand ing 
Has been involved in school PE and dance programme. Also swimming at a basic level 
LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT 
Speaking Reading Listening Spelling Writing 
Child is able to comprehend soc ial Engl ish i n  fami liar contexts, and in the c lassroom 
interaction around activities with only occasional help being given. He can fol low 
classroom instructions if explained and presented clearly. He will have difficulty 
following at a native speaker speed. He sometimes gives the impression that ful l 
comprehension has taken place which can be mis leading in learning activities. He can 
communicate in a growing range of social and learning s ituations. He wi l l  sti l l  need help 
from the interlocuted eg - time to process thoughts and express himself in Engl ish. 
There are frequent errors in syntax and expressions as he experiments with the 
language. In reading he can gain meaning from texts where there are not too many 
unknown or cultura l ly based words. He has been us ing teacher made texts to find main 
ideas, sequence, answer questions etc. He wi l l have more trouble with commerc ial texts 
at his age level because of vocabu lary and wi l l  get the main idea but not the detai ls -
and g ive the impression that he understands ful ly. In writing he has had experience with 
narrative, report, recount and procedures although there are sti l l  ESL features (eg 
tense, subject/verb agreement). These do not impede meaning. He needs a scaffold and 
some model l ing to handle these terms wel l  
MATERIALS RECENTLY READ 
Teacher made texts - see attached sheet for example level. 
Commercial texts for home readings include Young Austral ia 5&6. Story Box, 
Sunshine and Eureka 2&3 
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GENERAL COMMENTS 
This is Assan's first year of school and his first year of Engl ish. Given these factors 
his progress is quite outstanding. There are sti l l  big gaps everywhere and he obv iously 
can't work at the level of his mainstream peers. However with initial support he wil l do 
very well. He is highly motivated and works hard. He does tend to take off before re 
has got the whole idea and then tends to rely on others to get on track. He is a late 
bi rthday and because of this and his lack of previous school ing we are recommending a 
Year 3 in 1997. 
CLASS TEACHER: Janet 
Janet is aware that this report may not be read by the receiving teacher if it goes 
to the Principal first. Further, she is keen to do some professional development 
for mainstream teachers in how to understand better the needs of ESL children 
and how to interpret the Bandscales. 
The Relationship between Assessment and Teaching 
The teachers at Greenway Intensive Language Centre use a planning format which 
they have developed over time. (See Sample 9 ) 
Janet explains how this planning framework links with some of the other 
documents she has talked about and how she was involved in trialing it: 
Right. This is going back in history. About eight years ago, there 
came a program out of South Australia called the Australian 
Language Levels. It was written as a framework for planning. At 
the time we became interested in it because it seemed to give us a 
valid framework for planning and I became involved in trialing it 
and spent half my time in the classroom and half going around to 
schools talking about it. It gives people a framework and it's actually 
in the Bandscales because the Bandscales came out of it. The 
Australian Language Levels thing came first, then it was followed by 
the Framework of Stages which also came out of South Australia and 
which I also worked closely with. And out of that came the 
Bandscales. 
Janet then explains the theoretical basis of the framework and how it is used in 
the Centre: 
What we did was to take it and adapt it and all of us here at 
Greenway use it as our planning format. It basically says that there 
are eight principles of language learning and as teachers we 've said, 
'Yes we agree with them'. The principles of language learning make 
us do certain things in our classroom, so we have a list of things that 
we think good language teachers should do. Basically it says you 've 
got to have five areas when you do your planning. That you 've got 
to have a socio-cultural aspect of teaching; you 've got to have the 
nuts and bolts of the language, if you like the grammar and the 
structure and all that stuff; ... and how different cultures handle 
language. You 've got to have a content part, which is basically the 
content of the syllabus; you 've got to have the cognitive processing 
skills and communication strategies that make us able to handle our 
own learning. And you should have all of those things happening in 
a communicaticative way, so that everybody is actually talking. The 
basis of the class is a communicative approach. So we use that 
structured plan. 
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Sample 9: The Planning Format used at Greenway Intensive 
Language Centre: Janet's Transport Theme 
Janet uses the format for her classroom planning over a two-to three-week period: 
When I plan I look at the specific language structure that I want the kids to learn. I look at the vocabulary, I look at language patterns, I may look at grammatical features as well. I look at any general knowledge I want them to learn and really for these kids, it doesn 't matter whether I teach them about the Pharaohs, or that I teach them about water systems in Australia, so long as it 's part of their interest and basically related to the curriculum. The socio-cultural aspects we like to build in. There 's a whole lot of skills that we want them to be able to learn. And communication strategies, there 's a whole lot of spelling stuff, writing stuff, and reading stuff that I want them to actually be able to do . So I write all that stuff down, 
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then I figure out about 28 activities that I could do during the couple 
of weeks that would teach those things. 
As the students in her class come from a range of linguistic and cultural 
backgrounds and have been learning English for varying periods of time, Janet 
creates two documents for each planning period: 
I can 't have the same thing for both groups and I can 't actually plan 
for three, so I basically have 'the top' and 'the towards the bottom', 
and 'the middle' kids do a fair bit of floating between the two. 
Having done that, then I sit down with a week's thing and fill it in 
the best I can. And so I plan the week ahead. 
Janet uses information from her evaluation of the students in terms of Bandscales 
in order to plan in the five areas that she has identified and uses appropriate 
activities in order to achieve her planned outcomes: 
The crucial factor I think of this planning exercise is, if you write 
something here [in skill development], you should've actually 
written an activity down here [in the middle] section that's going to 
make it happen and one of the things we discovered was that with 
ESL kids, if you do an activity, it's probably good to do the same 
thing three times during the week so they get the hang of it. 
Janet finally explains how, within a particular two or three week theme, she 
integrates what she has observed that the children need to know, how she's going 
to achieve this and how she's going to evaluate it, all in terms of the documents 
and strategies she has adapted to her own particular needs: 
Now we are into Transport, probably for three weeks. This is about 
mark 15 of a planning sheet...Every time I do it, I do refer always to 
those lists of things because you, you can just forget what's on them. 
So I do look at that and go through it and think, 'Yep, haven 't done 
that for a while, I 'll do that'. I do it very roughly. I do it in pencil 
because I know it will change. That's my initial planning, that's 
what I think I 'd like to do. And I write it in pencil because I 'm 
forever rubbing it out and changing it. But as far as I 'm concerned, 
it's based on a valid system of planning, which is the Australian 
Language Levels, which is I think, just about spot on in terms of how 
it makes you hold things together. It 's based on the things in 
Bandscales, which I think are pretty valid as well, which is so similar 
to the ones that we've devised as well. I think that's valid. It 's 
evaluated through Negotiated Evaluation, which once again I think 
is a very valid and sensible way to go. So I think in terms of 
accountability it's pretty well sewn up. 
We have seen, yet again, how much effort and reflection Janet puts into all 
aspects of her program and how she is able to justify her practice. She feels that 
this is all worthwhile and that her experience with the documents and strategies 
has given her confidence and certainty in her teaching: 
I have better weeks and worse weeks, but I can say to you or to 
Principals, or to parents, or anybody else, 'There you go. That's how 
it happens', and I 'm very comfortable that I 'm not having too many 
big holes. There are always going to be things you don 't do so well, 
things that escape, because you' re trying to keep your finger on so 
many things, but on the whole I think I know what I 'm doing. I 
know where I 'm going. I can say, 'Yes, I 'm on the way there. ' And 
I 'm not, I 'm not like I used to be, I think in the early days, when we 
didn 't have anything. You 're always kind of searching for things 
and you could never get hold of something and think, 'Now I 've 
gotcha'. And then you go with confidence. So I think doing it this 
way just is the sensible way to go. 
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Janet is a very experienced ESL teacher who has a class of junior and middle 
primary students in an Intensive Language Centre. She chooses not to use the 
State mainstream frameworks, First Steps and Student Outcome Statements. 
Rather, she uses the Bandscales to plan for and evaluate her students' language 
development. Whilst she feels that the Bandscales should take account of the 
fact that some ESL children are not placed in mainstream classrooms but are in 
Intensive Language Centres, she appreciates the fact that the Bandscales take 
account of the specific language features of ESL children. She is taking an active 
part in the professional development of other teachers in the use of the 
Bandscales. Janet also uses the Australian Language Levels and Negotiated 
Evaluation to plan for and evaluate her ESL children within an integrated 
program. 
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Centre 
Caroline Barratt-Pugh 
The School Context 
Marion shares the same school context as Janet at the Greenway Intensive 
Language Centre. 
The Classroom Context 
Marion introduces her class: 
There are 18 children in the class, they come from a variety of different ethnic backgrounds, including Turkey, Iran, Vietnam, Philippines, several from Bosnia that 's probably the largest group, so 
there is a mixture of different language backgrounds. Most of the 
children have been here six months or less and the majority of them 
started in the Phase 1 class, sometime during this year. They 're basically turning 6 or 7 this year, so they are in the Year 1 or 2 range. There are a few children who have been to a pre-school here, so 
some of them have got quite good oral language skills, they 've just been sent here because the parents don 't speak English and because 
the pre-school teacher thought that they may benefit from a term or semester here. 
Most of the children have been in Phase 1 for at least 6 months where Marion 
suggests the emphasis is on oracy. In Phase 2 Marion 'continues to improve their 
confidence, orally and develop their vocabulary and sentence structure'. She also 
begins to develop literacy skills but still uses talk as a basis for their reading and 
writing development. This is evident from one of Marion's programmes which 
covers about 6 weeks of work. See Sample 1 on the next page. 
The GOALS in the left hand column are taken from the Australian Language 
Levels Guidelines (1988). Marion considers the children's needs, what level they 
are at and what will fit in with the theme she is working on. On the basis of this 
she selects the most appropriate general goals from the Australian Language 
Levels Guidelines. Because Communication is so important the goals are 
extended onto another sheet. See Sample 2: Extension of Communication goals. 
Sample 2: Extension of Communication goals. 
Specific. �GAU 
l. Obt-AiA ""f MMAn.cM b:3 �°"-"t "" kil-. Tub\ prouu � ""f MMAl-&.CM 
4. Obt-AiA ""¥0 b:3 ��t t-o ,pcl.t.i\ or I.W"&.f+tA k1h Tub\ prouu ""¥0 obl-Au\td. 
,. �tve. ""¥0 "" ,pcl.t.i\ or I.W"&.H-tl\ ¥MM. 
,. �k.\ t-o, tU6. or � Md.. rupo.\d.. pu�:, t-o ,. ,tor:,, '°9\9, "'4tO or p� 
7. 'St. ""\ld.«d. "" ,pcl.t.i\ or I.W"&.H-tl\ e.ip� t-o uuk ,. d.rAMAn.c. e.p'-'Odt. or pLA:3. 
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Sample 1: Marion's Programme. 
On the basis of her general goals Marion plans the content areas under 5 headings. These are general knowledge, socio-cultural, language development, skill development and objectives and activities. Two of these, General Knowledge, Socio-Cultural, relate directly to the Australian Language Levels Guidelines Goals (see Sample 1). The other 3 Australian Language Levels Guidelines goals, Communication, Leaming how to Learn and Language and Cultural Awareness are embodied within all learning areas. General Knowledge 
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encompasses Maths (which is divided into number, space and measurement) Social Studies and Science. Language Development is divided into Vocabulary and Sentence patterns, which Marion feels it is important to keep in mind in order to encourage the children to use full sentences. Socio-cultural contains Changes in Growth and Development, Australian Animals, Music - Songs and Physical Education. By naming specific areas Marion makes sure she covers all curricular areas. In addition Marion has added Skill Development as she feels this is an important aspect of learning. In the centre of the programme Marion records specific Objectives and Activities. 
Marion describes how she actually implements the programme in her classroom. Each topic is introduced and expanded through substantial oral work, many of the activities are based on talk. Marion explains that this is possible because of the small class sizes. Marion gives an example using the topic of Australian Animals: 
I use games to introduce the names of the animals. They make up little cards, and they play fish 'have you got the kangaroo/wombat ' so that they 're just developing their vocabulary, basically. And then other games like Animal Classification, where they put the animals into groups and then the other children have to try and guess why they 've been put into groups. For example 'these animals all have fur and these don 't, or these ones can fly and these ones cant '. So as well as developing their cognitive and thinking skills you develop more language skills, and you do other things like 'what am I '  games, just developing their description of the animals. 
During the games Marion and the Chi the aide model language structures. In addition to oral games, Marion involves the children in whole class activities in which she models and indirectly corrects children's use of English, as well as demonstrating particular genre frameworks. These whole class activities include daily charts, puppets, big books, modelled writing and news time. In order to help the children understand and use new language Marion uses visual aids. She talks about her use of puppets: 
I have a lot of the Australian animal puppets and so they can do like a 'what am I' game, or they can say, they can just choose a puppet and say 'I am a Kangaroo, I live in the bush, I eat '. If they don 't have the puppet they can have the picture of their animal . Then they can get up and talk without having to try to read. 
The language from the oral activities is consolidated through a number of related literacy activities. Marion gives the following example of work the children are doing on aeroplanes. The whole class were involved in looking at pictures of aeroplanes and naming different parts: 
Well , they did that as a word recognition thing and language vocabulary development. This afternoon they are writing a description of an aeroplane , so the teacher will be modelling how to write a description and the children will write a description of their aeroplane, and they can use some of the vocabulary that they used this morning. 
In addition to descriptions the children are learning to write recounts, procedures, imaginative stories and reports. Marion points to the connection between two of her general Communication goals, 'obtaining information by. searching for specific information and 'obtaining information by listening to a text ' and report writing. Report writing is also linked to a strategy called Effective Reading in Content Areas. Marion feels this is an important Learning to Learn Skill, which the children need when they go into the mainstream classroom. Marion talks about helping the children to write a report by themselves using Sample 3: Work sheet -The Echidna or Spiny Anteater, as an illustration: 
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They work independently but with a lot of help. So they will have a work sheet, which has the basic framework and they will have to find information, they do that by looking in books for pictures by looking at their previous reports if they have done a little mini report or by asking. They use the words in the word box, which we 've read. So it 's the very beginning, very simply to get them to find the information and process it and write it and be able to give it back again. So the little reports that they will write will be very specific, you know it might say 'this animal is a ', and · then 'it has ', and they will have to write down how it lives, or if its got fur, so its basically sentence completion type activi ty so its fairly structured . 
Sample 3: Work sheet - The Echidna or Spiny Anteater. 
The. E ch idna or Spi n� Ante.a+e. r. 
Th e ech ",d na  e a t s _____ _ 
hav e 
The..':J c.an ------
Mothe r  ech i  d na 
B ab� ech, dC1a  
r: I J n a  
d eia .. o� ...... °'" e.c.v, ,d"<.. 
,+ ;c. \:.'1 f ee.dc; f>off\t. 
"'"t s .  
l ic.\c. "" '  \\<. 
>OW(r�"...,\ pouc.n 
iui c.kl
'j � U""'j 
c.ur l 
iATO 
e.g� 5 
spine.., lou.r r o w  
l o"'J b a l l s  mo.� svpio.ls 
+o n C'h lf � i:i rohict 11'14"'"'°''':> 
. . . . 
t.o.t ,l\'1 
As well as genre writing Marion does a lot of work on sound / symbol correspondence, whole word recognition and sentence reconstruction. She feels that this is a means of supporting the children's reading development. Typically all the class will be involved in the sentence, word or sound activity which is followed by written activity. Sample 4: Missing 'ee' Words and Sample 5: I Can Read are examples of these activities. 
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Sample 4: Missing 'ee' Words. 
I .  I SU a 3-re e n  
2 .  The __ i s  o n  ih.e ff.,wer . 
3 .  A m� likes ta eo..t . 12J 
4-. I co.n C OU.71 t to . 3 .  
5. ha.ere tu.ro . .  dJLS 
b, {'-la:rt t ed. s o  me. -.. .. . , -
7. I s a  ihe e - �� �  
<o .  I rTI a. fr ed. PlmI· 
-1: r e  e thre e s heer-
(, e e fe d  s l e er 
c he e s e . s e eds 
Sample 5: I Can Read - word recognition sheet 
I Can.. Rtad � 
I k a. n,qa. rvo- fhe. 
can k u a  l a. is 
h O',,. wam ba.t a. 
run r-ass u:m. went 
J ump- ech id.na tu 
sit cr-crcod ile e33 s 
s ta nd emu. h.o. t ch 
wa lk  s n a. k  e m.t'lk 
fly I c acko.faa d-rin k 
sfuf 
I 
I r-La.f yri u.s eat 
I .. ,. 
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In addition to this the children have word folders, Marion explains: 
I'll give them one of these folders, and I'll give them five words that they don 't know, from our topic . So each child might have a different se t of words. Then a few times every week, they'll have time to practice their words, and they can do it wi th a partner, or with an aide or with me . They 're supposed to read their words and if they know them, then they go onto the next box.  So they end up doing 5 tests with their friends. Supposedly after 5 days they get to here, and they come and ask the teacher or an aide to listen and if they know them after that then they can be ticked off on my list. 
Four afternoons a week the Phase 1 and Phase 2 children work together for half an hour. They ·have two maths sessions and two language sessions. The teachers plan the activities together and relate them as far as possible to their classroom topics. There are usually six activities, each group of 4 or 5 children work on one activity in each session. So it takes three weeks for all the children to do all the activities. Sample 6: Phase 1 & 2 Junior Primary Activities, is an example of the language and mathematical activities planned for term 2. 
Sample 6: Phase 1 &2 Junior Primary Activities. 
M�Acttv.tu,, �Act&vittct-
1. NUMBER: 'Lolo-<lt ,..rq1,-. ,.cio .. 11y _ tt_ 
2. PROBLEM SOl.VING: -lier on mJ -- 2. l.-. pl---- F1 .. ly 1Mfflllor1 
J. MEASUIIEMENT: Haw......, llllpo7 J. Floh Go,M:Hoilt- d-1,-
4. SPACE: CIIMilylng .._ & gNjllllng 4. 8-clng w,.- Pion!-
I, MEASUREMENT: - 1 doclc l.81ITlor01fflo: W .... ll 1l11 llal? 
(Propoo,110111) 
I. NUMBER: Numllor Bingo 1.e.morO-: 'Nllonl • tllo -k? (propa•• ....... --. 
PMffl 1 & 2 .]WJlCR PRIMA1lY AC1lVI'7n3 r-2 1996 
M�A� �Ac:twittct-
1. MEASUREMENT: 811aP!liOg--lon 1, GllnolngOomo: - d- tulll. - Nil ...... .......... .. 
Z. �EMENT: w._. food •- .. Ing z. , ........ 
l>IOClla. 
J. aPACE: Clouily - I - J.FOCICl-n 
4.NUtoaR: ---. 4. CI...W, - ltemo  
&. NUMBeR: C.11 In tllo - po,lc bomor- I. Soquooc:1n1 ,.._ Snopplng 
e. PROBLEM SOl.VING: Sllapo oo ,ny bolk .. _ _  DoloriN - ... IMy. gl.t, 
1--. - - 111oi,g1o. -. -,  "*'• •m ... theft phytical ,-... 
f>Mff'l & 2.JU}JlCfl. PIUMA1lYACilYITU:S ienw2 1996 
M�AC.U.VW:..,. �ActtvC.U.,. 
1, MEASUREMENT: � .. -d Gerno. 1. Find lllo toolhbru1lt 
2. Ml!AIIUIIEMENT: Sllollplng; tiu, a- .......i 2. "- groupo gomo. 
on lhffl.  
J. MEASUREMENT: M-utlngYOlumewttll J.Buy1nvp 1omo. -·· 
4. NUMBER: _ _,,, _ _  gomo. 4. Uom,o,g Poot Moro Sp1gbllti I Soy a 
_....,,.oclMly. 
I. MJUIIER: TOii Siiiy SIINp; I-Ing potl Md I. Clol1<ly caeldnf "1oftoilo. 
- oclMII'-
I. r«.JMIER: AddUan with ..._....,,... cc11,1ntn. I. Botrlor o.m« "- on Ploto. 
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The two teachers, two aides and sometimes the Deputy Principal join a group and work closely with the children providing intensive language input. Marion feels the integrated activities help to develop not only language and mathematical skills but also enable the Phase 1 children get to know the Phase 2 children and gives the group leaders (Phase 2 children) confidence as well as developing social skills. Marion describes some of the activities: 
One of the games is an 'Animal Classification '  game. Another game they 'd be playing would be 'Bingo ' just be developing the names or the vocabulary, so its sort of reinforcing the vocabulary. Another group might be playing 'fish ' with animals cards, so 'do you have a kangaroo ' and then some of the groups will be working with the teacher. One of the games I have is a grid , where you have a large piece of wrapping paper and its divided up into a squares. You have ABCD at the top and 12345 and then there 's a set of cards that goes with that. It might say 'is the Koala in A5? '  and they have to look, they have to find A5 and put it in  the 'yes ' or 'no ' box. So as well as developing reading and language skills you are developing other skills as well . 
In the maths, you might have 1 group playing skittles, and then they have to write down take-away sums, like 10-3. I might have another group working on Tangram puzzles, where they have to cut out the shapes and try and make the patterns that they 've got .  Another group doing a board game , where they are counting and taking it in turns, another group working on shapes. Like last term we did fruits, and so they had a whole lot of different fruits. They had to classify them according to the shape of the fruit ,  so they had a round shape so they had to put all the round fruits into one pile and make a graph, or they might put all the long ones in another group. So there 's lots of different things, we 're doing measuring, measuring length, measuring volume. Just a real mixture of activities, and they move around so they all get a chance to do everything. 
Reading is also an integral part of Marion's programme. At the beginning of the term children take a book home. Each book is selected by Marion from Literacy Links or Sunshine Readers. Marion refers to these as supplementary readers which she uses to encourage the children to get into the habit of reading at home. They are predictable and encourage the children to use their prediction skills for vocabulary that is new. At the beginning of the year parents receive a letter explaining about the reading books and asking them 'not to expect the children to read all the words, but to sit down and talk about the pictures and help them to read through it '. 
As the children become more fluent Marion introduces them to 'proper reading text , from a reading scheme, like they may encounter next year '. She places a selection of books in a tray and each morning they chose the book they want to take home and read it to Marion, 'so they have some idea about what 's it about '. Marion asks them to find an easier one if she thinks it's too hard. The children take a card home with the date and the name of the book, for the parents to sign. On some days the children are asked to chose a book, find someone who has the same one and read it together and then by themselves. 
Marion also develops their reading through 'reading lessons, which could take the form of a big book or today we were doing the labelling of aeroplanes'. On another day Marion �ot� � �tory on the large easel about.Shirley. The story contained many words with ir m them. As she wrote Manon made reference to punctuation, sounds and capital letters. She illustrated a new sentence by writing each one in a different colour. Particular items were illustrated pictorially and on completion the children read the story while Marion pointed to the words. Then a child 
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circled all the 'ir's' and the children used their writing pads to copy all the 'ir ' words which Marion wrote on the board. This is an activity that Marion does frequently as she feels it integrates, oracy and literacy. 
Marion organises the children on the basis of her assessment of their level of language and literacy: 
Last term I had quite a big difference between the children. I had a 
group of mainly Year 2 children who had been at the Intensive 
Language Centre for six months the year before. So they were just about ready to exit, but they weren 't quite, so they needed another six months. Then I got a group of mainly year 1 children, who had 
some English, most of them had been to a pre-school for a term. So I 
had a definite Year 1 and Year 2 group. Because there was such a big 
difference, I had to take them as two separate groups for most of the 
first term. For our oral language activities, we had them all together. 
But as far as the reading and the writing with the Year 1 's, I had to 
go back and teach them the basic letters and printing. Whereas the 
year 2 's, most of them already had that, so we were doing other 
things, teaching them their double sounds and things. Reading 
groups were separate as well. But these children are pretty much at 
the same level, so I try and keep them doing the same things. 
In order to meet the different needs Marion tends to work with the whole class and then give extra support to particular children. Several children in Marion's class are working on individually prepared work sheets. Hans was in Marion's class last year and he is working 'on a mainstream type book . . . . . because he will be 
going into mainstream fairly soon '. At other times Marion organises the class in to 2 or 3 groups. One group may be involved in completing a work sheet from a whole class activity, while the other group works with Marion practicing a particular aspect of their oracy. When working with puppets Marion tape recorded each child's description of themselves as an Australian animal. 
Assessing the Children's Achievements 
Marion uses 2 forms of formal assessment which have been developed and implemented by all the Intensive Language Centre teachers. These are Negotiated Evaluation which forms the basis of a Report written for parents and the ESL Junior Primary Bandscales (1993). 
Using Negotiated Evaluation to assess the students 
Each week Marion chooses 3 children in her class to assess using the Negotiated Evaluation sheet. When Marion has chosen the children she is going to focus on during the week, she tapes a Negotiated Evaluation sheet to their desks. The main headings on the Negotiated Evaluation sheet come from the Australian Language Levels Guidelines (1988). Marion has developed the minor headings to help her focus on particular aspects of development, these also relate to some aspects of her programme. Sample 7 is an example of a Negotiated Evaluation Sheet. 
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Sample 7: Negotiated Evaluation Sheet. 
"'e.eot-&.Akd. E.,a.wa.t-i.M - fkA& I - �' ILC 
Date: '9. ,. ,, Name: 
Lupet-; 
'I ou..b - So.Mt.t-c.MU t-ALll.An.vt. U\lkl.d. o(? �ttNA9. 
Marion at Greenway 
�tuu. Swvc.hH'e.i - � '°9Mt, � .. � .. t-o d.e«lop &.du, ¥Of" f\Wl 
ClAU � - Ablt. t-o dew'a,e . ..  pt.AN- M put- o(? .. pl.Mt-
CcMf� - Spu.1t, 4JlitH.:3 "" ¥'°9\t- oF e�p. 
Clui.f-!3 • �tJ1UAI.L!3 ekl.H-u, A lot- Md, t.x.pt'USU �¥ l.ltlL 
(dtlU 
l.tAt'NI\G Mo., To l-toO\ Sllw,� 
�e - �e Ulde.p�t- - Ablt. t-o t-At.tu '°9Mt, � � .,,:3 �e "' 
�e 
w,"'"""t - Ablt. t-o &Jri.t-t. Ulde.p�K.:3 - �e t-o P""'-kfAt-c. � �. 
WAttNAt - 1.MprO\f&J\e - 4cU,\'t- Al&JA:3' �tu t-o ol-ku � (u.sa:3 �f-t°Ad·ed.) 
SpellU\9 - Ablt. t-o � ovt- l lt.H-u � Md. MAkk t-o p&LhH't.i. 
�"'"""e -
Co-opUAn.ot\ • �tJIUAI.L!3 coopUA� l.ltlL U\ cl.AU 
Wt.p� 
TA.4 Cop""e - Ablt. t-o c.opc. CO\¥&.dtl\K:3 "" � "-"'An.Ml 
�AL; 
ScitftU - Abe.t. t-o d.AU&.f:3 put-, o(? pLMt-, �e t-o f-hW" C09MJMO,\ fu.hH't.i Soc. Sk1d.4 -
1-kAtt-k -
�",&(.(.. -
N\A,i:hl; 
M!Mbu - �e t-o d.o 9'°"P""t ¥Of" ''tot-, �, problt.Ml 
Sp,a -
�.wrt.�I\ .. -
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Marion completes the Negotiated Evaluation sheet while she is observing and 
interacting with the three target children. She explains how this is done for oral 
language: 
For example, when they are having their news telling in the morning while they 're in their little groups, or when they 've picked out their best one to speak to the class, I 'll go and sit down at their desk and 
jot down how the child is speaking. What sort of language, proper 
sentences, whether they are missing out the prepositions and things like that, whether they are using past tense or future tense, if they are using any colloquial terms. Just to make some comment about their 
level of language, about their confidence, their clarity. 
Marion observes a variety of activities to assess the chosen child's literacy 
development: 
For example, when we were doing the phonic activity, I would try 
and check and see first of all if the children could manage that 
activity by themselves. Decoding, putting the word into the right 
space, and I observed while we were doing the other activity on the 
Echidna, that 's to do with locating information. These are some of 
the specific communication goals (see Sample 2), 'obtain information 
by searching the text '. Now they can actually do that to a degree, so 
they are obtaining information by listening to me read and then processing the information. And then they are learning to locate the words that they want, to fit into the sentences. So I would make some comment about whether they needed help in doing that or whether they could do it independently. 
In addition to oracy and literacy there is a general section on the Negotiated 
Evaluation sheet: 
The general section includes science, social studies, health and 
anything else. I mean, it 's up to the teachers to work out how they do their own Negotiated Evaluation sheet. But I sort of adapted 
mine from another teacher who 'd been teaching for a long time. We 
also have a section for maths. We would look at those three children 
that we are concentrating on and try and sit with them during one of 
the activities or ask the teacher or the aide who is working with that 
group how they cope with that situation. For example last term, we were doing lots of money and shopping games, and we were both doing that because we were doing the shopping centre. So we were 
looking at things like coin recognition, whether they knew the values of coins whether they could match them to the appropriate cards and things like that. 
Marion uses the following large chart that she inherited from the previous teacher, 
to remind her of specific aspects of language and learning as she assesses each 
child. The headings on the chart are taken form the Australian Language Levels 
Guidelines (1988) and therefore correspond to the headings on the Negotiated 
Evaluation sheet. It is stuck on the wall above her desk as illustrated in Sample 
8.  
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Sample 8: Language Chart. 
ASSESSIIENT 
, signal wordsl  
lltSS 
S. LEARNING HDII TO LEARN 
A. RHdi ng - i nfor1114tion 
- use book 
- predict 
- use c lues 
- nia1n points 
• sequence 
- note t1k 1 ng 
B. L 1 sttn1 ng - as above 
- fol low instructions 
C. � - clirity 
focus 
- transfer l 1n9u1ge 
awareness 
- coherent 
.� ......... i...11.- . .... , ..... _ 
O. Wr1t1ng - spel Hng · ,.,._,._ ... , 
- focus ! 
- ed1t 
•· qual i ty 
- coherent 
_ genr
t
•rrative 
· report 
recount 
procedur• 
E. Independent 
- organize 
- ri sk Uke 
- co111plete work 
- respons1b 1 e 
- rulist1c expectatic 
6. MATHS 
. 7 .  IWIIMUTING 
Marion at Greenway 
Although Marion assesses the children through her observation and interaction in 
everyday classroom activities she reflects 'occasionally, if there was something 
particular that you said 'Oops, I haven't done that, you know, how am I going to 
evaluate that' then you may think of a special activity'. When Marion has completed 
the Negotiated Evaluation sheet, she uses this as a basis for the report for 
parents: 
The report to parents is just based on what the children are actually 
doing each week, so instead of writing a report at the end of each 
term, every week we chose three children in the class. You look at 
those three children closely, using the Negotiated Evaluation sheet. 
The report to the parents will basically be saying 'what the children 
can do and what they have been doing in that week '. I might say 
'they are learning about Australian animals and your child is able to 
describe an animal in different or simple terms or in science'. I might 
say 'they can classify animals according to certain features '. And in 
maths we might say what they've been doing that week, like at the 
moment we're learning multiplication. All this information comes 
from the Negotiated Evaluation sheet and my head. 
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Sample 9 Report to Parents 
GREENWAY INTENSIVE LANGUAGE CENTRE 
Progress Records for Date lit.,.,, 
Teacher Comment 
WM 'f'� CAMf c.d.bl.H..:J uiJ-k ftt.tl.ltd. i.tt.M.l or f� M &kt. 'f� wU:J �:J 
I.NA � �  to Kit. cuu. Sk.t ""11:J � IJd1 M � JIUd. �Ii.GM 
n.,u..kd.. WM "' � to � ,.  � or put of,. ptMJ- i,\ -liMpu IJClnU. 
"' �. 1vMA "' �  MOte. Ulliet�f-b:J ec,ti&L"t or �  out- � 
IJClnU. Sk.t t£ 1-\U to c.o.Kf'Uk .liMplt. '°""P� a.tH.vi.f-:J .r«.h. u '""""'t IJOl'CU, 
� Alld. "° or tUd. ,s,o: dna.t. 
"' IM'i.HAe """"- t£ auo uid.t.p� � .ck.t ..u,u to bi � a.bout- � UL 
�,, to IMAltt. � Sk.t CIU.U.:J &.acwt...i IJd1 U\ d.&$&. 
"' w.lM WM t£ � to do tn'l'P"'-8 I,.,,.,., (M" t'l.oh or' M" fuMu 
e.e i (1) . ,, :ix.1 . ,  
Teacher Signature _____ _ 
The children are encouraged to write their own comments on their report to parents: 
We explain it to the children. We have a space for the children, on 
the back of the report to parents. Once they 're in Phase 2, they can make a comment about their progress. So we call it negotiated 
evaluation. The ones we did last week, usually they want to write down what they like doing at school, so I let them write that first. So they 'll write ' I  like reading, I like painting' whatever, and then I try and encourage them to write what they have learnt that week. So they might write ' I  learnt about the kangaroo', or something like that. So they 're putting input into what 's going home to the parents. (See Sample 10: The Child 's Comment on her Report to her 
Parents). 
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Sample 10: The Child's Comment on her Report to her Parents. 
CBn.D COMMENT 
J _( le ;- <It (}.., 
I L� 
Teacher Commen1 � 
SJ..t is a. bit -It, 
vcc<1. bu.larj ,· s dtve lc,i,rJ ,.,c! i :  
"s� a,,J a"s"'er 'J'l e� l,·o"-5 . A1 
There is a preface in the front of the report saying that if an interpreter is needed, they can contact the school. Parents are asked to sign and comment on the report before it goes back to Marion. Sometimes parents will write comments in their first language and this is translated at school, as illustrated in Sample 11: Parent's Comments on the Report. 
Sample 11: Parent's Comments on the Report. 
For Jess's progress in English, we can thank you the most. Jess has always been very shy and 
that is why she speaks in a soft voice, but we do hope that she wi l l  soon overcome her 
shyness. (mother) 
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As well as sending a report home there is an open day once every other term. 
The parents have the opportunity to come to the classroom for half a day and 
observe the children working. Marion has an informal interview with parents in 
the other terms. She finds that very often parents do not understand everything 
in their child's report. Marion makes sure she has an interpreter so the parents 
can ask questions or clarify particular points. Marion talks about an interview 
with parents: 
Well after you go through the report, and ask them questions, usually I just go through and be positive about what the child is 
learning and what they've been doing. If they have any problems, 
we try and give them suggestions on ways that they can help the 
child at home, even if its just things like listening to them reading. I 
had one little girl who had very poor coordination, so when I her 
parents came for the interview last term, we were trying to encourage 
them to get out and play some games with the children. Get them to 
actually do things, get her to do colouring in and cutting out and 
that sort of thing, a bit more throwing and catching the ball. So, it 
just depends on the individual child. 
Using the ESL Junior Primary Bandscales to assess the students 
When Marion has written the report for parents, for the three children she is 
assessing, she places them on the ESL Junior Primary Bandscales (1993). She 
explains that when the young children arrive at the Intensive Language Centre 
most will be in Junior Primary ESL Level 1 .  They would be expected to progress 
to level 4 before they exit. Thus Marion feels it is important to be familiar with 
the Junior Primary ESL Levels 1 to 4. She talks through the process of placing 
Malenar on the Bandscales. Marion has Malenar's most recent Negotiated 
Evaluation sheet and Report in front of her. She is evaluating the Speaking strand 
of the Junior Primary ESL Bandscales. She points to the section under Language 
on the Negotiated Evaluation sheet and reads her comments: 
She can ask and answer questions effectively, she's been learning the 
names of different parts of vehicles, she uses conjunctions like 'and' 
and 'because' and contractions. She still uses present tense of verbs, 
and she speaks clearly in front of the classroom and is very confident. 
So, thinking about that, then I would go to the oral language section 
of the Bandscales and rather than going back to the book, I would 
look at our shorthand version of it, which are a list of the main 
descriptors for each strand, levels 1 to 4. This makes it easier to 
locate. I know she'd be beyond a 1 or a 2, so I 'd look through the 
points that we've got listed down here, say for level 3, 'participates 
in routine exchanges and initiates them', 'initiates face to face 
interaction, responds to teacher 's questions '. She doesn't really have 
many breakdowns, she's fairly fluent. I 'd started thinking, no, I 
think she's passed this, so then I look, see a lot of the points which are 
down here, she's beyond level 3 and then I 'd look at level 4. 
Marion continues to read the descriptors for level 4, giving examples of Malenar's 
use of English and confirming or refuting her use of each aspect of Speaking level 
4. Towards the end of the descriptors Marion makes a general comment: 
'Frequent errors in syntax in expression ', yes, she still has quite a few 
of those. 'Uses a small range of connectors', yes I think she does in 
her reports. 'Awareness of tense developing and prepositions ', what I 've found with a lot of these children, is that when they start 
becoming aware of past tense, they start using 'did', like 'I did go', 
and 'I did make', so it shows me that they are aware that there's a 
past tense, but they don 't know what it is. 'May not want 
corrections ', so, I mean, like for example, verb tenses, you may correct 
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her verb tenses, but she will continue using the present tense, that's 
what she knows, that's what she's familiar with, she's not ready yet 
to make that step into using past tense. 'Fragmented language but 
intent on conveying meaning', yes, she'll get her meaning across one way or the other. 'May choose Ll for complex ideas', well we don't 
have the facilities for her to do that, but if we had a teacher aide who 
spoke her language, she may want to do that. 'Vocabulary and 
concepts widening, pronunciation developing Australian features ', 
you often find that they're starting to use some colloquial expressions. So looking at all that I say yes, she's speaking at a level 
4. 
Marion follows a similar process for placing Malenar on the Listening, Reading 
and Writing Bandscales. With Listening and Reading Marion notes that Malenar 
was on Level 3 and says ' I  can cheat a bit and I can look at what I had her on last 
time, we had her down as level 3, so we'll see if she's still on level 3 or whether she 's ·up 
to level 4 '. Marion starts by reading the level 4 descriptors. After satisfying 
herself the Malenar has achieved most of the descriptors she places her on level 4 
for Listening and Reading. As she looks at the section on Writing on the 
Negotiated Evaluation form, she explains how she is able to write so much detail: 
I look at their writing folder where they keep all their writing. And at the end of each term I usually go through it and keep maybe four 
samples, one from the beginning, middle and end, so that you can see 
the progression that they've made during that term. And so the writing one is fairly easy, just look at the writing folder. Or you can 
be aware of them during the writing lessons, whether they are sounding out the words for themself or whether they've got their hand up all the time asking you for help. Whether they can actually write about something that you've asked them to write about, for 
example, if you were doing procedures like something about how to 
make an aeroplane. Whether they can actually do a sequence like first you have to cut this, then you have to do that. Or whether they just write my aeroplane is this, or something. Quite often where you're 
trying to teach them a particular genre of writing, these children 
won't, they'll just write down what they want to write. Write what they saw on TV last night. So you're sort of observing them during the lessons as well, and if you forget, then you can always just grab 
their writing folder and have a look back at that. 
On the basis of her Negotiated evaluation, report and her in-head knowledge, 
Marion feels that Malenar is beyond Level 3 for Writing. Marion comments that 
Malenar has been doing most of the things that are mentioned at level 4 and 
anything she is unsure about she can check by looking in her writing folder or 
writing scrap book. She concludes by placing Malenar in level 4 and adds, 
'sometimes there may be one or two things that don 't happen, but you 'd say generally 
she 's got 90% of the things here '. 
Having placed all the children on the Bandscales at least twice during the year, 
Marion explains what happens to them: 
Well at the moment it's just staying within the Intensive Language 
Centre, because they want to try and see if there are any patterns happening, like whether most children are sitting on certain levels or 
what's happening. So last term the Deputy Principal collected all 
the Bandscales sheets and they were doing a survey to see where the children were and how they were progressing and whether it 's going to be useful. And now the next step is whether we can actually use 
the information in the Bandscales when we're reporting to 
mainstream teachers, because when the children exit, we write a 
completely separate report for the mainstream teacher. We've found 
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that often some of the descriptors in the Bandscales are very useful. 
How can we use these to report to mainstream teachers, so we quite 
often just take that (the descriptors) and write that in the report 
because it gives a very good description of what the child is actually 
doing. 
The Relationship Between Assessment and Teaching 
How and what Marion teaches and her methods of evaluation are interrelated. 
The Negotiated Evaluation headings and the Goals for her programme (see 
Sample 1: Marion's Programme) come from the Goals of Language Learning in the 
Australian Language Levels Guidelines (1988). The Australian Language Levels 
Guidelines do not have activities which relate to particular goals and the goals 
are general, they do not relate to specific levels of attainment. But Marion feels 
that the Australian Language Levels goals are appropriate for her Phase 2 
children. Therefore Marion plans activities that will lead to particular goals. 
In addition to this when Marion has placed a child on the Bandscales she 
considers what the next step should be: 
You do often, after you've looked at it, you would think where am I 
going to go now, what do I have to do next. But I'm not sure how 
you do it, whether you do it sort of intuitively, or from your goals or 
whether you'd actually read on and say 'they need to do this next'. I 
suppose you're sort of aware or you check and see what they should 
be doing in the next stage if you weren 't sure. But you're not 
actually teaching to the Bandscales. I don 't think it's designed to do 
that, you're mainly teaching to your goals from your programme. 
But I suppose you could look at it, there wouldn't be any harm 
looking at it and seeing where they should be. 
At other times Marion's evaluation does inform particular activities. If Marion 
identifies a 'problem area', through her Negotiated Evaluation observation, she 
checks to ascertain if it is just the target child or a group of children that need 
help. On the basis of her observation she would either ask the aide to work with 
the individual child or plan a small group activity for a number of children. 
Sometimes evaluation activities emerge from everyday classroom activities. For 
example, as the children complete a series of worksheets on Australian Animals, 
Marion has been systematically checking which children can recognise isolated 
words related to the topic. Then, each child is given a set of words they do not 
recognise, to practice during the week at home and with a friend. In addition 
Marion sometimes tape records a small group of children doing an oral activity. 
On other occasions Marion gives the children an opportunity to practice giving an 
oral report in a non-threatening situation. As this is one of her goals she uses it 
as an evaluation activity. Each child in the small group chose an Australian 
Animal puppet and described its characteristics. Marion records each child so 
that she can listen to the tape later, in order to complete the Negotiated 
Evaluation sheet and help her place each child on the Bandscales. 
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Marion talks about the Negotiated Evaluation: 
Marion at Greenway 
So it is time consuming, it is something that takes a lot of practice to 
make sure that you write something down on their observation 
papers, especially with the junior grades because the children are a lot 
more demanding. You can't just say 'Off you go and do that ', 
you've got half a dozen children who want your help or want your 
attention. So the hardest thing is to discipline yourself to write 
something down, and if it's sort of getting towards the end of the 
week and you think 'I haven't written much down there', sometimes 
you have to sit in at a lunchtime and think 'Now what has that 
child been doing'. That's the hardest thing to do that, and once 
you've done that the report writing is easy and it 's easy to put them 
on the Bandscales. 
Marion explains that the staff were using the Negotiated Evaluation, before they 
introduced the Bandscales, she says '(Negotiated Evaluation) really hasn't got 
anything to do with Bandscales '. She recalls that the teachers in the Intensive 
Language Centre, felt they had to use the West Australian Student Outcome Statements or some other form of more standardised evaluation. It was a choice 
between the ESL Scales and the ESL Junior Primary Bandscales (1993). They 
opted for the ESL Junior Primary Bandscales and attended a professional 
development day with staff from the other Intensive Language Centres. Marion 
recalls their early school meetings about the Bandscales: 
When we first had a look at the Bandscales we were all a bit wary of 
it because it was quite a daunting document when we first looked at 
it, but I think most of us found that it fits in with what we are 
already doing. We don't have to change our teaching. We don 't 
have to change our goals, and we don't have to change the outcomes 
that we're doing, it just fits in with what we are already doing. I 
think it makes the evaluation easier because it gives you these concise 
little descriptions of what the children are going to be doing at that 
level, so it makes the outcomes and the reporting at the end easier. 
Initially at the meetings about the ESL Junior Primary Bandscales, it was decided 
to focus on the Speaking strand. Each teacher brought an audio tape of a child 
talking which was discussed in relation to what the child had achieved and 
where they would fit on the ESL Junior Primary Bandscales. The teachers found 
that the ESL Junior Primary Bandscales were 'rather large and difficult to get 
around' so in order to make them more accessible they listed the main descriptors 
for Level 1 to 4 in each strand. In addition to the main descriptors, the most 
appropriate points from the general Observation Guide - Speaking which is at 
the end of the ESL Junior Primary Bandscales, were also listed. The main 
descriptors and observation guides for Speaking are reproduced in Sample 12: 
Main Descriptors for Speaking Level 1 and Level 2 and Observation Guide. 
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Sample 12: Main Descriptors for Speaking Level 1 & 2 and 
Observation Guide 
SPUJC.[IIC : L.EYIL 1 ( 1 OC' Z worda) 
• labelling · i.,.ediate need• - isolated words 
• non-vecb•l r•spon•• 
• copy action• - paint ,  pick up, •�c . 
• watch other children 
• s i lent period • active listening 
• use Ll to comnuanicate 
• use ge•tures - body language 
• echo word• a phra•es 
Obs. gulde . t;,., s.-J..n� -. � L;)\ 
• avoidance - reliance on peers - famil iar 1peech 
• s<>111e ( appears to be ) appropriate response, to que•tions 
• making approxi..ate pronunciations 
• initiates on .!!!2 level 
uaas LBVIL 2 
• routine social language 
• combines word• - creatively 
• beqins directing others - my turn 
• join, repetitive •tori••• poems , song, 
• repeat• other Q ' s  or stat ... nts 
• relie• he•vily on interlocutor 
• uses picturs, to help co,..unlcate 
• beginning to uas intonation !or meaning 
• growing vocab. 
• Ll with Ll apeakers 
• describing objects - simply 
Marion uses the Observation Guide to inform her observations: 
It's a general guide so, for example, when I start to listen to the tapes 
or look at their writing, or I 'd even be listening to them speaking 
while reading the observation guide, 'appropriate response, features of speech, formality, pronunciation, body language, interaction with 
audience '. So before I was going to assess them I 'd probably look 
through that. That would sort of guide my thinking. 
Marion recalls that teachers found the Listening strand the hardest to assess: 
We did find listening perhaps the hardest to assess. I mean with the 
writing, you just take the student 's writing folder and look through 
that and see exactly what they 're doing. With reading you've got to listen to the reading and set them a little cloze activity or whatever, 
it's easier to assess. With the listening, it 's hard to know what can be 
what can't be done. They 'can follow the steps of instructions '  or, 'they have difficulty following instructions and they often need repetition '. It 's difficult to know. 
Marion finds that it is sometimes difficult to place children in one level. Marion 
feels that the decision is based on 'the interpretation of the Bandscale itself'. She 
argues, 'the pressure is on us to make the decision about one level '. She explains that 
sometimes children appear to be in between levels: 
I put her (Malenar) down as a 3/4, cheating a little bit, but she's 
starting to show some of the characteristics of the next level. 
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Probably by the end of the year I 'll assess her and I 'll put her down 
as a 4 for Speaking and Listening. And really to be on that level she 
should be doing I guess the vast majority of things on there. I think 
I probably put them across the two levels just for my own 
information just so that I knew that she had made some progress. 
Marion argues that it is important to remember that the ESL Junior Primary 
Bandscales were originally written for mainstream teachers who had ESL 
children in their classes. She believes that they relate to whether ESL children can 
understand and use English at a native speaker rate. Marion is concerned about 
mainstream teachers: 
In an Intensive Language Centre the teacher is more aware of basic 
things like speaking slowly, using simple terms, whereas if a child 
goes into a mainstream class the teacher will probably be speaking a 
lot more quickly. That 's one of the main problems that children find 
when they go into a mainstream class, they can't understand the 
teacher because they speak too quickly. They use too many 
instructions in terminology that they don 't understand, they don't 
demonstrate what their explaining, and that's where a lot of the 
children fall in a hole going into a mainstream class. 
On reflection, although Marion feels the Negotiated Evaluation sheet is time 
consuming she feels it does enable her to assess each child in some detail through­
out the year. In addition she feels it is a good basis for reporting to parents, as 
well as giving the children the opportunity to reflect on their own learning by 
contributing to the report. In addition Marion believes that the ESL Junior 
Primary Bandscales complement the Negotiated Evaluation, enabling her to make 
informed judgements about each child's achievement on the basis of detailed 
descriptors. She feels confident that this fine tuned assessment allows her to 
make accurate judgements about where best to place each child in the following 
term. 
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Yuen at Greenway Intensive Language 
Centre 
Caroline Barratt-Pugh 
The School Context 
Yuen shares the same school context as Janet and Marion at the Greenway Intensive Language Centre. 
Yuen came to Australia from Malaysia when she was 10 years old. She speaks Mandarin, but her first two home languages are Cantonese and Hokkien. At school Yuen was taught in Malay, English was taught as a second language and other languages learned were Arabic and Mandarin. Yuen has vivid memories of being an ESL learner in two Australian schools. Yuen gained her Diploma in Education in 1987 and worked in a small rural town as a music specialist for two years. Then Yuen gained a Bachelor of Education and worked as a music specialist and a general support teacher before moving to an inner city Educational Priority School as a mainstream teacher. She studied for her Masters degree between 1994 and 1995 while working in a school with predominantly ESL students, as a contract relief teacher. Yuen began teaching at Greenway Intensive Language Centre in 1996. This is her first year in an Intensive Language Centre and although she has previously worked with ESL students, she regards herself as a newcomer. 
The Classroom Context 
Yuen is responsible for one of the Junior Primary Phase 1 classes. Through-out the year as the children become more fluent they move into Phase 2. Thus Yuen's class is fluid and this term (term 4) she has eight new children . Two of the new children have not been to school before and the other six children are not literate in their own language. The other 7 Children have been with Yuen since the beginning of the year. 
Imagine you are spending the day in Yuen's classroom in early September. As the children arrive they choose something to play with from around the class, while Yuen hears individual children read. At 9.15 all the children gather round Yuen at the easel. For the next 20 minutes the whole class are involved in a series of activities which focus on oracy. The children are invited to take turns counting, naming, drawing and moving words and numbers around on a days of the week, date and weather chart. Then the class form a circle and a questioning game begins. The questions range from 'How are you? How old are you ? '  to 'Where do 
you come from? and What colour is .. . . . . . .  ? '  Yuen models the questions and answers and encourages the children to answer in full sentences. This session ends with a game of Simon Says. 
The children return to the easel and Yuen introduces a big book, Are You my Mother? She invites the children to describe what they can see and discuss the cover. After reading the title, Yuen begins to read the text while pointing to the words. She invites the children to join-in repeated sections of the text and asks a number of questions. Then Yuen explains that they are going to write the story of Are You my Mother? on the large easel. Yuen encourages the children to offer sentences and reminds them of punctuation and capital letters as she writes . .  The 
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class read their shared story together and then Yuen asks the children to identify 
and circle particular words and sounds. 
Now it is time for the children to write their own story about Are You My 
Mother? The children sit at their desks with their names and an alphabet card 
taped to the table top. Yuen reminds them to write on the lines and to look for 
words from around the room, on the board or in the boxes which are placed in 
alphabetical order in a comer of the classroom. Yuen moves around the room 
responding to each child differently. Some just draw, others write initial sounds, 
others write sentences. She writes sentences for the new children to copy while 
encouraging the more advanced writers to try to spell new words by sounding the 
first letter, identifying this on their alphabet chart and then using the classroom 
resources. 
After recess the children complete their writing, helped by Chi, the aide and put 
it in their Writing Folder. It is time for mathematics. Yuen explains that the class 
is divided into groups which change according to what she is doing. Yuen walks 
round the class marking and talking to each group. She makes a point of talking 
to Huang and writes 'Can work independently. Has mastered division ' on a sheet 
titles Negotiated Evaluation which is in a clear folder, taped to his desk. 
At 11 .45 the children are directed to a variety of language games, these include 
picture dominoes, snap and various card games. One group is given a large sheet 
of paper on the floor. The jointly constructed story, Are you My Mother? is cut 
up into words and the group is asked to re-make the sentences and stick them on 
the large sheet of paper. 
During lunch time, Yuen explains that the mornings activities are typical of her 
everyday work with the students. Initially when the children come to her class 
her main aim is socialisation: 
Socio-culture has to be looked after before the linguistic . When they come here , most of them are stressed. So things like they have to be · happy, they have to be motivated to learn, to be comfortable at school and if they 're naughty they have to learn to be good first, before I can work out on the linguistic side . For instance, the eight new children, at the moment there 's more training them to be schoolised, to go to the toilet at recess and lunch and not just walk out whenever you feel like it, to listen to an adult when they 're talking, not to push, not to hit and when you 're playing games you take turns, you can 't have a turn every time , you can 't be the leader every time, not throwing tantrums if you don 't win, or you don 't get what you want . So things like that, so the eight children that 's our main focus for the last 2 to 3 weeks. Once I've got them doing that , then the secondary thing is for them to read, write, draw, the academic side of school. 
Yuen begins with simple phrases which the children need when they first arrive. 
These are incorporated into all the activities that she plans, oracy being the main 
focus initially. She explains: 
I guess you look at what basic things you feel children at their age need to learn to cope socially, in the environment and in their school when they go into main stream. So the first things I would teach them are things like classroom things, toilet things are important, the colours, then I teach them things like clothing items, food items. Like all my new ones, like the language activities I have in the class is to learn these basic sights words and to develop cooperative skills. At the same time they love playing, so it 's sort of enjoyment too that they have interacting and for my better ones they learn to teach the others. The topic I choose is different from those games we play. The 
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topics I choose, like say in Term 1 ,  I chose things like colours, food 
and then I started to get all sorts of new kids right throughout Term 
2 and Term 3. Then I have to go into more advanced topics but still 
reasonably basic so my new ones that come in can still join in. Term 
3 I did animals which is fairly basic and transport which is fairly 
basic. 
Sample 1 is an example of Yuen's Programme Planner which she completes each 
term. Yuen derives her weekly activities from the Program me Planner and 
records them on a Weekly Planner, as illustrated in Sample 2. 
Sample 1: Term 3 Programme Planner. 
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Yuen explains that the 5 headings on the Programme Planner are taken from the ESL Framework of Stages (1991) p.26, but the minor headings 'come from the top of my head '. Yuen finds this a useful way of planning as it enables her to focus on different areas of language, while covering a variety of curriculum areas. m addition the 5 headings from the Programme Planner form the basis of the Negotiated Evaluation, which Yuen explains later in our discussion. 
Next, Yuen talks about her reading program. Yuen feels it is important for each child to be familiar with the text before taking a reading book home. Yuen has made books about colours with repetitive sentences and matching pictures on each page, such as 'I can see a blue boat, I can see a blue ball , I can see a blue bird '. When Yuen is confident that the children recognise the objects, they take the books home to read to their parents. Yuen finds that this process usually takes 4 to 5 weeks. Parents �re asked to sign a card and in the morning selected children read to Yuen and give themselves a stamp if they have read their book at home. As the Children progress through a series of home made books they move onto 'real books '. These are composed of Sunshine Readers and are graded in boxes A to D. The children choose their own reading books from the appropriate box. 
Yuen reflects that initially the children memorise the words and 'rote read with meaning'. Yuen supplements the reading books with meaningful language games which re-enforce the words and concepts. She feels that rote reading gives the children confidence and helps to avoid stress. She adds that 'in the mist of all this, once they 've got a few sight words, we also learn the alphabet sounds'. This is done in a number of different ways from recording sight words and discussing individual sounds, to playing games and doing flash card activities. These are then re-enforced through a series of grahpo-phonic work sheets. 
The bell rings and it is time for the afternoon session. Children gather round the mural they have painted of an island in the ocean just off the main land. Yuen asks each child in turn how they will get from one place or house to another, modelling various sentence structures. The children identify different forms of transport, debating different possibilities with much laughter. Yuen provides a picture of different forms of transport particularly for those children who need a visual aid. With much exptement the children go to their desks and draw, colour, cut-out and stick their form of transport on the mural. 
As the children are finishing Yuen reminds them that the Phase 2 class will soon be here for shared language activities. Yuen sets out 6 activities which she has planned with the Phase 2 teacher. Each group is composed of carefully matched phase 1 and 2 children . The Phase 2 children take the role of leader, as their language is more advanced. Soon there is a busy hum as the children concentrate on each game. The activities include a variety of barrier games, a semantic grid, based on different forms of transport, sequencing pictures and matching sentences and a jigsaw featuring some form of transport. Yuen, Marion, Chi and Wang Mo work with different groups. The groups do a different activity at each joint session, so the activities last for three weeks. At the end of the session the children line up to go to recess. As they wait for the bell stickers are given out for good work and behaviour. 
At the end of the day the children choose an activity from around the classroom. These range from games and books to dressing up, puppets and masks. Yuen explains that this encourages the children to initiate conversations with her and each other and to use English in an informal way at their own level. 
After all the children have gone home, Yuen talks about the afternoon activities. She explains that the shared language activities are important for a number of reasons. They give the Phase 2 children the opportunity to take on the role of leader; they involve the children in small group intensive language activities; they 
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encourage the children to be independent; they enable the children to work at 
their own level while introducing some children to new language structures. All of 
the activities build on or consolidate the classroom topics so children are able to 
practise as well as extend their language. In addition often there are two 
teachers, two aides and sometimes the Deputy Principal of the Intensive 
Language Centre joins the class. Thus the children are exposed to models of 
language and encouraged to extend their repertoire within a familiar context. At 
the end of the session the adults make a number of positive evaluative comments 
about particular children and award stickers. 
Finally, Yuen talks about her writing program. Yuen prepares a number of writing 
activities which range from independent writing to work sheet activities, these are 
often integrated with reading. On completion each child places their writing in an 
individual Writing Folder. The writing activities usually follow a class activity 
involving visual aids, modelling and reminders about the structure and content of 
the writing, as well as strategies for supporting spelling. Yuen explains that 'all 
the writing comes from something oral'. Writing activities are related to a topic or a 
story and Yuen likes to go on outings as a language and literacy stimulus. Yuen 
prepares different levels of work sheets and the children pick the one they are 
able to read, one will be very difficult and one will be very simple. The activities 
include picture and sentence matching; sequencing stories; filling in the blanks; 
matching prepositions to pictures; 'What am I? '  descriptions and drawings; story 
maps; classification; handwriting and sounds. Hand writing is based on copying 
sounds that have been discussed and modelled on the board. 
Yuen explains that the children come with different understandings of literacy. 
Some children are learning to write in their first language, others have never held a 
pencil. Yuen gives an example of one child who refused to write his name in 
English initially as he knew this was not his name in Bosnian. Yuen describes 
children at different levels in their writing: 
Nichol is at the stage where he doesn't recognise anything, he 
recognises two letters of the alphabet. I say to him, give me a 
sentence, sometimes he gives me a sentence, then I say what's the first 
sound, he 'll tell me the sound. No idea which letter it is, so I point 
to him here (alphabet chart, on his desk) or sometimes I'll go up there 
and point to the picture. And sometimes he 'll look himself Monday 
is a good day for his writing, um so he can usually look up and tell 
horse, 'h ' and he'll write it down and he just writes 'h ', so he 's 
teaching himself to learn because he is able to use that by himself 
Others use the dictionary or they ask me to write words on the board, 
or they ask me which letter is it, or use the blank cards from the 
dictionary boxes. 
Yuen does not correct the children 's writing. She encourages them to 'read it back 
the way they want to ', but she models the appropriate form at other times, for 
example during joint story writing. 
Assessing the Children's Achievements 
The Intensive Language Centre has a system of assessment that has been 
developed and is used by all the teachers at the Intensive Language Centre. Yuen 
was introduced to the system when she arrived at the school. New children are 
assessed by the Deputy Principal through an informal interview with their 
parents. They are then placed in an appropriate class. Yuen informs the Deputy 
Principal if she feels any of the new children appear to have more English than 
was first apparent and they are relocated. 
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Yuen explains that she begins informal evaluation by observing the new children 
in play activities and games. From this she identifies their needs and as soon as 
she feels they are 'schoolised' she says: 
When I don 't have to focus so much on their behaviour, I will move 
more onto their work, before I would accept what they have done, 
now if they don 't do it properly I 'll correct them. 
Yuen makes decisions about appropriate activities for all the children from 
observing and interacting with them at work and at play. She describes Florie: 
Okay, like I 've noticed Florie when she first came, she hasn 't been to 
school before this one, so she has actually gone a long way in three 
weeks. She didn 't know things like going to the toilet, flushing the 
toilet or staying in the classroom. She couldn 't sit still for very long. 
She 'd sit still for 5 minutes and then she 'd get up and walk off and 
do something else. Now she stays with the activity, used to play 
concentration, we played concentration so many times. She had no 
idea about turns, she would just take a card when she feels like it, but 
today she did that perfectly, she knew when .to take the turn, she 
knows all her colours, she knows to say 'it 's your turn ' and she even 
corrects other people when someone else is not sitting properly. She 'll 
say 'sit sit ' so that 's good so I know she 's ready to begin, 
understand some of the words. 
In addition to continual informal evaluation, Yuen assesses 2 children every week 
using a more formal system, called Negotiated Evaluation. She starts with those 
children who seem to have made progress. New children are not usually 
assessed until they have been in the class for 4 to 5 weeks, sometimes longer. 
Yuen finds it hard to assess children who are 'not saying anything ', and suggests 
that all she can comment on is their observable behaviour. Yuen gives an 
example: 
Well for instance Hara was very immature. Ishmael is her brother. 
Ishmael 's come along, he can recognise probably about 5 alphabet 
sounds, he knows the vocabulary, he will ask me questions, he does all 
that, he can play these games, he can be a leader, Hara can 't manage. 
First of all she doesn 't seem to catch on to vocabulary quickly, yet the 
new children know more vocabulary than she does at the moment. 
But she 's confident, she's still happy to play and all that, she wants 
to be the leader but she hasn 't got the language to cope. So I 'm not 
starting until next week. She's actually been here for about 6 weeks, 
7 weeks. 
Yuen chooses two children to assess each week. She places a Negotiated 
Evaluation sheet in a plastic folder on each desk. The Negotiated Evaluation 
sheet consists of seven categories. In addition to the five taken from the 
Australian Language Levels Guidelines (1988), there are two additional 
categories, Mathematics and Other. Under each category Yuen has written focus 
points to help her assess specific aspects of English. She describes the process 
involved in evaluating Alex, as presented in Sample 3. 
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NEGOTIATED EVALUATION DATE: 30.10.96 
COMMUNICATION 
Personal Expression: � """ � ''"lllt. MIIIK .u.:,& ''Jv. loolr. ,. .. !Y'41"· 
Recount CAA tt.kll. pt'OU.d«t. i.i\ Of'd.u. 
Clarity i...,twU\t i.i\ ,peuk. &iU. pro� i.ili\ e.e 'i =:>''4'" I � • I � 
Confidence vv vu:, ec,od-
LANGUAGE 
Phonetics: ftk�: l<IIOJ 1MOtt. ALpkA� � e.t· 'k', 'b' e.tc.. 
Vocabulary: L.u.vu 11t1.t � i.ili\ fte.pditiort./11u.. e.e "-"'. '4li.l. tk. 
Sentence Structure: lhu fl.CL .(tA� �h """ a.- i.i\ i.w-i..liAG &. � 
LEARNING HOW-TO-LEARN SKILLS 
Speaking: &.f COf"ttd-, .. f kt. 1'4Allu  ,. MW-dt. e.e 
Listening: fC1t.1.cu£ �� A4U wktA kt. cue.&1\1 .. 11116.er,� 
Reading: lJu.£ '"t-o,-i..AL wu, lr..ll4J& '1", 
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NAME: 
Writing: �t h> f""6. t-kt. i.N.n.Al. � o¥ � &HA un.liAG b:3 ki..Mlel.f. rJucu ktl.p i.ili\ f� 
"'°' .. 
Co-operation: Au.w.:,& 
Task-coping: �t h> t-r:, h> � a.- pro� be.fore. '-"ti.i\t f«" ktLp 
SOCIO CULTURAL 
Participation: v'u:3 luA 
Interaction: IJ� Mil f'C.A:,& &JtU. i.ili\ o»iu'- �ood. " foU.o.iU 1. 1.Ullu  ..•.•. 'lr.nc. .. ', COf"ttd-', ktl.p, 
lltl.t �  
Tolerance: 
Independence: ttei..e....bu, h> t-,.tt. °'* """ � bocilr.. &. Lllllt.k riu, i.i\ t-kt. IMMIU\G· T&.diu """ dut. 
f 1.h '°"" L1111t.k. 
GENERAL KNOWLEDGE 
Topic I Theme: lr..ll4J& t-kt. 4 � f'lAAh IIUd.. ftei.u.bu, h> &JI.tu """ f'lAAh i.i\ t-kt. IMMIU\G· 
MATHEMATICS 
Number: CAA • i.ili\ f'"'tU'- YY �,u.H.:3 i.. ... pf'M.li. CM d.o tktlK ""6.e.�H.:3. ftuoe HO. � h> 
.x.e.e 1x.l 
Measurement: CAA IMU.lllt't. uu. i.i\fMMAU.:, 
Space: lr..ll4J& 11AJMU o¥ .co.i.e. � 4'1.pu 
Problem Solving: 
omER 
� vu:, tirt.d./au,:, "'°' .. d.A:3'- IIUd.& IMOtt. au,? 
In 'Communication" this is getting their message across. In 
'Personal Expression' this particular child shares his ideas, for 
instance you see this is where, to remind myself, and I say 'oh that 's 
really good, I like the way you shared your idea earlier '. I said the 
mum says 'just look at you'  because we were reading a story and he 
made that comment, so I wrote it down and said 'that 's really good 
that you share your ideas '. That 's not what was actually in the 
story. He said 'mum', meaning, he actually meant the mum 
probably said 'yes just look at you because you're so dirty'. See, 
because we read another book called 'Just Look At You' which he took 
home. 
'Recount' in a group of eight, he could retell, we'd just baked some 
bread from the Little Red Hen and we had an oral recount as well and 
he was able to tell us orally, and then we model write it. 
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'Clarity', now I know I crossed this off last time. I changed it to social interaction, but I've changed back to clari ty and I think that 's probably important , but he 's the only child in this class who really has the problem now. My Japanese kids have gone. He stutters and he has trouble with saying certain sounds and it was quite difficult to understand him to start with and because he 's really improved it was quite a significant issue. You know he would stutter so badly that he won 't even get the thing out , he 'll just say 'ohh forget it ' and he 'll walk away. He gave up so it 's a big plus with him, he 's improved and he doesn 't stutter as much. The only problem he really has is with the sound 's ' and 'sh '. He 's not getting them . . 
'Confidence' is very good . He 's always been quite confident. 
Yuen modifies the form as she assesses each child. She is not sure if she will 
retain Clarity and include Social Interaction under Socio-Cultural. However, at 
the moment she says, 'I think I might just leave it out because I don 't seem to need to do it for most of the students'. Yuen describes how she completes the section on 
Language while she is observing or involved in language activities. She explains 
that while doing a series of activities on plants during the past 4 weeks, Alex 
seems to have grasped the vocabulary this week. She has written 'uses full sentences' because although his sentences are not grammatically accurate 'he gets his meaning across which is the important thing'. 
Yuen explains Learning How to Learn Skills refer to the strategies that children 
are encouraged to use to help them learn. Yuen writes what Alex can do under 
each minor heading and some of the strategies he uses to help him learn. Yuen 
made a note of what Alex can do under Reading when she heard him read that 
morning. Moving onto Writing, Yuen uses the following sample to describe Alex's 
writing. This piece of writing is based on a 'Who am I? ' activity. 
Sample 4: An example of Alex's Writing. 
. ' • ' · . • • , ' • • 
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Yuen interprets Alex's writing. It says: 
1. I am 30 years old. 
2. I come from Malaysia. 
3. I like playing the piano. 
Who am I? 
Yuen at Greenway 
I remember he can recognise 'I' he can recognise 'c ', he can 't 
recognise 'from' and he can 't recognise 'Malaysia' so only the ones he can recognise. He can 't recognise the number 30, he went up to 
the chart and counted until he got to 30, copied it down, but when 
he came to read it he said 20. He doesn 't know but 
learning how to learn skills. He 's beginning to find his own 
way around. 
Socio-Cultural assessments are based on observations of the language activiti�s. 
Yuen looks for things Alex does in his role as a leader. She notes that he 
organises, directs and corrects members of his group. She notices that he is 
cooperative and tolerant. For example, in dancing he holds hands with girls and 
children from other cultures. Assessment of General Knowledge and 
Mathematics is based on current topics. Yuen explains that 'maths is only a very 
small component, we don 't really have to focus too much on it although I feel it has so 
much to do with their learning and they love maths '. Finally, Other, this gives Yuen the opportunity to mention anything else she feels is important. She is concerned 
that Alex seems to lack concentration and feels that he perhaps stays up too 
late. This is a sensitive issue which she would prefer to discuss in person with 
Alex's parents. She writes a tentative question about this on the report in the 
hope that his parents will respond. 
Yuen explains that the children know when she is evaluating them: 
These things I write down usually when the children are at the desk, 
sometimes I 'll write it after they've gone home but most of the comments are written when they 're here. Some of them will understand what I 'm writing, some of them won 't but they get the idea that whatever I am writing is about them. I 'll say that 'oh I notice that you are asking me questions when you are having trouble, 
that 's very good' and I 'll write that down. 
Yuen explains to the children why she is writing on the Negotiated Evaluation 
sheet: 
They know that I 'm writing things about them and they know that from this sheet I take it off and I write a report about them. So 
they 've got this concept that I write things to help me remember about them, when I write the reports. So I try to keep it very 
positive. So I always say ' I 'm looking for good things that they ' re doing and things they 're learning. Like when Fiona understands some alphabet and I said 'that 's very good Fiona, you're getting 
better ' and I say 'you didn 't know this last time did you, very good, 
I 'll write this down, that you know this letter now'. 
Yuen talks about the children's role and attitude towards the Negotiated 
Evaluation: 
Well I guess they know it goes home and their parents feel very good about them going home, it 's usually quite positive, but they don 't really do anything different when they know they ' re being evaluated. I just start them off and I don 't really see the finished product. My 
stage is just gi.ving them the idea that I look at what they do in class, and write about, I remember it, I write it, it goes home to Mum 
and Dad, Mum and Dad come home and write something. 
Yuen explains that in her class the evaluation is not really negotiated: 
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It 's not so much negotiated on my level, but it is with Marion 's 
class, Phase 2. In Phase 1 they don 't have enough English yet, you can 't really negotiate it, so I just really prepare them for the next 
level because when I 'm writing things, I will tell them what I 'm 
writing and some of them will understand, and some of them will 
just look. But they can 't read it and they don 't really necessarily understand that that's as much as we can do. And then when they 
go to Phase 2, they are able to understand more and they can say what they can improve. 
Yuen talks about the difficulty of evaluating some areas. Because Yuen does not 
plan specific evaluation activities there are 'certain blank areas ' on the Negotiated 
Evaluation form, which do not reflect what the children are learning. In addition 
to this Yuen talks about the difficulties of making judgements about some writing: 
Joseph, he 's written something. He can 't read it but that's a start. 
I 'd had not a single idea, that's the hard thing about teaching 
yourself, I don 't know whether he knows what he 's written in his 
own language. Or he 's just copying what someone else has done. If 
I could knew then I would know he is a stage ahead, 'cos at the 
moment I 'm just assuming he is just writing because everyone else is 
writing, and I 've just written on the board, he's copied. But there's 
no understanding or maybe there is in his own language. 
Yuen uses her 'in head knowledge ' and the Negotiated Evaluation form as the 
basis for writing a Report. The following sample is Alex's report based on the 
Negotiated Evaluation form, as illustrated in Sample 5. 
Sample 5: Alex's Report. 
GREENWAY INTENSIVE LANGUAGE CENTRE 
Progress Record for Alex Date 30/10/% 
Teacher Comment 
Aux. i.i ltUft to l.tAn\ Am* lltU � 1A c1I."- kt. uottt& Mil pll.!3' a.ltU &Ji.Kl. oHlu � � kAl I.UJ'At 
.COIMt, e- I.Udu41&., 4Ulu; °'�· tkt. � IA ""' eniv,, � i.A.&Mdi� Mil ktl.,i.At tkt.M if 
tkt.� kl.wt. �¥¥'""4t�. I-le. kA.l AUo I.U.n\t to be. � Ul&k,�t; �bui.At to tAltt. out ""' Wiiek ordu 
Mil � boot. i.A tkt. MOn1&At, nd...u kc.I d.ull, tallu out Mil ,� A&JA� adivi.ti.u de.. 
Aux. Hru kc.I � i.A �"� t.t• ;,'Tht. ,...,... U.� '� ld at �····"""�"· kt. Va..& f'4l- UAkllcu 
i..iktA kt. ,,u.lt.& Mil l.lf'tk.&. � ofteA i.ACAt.& kc.I o.. � Mil � at.f-co,·,u.t.& l.lktA kt. wJr.u • 
..c.itdt. l.h.dl. "' � kt. td"' ""' IMUll&At ""'°" IMOlt of tkt. fu,,e.. �·, ,t'ONlllcl.AfuM kA.l ™'f'Md. 
Mil ""' .&hl»ui.At kA.l d.t.uu..u.d.. 
� � ¥°' U\.&M.IC.NM.& Mil 1,1;,U. ..... ¥°' ktl., tf kt. d.oull't lllldu.&t-Md.. � "' ao.i.:, �"-"t 1MOf't, 
at.,kAw.t ""1lld..& Mil NIIKW.&. � Va..& ,i.t.hftu to ktl., kiM f'Uli Md. CAA � tkt. i.ionl 'f. It "4 ec,od. 
to aL that kt. .&nU. tAj0!3' �· � c.l IJf'ttiA9 11.uL """ti.Al. ""1lld..& of tk£. iJCW. &Ji.Kl. M� ktl.f t.t· I CAA «t. 
lot-.& of \inl.& • lul.ob. &,...e. ti.Mu, kt. CAA fc.All tkt. ld+tr.& k..MULf. Au.,.. CAA ( +) Md. f-Altt.-� ( ... ) ""-"t 
bl.oc.lr.l to COlll\t "� �¥. I-le. "' �. to -0-..,C..� ('i.ot-, of') ,... 1J • ,. 
� II� ec,od. IMAMU.& IJld. c.l a.ltU l&.lle6, b� tk£. olilu �. 
Tudlu Si.t,,,.twt: 
.-uw c-t-: 
Parents receive one or two reports a term, depending upon how many children 
are in the class and how soon Yuen can begin to make assessments. Yuen writes 
positively about each child. She feels it is important that parents do not put 
pressure on their children and make them stressed. Yuen feels that the report 
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also helps parents, 'a lot of what we're doing is also educating our parents on how to 
help them at home, our education here is different, we have to educate them '. Yuen 
finds that many parents attend English classes and often keep the report for 
several days while they find someone to translate. Comments vary from 'thank­
you '  or just a signature to more detailed responses, as illustrated in Sample 6 .  
Some parents seem surprised at how much detailed knowledge the teachers have 
of individual students. 
Sample 6: Alex's Report - His mother's comments. 
GREENWAY INTENSIVE LANGUAGE CENTRE 
Progre55 Record for __ Alu Date lit/1/96 
Parent'5 Comment 
Teacher Signature 
Parent Signature 
Yuen keeps all the negotiated evaluation sheets and each term a report is stapled 
into a Progress record booklet. When the children move into Phase 2, the 
booklets are handed to the Phase 2 teacher. 
As each child is assessed using the Negotiated Evaluation form, they are then 
placed on the ESL Junior Primary Bandscales (1993). The children are assessed 
on the four strands, Speaking, Listening, Reading and Writing and usually fall 
between level 1 and 4. Yuen explains that she was not familiar with the ESL 
Junior Primary Bandscales until she joined the Intensive Language Centre. At 
first Yuen read all the descriptors for each strand and level in order to .make 
accurate judgements. As she has become familiar with the different levels she 
just refers to the summary of each level, which is highlighted in the document. 
She uses the Negotiated Evaluation form which she has just completed, to place 
individual children on the ESL Junior Primary Bandscales. She describes the 
process: 
I think it's pretty fresh in my mind where they're at. It doesn't take me that long 
to, but I always still have to flick through the book, rm not very experienced. I 
still have to flick through the book and ru read through, 'oh is he here?', then I'll 
read on 'no he's not here'. I still um and ah a lot. Sometimes, they have some 
things in level 4 and some things in level 3 but until they finish level 3 I haven't 
had them on level 4. They have to have all the things before they go into the next 
level. So they would not have all the indicators or all the features of level 4. I 
haven't had them where they've had all the features of level 4 with gaps in level 3. 
They've always had all the features in level 3 before they got to level 4. 
Yuen has been observing Alex closely in week 4, term 4 and has his Negotiated 
Evaluation sheet in front of her. By completing the Band Scale assessment at the 
same time as she has completed the Negotiated Evaluation she says, 'a lot of 
these 
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(Negotiated Evaluation comments) are just triggers for me more than anything', 
she uses her in -head knowledge. Yuen describes how she placed Alex on the 
Bandscales and this is indicated in Sample 7 
Sample 7: Bandscale level for Alex 
STUDENT NAME: Alex BANDSCALE LEVEL ASSESSMENT COMMENT PERIOD 
SPEAKING 1 5-12 / 9 / 96 stutters and 1 Wk 3-4 Tenn 3 pronunciation 3 lenn 4Week4 problems 7 
LISTENING 
1 5-12/ 9 /96 2 Wk 3-4Tenn 3 3 Tenn 4 Week 4  
READING 1 5-12/9/96 Still developing 1 Wk 3-4 Tenn 3 level 1 skills 1 Tenn 4 Week4 
WRITING 1 5-12/9/96 as above 1 Wk 3-4 Tenn 3 
2 1enn 4 Week 4 
Yuen has placed Alex in Level 3 for Speaking and Listening. She 
reads out the descriptors and comments, 'like all those things it is 
.just exactly what he does there. It 's exactly what he does. So . . . . . . . . . it just fits perfectly to his stage '. In Speaking he has moved from 
Level 1 to Level 3 in 3 months, and Yuen feels that he has made good 
progress. However, she has some concerns about his oracy: 
Well he just developed really quickly in his speaking, probably just 
because he 's ready. But, it 's a bit of a worry, especially with young 
children . This morning we were talking about talking in different languages. He said he speaks German at home but sometimes he 
doesn 't speak in German because he doesn 't know how. I said 'what 
do you mean, what do you do then? '. He said 'so I say it in 
English ', so he 's learned some terminology in English that he 
doesn 't know how to say in German. It 's really sad in a way because 
they really need to develop that language at home. It 's hard for 
them though because they only use it in the family context, whereas 
in school we use it in so many different contexts. So the sad thing is 
that maybe he 's speaking a bit of English at home and perhaps that 
makes them jump further to English. It 's not so good, I really like 
them to keep their first language at home but if you notice his 
reading has stayed at Level 1 .  
Yuen goes on to describe her view of Alex's reading: 
Right, reading level 1 .  'Can recognise and name some letters ' he 's 
got about 4 to 6. It varies between the other two. And 'words 
which they encounter frequently', he can read ' I, a, can '. I know 
because I 've just done it with him, and I read with him every 
morning and I know from his writing, because he is always working 
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with writing. I know he can write 'I', I know he can write 'a '. 
When it comes to anything else there will just be initial sounds. 
'Commercial logo, signs, labels, stop, police ', he can 't do those things 
but he does recognise the stop sign though. 'Can recognise their 
name', yes. 'Will exhibit reading like behaviour ', yes he can do that. 
He rote reads all the time . . . . . . . he knows it by memory. He uses the 
picture to see what the action is, because he 's got the oral and he just 
points to the word because he knows that the word is, but he can 't 
actually recognise it. 
He 's in Level 2, this is what I often do, I go past it and read and see 
whether they fit (the next level). 'Can recognise words and short 
word clusters in English', no he can 't do that straight away. So I 
know straight away he's not there. He hasn 't even got the alphabet 
to be able to sound out and I think visually he's not ready yet. 
Yuen moves onto Writing and confirms that Alex has achieved the descriptors as 
she reads them out for Level 2. As she looks at the Negotiated Evaluation form, 
she comments that she has not written everything he can do. She remembers that 
he drew pictures of what they were going to buy at the growers market, and then 
matched the word to the picture and copied it. So he does 'copy some words ', 
which relates to a descriptor in Level 2. 
Generally when the children are 'schoolised ' and have what Yuen considers to be 
some basic oracy and literacy they may move into Phase 2. At the end of the 
year, Yuen in discussion with the Deputy Principal decides whether the children 
go into Phase 2 or into a mainstream school. This depends upon their level of 
achievement and how long they have been at the Intensive Language Centre. 
Yuen is unsure about where Alex will go at the end of the year. She feels that he 
is 'immature in his thinking, his coordination, movements and drawing'. After 
talking to him the Deputy Principal commented 'he has a short attention span 
hasn 't he?" Yuen has spoken to the Deputy Principal because she thinks he will be 
in level 4 in a few weeks time in Speaking and Listening, while his 'literacy will still 
be very weak ': 
We need to talk to the parents because ultimately it 's the parents ' 
decision. I feel that he should go into Grade 1 even though he would 
be Grade 2 age. Because he's very much like a Grade 1 .  For seven 
months he can recognise about let 's see, 4, 6 alphabets. He just 
hasn 't increased at all in recognising words. He's just not ready. 
Once a decision has been made, the Bandscales record, the year Reports and 
their Writing folders with about 6 examples of writing from through out the year, 
are given to the Phase 2 teacher. Alternatively, the mainstream teachers receive a 
report written especially for them. Yuen describes a report written for a 
mainstream teacher: 
The first page is the details of the students, then the second page 
we'll write some things about their maths and what year level we 
think they're working at in terms of school mainstream levels. 
Sports and physical education, any comments. Language, we write 
about speaking, reading, listening, spelling and writing, so we write 
brief comments. Some people like to write screeds like books but I 
tend to write point form because I think, feeling guilty, as a 
mainstream teacher, I was so busy that I didn't have time to read 
story books. You know I just look at points. Okay, I 'm worried 
about these children, how can they speak, how can they read, how 
can they write, what they're able to do. Then the general comments 
tends to give a hint for the teacher to see whether the parents are 
supportive, those kinds of things. I just wrote what I think are 
helpful for the mainstream teacher. So whether the parents speak 
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English, whether they 're supportive, whether they help with the reading and things like that, or they just can 't, they can 't cope because Mum hasn 't even got literacy in their own language, to be 
able to help with this. Things like whether the child will need a lot of 
guidance or not or whether they 're confident. 
Yuen explains how she uses the ESL Junior Primary Bandscales to write the 
report for the mainstream teacher: 
I don 't mention the Bandscales level, because the main stream 
teachers don 't know anything about the Bandscales, or most of them. 
I write in Bandscale language basically what they can do, what they can 't do. I 've only written two mainstream reports, and both times 
I 've actually used the Bandscales to help me. I 'm terrible with 
thinking of ways to say things, so I use the observation list at the 
back of the Bandscales. This is the observation guide to language 
features. So if I ever talk about Listening there are some language 
features I can use. - 'student behaviour, comprehension, knowledge ' .  
And some other areas so they sort of give you ideas on how to describe what you 're trying to say. 
Sample 8: ESL Junior Primary Bandscale Observation Guide -
Listening 
... 
t.uk fe.ttves 
NLUA 9BIW'ff'8't 9¥181• t REPORTING FORMATS 
Dbsemaoa 6111111 • listening 
• U- .available for procnmng lnlormatiotl I completing wk 
• klnd ot respctlle required (e.g. plclDri.al I diagrammatic, written, spoken, non-,·CTb11l 
• natuie of respcnue: spoken I written 
• support given (e.g. by �tes. IINcherl 
• famlllarity ol task IO JtUdents 
B. the student 
• lamillartty with topic/ cun1c:ulum area 
• understl.ndlng INtniclions I demand$ of wk 
• ability to adapt llslenlng style to dif�t lasb I purposes (e.g. listening for main pmnu, dCYilsl 
beh&flOml 
• u1e of linl l1nguage (e.g. to show c:omprellfflsion; ftndlng links with fim languagu: in transl11ionl 
uklng for c1¥lfie1tion or repetition in fint language or English 
• guesting 
• predicling (e.g. main points. story line, dc.ulls. word meanings) from conlelot (e.g. illustrations, c.arli11r 
dllC\IISion) 
ccnnprellffl&LoD 
• leveJs ol oompre�on: 
lilmll • gist I ITlllin ideas I characters I events I processes 
·details 
• applied (e.g. grnenfising. synthesising lnfonNtion from different ,ources, evAlualing argulTlc.'nts, 
dedudngl 
• ldentlfyu,g ollld distinguishing: fact from opinion; fact rrom fall�cy; implic.1tion; attitude npresscd 
bySJ)ft�S) 
• undentandlng of cohesion within texts (see cohesion ;n Observation Gulde . Writing! 
knowledge of YOCabul.vy 
• n,rognition I recaU {slghl voaobularyl 
• showing understanding of vocabula,y (e.g. by expl.,ining word meanings) 
understanding of Idioms (e.g. phrasal verbs such .u go for; nir Jov;n o,i; liw �, to) 
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Yuen explains that the Bandscales Observation Guides are not divided into levels: 
They 're just descriptive observations guide. I guess I would start here, speaking first, then reading, then listening, then spelling, then writing. First point form, I tum over to the band scale level, he 's in level 4, tum to level 4, look at some of the things, what are the important things, I write some points on that. If there 's more I want to write I might turn to the observation list, if I get stuck on how to describe things, and have a look through to see how I'd write it. Then when I feel I've written all I can, and I try to write the most important things about his speaking, okay, whether he 's able to listen, or whether he 's familiar with it. Whether he 's going to have trouble initially, and I would probably write that he would because he 's not exposed to native speakers very much yet. It 's only in my context and I speak slowly.for the sake of my children, so he will need settling in time in terms of understanding. Reading, I would again tum over to the level on the bandscales, write down what he does and I would also write down whether he 's familiar with what I call 'real books '  or the teacher made books and mention any books that he 's read. 
The Relationship between Assessment and Teaching 
Yuen explains that she uses the methods of evaluation indirectly to inform her planning. When particular aspects of development come to her attention she will incorporate new skills, concepts and language into her activities. She gives the following example based on Negotiated Evaluation: 
For instance, one of the kids I've written on today about reading, they are able to read sight words, they can recognise sounds, they can sound it out, they use pictorial cues. It 's made me realise I've got to really push them into another skill now, what am I going to teach him next ? Then I guess what I'm going to teach him, is when I read with him individually in the mornings to get him to read on. So if he gets stuck at a word he tends to rely on me or just sounding out, so I get him to skip that word, don 't worry about it, if you can 't guess it just read on and just get the general idea. And then they can always go back and guess what the word is. 
The Bandscales are also useful in thinking about the next step. Now Yuen is more familiar with the Bandscale 'Say if my child is on Level 1 then you know you ' re aiming for Level 2. You look at the indicators on level 2 . . . . . .  I'll pick one that 's easier to sort of see '. Yuen explains how that Band scales almost seem to fall naturally into her teaching program: 
I guess decisions about what to do next come from my experience in teaching, as what the next stage of learning is, and it also falls in with the Bandscale book. Level 2 in writing, 'will draw pictures as a context for their writing' so now they 're matching the picture to the writing. 'Illustrate writing just as you write for an illustration ', just like, well we do captions for photos and things like that . That 's often the next stage you bring them to. 'Can respond to yes no questions in English about their pictures for teachers to expand and scribe, can label pictures and write own name. Will copy from environmental print '. Yes, all that, its accurate. 
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Views on the Assessment Frameworks 
Yuen describes how she was introduced to the ESL Bandscales. 
I was given this book (ESL Development : Language and Literacy in Schools Volume 1 :  Teachers ' Manual. The ESL Band scales. 1993) at the start of the term. I basically flicked through it just to get the general idea of what it is about. I had studied it but I hadn 't used it before and I found the thing that helped me understand the best was page All, use of Bandscale diagram, as shown in Sample 9. 
Sample 9: ESL Bandscales in Relation to Mainstream 
Language and Literacy Development. 
Yuen explains how she interprets the Bandscales diagram: 
As a mainstream teacher when ever I got ESL children coming in, I always saw them as "oh gee they're very weak in their literacy'. So straight away I see them as being low, going into a remedial group. But the first thing that hit me when I saw this diagram was that ESL children are not at the bottom, here, but coming from the side. It is the time between children learning a new language until they have acquired native like competence . It 's our rule that children must reach level 4, before that can exit the Intensive Language Centre. Some chi ldren have to exit because they've had their time. But I don 't think we 've had a single student who hasn 't reached level 4 this year, with all 4 strands. That means that they've still have all those levels to learn when they' re in the mainstream class. The sad thing is, the teachers in the mainstream just don't realise. Even as a mainstream teacher myself I don 't think I was ever aware of what a long way our ESL children have come . 
Yuen describes the use of the Bandscales in mainstream schools: 
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We didn 't use the Bandscales. We should. We really should. The 
children who 've just arrived from Intensive Language Centres or 
children who come from ESL background should be placed on that 
until they 've reached level 8 (on the Bandscales), before they go into the mainstream assessment things, like the West Australian Student 
Outcome Statements is a mainstream one. As much as they say that they don 't think it is (just for English speaking children) it is definitely a mainstream assessment. It doesn 't cater for ESL children 
Yuen feels that she was very lucky coming into a system of evaluation that had 
been so carefully worked out by experienced teachers. She finds that the 
evaluation methods all seem to fit so easily and they are much easier than 
keeping check lists and anecdotal records. Yuen feels that 'these methods are more 
disciplined, they ensure that all the Children are assessed and you do cover all the areas that you should be reporting on and should be teaching'. Yuen talks about her initial 
experience placing the children on the Bandscales: 
I think initially I stumbled a little bit. I was really umming and 
ahharing and guessing which level, whether they are on a level or not. Things like I was placing all my children on Level 1, even when 
they weren 't there. I didn 't realise you could put them on zero. At first I found the descriptors all very confusing. I would like point 
form. This would enable me to tick each one as they are achieved. But, the other teachers prefer to write the children achievements in 
full. They don 't want it to be point form because we shouldn 't be box ticking. 
Yuen thinks that as she becomes more experienced she may find the Bandscales 
easier to use. However, she reflects that the children's development does seem 
to match the descriptors perfectly and so it is relatively easy to see their 
progress. 
In relation to Negotiated Evaluation Yuen feels that this system enables her to 
gain detailed knowledge of all the children in her class, in a systematic way. 
Focussing on two children at a time, every two weeks ensures that no-one is left 
out. She comments: 
I do have to consciously train myself to remember to write things 
down for the Negotiated Evaluation. I have to make sure I do the 
Negotiated Evaluation on their desk while the children are there. 
There are some weeks where I get so busy, like going on excursions 
last week, I didn 't write a lot. So I just take the sheet at the end of 
the day and sit down and think okay, and I describe the things I 've 
seen. 
Finally, Yuen talks about the plan for next year, using the same methods of 
evaluation . 
. The Bandscales were the priority for last year. This year it was just 
to see how it all runs. Last year they did all the planning. Last Wednesday afternoon we had a meeting about what we're going to 
do next year. So we 're going to reassess our Bandscales and how we 
use them in assessment, in terms of reporting. Who should we be 
reporting too, when we exit our children into mainstream, should we 
be reporting to parents, teachers? How we're going to do it, if we 
decide to do it. Those are the questions we're thinking about. What 
kind of assessment works best and who 's it for?  
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Aimee at Southern Primary School 
Mary Rohl 
The School Context 
Southern is on the fringe of the Perth Metropolitan area near one of the main 
highways and in a pleasant suburban area. According to information in the 
Southern Primary School Development Plan: 
The community is in transition from the relatively stable private 
home ownership (at the lower end of the private real estate market) of 
the mid 1980's to the ever increasing rental and investment property 
of the present time. 
In this document some of the 'challenges facing school managers and teachers' are 
seen to be: 'the increasing Homeswest presence, the rising Aboriginal enrolment and 
the marked ethnicity of the children attending the school'. The authors of this 
document feel that 'the Southern community is no longer isolated from the social 
problems confronting communities undergoing transition. ' In 1996 the school 
enrolment was 413 children (Pre-primary-Year 7), of whom 12% were Aboriginal . 
The percentage of children speaking English as a Second Language is not 
recorded. There is an increasingly large proportion of transient students (more 
than 150 in 1996). Nevertheless, some positive developments are noted in this 
document, which include: participation of parents in school-decision making; 
'the increasing acceptance by parents of socially apposite problem solving procedures '; 
improvement of school buildings and grounds; and 'consistent management of 
student behaviour'. The School Profile concludes as follows: 'it is a school seeking 
continuous improvement.' 
Based on the school results for 1996, Performance Indicators for each of nine 
learning areas have been generated. The English indicator is: 'the extent to which 
children's literacy skills and abilities are developed'. The areas of Reading, Writing 
and Spelling are addressed in terms of the assessment in 1996 of Reading and 
Spelling (standardised tests) and Writing (First Steps Developmental 
Continuum). Strategic Plans for following years have been drawn up for Reading 
Comprehension, Spelling and Writing. 
In 1996 the school was implementing a 'Strategic Plan for Writing to improve the 
students ' skills in the various Writing Forms'. This was monitored through First 
Steps Writing assessments by teachers of all children, which were used to create 
computer-generated graphs of the writing development of Year groups in the 
school. See Sample 1 on the next page. 
The Classroom Context 
Aimee is the Year 1 I 2 teacher at Southern Primary School. There are 26 children 
in her class, 10 in Year 2 and 16 in Year 1. The Year 2 children, who are all 
apparently Anglo-Australian monolingual speakers of English (' as far as I'm aware 
none are English as a second language background') have been chosen for this split 
class because of their ability to work independently. The Year 1 children are a 
more heterogeneous group: there are four Aboriginal children, at least one of 
whom is of Year 2 age and two ESL children (one child who may be from an ESL 
background left the class near the beginning of the project). Aimee doesn't think 
that the Aboriginal children speak either an Aboriginal language or Aboriginal 
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English. One of them speaks very little and does not tell news to the class. It 
will be seen that Aimee has in her class a heterogeneous group of children who 
have very differing educational needs. She is particularly concerned about the 
needs of the Aboriginal children, some of whom are experiencing problems in 
meeting the requirements of the Year 1 curriculum. 
Sample 1: Extract from School Strategic Plan for Writing 
SUBJECT PHASE/ STUDENT COUNT BY GENDER 
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The two ESL children are George from Eritrea and Chanthana from Cambodia. 
At the beginning of the project Aimee is not sure if these children speak a 
language other than English at home. However, after talking to the families she 
discovers more about these children's backgrounds. George's father draws her a 
map of Africa to show his homeland. The family came from Eritrea when George 
was around two years of age. In their home two African languages as well as 
English are spoken, but the parents have expressed their distress that George 
refuses to speak the African languages. It seems that Chanthana was born in 
Australia and that her parents have little English, but her father nevertheless was 
able to express his anxiety at the beginning of the year that she should have the 
correct equipment to bring to school, such as pencils and a scrap book. Aimee 
explains that Chanthana was the only child not wearing a school uniform on the 
first day and that 'she wouldn 't speak at all .  She just would sit there and it was like she was really frightened'. Chanthana has a brother in Year 4 with whom Aimee 
has tried to communicate, but his English is also limited. Both George and 
Chanthana attended the Pre-primary Centre at the school for a year before 
beginning Year 1. 
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In Aimee's classroom there is a strong emphasis on language. She uses a thematic 
approach to programming. The desks and chairs are arranged in groups in order 
to facilitate discussion and cooperation. The walls are covered in environmental 
print, such as Letterland posters, School Rules, children's project work and 
phonics charts. At my first visit the children are engaged in USSR silent reading. 
There are books and children all over the floor. There are big books and small 
books and each child appears to be engaged in the act of reading. For the Year 2 
children this is mostly silent, but the Year 1 children either silently mouth the 
words or say them softly aloud. Reading is an active process. Books are also the 
catalyst for some of the oral activities which are a feature of this classroom. On 
one occasion the children have been learning about fossils from a big book on the 
subject. Sample 2 shows Aimee's Pathway to Learning about the Earth which 
has been negotiated with the children in class meetings. 
Sample 2: Pathway to Leaming about the Earth 
Pat� to-lwrni.119 altout tli.t. eartli. 
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'!'
c�s (!J�gg!J), 
erupt� vo#.ca.ue.s, �n, �s. J.cctncc.�. !JrllWI,"' caL,J.ca 
Sf'nu.ts . 
Strmul - Viewi.119 S,.J,st,nmJ.- Structures and. f t.atu.res 
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At the mat session when the children are gathered on the floor around Aimee she 
asks for information from the big book they have been studying, encouraging the 
children to expand their answers: 
What does a palaeontologist do? 
Can a scientist be a lady or a man? 
How are fossils made? Tell me a bit more. Remember the book about fossils. 
What did the book show? 
After the children have discussed the topic they make their own fossils and then 
represent the method pictorially as a sequence of events. In this way Aimee 
integrates oral language, reading and viewing. A similar procedure is followed 
when the topic is Views of the City. After a class discussion and Aimee's 
reading of a related text the children have visited the City and represented their 
perceptions of it (See Sample 3). 
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Sample 3: Chanthana's Representation of her Visit to the City 
--·�--. . -..--· 
I ' I 
Sometimes, in addition to the drawing of a sequence of pictures, the children may 
take photographs of a sequence of events. When they make crystals they take 
photographs of the process and then write the method underneath each picture, 
so adding writing to the language experience. Aimee explains this in terms of 
Student Outcome Statements for Viewing: 
They were supposed to take four pictures of growing crystals. So we grew the crystals from last week, so they've got the end result. So they had ingredients, so that was the first one, then they put the salt into the container, then added the water and stirred , and then the final one showed the crystals. Because the objective of that in the Viewing strand is for kids to develop a sequence of photos and to actually take the photos themselves and develop that and then the next step is to either read about it or write about it. 
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Aimee discusses the importance of expression through visual images at the beginning of school for her class, in particular for the ESL and Aboriginal children whose English language skills may not be very advanced: 
What I do is, especially with the children in Year One at this level, 
[I] base a lot of their work on pictorial work which I believe is good 
for their ability to be able to think and put things in order before they 
start writing about it. 
She sees oral language as being very important. News telling is done everyday, with children taking turns to talk to the rest of the class. A variation of this is what Aimee calls 'Donut News'. The children sit facing each other in two circles, an inner and an outer, thus making the shape of a doughnut. They then talk to the person facing them about their news and when they have finished move on to the next person. Sometimes Aimee will direct the topic of conversation: 'Let's 
talk about the book we've just read'. One of the children's favourite topics is joke­telling which causes gre�t hilarity. 
For the last hour or so of every afternoon and sometimes in the morning when the children have finished their assigned tasks they are allowed to choose their own activities. These may be playing with construction toys, or in the home corner, making models out of junk materials, cutting and pasting, working at the writing table, using the computer, or taking part in a craft activity directed by either Aimee or a parent helper. During this time there is lots of interaction between the children, although some choose to play independently. Aimee's purposes here are for the children to share equipment, speak to each other, ask each other questions and help each other. On one occasion Chanthana and another Year 1 girl construct a road, concentrating deeply on the task in hand and having very little contact with each other. At the end of this activity time there is an oral sharing session in which the children are encouraged to present their activity to the rest of the class. Chanthana and her friend talk briefly about their construction. 
In addition to the activity-based learning of this classroom there are more formal sessions in which basic skills are taught. Aimee makes use of the Letterland materials for teaching phonics. There are also tightly structured reading and writing sessions. Nevertheless, the overall impression is of an integrated language program which gives a high priority to oral language and viewing. 
Assessing the Children's Achievements 
Aimee was invited to take part in the study in order to give the perspective of a teacher in a mainstream school who is familiar with outcomes-based frameworks and who has only a few students from ESL backgrounds. She is an experienced teacher who has worked in rural and metropolitan schools. This is her first year at Southern. For the previous four years she was in the country at a District High School, which has a high Aboriginal population and which has been trialing the Student Outcome Statements for the past few years. She came to Southern as an Advanced Skills Teacher who has the responsibility of implementing Student Outcome Statements in the school. Aimee is enrolled in a Master's of Education degree and has a particularly detailed knowledge of the Viewing strand of the Student Outcome Statements (SOS). She has taken part in a National Professional Development Project (NPDP) which focussed on teachers' use of the Student Outcome Statements. In this project she concentrated on the Viewing strand and has presented her Viewing program to various professional audiences, including the State Australian Language and Literacy Educators Association. Aimee has also been on a committee which is reviewing the Student Outcome Statements for Speaking and Listening at Levels 1, 2 and 3 and a committee which is rewriting the Processes and Strategies for Viewing at Levels l, 2 and 3. For this latter committee she is providing work samples to illustrate the 
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Statements. In addition to her inservicing in Student Outcome Statements Aimee has also had access to a large amount of inservicing in First Steps. 
For her language activities Aimee consults either or both First Steps and Student Outcome Statements to decide what the children are going to learn. As the children engage in the activities she assesses the degree to which they achieve the planned outcome in terms of developed, developing, not observed , absent or not observed. This is noted on a checklist which she carries around with her. On this she also evaluates herself and the criteria used to determine if the outcomes have been met. In the checklist which can be seen in Sample 4 Aimee is focussing on the children's ability to identify and name long shots (LS) and close ups (CU). 
Sample 4: Aimee's Viewing Checklist 
This checklist forms an important part of what Aimee calls kid watching, which she defines as: 
Well, really watching what the kids do. I use my prior knowledge of the child . It 's really observing and setting up activities and putting in place structures where you can actually listen to their conversations. 
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Aimee begins 'kid watching' at the very beginning of the year to help her program 
for her children: 
I look at where the kids are at and mentally put them into groups. I'll select a few kids that I'm really concerned about and I'll focus on them in all their areas and then I might just ge t out . my First Steps Continuum and just look at that and think, 'That kid 's not doing that or that kid 's doing that'. And just by their behaviours, just by how they'll ,  especially with Year ls, how they'll wri te their name , their ability to sit for 5 seconds or not, you know, just all those sort of things. You just automatically do i t. Then I'll be more specific and look at the major teaching emphases and see where to go . Then, I go for the kids who I think are doing really well just to give me a comparison between the kids who I think are really poor and the ones who are doing reasonably or really well. Then the last group I kid watch are the average kids. I want to emphasise the kid watching bit because that's where a lot of my information comes from. 
Once she has observed the children in this way for about a term she begins to 
assess them in terms of First Steps Continua, using a checklist: 
At the end of Term, usually week 9, we 've got to have work sample books to the office, so then there 's that evaluative side of i t  that I've got to have actual wri tten evidence. So you go from kid watching to look at their Developmental Continuums to then doing the work samples which have to go to Admin. 
Aimee's teaching style is somewhat different from that of the other teachers in 
the school as she focuses on oral language and viewing, which sometimes results 
in a higher noise level than that accepted by some of the other teachers in the 
open classroom area. Further, her approach to assessment also differs from that 
of some of the other teachers and it doesn't appear to be as highly regarded as it 
was at her previous school, where she says that her feedback from the Deputy 
Principal was that my_ records were the best records that he 'd seen ever in all his teaching experience. In her present school the expected assessment measures are 
more formal: 
It's been suggested very strongly to me that I'm not doing enough formal testing and I've found i t  really difficult coming to terms with that because I've been used to doing work samples and now they want me to grade i t  to a given mark out of 10 and all this sort of thing. 
She feels that this type of assessment does not do justice to the work that the 
children have shown they are able to do in her classroom, although she can see 
the place for instruction in basic skills as long as it is within a meaningful context: 
The kids have done heaps. They've done a lot. They're wri ting descriptions, procedures, recounts and they are working at a very good level. I use the eclectic approach. I don 't think you can let kids do activities all day. I still think they need to be taught the basics, but i t 's a tradi tional school , it 's more the basics. And we were told to liaise wi th Year 1. And I did and said , 'What are you doing? ', and they'd photocopied a yes/no shee t out of the Patterns [formal spelling] book and I thought, I can 't use that. 
Aimee, as we have seen, is an experienced teacher who has been working at a 
state level to formulate curriculum documents and has been working in schools 
where the latest initiatives are being used. Nevertheless, she is prepared to 
compromise and change her practice to a certain extent, even though she is 
philosophically opposed to some of the assessment measures used at the school: 
Maybe I need to rethink. I guess there 's another side to the story. I guess because it 's a low socioeconomic area and they want the kids to 
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achieve or get to the best standard they can. But I think besides giving kids that rigidity, there are other aspects that you need to 
look at. Like, what 's wrong with giving a kid a checklist of saying 
all the things that they can do? Why does it have to be written. Why do they have to answer in a full sentence, like, name for dinosaurs? Half the Year 2s could write the names off the top of 
their heads. I did the test orally, but that wasn 't good enough. The 
reason given to me was that the parents couldn 't see what the kids 
actually had done, but the questions that are asked were on the 
checklist. So, I 'm doing a few old fashioned tests this term. 
She does already use some standardised measures, such as the Letter 
Identification, Word Identification, Concepts of Print and Dictation from the 
Observation Survey of Early Literacy (Clay, 1993), an attitude to reading survey 
and another survey from a rural school district. 
Student Outcome Statements 
As we have seen, Aimee puts an emphasis on the Viewing strand of Student 
Outcome Statements. During the time of the study this strand was named 
Reading and Viewing, although in 1997 it has become a separate strand. Aimee 
explains its place in the curriculum, how the children are learning about what's 
involved in viewing and how they are motivated by viewing to use other language 
forms. She defines viewing and explains the implications of the Viewing 
Curriculum for classroom practice: 
A living text; viewing is the world we live in. It is everything we do 
and see: how we interpret and construct the world in which we 
live ... The classroom implications for viewing are that by assessing 
children in making critical judgements of the living text the 
transition to making critical judgements in reading and writing will 
be eased. 
During the time of our project Aimee, to her knowledge, is the only teacher in the 
school who is using Student Outcome Statements. Further, she has taken part in 
a National Professional Development Project, which involved her in an action 
research study where she linked Viewing to other modes of language at Levels 1 
and 2. At the end of the study she wrote a report on how she used the_Student 
Outcome Statements in her classroom and how this impacted on the children's 
learning. She explains her enthusiasm for the Viewing program which she 
implements in her early childhood classroom: 
I 've found the impact of doing viewing just fantastic. Like they 've got their own viewing scrap book. Viewing has really got its place in 
the junior area. These kids have made their own cameras and even, 
Dwayne [an Aboriginal child], he'll talk about 'long shot' and 'close 
up'. 
George's representation of perspective in terms of type of camera shot can be 
seen in Sample 5. He has dictated the captions to Aimee: 
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Sample 5: George's Representation of Different Types of 
Camera Shot 
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Aimee outlines the ways in which the Student Outcome Statements document has 
focussed teachers' attention on Viewing in the whole curriculum: 
I think as teachers you're doing Viewing all the time but because of 
the Student Outcome Statements you can really focus in on it now. 
It's in your social studies, like communication, you know sending 
and receiving messages and that 's not the only part of it. You know, 
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the way we feel, feelings inside, and it all comes through. I think 
they're understanding it. Viewing has to be, it really is exciting. I find that you still need to look at word study and things like that, 
they are so important, but I find that I 'm fitting it in naturally all the time and it goes really really well with the kids. 
She sees a strong connection between viewing, language and literacy: 
It helps language and literacy development because it 's descriptive, 
they are constantly talking about it. I try at a really basic level bringing in ideas of top level structure like the description listing. I 
will give an example of that one. At the beginning of the year we 
used travel brochures. They were fantastic, just gorgeous and then the kids had to write a list so I said, 'Well look at it. Write the words 
that you think would go with the pictures'. So that 's description 
listing. Then there's compare and contrast. We compared colour 
pictures to black and white pictures. 
Aimee explains that she uses the Student Outcome Statements as the basis for her viewing program. She finds the Viewing statements rather limited at the lower levels and has adapted some of the statements for the Upper Primary levels to use with her class: 
I am using the Viewing Outcome Statements and I 'm using the 
ideas·from Upper Primary to bring them down and the kids down here can do them. They focus more on specifics like stereotyping and things like that and there is something else. They don 't suggest for the lower grades to get so much into close up, long shot, medium 
shot and camera angles but they can do it. If you make a little pretend camera and show them, like they stand on the chairs, they stand on the desk, they lie on the floor, they pick it up and they love that and they don 't muck around or anything. They really don 't. 
Aimee carefully points out that she feels comfortable as a classroom teacher in using the Student Outcome Statements as she finds that they allow her to be creative and flexible. She is now using them in the area of Art as well as in English. 
Aimee's Assessment of her ESL Children in Terms of First Steps and 
Student Outcome Statements 
Aimee states that she doesn't usually set up special activities to observe First Steps indicators but rather she uses First Steps strategies which tum out to be appropriate for assessment and she makes a checklist for the activity: 
Things that I 'll do special are the checklist, for the news plan. I 'll do 
the checklist and tick off if they can sit and listen or they look at the audience when they 're speaking, things like that. But basically, to be fair on the kids you look at what they 're doing and what you 're teaching them rather than bringing in something else. 
She also explains that when she assesses the children she usually does this in terms of First Steps indicators and then uses a document from the Education Department of Western Australia which links First Steps and Student Outcome Statements, although the document cannot relate the frameworks in terms of Viewing. An extract from this document can be seen in Sample 6. 
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Sample 6: First Steps and Student Outcome Statements 
Linking Document 
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Aimee explains how this document allows her to assess the children's progress in 
terms of the two documents: 
A few years ago this came out, a linking document, and it linked 
Student Outcome Statements with First Steps. Now you don 't have 
to do the double issue. You don 't need to put your kids on First 
Steps and then go back and look at your Student Outcome 
Statements and then say, Well how am I going to plot them? '  
Because Student Outcome Statements are not a checklist. They are a 
curriculum framework for teachers to plan and reflect on and use the 
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strategies from First Steps and strategies from anything else for the 
kids to be able to achieve the outcomes. So they are not an assessment tool. So that 's why you wouldn 't go to a checklist and start ticking 
off the pointers in Student Outcome Statements. What I do then is 
look at First Steps. There 's a really fine line down there. So if 
you 've got kids that are Experimental, well they 're Level 1, so 
Experimental in Reading is a Level 1 student, but then it could be 
some in Level 2 so that 's where the teacher needs to make a decision. 
Aimee stresses the need to observe a behaviour at different times and in different 
contexts in order to ensure that children have in fact achieved a particular 
indicator: 
And when I've got kids on the First Steps Continuum they 've got to exhibit that behaviour over a period time, it's not a one-off thing. 
Because if you just see them do it once and you tick it and say, 'Oh 
yes, little whoever looks from left to right ', and then next time 
they 're really backward, then you're not really property kid watching or you 're not backing up your kid watching. It's not valid. 
Sample 7: Aimee's Assessment Sheet 
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As we discuss Chanthana's and George's progress she points out the way in 
which a teacher might be deceived by a child's ability to operate well in one 
context but not in another: 
I've got an assessment tool for problem solving and it 's looking at 
kids in groups. Now, I can look at kids when they do do-nut news, how they interact there. I can look at when they do the sharing circle. I can look at them when they 're doing other activities or just partner activities.. So a teacher needs to be aware that behaviour can 
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change in different activities. George was classic. He 's really good 
at groups but when it comes to one-on-one. . .  According to George, 
that 's just too easy. He doesn 't like that partner one-to-one. I 've 
noticed he's better when he 's got an audience. Where Chanthana will 
work really really well with a partner. In fact at the beginning of the 
year she wouldn 't work with anyone, but I 've really noticed she 
prefers either to work with one-to-one or on her own. And she does it 
perfectly. I watched her the other day put this maths game 
together . . . .  
Aimee has her own assessment sheet for linking First Steps and Student Outcome 
Statements, which she fills out for each child, in addition to the usual First Steps 
Continua sheets. This is in spite of the fact that her school is not using Student 
Outcome Statements. Chanthana's and George's assessments on this record are 
shown in Sample 7: 
Both George and Chanthana are considered to be at Level 1 in Student Outcome 
Statements and for First Steps they are seen to be in the Experimental Reading 
and Writing phases and the Stage 1 Oral Language. Some examples of how 
Aimee arrives at these judgements will be seen as we look at extracts of our 
discussion of the progress of these two children. 
Sample 8: Introductory Letter from George's work Sample 
Book 
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She begins by explaining that each child has a scrap book in which she regularly pastes samples of their work. These samples are the same for all children. The samples are evidence for her First Steps and Student Outcome assessments, but are also sent home to parents once each term with a covering letter which explains the purposes of the book. This letter can be seen in Sample 8. 
In Sample 9 it can be seen that the parents, the teacher and the children are asked for comments. In Year 1 the children's comments are dictated and scribed by Aimee. George's parents have made comments each term, expressing their happiness at his progress and congratulating his teacher. 
Sample 9: Comments about George's Work Samples 
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Chanthana' s parents, possibly because of their limited English, have not made 
any comments on her work. Aimee points out: she's written, '"I wish I could do 
good work". She does do good work but mum and dad haven 't written anything. The 
scrap books contain evidence of a variety of language and literacy tasks and 
there is often an explanation of the task for parents as can be seen in Sample 10. 
Sample 10: Explanation to Parents of Chanthana's Story 
Writing 
... //ii. � 
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A similar scrap book is made for Viewing which also goes home to the parents, 
but not to the school administration since Viewing is not seen as part of this 
school's curriculum. We look through these scrap books as Aimee discusses in 
detail the children's progress from the beginning to the end of the year. 
In the following section I report on how Aimee examines Chanthana' s work over 
the year and explains how this student has become much more competent and 
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confident in her oral language. An example of Chanthana' s news recount can be found in Sample 11. 
Sample 11: Chanthana's Recount 
Whe n ? J/Vho- ? Whe re ? Wha t ?  
At the beginning of the school year Aimee was very concerned about Chanthana: 
She wouldn 't speak at all .  She just would sit there and i t  was like she was really frightened. 
Nevertheless, once Aimee set up small group situations to promote oral language interactions Chanthana gradually began to communicate: 
It helped her immensely. And also her ability. I guess she 's really motivated herself She wants to improve. And ,  you know, giving them the skills to say, if someone 's bossing you or hasn 't asked you or just takes something from you, 'I don 't like that'. It's giving her I feel the opportunity to stand up. She does now, she stands up for herself now. 
Aimee says that she has not experienced any difficulty in placing Chanthana on the First Steps Continua as she hasn't found her oral language to be markedly different from that of the other children, although: 
i t  really becomes evident when she 's writing, 'cos she 'll mix in her wri ting, she mixes the past and the present ... she does that a lot. But she doesn 't say it wf}en she 's telling news . . .  she self-corrects. Not all the time , but most of the time she selfcorrec ts. 
When Aimee reflects on Chanthana' s writing (see Sample 12) she finds some unconventional syntax. 
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Sample 12: Chanthana's Description of her Pet Dog 
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But it 's not coming through in the written. See they have to re-read 
this before they come up to me ... And in this one where she 's talking 
about the dog ... 'My dog colour is blaei and ... ' See she hasn't got it, 
grammatically correct. So, I mean, she 's done really well compared 
to what she was doing at the beginning of the year. She 's done very 
well, but that 's an area I still need to work on. At least she 's audible 
now. 
Aimee then compares the oral language development of her two ESL children 
during the year: 
At the beginning of the year, she wasn 't audible ... ! couldn 't hear 
Chanthana. So, I would say, out of the two, George was the most 
competent orally at the beginning. He zoomed in and he zoomed 
around and he let you know he was there, whereas she has come 
along in leaps and bounds. 
By the end of the year Aimee sees Chanthana and George as being in the top few 
Year 1 students in her class. She has recently given them a Year 1 comprehension 
exercise from her previous school and Chanthana has scored 95% and George 
90%. As a result she won't be giving them some of the screening measures that 
she will give the children considered to be 'at risk'. She perceives George to be a 
very capable student, who needs to be constantly challenged in order that he 
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doesn't become disruptive. She has devised a behaviour modification program 
for him: 
I 've put in place an MSB policy so if he keeps getting sent to the thinking spot then he 'll be referred through to the office and then you 
know it goes home to dad. 
Aimee assesses George's progress as follows: 
I perceive him to be bright, and he is and I think a lot of the time he 
needs more extension than he 's given. He 'll do anything to get on a 
computer, which is good, but I don 't want to keep using it as a 
reward. I want him to mix in with other kids as well rather than 
just being good so he can go on the computer. What I 've noticed 
about his daily writing is that he has got very good recall, he's got a 
basic group of sight words that he consistently spells correctly, but 
then he will only write two or three short sentences. He won 't 
extend it unless I approach him about it. He does not leave spacing 
between his words, so that 's a goal I 've set for him as well. But he 's 
spelt words. You see at the beginning he used his 'Have a Go ' pad, 
but the last few have been without. We've been silent writing and 
that 's his, 'Today after school I met Lia to go to my friend's house. I 
feel happy, I 'm going to play chasey'. Compared to the other kids in 
the class he's doing quite well. 
The subject of this case study has been Aimee, a mainstream Year 1 I 2 teacher in 
Western Australia. She teaches a class of 26 children, who range in age over two 
year levels and who have an extremely diverse range of educational needs. She is 
very familiar with First Steps and Student Outcome Statements and she makes 
use of observation and detailed portfolio assessment in order to show children's 
development throughout the school year. Aimee begins the year by observing the 
children in a range of activities and plans her program on the basis of these 
observations and on her knowledge of Student Outcome Statements, First Steps 
and the teaching strategies she has added to her repertoire over a number of 
years. We have seen some of the ways in which Aimee has assessed two Year 1 
ESL students in her class, Chanthana and George. She tries to involve parents 
and children in the assessment process, although Chanthana's parents have not 
communicated with her in writing. She has reflected on the fact that the_ teaching 
and assessment practices of her school are at times somewhat different from the 
Education Department initiatives which she is helping to develop. 
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Caroline Barratt-Pugh 
The School Context 
The following three case studies are of the teachers at Harthill Primary School which celebrated its centenary in 1996. It is one of the oldest inner city schools in Perth. The school consists of nine mainstream Year 1 to 7 classes and an Intensive Language Centre, which has six classes and caters for the needs of children aged 6 to 12 years. The school also has three pre-primary centres, one of which is off site. The school principal has overall responsibility for the · mainstream school and the Intensive Language Centre. He is supported by three deputy principals one of whom has special responsibility for the Intensive Language Centre. 
Approximately 330 children attend Harthill Primary. The majority of children in the main school come from the surrounding area. Children who attend the Intensive Language Centre are either local or arrive by bus. Children who are new arrivals in Western Australia from Non English Speaking Backgrounds, and children who were born in Australia, but whose parents do not speak English attend the Intensive Language Centre. Currently the majority of children at Harthill from Non English Speaking Backgrounds come from Asia, with a high percentage form Vietnam. However, recently several children have arrived from Bosnia and Serbia. 
At the beginning of the school year and as new children arrive, the parent I caregiver is interviewed by the prospective classroom teacher. A form about age, nationality, medical complaints, religion, contact numbers, position in family and language spoken at home is completed. The school has several ethnic aides from Vietnam, Cambodia, Burma and Bosnia. In addition, if necessary translators are available to help with interviews. During the year the children take newsletters home written in their home languages. 
Assessment and reporting are seen as important issues at Harthill. In 1993 some of the staff were involved in a research project trialing the First Steps Developmental Continua with children who spoke English as a second language. In addition to this the staff have been involved in a number of professional development days investigating the First Steps Developmental Continua. These have been organised and delivered by the school's key teacher. Currently the staff are exploring the West Australian Student Outcome Statements for Mathematics. In addition to this oral language has been made a priority for the next three years. 
The Classroom Context 
Rose teaches the mainstream Year 1 children. She has been teaching for 4 years. She taught in a rural town approximately 900 kilometres north of Perth on the North West coast, for three years before coming to Perth. Her Year 1 class consists of 9 English speaking children and 13 children who speak English as a second language. There are 13 girls and 9 boys. The children come into Year 1 with different educational experiences. Some children come from straight from home, others from pre-primary centres and a number of the ESL children come from the Intensive Language Centre, attached to the primary school. In addition, 
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several children who have a temporary home at the near-by women's refuge0are in 
Rose's class. They stay for up to 6 weeks. The children are aged between 5 and 
6 years old when they begin Year 1 .  
Rose would like all the children to be proficient in oral language and reading and 
writing by the end of Year 1. Thus many of the curriculum areas covered involve 
some form of oracy and literacy. Language is the main focus of her work. 
Although the children are at different levels of attainment, she explains that 
rather than have separate activities for different groups she plans open ended 
activities. Each child can do the activity at her or his own level. The class is 
split into three groups for most table top activities and re-arranged for partner 
work. Reading is the only activity which Rose choses children of similar ability to 
work together. 
Rose explains that she is new to teaching ESL children and has begun to notice 
that errors in their writing often reflect their speech. Consequently, Rose plans a 
number of activities based on oral language. Rose models conventional 
grammatical patterns and gives the ESL children opportunity to hear and use 
these in different activities through working alongside their peers in whole class 
and small group activities. These activities include barrier games, I spy, What am 
I? and rhymes. 
In addition to the activities designed to promote oracy, many of the other 
activities planned by Rose are based on a integrated approach to literacy. 
Typically, Rose begins an activity with a whole class discussion based on news, a 
big book or modelling a particular genre. This is followed by individual work 
sheets or free-writing, which often involves some form of reading. The children 
are encouraged to write every day. Their choice of topic often reflects the 
previous oral activity which ranges from news telling, What am I? games and 
narratives. Before they begin Rose asks the children to think about all the things 
they need to remember about writing. These includes using genre frameworks 
from around the classroom; finding spellings from the environmental print; using 
their Have-a-Go pads and editing their work. 
News writing is carried out in small groups. Rose asks the group to decide who 
is the scribe and whose news they are going to write. They are asked t9 discuss 
the sentences before they write and work cooperatively. Rose reminds them that 
one person moves the pencil but they are all helping to do the writing. Rose 
explains the language advantages of working in this way: 
That's also a good oral language activity, because there are so many 
ESL children in the class there is always going to be a mixture of ESL 
and English speaking children in the same group. Because they are 
talking about it on their own, at their own level. They'll be 
explaining 'you need a full stop there', and they'll explain it in their 
own little way. Also the weaker children are getting a lot of 
modelling from the more advanced children, so that works out really 
well, as well. 
distinguishes between two types of other writing; interactive writing and 
independent writing. Rose characterises four of the writing sessions per week as  
interactive, in which the children discuss their writing with her as a means of 
consolidating and reflecting upon what they have learnt. In these four sessions 
the children write in their Daily Writing books. These are kept in an individual 
Daily Writing folder which contains a Have-a-go pad and a Words I know card. 
In contrast to this, once a week the children write on their Have-a-go writing 
sheets which are kept in a Have a go folder. During the Have-a-go sessions the 
children write independently without any help from Rose. 
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When they have finished their independent writing, Rose asks each child to read 
their work back to her. At this point Rose writes on top of illegible words to 
remind her of what the child intended and double ticks correct features of 
punctuation. In addition Rose writes comments about any aspects of 
development that she notices. 
Rose involves the children in a variety of reading activities. She uses a Big book 
for shared reading with the whole class. This is supplemented by a number of 
follow-up activities based on work sheets. These include character portraits, 
jumbled up sentences, and innovation on the text. Personal reading is done for 
10 minutes each day after lunch when the children choose a book from the class 
library. In addition each child has a reading folder which contains their reading 
book, a My Sounds and Words Book and a Reading Record booklet. 
Rose explains that every child has a book to take home from the very first day at 
school. By term 3 the majority of children can choose their own book from 
Reading 360, Literacy Links or Story Chest and Eureka and write the date and 
title by themselves on their reading record. The books are placed in 40 shoe 
boxes. The children choose a book from the box with their name on it. Parents 
are asked to hear their child read every night and make a comment on the reading 
record. Occasionally Rose will comment on the reading record as is evident in 
Sample 1 .  
Sample 1: Part of a Reading Record 
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The children are placed in pairs of similar reading ability for partner reading. Rose explains: 
I'll choose a partner for them. I'll have handed their reading folders out to them and that will have their book that they have to read the night before.  Then they'll go and read that to their partner, and the partner will read their book to them, and then they'll ask questions about the book. So they might say to them 'what was your favourite part of the story' or 'who was your favourite character '. Then they both together go and choose their new book and then they go back into their little partnership and they read their new book to each other. If it 's a long book just 3 or 4 pages and the other person is supposed to read along with them and help them with any words they are not sure of. That 's why its important to have some even ability. So they will read their new book to each other and then go back to their place, write it into their folder, bring it to me to have a look and write it into my book folder 
Rose describes the reading folder that the children take home: 
They have a green folder and on it they have date, title of book and parent comment and that 's what they show their parents. At the beginning of year, they had a 'My Sounds and Words ' book and that had a photocopy of new sounds that we learn each week. They revise those words at home and match them to the picture . Then as we got into term 2, they had the sounds and letters that they were learning in that book and also on the other side it had words like common high frequency words as well .  So that all went home together with their reading. 
Sample 2: An extract from My Sounds and Words Book 
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Rose at Harthill 
Rose explains that many of the reading activities revolve around 'a sort of language package ' which is derived from a 'big book '. The package consists of various worksheets that are completed and then stuck into each child's language scrap book or displayed around the classroom. The activities include doze passages, character portraits, read and draw, classification, sequence the sentences, answering questions about the big book and extending the theme of the big book. 
Rose explains that other curriculum areas include physical education, art, social studies, health, and mathematics. The children work with other teachers for computer studies and music and dance. Social studies topics are introduced through language experiences often in the form of an excursion. This year the class have been to the zoo, the fire station and the local Literature Centre. Rose also thinks it is important to introduce the children to different cultures. Recently, each family sent some food, which was heated up and served at a feast at lunch time, so the children sampled different types of food. 
Assessing the Children's Achievements 
Rose is involved in three types of assessment. These are: 
i) Informal, ongoing assessment which is based on her interactions and observations of the children in her everyday work, and used for planning further activities. 
ii) Formal assessment which takes three different forms. a) Sample packs of each child's work, compiled for parents in terms 1 and 3. b) School reports for each child, completed and taken home in terms 2 and 4. c) First Steps Oral Language, Reading, Writing and Spelling Continua (1994) completed for school records. 
iii) Trialing of the Student Outcome Statements Mathematics number strand for discussion at an in-service course. 
All these methods of assessment overlap and are used to inform each other. Rose explains that she makes many informal assessments from observation and . interaction with the children on a daily basis. Although the oracy and literacy activities are not designed for assessment purposes, Rose found that 'I suppose I was (assessing) without realising it '. She talks about a barrier game, 'it provided a really good assessment activity because just by listening to them I could hear all sorts of things, improving their oral language , improving their concepts '. 
In relation to reading, as well as the record card for parents to sign and comment on the children have a My Words and Sounds Book. Rose uses this in the first term as a means of evaluating the sounds they know. The children are encouraged to practise and revise the sounds at home, as well as repeat various rhymes which are all around the classroom and include, lime licking lollipop, monkeys munching. Rose feels this is particularly important for some ESL children as they seem to have difficulty with 'hearing and pronouncing some sounds '. 
She has a metal picture of each child's reading level and has divided the class into 3 levels, 'bottom of the list , middle or average and top '. These levels are used to guide each child to a suitable book to take home. Rose gathers this information in several ways. These include, noting if they are having any trouble reading any of the instructions on the worksheets, or when jointly reading a big book, incidentally throughout the day and when they read to her individually. She reflects: 
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The knowledge that I have of their reading is in my head .  I suppose they' re constantly being judged and assessed because they go onto a next stage or group for their reading books. I'll listen to them read and see whether they are ready. Its probably a continual evaluation but nothing down on paper, until they come to the miscue analysis. 
Rose explains why she uses miscue analysis. Although it is very time consuming 
she does it once a term as a means of helping her complete the children's sample 
packs, report forms and the First Steps Reading Continua. It enables her to focus 
in on particular aspects of reading, it gives her more detail and enables her to 
identify the strategies individual children are using. 
In term 1 and term 3 Rose prepares a sample pack of work for each child, which 
forms part of the report to parents. This is made up of samples of work from 
four curriculum areas, as illustrated in Sample 3. 
Sample 3: Sample Work Package Contents 
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Rose selects the samples to go in each pack and tells the children so they can 
'make an extra effort'. She talks about how the samples are compiled. 
The samples mostly come from every day activities. The only 
different one would be the reading test. (See sample 4) The miscue 
analysis is only done once a term if that, maybe once a semester as a 
formal thing anyway, and all of the other activities would be done 
weekly. So some of the Maths activities might be set out like a test so 
that I can gather whether or not they've achieved a certain concept, but it wouldn't be anything that they're not used to. 
Sample 4: Miscue Analysis from the Sample Pack 
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Rose collects samples for the Sample Packs during the last few weeks term 1 and 
3. The samples of language work sheets are usually based on a 'big book' or the 
topic the class are working on. A Have-a-Go sample of writing is included in the 
pack rather than a sample from the Daily Writing Pad This is because Rose feels 
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this represents what the children can actually do without help. She describes it as 'a raw sample of their writing, without any intervention '. Sample 5 is an example of Have-a-Go writing, based on the topic of Australian animals selected in term 3. Rose explains, 'it 's probably not a test of the whole term's work, just a sample of what they 're doing at the moment. 
Sample 5: Have-a-go Writing from the Sample Pack 
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The sample packs are sent home to the parents. Rose talks_ about the parent's understanding of the report: 
The reading, it 's not called a miscue analysis. It 's just their reading test, and they might not understand the key. Some parents would but some of our Asian ESL parents wouldn 't . 'Miss out a word ', they should understand that. 'Pre-read a sentence, substituting a new word, self correcting, sounding out ' and 'teacher assistance'. So , yes some of them will, some of them won 't , but just visually seeing all the tests, they'll get an idea of how they're going. But they can always bring this to the school and show one of the assistants who can speak their language, if they were interested in getting it. 
Rose makes a general comment about the child's progress on the front cover of the Sample pack. There is also a space for the parent's to respond as illustrated in Sample 6. The Sample pack is returned to Rose, then at the end of the year the Sample packs from term 1 and term 3 are sent home. Rose feels this is very useful, 'that 's good because the parents can see the improvement , I can show parents how much they've improved, what they started off with and where they are now'. 
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Sample 6: Teacher's and Parents comments on the cover of the 
Sample Pack 
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In addition to the work sample packs, in term 2 and 4, Rose writes a report for each child to take home. 
Sample 7: An Example of a Report 
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The report format was designed by a committee made up of representatives from different parts of the school and parents. Rose explains that she uses her 'in head' knowledge from everyday activities, Sample packs, reading records and l:ompleted First Steps Continua to make judgements about each curriculum area represented on the Report. Rose talks specifically about Writing. Rose explains that she uses the writing samples from the children's independent Have-a-go writing to make judgements about Writing. Rose describing each category under Writing: 
'Uses original ideas ', well I know that one straight away from what 
I 've got in my head from day to day writing. 'Writes for a purpose ' 
I think back to their daily writing and whether, some of them are 
writing letters and some of them do 'What am I' . So they are writing for an audience, so they can read it out during circle time and that 's another one that I really don 't have any techniques or 
evaluation form because you don 't need it. ·  
'Edits and proof reads ', I 'm encouraging them now, that 's one that 
I really thought was a bit of doozy to put in for year 1 's. Because it 
is quite a skilled thing, but we are doing it at a very basic level. I 'll 
ask them to go back through their writing when they have done Daily writing or Have-a-Go writing and check they have used capital letters and full stops in the right places, and if it makes sense 
and all of those basic things. I 'll probably make notes about editing. 
'Uses appropriate vocabulary'. I thought of that more as how 
extended their vocabulary was, and whether they are using or trying to extend it. Whether they 're using more interesting words in their 
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writing or whether they are sticking to old favourites, that they keep spelling right. Also that 's quite a good one for the ESL children because they will use the wrong vocabulary in certain instances. They will not use the proper word for the past tense of things. 
'Spelling skills ", I would look back through their 'have a go ' pads, then I would know if they are having a go or not and then they 've got 'have a go ' pads so I would check on those . 
Rose feels it is important to write a comment about some of the ESL children, especially if she has scored them 'quite low'. Rose writes what they have achieved in writing and justifies her choice of category, particularly in relation to Uses appropriate vocabulary, as she feels this is a particular weakness of ESL children. 
A photocopy of each child's report is kept and passed on to the next teacher. In addition to the sample packs and report form, Rose fills in the First Steps Developmental Continua (1994) for all the children in the class. At a school meeting it was agreed that two Developmental Continua would be completed each term: 
Term 1 - First Steps Writing and Spelling Continua; Term 2 - First Steps Oral Language and Reading Continua; Term 3 - First Steps Writing and Spelling Continua; Term 4 - First Steps Oral Language and Reading Continua. 
Rose comments that the First Steps assessment is not directly related to the children's reports, but thinks many teachers use their First Steps records as their main form of record keeping and to inform their reports. Rose explains the process of mapping the children on the First Steps Continua. For each child there is a photocopied sheet of the four Continua - Oral Language, Reading, Spelling and Writing. Each continuum consists of Phases of Development and Key and Minor indicators for each phase. When all the key indicators in one phase have been highlighted, the child is deemed to have achieved that phase of development and is 'working towards the next phase '. However, Rose highlights the minor indicators as well as the key indicators to create a comprehensive picture of each child. As can be seen from sample 8, Rose uses a different coloured highlighter for each term. 
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Sample 8: Indicators for Oral Language Developmental 
Continuum for Chan 
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Rose is currently filling in the Oral Language Continua. At a staff meeting it was agreed that 'unless you can think of an incident when they did something, then you 
shouldn 't highlight it '. Rose argues 'that makes it difficult when you haven 't done it 
for two terms '. So she has a piece of paper for each child which she uses to jot down her observations of their talk. She finds that often when looking at an indicator it is difficult to remember if it has been achieved. Rose describes her assessment of Chan (see sample 8) 
So at the moment Chan is in Stage 1, Language for Leaming. I've 
highlighted a couple of things in Stage 2 that he's doing, like 'takes 
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conversational turn to speak'. He doesn 't do that a lot , but he does have conversations with his friends and he will talk to me in that sort of manner. 'Participates in group discussions ' he does do that. 'Uses language to categorise objects, people, places and events ' he'll talk about going and seeing things and places he's been to. 
Rose feels that the other indicators are quite broad, but she does attempt to assess Chan's level of achievement: 
'Participated in group discussion ', well that 's something I'd say yes. I can think of times when he's participated , so I've highlighted that. But 'shows a knowledge of the story structure by describing, comparing or contrasting a character ' that 's something that I very rarely would see him do , and not just spontaneously by himself If I've questioned him, I'm probably not supposed to question to try  and get that information, it 's supposed to be something that if I just qsk one question, he's going to come up with all that of information. 
Rose explains that she finds it hard to pin point exactly where the children are in relation to the Oral Language Developmental Continuum. Her difficulties are reflected in the collection of evidence and in the Oral Language Continuum itself. Rose explains that much of the knowledge she has about the children is 'in head knowledge'. This is built up from her everyday observations and interactions. _However, in order to complete the First Steps Oral Language Continuum more accurately, Rose thinks it would be useful to have a pad or sheet of paper on each desk, to Jot down what the children actually do and say. This would give her an on going written record of what actually happened. But, Rose feels to do that she would have to be really be up to date with all of these indicators 'to know what 's important to be looking for and what 's not important to be looking for '. In addition to everyday interactions, she tries to set up a few situations in which she can observe the children talking: 
For example, we play oral language games like barrier games, which gives them the opportunity to use descriptive language. But on a day to day basis, Chan, for example, probably doesn 't talk to me that much. He's quite a shy person, and he'll talk to his friends. Even then like it 's really stilted language, and it 's really hard to pin point.  Maybe once I've been teaching ESL for longer, and more in tune with their language it will be easier, but I know that the other teachers who have been teaching ESL for ten years say that it 's very hard to plot them on this. 
Rose goes on to explain how she places Chan on the First Steps Reading Developmental Continuum. As with the Oral Language indicators some Reading indicators are easy to identify, others she is less sure about. Even though Chan has achieved the key indicators irt the Experimental phase and is now moving into the Early Reading Phase, Rose highlights some of the minor indicators from the Experimental phase, so that she and the next teacher can see what Chan has achieved during the term 4. She reflects that it may be easier just to highlight the key indicators because what 'they've passed through doesn't really get looked at any more. It 's the current stage and what they're going in to next '. She also reflects that Chan would not achieve some of the minor indicators giving 'likes to take risks' and 'asks for assistance' as examples. When assessing the key indicators Rose suggests that: 
Some of the key indicators in the Early Reading phase are quite basic, and he's doing those. The first one was 'recognises a word in a variety of contexts ', so in a book, on a blackboard, on the chart. Most of them by the end of Term 1 ,  beginning of Term 2 would all be doing that because they'll be doing them in their writing. The way I do my writing, I have a common words chart on the wall ,  and so they look up at that word, and find the word and read it , so they've 
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read the word and then transferred it on to the paper. So Chan 's 
doing that during normal writing time, not necessarily during 
reading, but he's reading the word. 'Recognises some basic sight 
words ', does that. 'May read word by word or line by line ' he's 
reading word by word, and 'relies heavily on beginning letters and 
sounding out ', which he does. 
Rose describes the individual activities she uses to help her assess Chan and 
place him on the First Steps Reading Continuum: 
This time it was just by asking him to read to me, while I quickly 
jotted down some notes. After he'd left I 'd highlight the points that 
I noted. Previously I 've used the miscue analysis. Some of the key 
indicators are in the miscue analysis, I might have them in my key at 
the bottom. Like 're-reading to gain meaning', and so I 've got an 
arrow to show re-reading. 'Sounding out ' there might be one for 
'sounding out '. 
Rose also uses group activities to help her place Chan on the First Steps Reading 
Continua: 
When I 'm doing a big book, or when I 'm just reading the story at the 
end of the day, I 'm aware of the children. So he is 'beginning to see 
himself as a reader ', and 'talks about his own reading ', well that 
would be from his own reading from when he chooses a home reading 
book. They know that they can start to read now, he thinks he 's a 
reader. 'enjoys stories and asks for them to be re-read ' he does that, 
particularly with the book that we read last term. 'joins in stories, so 
they all did that with the big book that we did, they all acted out the 
stories', whether or not he wanted to, I don 't know, but he did it. 
'Eagerly selects books to read for pleasure ' well they do that every 
day for silent reading, and all go and choose a book to read. 'Self 
selects text on the basis of interesting familiarity ' I could probably 
highlight that one actually because they do all choose their own books 
now for home reading. 
Finally, Rose talks about the Writing and Spelling Continua. By looking through 
Chan's writing samples, Have-a-Go writing folder and his Have-a-Go spelling 
pad, Rose places Chan in the Semi-Phonetic Spelling phase and the Experimental 
Writing phase. She also uses her in-head knowledge of Chan's earlier 
achievements which are not evident in the samples to highlight minor indicators. 
Rose goes on to explain that she never highlights some of the indicators because 
she does not see them occurring in the classroom, or she is not sure what they 
mean. She argues that it is better to under assess the children so the next teacher 
can highlight those when they know the children have actually achieved �em: 
Even when Chan 's achieved all of those indicators, I think there's 
still quite a way for him to go in this phase, even though he has got 
the key indicators, there's lots of bits that he isn 't achieving yet. So, 
I think he will stay in this phase for quite awhile. 
All the information from each continuum is fed into a computer and Rose receives 
a print out of each continuum for the whole class. This gives her a 'broad idea of 
where children are in relation to each other '. In addition a print out for each year is 
used by the Principal to map the development of the school as a whole. 
The Relationship between Assessment and Teaching 
The relationship between assessment and pedagogy is fluid. It involves both 
spontaneous responses to particular features that Rose becomes aware of during 
her daily teaching, and to a lesser extent planned activities which grow out of 
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specific assessment. In addition, Rose uses First Steps as a means of thinking about what the children need to achieve next. As Rose is completing the First Steps Continua for each child she considers the next phase: 
I would turn over and just see whether they 've started to achieve any of the indicators in the next phase. And for my own general 
planning purposes to see where they're heading. For example, if they were way down in role play phase, I wouldn 't be looking at the other 
indicators, but I would know what I 'm aiming for. 
Rose explains that she uses many of the First Steps strategies but does not use the Continua as a 'direct way of planning ahead, only generally'. As she fills in the Continua she sees what the children have achieved and what is still to be achieved and then 'makes sure that I 'm concentrating on the right sorts of things '. Rose knows what the children need to do in order to move into the next phase, but does not consult the Continuum again until the next time she fills it in. 
Rose has been involved in Professional Development days for First Steps run by the school's Key teacher. Oral language has been made a priority for the next three years and so they are looking closely at the Oral Language Developmental Continuum. She feels this will give the staff the opportunity to consider how useful this in relation to ESL learners. 
The relationship between the Sample packs and assessment and teaching is complex. Rose refers to the samples as worksheets from the children's daily activities. However, she also suggests that some of the worksheets are specially designed for assessment. These include the miscue analysis and a number of maths worksheets. If she finds that certain concepts have not been achieved then 
'we keep going for a little bit longer, but when it comes back from home (the sample packs) it just gets put into a filing cabinet'. 
On the basis of her informal and formal assessment, Rose responds to the children in different ways. For example, the way she 'corrects' children's speech and writing varies according to their level of attainment. She has also identified those who need more individual attention, although she does not provide special activities for individuals. 
Rose's assessment influences not only some of the activities she plans, but also the class organisation. For example, when choosing news writing groups she tries to make sure there is a mixture of English speaking children and ESL children. She believes this exposes the ESL children to models of English and supports their oracy and literacy. 
Views on Assessment Frameworks 
Rose began by commenting on the Sample Packs, which are sent home in terms 1 and 3. She feels the Sample packs are more valuable than the Report for parents, 
'because parents can actually see what the children are doing and how they are going '. In addition, Rose feels that by writing a general comment on the front of the Sample pack and comments on each piece of work parents can see 'what standard 
they are up to and hopefully be able to help them a little bit more at home '. Rose is pleased that many of the parents also write comments. These range from 'being 
happy with their work ' to identifying 'what their concerns are '. Rose feels that the Sample Packs are a good way of keeping in touch with parents, especially with those who do not come into school. 
Rose completes a Report form (see sample 7) in terms 2 and 4. On the whole Rose feels that the categories are useful. However she would like more detail in relation to oracy and literacy. Under the Reading Skills category she would like to add decoding and phonic skills. Under the Spelling Skills category she would 
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like to add 'recognises sounds that are being taught ', because these aspects are such a 
huge focus in year 1 ' . Rose adds that 'spells accurately' is quite an unfortunate 
indicator, because 'this does not reflect her teaching and children do not consistently 
spell accurately'. She would prefer something like 'will have a go ' and 'uses 
common sounds in their words '. Rose feels that the Vocabulary Skills is an 
important category because it enables her to differentiate between children. 
She comments that 'Oral Language Skills, particularly interacts confidently, is quite 
useful, especially with the ESL children ', but again could be more detailed. Rose 
thinks that because the ESL children are learning so much in a year, in relation to 
new vocabulary and sounds and other language areas, these need to be 
acknowledged. In addition, Rose would like the First Steps Phases to be part of 
the reports. Many parents have attended a First Steps workshop run by the 
school and would like to know where their child is in relation to each continuum. 
Rose finds the First Steps Continua very time consuming. At the moment she has 
a relief teacher in her classroom while she hears children read in order to place 
them on the Reading Developmental Continua. She describes the process she is 
using 
I 've actually had the children reading at my desk while I 've had the 
First Steps Reading Continuum open, and I 've just been jotting 
down ideas, or things that I 've noticed, like 're-reading ' or whatever. 
Then once they've gone away I 've quickly highlighted it, whereas before I would have used a miscue analysis or running records sheet, 
and then go back and do that all over again, but this time I just 
didn't have enough time. 
Rose is also completing the Oral Language Developmental Continuum but finds it 
very hard to place them in appropriate phases. She feels that the ESL children 
have improved but these developments are not represented on the Continua. 
While placing Chan on the Oral Language Continuum she explains 
So at the moment Chan is in Stage 1 Language for Learning. But 
then that doesn 't cover how he's telling me. Because when he's 
telling me that he 's going and doing these things, he's probably not 
using the right tense, so it doesn't cover any of that sort of, the nitty 
gritty. They just expect that they are telling you about objects and places, but they just presume that they are telling you properly. So, unless that comes under something else like speech development, it 's not very clear at all. And that's where most of our children you 
know really need the assistance. 
Rose feels that the Oral language Continuum does identify 'that they may be participating more and their language developing but the quality of their language isn 't 
being assessed '. She is concerned that ESL children may take a lot longer than an 
English speaking child to achieve some of the key indicators, and will not be 
placed in the next phase even though they are developing other aspects of oracy. 
Conversely, Rose thinks that the Reading, Writing and Spelling Continua are quite 
helpful and do reflect what the children have achieved. She feels that it is good 
to have an overview of where each child has got to and 'where they 're heading towards which is always helpful for planning'. However, she concludes by saying ' I  
think these (the phases) are probably not the best part of the Continuum, I think the 
best part is the strategies '. 
Rose concludes by considering the value of the three different assessment 
frameworks. She feels she has a fairly comprehensive picture of the children in 
her class through her ongoing interactions with them and her more formal 
assessment, which she does in order to complete the various reports. However, 
she feels that there is a need for both 'new' categories and 'finer' categories in the 
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Report to Parents and the First Steps Continua. Rose argues that additional categories would enable her to more accurately reflect the progress and the specific developmental patterns of the children who are becoming bilingual. 
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Elizabeth at Harthill 
Mary Rohl 
The School Context 
Elizabeth shares the same school context as Rose at Harthill 
The Classroom Context 
Elizabeth is a Pre-primary teacher at one of the on-site centres at Harthill Primary School. She is assisted by My, who speaks Vietnamese and several Chinese dialects as well as English. The centre is a lovely old building which has the sign Pre-Language Centre prominently displayed on the outside wall. This year Elizabeth's class of 18 children contains 10 whose home language is not English. Of these ESL children, eight were born outside Australia and have been in the country for varying lengths of time. The children speak a variety of languages including Mandarin, Cantonese and other Chinese dialects, Vietnamese, Burmese, Serbian and Thai. The class also includes a child whose dominant home language is English and who has a French father. 
The Pre-primary centre itself is an old converted house at the edge of the school grounds. There are various rooms in the house which are used for different activities. A hallway runs through the middle of the building, with two rooms on either side of it. At the front is the main room which is used for group activities, book related activities and puzzles; the other front room contains building and construction toys and is also used for thematic purposes, for example at one visit it was transformed into a 'restaurant' . At the back, through archways from the front rooms, are the art room in which My sometimes works with small groups of children and a room which contains the home-comer and a writing centre. 
The entire centre is adorned with brightly coloured, carefully displayed children's art work and environmental print. Most of this is in English, but there are some drawings labelled by My in other languages. The walls are covered in this work and some hangs from the ceiling. Many of the activities of the centre are recorded in. some form. There are charts of Songs We Know, with pictures to cue the children in to the words: one is I 'm a Little Teapot with a drawing of a teapot. There is a chart listing some questions to accompany Surprise Bag sessions, for example What is it used for ? What's it made of? Is it real or a toy? There are charts of the weather, birthdays, Happy Chinese New Year and so on. The children's art work is labelled with their dictated utterances, such as Rebecca I go to ballet and 
school. Past experiences are recorded not only in children's drawings, paintings and writing attempts but also in photographs of experiences, for example Our 
Visit to Hyde Park and Bonny the Guide Dog Visits. It is apparent that language and the children's work are highly valued in this environment. 
As the children walk down the pathway into the centre with their parents or older siblings they are greeted by a notice on an easel about the week's theme and the UV rating for the day. Once inside the building they put their bags in the cloakroom, which like the activity rooms is covered in their labelled art work, and they go to the largest front room to begin the morning session. Here they are greeted by Elizabeth and My and are invited to do a jigsaw puzzle as they wait for the other children to arrive. Some of the parents stay for a while as the children choose their puzzles. 
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Once the group is assembled the puzzles are completed and put away and the morning session begins. The children, Elizabeth and My sit in a circle. Some of the ESL children move closer to My. Elizabeth leads the children in singing rhymes and action songs. Each day a special helper is appointed for the session. Elizabeth explains that one of the aims of this procedure is to develop the children 's self-esteem, so that one child 's special, and also socially there 's not fighting to be the leader. Today the special helper is Du, who sits on a special chair and holds a long pointer, which she points at the daily chart. 
The season is Spring. Our helper is Du. Today is Thursday. The weather is cloud1J and rain1J 
The words written here in bold have been chosen by Du from pockets which contain arrays of related words. The weather word cards contain both pictures and words. Du goes over to the white-board and writes the date 13/1 1 .  The children sing a Good morning song as Du points to the words. There are two songs written on the song chart. The children sing one song, but Du points to the other. 
Elizabeth explains this procedure and how it helps her to assess individual children's progress: 
The helper points to the writing as we read it together . It also helps me to know, specially early on, who can find their name , because they get the name from the pocket, the days of the week and the weather . So it 's really a good introduction just to their early reading. Then the Good Morning song again, following [the print]. Sometimes it 's a bit tricky because they're so used to watching that they just do that left to right automatically and then in another context they might not really have it. But it 's just a general guide for me. And when they write the date, you can see how they're holding the pen. I notice the ones that don 't know the days of the week and when they're reading the charts I notice the ones that haven 't got one-to­one correspondence. I notice that with all the children so that sort of exercise probably is nothing different for ESL and Mainstream. We watch these things all the time , but it 's just that special focus on that 
. one child and they get a turn every three weeks. 
Whilst the children are still sitting in the circle Elizabeth discusses with them the special activities for the day. On this particular day one of these special activities is writing a letter to thank the owners of a French restaurant, whose daughter is in the group, for providing the children with lunch at their restaurant. Another special activity is making a bar graph of the children's favourite foods at the restaurant. Elizabeth begins, I'd like you to write some letters to some very special people who let us go to their restaurant. The children call out their views of what they liked at the restaurant and the names of the owners. Elizabeth explains that they will need to write Thank you and to draw a picture of the restaurant. She models the writing of Thank you , From, asking the children to guess the sounds of the first letters of the words as she writes. She accepts their contributions and comments upon them, You , it 's a funny word . You gave me U, but we need to put YO in front of it. In a similar way she introduces the bar graph, discusses favourite foods and explains that children will write their names on a pre-cut piece of card and paste their name in the column of their favourite food, such as fizzy drink, snails, croissant. She explains the purposes of the letter writing activity: 
The aim was to get them to write for a purpose, but I also wanted them to be thinking with their illustration about the restaurant . 
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And My, who was going to do that with them, would have been 
talking to them, 'What do you remember about it? '  So it would have 
been a language exercise as well. So that was the main objective with 
that. It 's getting them to re-tell about the restaurant. 
Some of the purposes of the favourite food activity were similar to the literacy purposes of the letter writing, but there were other purposes as well: 
And the writing about the favourite food, well again they were just 
going to write their name, which they all can do now, but it was 
really just to remember what they liked. And then once the 
information 's on the chart, then it 's going to be a maths activity 
with, 'Which is the most popular food? '  'How many people ? '  So 
the aim of that is really more in maths. 
Elizabeth then explains how the letter writing activity will be assessed and how she will involve My in this assessment: 
I won 't be looking at the drawing for what they can reproduce, but 
what 's actually in the drawing, the details and it will be My that 
will be the one that will be able to say, 'Well so and so says I can 't 
remember anything about it . '  Usually what they remember will 
come out in the detail of the pictures, but for some children, like 
Kenny and Paul, whose fine motor skills are still not very well 
developed, that will then be oral recap. But My will do it, and we.'ll 
talk about it afterwards, because she 's kept the letters and they're not 
sealed up. The children have put them in the envelopes, so we 'll get 
them out and photocopy them and look at them then. And My and I 
will talk about what the children said about it and so on. 
Elizabeth also describes how she will assess the favourite food activity. She explains that it may be difficult to assess each child individually: 
The number activity. That will be a group time so it 's going to be 
hard really to evaluate each child with that, but hopefully once it 's 
displayed then we could talk about it with individual children then 
and just see who can count, who [has] one-to one-correspondence, 
who knows more than, less than. Most of those things I pretty well 
know from other activities I 've done, so it 's just reinforcing that. 
The next activity is the Surprise Bag and, like the special helper activity, is also a daily ritual and also involves a child who has been chosen. Today the chosen child is a new arrival from Burma. He sits quietly holding a cloth bag as the children ask him questions about what he's put inside it. Elizabeth feels the bag and checks the plausibility of the questions: in answer to, Is it a tree?, she asks, 
Can a tree fit in a bag? She asks My to translate for those who may not understand. Some of the children appear to have remembered the questions written on the chart as they use the exact words. Today the object in the bag is a leaf. Elizabeth explains the purposes of the activity, beginning with the language and mathematical purposes: 
The helper takes [the bag] home on the day that they're the helper, 
and they choose ·something from home to put in it. The main thing 
is really getting children to understand the difference between 
questions and comments. And so that 's the main objective, just 
really for the children to ask questions. And then from that there's 
the maths, numbers 1 to 10 because they're only allowed to ask 1 0  
questions and if they don 't get it by then the person has to show 
what it is. They're seeing how the numbers are written. I write the 
number and then the person can choose 10 people. 
In addition to language and maths there are also social and conceptual purposes for this activity: 
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There is also a social thing. I keep [ the questions the children ask] on white sheets of paper so that I can look back and you get a pretty good idea of who the people are that they like, because they tend to choose those people. I keep the papers. And it also gives me a very good idea of the children that understand what the questions mean and what the answers are, because somebody like Atcha who 's got very little English, she will ask the same question, even though somebody else has already been given the answer. So it shows- that she hasn 't really understood what the question was, or that she hasn 't been listening. It gives me a clue of things like that. It gives me a clue of who does know colour . I also get a good idea of who knows the initial sounds of letters. 
After the large group session, Elizabeth praises the children, You all talked so well and it's time for fruit, which the children eat, still sitting in a circle. She then helps them move to the various activities which have been set up for the day. This is done in a very orderly fashion as she reinforces sentence patterns and procedures: How many people in the block room?  Take your name. Hands up  who would like to go into the restaurant ? Six people. Get your name . 
Once all the children are dispersed to the various rooms, Elizabeth works with two children at a time on the Favourite Foods chart and My helps the children with their Thank you letters. There is a buzz of children talking about their various activities and all appear to be involved in them. In each of the four rooms a low noise level allows for sustained conversations to take place. The noisiest area seems to be the construction room which has been transformed into a restaurant. Two confident monolingual English speaking children don the chefs hats, rush around and try to organise the others. There is a general air of confusion. One Vietnamese boy, Tran, sits at a table looking at a menu. He's still there ten minutes later. Elizabeth leaves her activity and joins in the play a t  the restaurant by picking up the telephone and role playing a conversation for a 'booking', ending with, See you at one . Bye. An air of calm descends. Elizabeth suggests that another child might like to be the chef, asks which table she should sit at, asks Tran, who is still patiently sitting at the table, if he'd like to join her for 1 unch. She orders snails and a glass of milk from the menu. The children call her to the phone and she discusses with them who the caller might be and what they might ask, once again modelling appropriate language. 
Sample 1: Jessica's Thank You Letter 
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The children move calmly to other activities when they are ready. There is much 
cooperation. As Jessica, one of the ESL learners, copies her Thank you letter, 
another child points to the words on Elizabeth's model version of the letter. 
Jessica's letter can be found in Sample 1 .  
The children pack away their activities and as they finish are directed by a notice 
on the floor of the main room: 
Please choose a book 
The children do as the notice asks: some role play reading aloud; some look at 
the books silently; others discuss the pictures in small groups. 
After a while it is time for outside play. Elizabeth and My have set up the play 
equipment of sand and water play, swings, a circuit of climbing and sliding 
equipment and other items of play equipment. Elizabeth sees this outdoor time 
as a very important part of the program: 
Particularly because they're very relaxed and they're interacting 
with each other. I 'm talking about not [necessarily] when they're 
talking their own language and being that relaxed, but just with one 
another. That 's when you often get the best language from them. 
And if they're expressing their needs, the fact that they're not just 
always tugging at me but they can actually say, 'Excuse me. ' 
Elizabeth then gives an example of how Tsang, who had very little English at the 
beginning of the year, has learnt to express his needs in polite language, and is so 
excited at his achievements that he may use an appropriate language form in an 
inappropriate situation: 
Like Tsang before with his shoes. He couldn 't ask for that but would 
just tug and point and then just by modelling 'Shoelaces please ', 
now he will come up and say, 'Excuse me ', even if it 's in the middle 
of a story . . . (LAUGHTER), 'Excuse me, shoe laces. ' And you 
think, 'Oh, it 's really great that you ' re asking but .. . '  
The outdoor session is followed by a large group book reading session indoors 
which Elizabeth takes, while My takes a small group of six ESL speakers into the 
art room. Today she reads a large book that the children have illustrated, 
entitled The Little Yellow Duck. The sentences underneath the pictures have been 
written by My and follow a repetitive pattern so that, as My begins to read in 
English, the children are able to join in. As she continues she translates and asks 
questions in a variety of languages. Some children who have been quiet in the 
large group sessions become very animated and call out in their first languages. 
My explains that they are asking her to say it in their language. A page from this 
book can be found in Sample 2. 
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Sample 2: Melanie's Page from the Big Book Illustrated by the 
Children 
• 
She askid the turtle, 
• 
W£·tt gou hetp me plant this 
.. .. aratn o( wheal ? • 
5-
,) "Nol /1 ''  gargttd the turtle . 
'/ue fjUt fietter th.trtJS tO' cur. ,, 
This session is followed by lunch and the afternoon session is a continuation of the morning, mostly with a free choice of activities. The routines are similar from day to day. 
Assessing the Children's Achievements 
Elizabeth's and My's Experience 
Elizabeth trained in the UK as an infants' teacher for children aged from 4-8 years. She taught a reception class of 4-and 5-year-olds for three years where the expectation was that the children in her class would learn to read and she had the parents breathing down your neck . . .  like which reading books they are bringing home tonight, which reading cards they are on. She arrived in Australia in 1978 and has taught in Pre-primary centres from that time, apart from two years leave for the birth of her two children. After her initial surprise that children in Western Australia did not start school until the year in which they turned six, she began to appreciate the more relaxed atmosphere of the Pre-primary centres compared to tne pressure in her English reception class: 
I feel that the Pre -primary year 's great because you haven 't got that sort of pressure. I think the expectation 's still there that they'll read, but it 's not that all the children are ready to read , which it was in England, that expectation that day one off they went . 
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Elizabeth taught at several Pre-primary centres in Perth before being transferred 
to Harthill in 1991. In her first year at the school she was based in the other Pre­
primary classroom where Linda is now the teacher, but the next year she moved 
into her present centre. At first the children attended on a part-time basis so 
that she and My taught two part-time groups which were composed entirely of 
ESL children. 
The first year was difficult because they were 4-year-olds at the start and just the layout of this building, you had to think of ways of stopping them running around in circles. 
However, the next year the program became a full-time five-year-old program 
and she retained the same children, which made her situation easier. Elizabeth 
thinks that the centre was originally intended for refugee children whose parents 
could not afford to send them to kindergarten as, until the late 1970' s, 
kindergarten education was not free in Western Australia. Hence the incongruous 
sign Pre-Language Centre and the previous segregation of ESL children in this 
centre, in a similar way to the withdrawal Intensive Language Centre (ILC) at the 
school. Elizabeth admits that there were some difficulties in carrying out a 
program in which all of the children were ESL speakers, but points out some 
positive features, such as the fact that children from certain cultures are easier to 
manage . . .  the parents put more value on what we're doing and the children expect to 
listen. Nevertheless, Elizabeth and Linda decided to divide the ESL and the 
monolingual English speaking children between the two centres in order to help 
the language development of the ESL children, particularly as Linda's group 
contained those ESL children who arrived after Elizabeth's Centre was full. 
Like Elizabeth, My the assistant, also trained overseas as a primary school 
teacher. My was trained in Vietnam and taught for 5 years there in primary and 
high schools before a traumatic escape from Vietnam in 1978. She and her young 
children spent 6 months in a Thai refugee camp where she taught English and 
was given food in return. 
I love to learn, to study English. At that time so lucky. So I always tell my children to learn language, very important. You never know 
your need to use it one day. 
After her arrival in Australia My worked as a house cleaner and then as an 
assistant at a Pre-primary Centre which was attached to a migrant reception 
centre. She transferred to the Harthill Pre-Language Centre eight years ago when 
the reception centre closed. At Harthill she is involved in a number of tasks: 
I usually help teachers. I do what the teacher says and get the things done. Tidy up the things, clean up the things and everything. 
Children who can't speak English, say the Vietnamese or Chinese, 
because I can speak a few dialects so it's easier for me to make contact 
with the parents and understand what they want. And the children seem more interested when I tell them the story in my languages first 
and then they understand. So when they go back to [Elizabeth] they listen to English; they seem very confident to speak up about what's it mean and what's going on. 
As we have seen in the classroom descriptions My plays a very important part in 
the everyday activities of the centre. As well as helping small groups of ESL 
children to understand the meaning of books that Elizabeth has read to them, she 
acts as interpreter, guide and evaluator in whole group and individual activities. 
She is able to interpret the children's writing if they choose to write in their home 
language. Sample 3 shows Melanie's English and Chinese writing which My was 
able to translate. 
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Sample 3: Melanie's Writing in Two Languages 
My sees her main role as helping the children's transition from their home 
language to English. When asked if she uses the written forms of the children's 
home languages she replies: 
No, because they come here to learn English. So I tend to want them to speak English. So sometimes, the first t ime when they come in without any Engl ish and they tell me [in their own language], 'I want to go toilet ', then I tell them 'Toilet ' and want them to repeat and then they know. Next t ime they want the toilet they go [ to Elizabeth and] say 'Toilet '. 
Elizabeth appreciates My's contributions to the program, particularly the way 
that she can translate interactions with parents: It 's certainly very good for the parents to have someone that can tell them the important things, what 's going on. She 
also appreciates My's contributions to the program and the way in which she 
interacts with the children in group sessions. However, she does feel that sometimes at news time you can see that if My's there they won 't have a go. So there 's pros and cons. 
Making observations about the children's progress 
As we have seen, Elizabeth is constantly observing and making mental 
assessments of the children in the day-to-day activities. The staff room in the 
centre is covered in children's writing and drawing, the products of the activities. 
It is on tables, chairs and on the floor. Elizabeth keeps portfolios of samples of 
the children's work. All work is named and dated and particular samples are 
put in a scrap book which is given to the children at the end of the year to 
discuss and to take home to show their progress to their parents. My makes 
photocopies of the children's Thank you letters to put in the scrap books (see 
Sample 1). She also keeps a small book for each child in which the children draw 
and sometimes dictate a message which Elizabeth records verbatim. Jessica's 
self-initiated writing and drawing in this book can be seen in Sample 4. 
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Sample 4: Jessica's Writing Sample from her Record Book 
. . ' 
Elizabeth sees that such records may be useful to back up her mental judgements 
of the children, but points out some of the problems and limitations: 
It 's so time consuming. It 's just when they were making little books and writing stories and At cha ' s taken hers home so I should have kept it for you ... but what I 'm saying is that I just wrote down and described exactly she'd said. I still knew, but it just gave confirmation that yes, she did have this sort of grammar, 'I swimmed, '  and, 'when I growed up '. I thought that I did know that, but if somebody wanted black and white facts that [dictation] would be an activity that I would do. 
Elizabeth sometimes makes anecdotal records for the parents to read. She's 
unsure whether she will send these home at the end of the year or whether she 
will give them to the Year One teacher. She also has large A3 sized folders of First Steps Developmental Continua which she is required by the school to fill out 
for each child. A further task for her is to decide which children will go next year 
to the Intensive Language Centre at the school. 
Towards the end of the project Elizabeth is also considering other methods of 
observing her children. The interviewer video-taped a session in order to discuss 
with Elizabeth the ways in which she assesses her children by observing them in 
routine activities. The children have also been video-taped by Rose, the Year 1 
teacher at the school who is retraining as a Pre-primary teacher. Elizabeth 
discusses the usefulness of video-taping for assessll).ent: 
The video watching was very good, because when you 're watching it you 're really standing back aren 't you ? Even when you 're observing and you 're not having to take control, there's still that constant 
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supervision thing. Whereas when you 're watching a video you know 
that everything's happened and it 's out of your hands . . .  I think 
definitely I would use video more just for that reason that you can sit 
back and see because it 's very difficult when you 're just focussed on 
one child. Even with writing the stories, you start to get a bit 
irritable when other people are coming up. I think if it was on tape that frustration would be gone because they could just carry on talking to the videotape. 
Elizabeth has been to a Professional Development session run by the school on 
the use of Student Outcome Statements in Maths. She has accordingly tried out 
some of the ideas given to her and the results of this are evident in one particular 
activity in which the children were required to play with calculators and record 
the numbers that were showing. She and My made a chart for each child which 
identified mathematical behaviours and the children were rated on the 
behaviours as Not yet, Developing and Usually. Elizabeth particularly likes the 
categories of Not yet (it implies that someday you're expecting them to do it) and 
Developing (it means they've got a bit of an idea). The charts were shown to the 
parents, with My translating for some of them and they seemed to be very 
impressed with ·their children's learning. One set of parents from China were 
considering sending their child to a school without an Intensive Language Centre, 
but decided on the strength of this assessment of their child's progress, to keep 
him at the school. 
Reflecting on and using the First Steps Developmental Continua 
As the research project progressed and Elizabeth talked about and reflected at 
length on assessment and pedagogy, her assessment practices and views on 
evaluative frameworks changed somewhat. Whilst an outcomes based 
assessment framework has proven somewhat useful in the context of Maths 
education, Elizabeth has experienced some problems in using the First Steps 
language frameworks with her ESL children. All teachers in the school have had 
First Steps inservicing and are required to assess their children each term using 
this framework. In terms 1 and 3 they use the Writing and Spelling Continua and 
in Terms 2 and 4 they use the Oral Language and Reading Continua. Elizabeth 
explains what happens when she has highlighted the key indicators on the class 
record sheets: 
They go up to the office and then somebody puts them into the computer, enters them. We did try doing this a few years ago 
ourselves and it was very hard to get the time when we could all get 
access to the computer and it was also very stressful when you're not 
used to doing it. I think, I 'm sure, I didn 't do mine correctly. 
Once this information has been entered it becomes part of the school's 
information system and the teachers are given a class profile which shows the 
phase of development in which the children have been located and the date at 
which the children showed all of the key indicators of a phase. As Elizabeth 
points out, her children are mostly in the first phases of development for all four 
language modes; they are only differentiated by whether they have shown some 
or all the key indicators of the first phase. For the Oral Language Developmental 
Continuum, Early Language is the first phase of language development printed on 
the assessment sheets produced for the school. There is, however, a Beginning 
Language phase which gives indicators of the earliest language development for 
native speakers of English, which has not been reproduced for Elizabeth, most 
likely because it is said to describe language acquired in the first two years of life 
(Education Department of WA, 1994). At the beginning of the project Elizabeth 
says that she thinks the teachers in the Intensive Language Centre are beginning to 
use the Bandscales, but she points out, I don't know enough about the Bandscales. 
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Elizabeth has some misgivings about the use of First Steps with her children and 
doesn't think that the Continua are appropriate for ESL learners. For instance, 
some of the ESL children at the Pre-primary stage do not show any of the key 
indicators from the earliest phases: 
[I] highlighted the key indicators but, because I have mainly ESL 
children, I 've highlighted anything, because basically it took them 
longer to get the key indicators. 
In fact, as we look at the children's profiles at the beginning of the project she 
points out that, in the first school term, many of her ESL children had only one or 
two minor indicators and no key indicators marked from the Role Play Writing 
Phase. 
As the research project progressed Elizabeth became more at ease with the 
interview situation and reflected at length on the subject of assessment of ESL 
Pre-primary children's language and on the problems she has encountered in 
using the First Steps materials. At the beginning of our second interview she 
begins: 
I was thinking about this last night and I was looking through some 
of the indicators of [First Steps] Oral Language, Early Language and 
I 've put an asterix with the ones, for example begins to use 
pronouns but may make errors in syntax or may confuse tenses 
describing an event or uses function words. For example 'Me go 
park,' becomes, ' I 'm going to the park' and that's fine for English 
speaking children but it doesn 't give a true indication of the level 
obtained even in the first language because the of the distances 
between English and other languages' conventions. For example, in 
Chinese there's not tenses or pronouns used anyway, so even an adult 
would say, ' I  go shop, ' because ' I '  is used for 'he' and 'she'. So I 
really don't like some of those [indicators]. 
As we look at the First Steps protocols for individual children Elizabeth expands 
on what she sees as the inappropriate nature of some of the indicators for her 
ESL children. We examine the protocol for James (see Sample 5) who arrived in 
February from Hongkong and speaks Cantonese. Elizabeth explains that when 
he arrived at the centre he spoke very little English apart from a few social 
phrases such as Good morning. 
In June Elizabeth had highlighted a few Early Language indicators for him: 
Well, besides refines conversational skills, eg learns ways to 
enter conversations, takes turns during an interaction, there's 
constantly questions why, who, what, where, when. And that I 
think was purely just for attention because he couldn 't really 
understand if I gav� the explanation, it was just something that he 
knew would get my attention. He's developed a lot since. Under 
Speech Development {I've got] Experiments with sounds 
through rhyme and repetition. But a lot of them at this stage still 
weren 't talking much at all. 
When we look at the indicator shows confusions between pairs of terms, eg, 
I/you, this/that, here/there, Elizabeth thinks aloud: 
Well I could highlight that but it's not the same sort of confusion as 
that of an English speaking child. 
She explains this as follows: 
Well, it's just that they [English speaking children] could say 'this' and 'that' like they're two different words and 'here' and 'there'. I guess maybe that's something that, as they are here longer and 
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they're immersed in the language, they would be like an English speaking child . But I still think it doesn 't really show the stage they're at. In their own language they're really probably beyond that .  
Sample 5: James's Oral Language Developmental Continuum 
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Elizabeth continues her explanation by suggesting that ESL children's errors may be different from the ones that children who are learning English as their first language would make. She also explains that ESL children bring what they know about their home language to the learning of English: 
I can see that when you 're learning a language you learn maybe the same way, but I think because they have their own language, they're bringing what they know about their own language there. English speaking children, they're immersed in people's modelling the correct thing all the time. So the child that always hears the correct model would start off with that sort of approximation of the language, whereas these children in their first language already can communicate quite effectively, so therefore they are communicating effectively, but they're not using the conventions of the language. So, 'I go toil et ', that 's fine for them. 
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Here Elizabeth is expressing her frustration that the First Steps Continua in 
general, and the Oral Language Developmental Continuum, in particular do not 
take account of the needs and achievements of children who are fluent in a 
language other than English. She is also concerned that the achievement of the 
indicators by these children may be confounded by cultural background and the 
literacy practices of the home. For example, in some cultures, role play reading 
and writing, the first stages of development in the First Steps Continua, are not 
considered to be appropriate behaviours. (See Melanie's writing Sample 3 which 
contains memorised number and letter sequences and invented role play writing). 
She has found it to be the case that some children who do not pretend to read and write may be more advanced than those of their classmates who do show these 
role play behaviours, in that the non-role play readers may know that they are 
not able to crack the alphabetic code: 
Maybe they [children from other cultures who don 't display role play reading and writing behaviours] understand more than a child who says, 'This is my shopping list and this is what it says'. Or they may [role play writing a list] but they don 't actually assign a message to their own writing. 
A further problem that Elizabeth has encountered in using First Steps Continua 
for written modes of language is that in the Pre-primary context the children are 
only engaged in a limited amount of reading and writing, so that it is often not 
possible to observe a behaviour on different occasions and in different contexts. 
Also, because of the layout of the Centre and the fact that she works often with 
small groups, she is not able to observe all of the children all of the time. Thus, 
she feels that it may sometimes look as if she has overestimated her children's 
abilities: 
If they're doing that helper chart and they're reading left to right, and yes [I think] they can do that, and then I might look at them in another situation and they're not, and I think, 'Well I've just highlighted that they can '. In Pre-primary there 's not that many situations. It 's not like Year 1 or Year 2 where you 're constantly at your tables reading and writing all day. We 're doing other things, so you just tend to have a limited amount of experience that you can focus on. 
Alternatively she may also underestimate their achievements: 
I can 't really highlight things if it 's just one little incident. I think, 'I'll just leave it ', because then the Year One teacher can think, 'Of course they can do that. 
Elizabeth is familiar with the Highgate Project (Education Department of WA, 
1994) in which a group of ESL teachers modified some of the First Steps Continua 
in order to make them more suitable for ESL learners: 
I thought they [the Highgate Project materials] were good, but I just thought they looked like, to be quite honest, just a bit too much hard work. And then I found that trying to use them didn 't really show enough of the children's global development. 
Elizabeth's use of a modified version of the First Steps Oral Language 
Developmental Continuum 
By the time of our final interview, at the very end of the year, Elizabeth is 
developing her own system of recording her assessments of the children. As can 
be seen from the previous transcripts, she has a detailed knowledge of what her 
children can do and of the First Steps documents, but she has felt that the two 
were not compatible. Nevertheless, towards the end of November at a school 
development day, she, along with the teacher of the off-site Pre-primary Centre, 
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attended a brief session on the assessment of ESL children with the staff of the 
Intensive Language Centre. Here she finds that they are all facing the same 
challenges in the area of assessment and that the Intensive Language Centre 
teachers have been working on more appropriate ways of assessing their ESL 
children. In particular their assessment system seems to extend the First Steps 
Beginning Language phase, which describes first language speakers in their first 
two years of life, and the Early Language phase, from which, as Elizabeth has 
pointed out, some of her ESL children show very few indicators: 
On that day they were discussing draft copies of reports that they were thinking of sending home to parents that were reporting on speaking and listening skills. When I looked at them, because they 've been working on this for quite a while, I suddenly thought, 'At last there is something that bridges the Beginning Language and the Early Language [phases}, without being as complicated as all the Highgate Project 's sheets. ' So, anyway, having gone on Monday, I went home and I photocopied the Beginning Language Continua and then added some of the other indicators that are between Beginning Language and Early Language. 
Once she has added the additional indicators Elizabeth then notes examples of 
her children's language which she thinks typify the indicators: 
I thought of the sorts of sentences that my children [say}. I don 't know if it actually says there about three word sentences, but the more I look and listen to my ESL children, that 's completely how they talk, like, 'Me go park'. There 's nothing on Beginning Language that says, 'Me go park' and yet for Early Language it 's suddenly meant to jump to, Tm going to the park'. So for the ESL children there was nothing on [ the Oral Language Continuum} that showed their development from just one word. 
As a result of her reflection on her experiences Elizabeth has put together on one 
A3 page the indicators from the First Steps Oral Language Beginning Language 
and Early Language phases and a list of the additional indicators which she has 
observed in her children and which she feels bridges the two phases for ESL 
children. Elizabeth's modified sheet can be seen in Sample 6. 
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Sample 6: Elizabeth's Modified First Steps Oral Language 
Developmental Continuum for James 
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Elizabeth is pleased that she can now actually show people that that 's what I 've noticed . However, for some of the more advanced ESL learners she does not feel the need to use the modified framework. Her assessment of Jessica, which can be found in sample 7, is similar to that of many of her monolingual English speakers. 
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Sample 7 Elizabeth's First Steps Oral Language 
Developmental Continuum for Jessica 
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Elizabeth and the teachers from the Intensive Language Centre have decided that 
they should trial their amended sets of indicators as both assessment and 
reporting documents: 
We [Elizabeth and the Intensive Language Centre teachers] were thinking, 'Why send reports to parents when really that could be your document that goes to the parents as well ? '  That would be the report that will go to the parents, but it could also be the assessment tool. They haven 't decided on that definitely, but I thought, I like that idea of having an A3 sheet with all the indicators. 
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Reporting to others 
Whilst Elizabeth makes assessments using First Steps documents in order to 
satisfy the school administration she has not yet used them in communicating 
with parents, I wouldn't like parents to go away saying, 'What stage is your child at ? 
Nevertheless, as we have seen, at the end of the project she is working with the 
ESL teachers to draft a document which may go home to parents, based on 
modified First Steps Continua. She already sends home the children's books of 
writing and drawing samples throughout the year as well as their paintings. 
Further, she has been sending home the videos that have been taken of the 
children in the Centre so that the children can discuss the activities of the centre 
with their parents. The parents are also able to see how their child interacts with 
others and takes part in the activities. 
Elizabeth is also required to assess children at the end of the year for placement 
in the Intensive Language Centre at the school. She explains that many of her 
children who come from non-English speaking families are entitled to one year of 
intensive language instruction. Elizabeth says that she is required to make the 
decision as to whether the children are placed in an Intensive Language Centre or 
a mainstream class. When asked how she assesses the children for this she 
explains that she doesn't really use First Steps, but rather uses her own intuition 
about how the children will cope with the many demands of a mainstream 
classroom: 
There doesn't seem to be any rule for what they want. The teacher that was here for about ten years at the Pre-primary, I asked her and 
she said, 'You know, well it's like kind of what do you feel? '  And I 
look at the [children 's] English and again that's a gut feeling, like, 
'Do they understand instructions? 
Elizabeth continues by stating that she does not only assess the children's 
development in English for placement in the Intensive Language Centre, but that 
she has additional criteria: 
Even though it 's just meant to be on English, I also think about their 
social and emotional maturity. And I think about their motor skills, 
because I feel that in the Intensive Language [Centre] they're smaller groups of children, and things are going at a slower pace for those 
little ones. Maybe their English could cope in Year One, but I just 
think they could do with a little bit of extra help or a little bit more confidence. I 'd rather put them there than let them get moved in. 
So, if you're like James, his English could be mainstream, but no way 
I would put him into that, because he actually might even need 
special education. I'm not putting him into Intensive Language 
because of his language, I 'm putting him there because of the other 
things. 
When she has decided which children would benefit from some time in the 
Intensive Language Centre, Elizabeth has to decide on the most suitable class in 
the Intensive Language Centre: 
I make a list and they've got three classes. They've got the reception class, the intermediate class and then the transition class, which is the 
transition between intensive language and mainstream. The 
reception class never gets any of ours, because that's for new arrivals 
into Australia. So it's either a case of deciding whether they are intermediate or transition. So for instance [the two Vietnamese 
children] will definitely be intermediate, because they need at least a year. 
Elizabeth further explains that she consults My to confirm her decisions. The 
Intensive Language Centre staff do not ask for language assessments from the 
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Pre-primary Centre and in any case they have access to the First Steps 
information which is on file in the school. 
The Relationship between Assessment and Teaching 
During the interviews Elizabeth makes it clear that she is quite confident about 
making her on-the-spot mental assessments of the children. Nevertheless, in 
spite of her extensive teaching experience and knowledge of her children and of First Steps, she has expressed from time to time her feelings of uncertainty in 
assessing her ESL children in terms of evaluative frameworks. She has asked 
about documents other than First Steps, such as the ESL Bandscales, with which 
she is unfamiliar. She has also asked about what other teachers are saying about 
what they do. Elizabeth's initial feelings of insecurity may well be a reflection of 
the isolation felt by many Pre-primary teachers as they work in their individual 
centres, the types of program they run and their limited opportunities to observe 
the language behaviours of individual children in their activity-centred programs. 
In Elizabeth's case this is exacerbated by the separation of her Centre into 
individual rooms. Elizabeth's view of early childhood education is summed up 
in a poem that she gave me early in the project which gives a strong message 
about developmental programs and the emphasis on process not product (See 
Sample 8). She draws parallels between the importance of process for the 
children's activities and the importance of process for teachers' assessment in 
that it is the moment by moment on the spot decisions about how best to 
respond to a child's behaviours, including language behaviours, that are of prime 
importance in her program, not written assessment sheets. 
Sample 8: Is There Anything in your Bag Today? 
If lHFRF ANYTHINC IN >O'IR BAC mDAY? 
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A further factor which may have influenced Elizabeth's views is that she is a 
mainstream trained teacher who appears to have had little inservicing in the 
teaching of ESL children. She expresses this when she talks about herself and the 
teacher at the off-site Pre-primary Centre: 
She started off the same as me, because I'm not ESL trained and she isn 't, but when people say, 'What do you do ? ', you say, 'Well I don 't do anything different . '  Because really you don 't, apart from having My. 
Certainly, Elizabeth's program contains activities which may be found in other 
highly stimulating early childhood settings. However, in saying that she doesn't 
do anything different for her ESL children Elizabeth appears to be nderestimating 
the ways in which she adapts her language so well to the precise needs of her 
individual children. 
Towards the end of the project Elizabeth explains that she felt her teaching 
situation was quite different from that of the Intensive Language Centre staff 
before she made closer links with them at the professional development day. 
However, having made the links, she feels that her teaching context is more 
similar to that of the Intensive Language Centre than she originally thought: 
I think before, having Pre-primary or even Pre-language children, because I had the 4-year-olds I probably didn 't feel confident enough to contribute. Or I used to think that they had older children so they knew more about how they were speaking. And then just looking at [the documents reviewed at the school 's professional development day] I thought , 'Oh gosh, even the older ones are still learning just the same way as the little ones '. 
We have seen in this case study how Elizabeth, a Pre-primary teacher, whose 
class contains a majority of ESL children, is trying to come to terms with using 
the First Steps D_evelopmental Continua. These evaluative frameworks, which 
have been developed for mainstream English speakers, have been imposed by the 
school administration for all mainstream children K-7 at the school. Elizabeth is 
a teacher who has a detailed knowledge of her children and is constantly making 
on the spot mental decisions about their linguistic needs and adjusts her language 
and strategies accordingly. Elizabeth also has a detailed knowledge of the First Steps materials, but feels that they do not capture the abilities of her ESL 
children. During the course of the project she has reflected in detail on her 
practice, and after a professional development session with the Intensive 
Language Centre teachers, has begun to develop her own modified version of First Steps which she feels is more appropriate for her ESL learners. 
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Linda at Harthill 
Mary Rohl 
The School Context 
Linda shares the same school context as Rose at Harthill 
The Classroom Context 
Linda, like Elizabeth, is a Pre-primary teacher at an on-site centre at Harthill Primary School. Her centre is very different from Elizabeth's in that the building is a small transportable classroom, which can sometimes feel over-crowded when the children are using the play equipment. Linda is assisted by Kaye, the aide. Both Kaye and Linda are mono-lingual speakers of English. They work closely together, with Kaye having responsibility for some activities, such as the daily news-telling session. 
Linda's transportable classroom has been placed at the edge of the school grounds. Her outdoor play area adjoins that of Elizabeth so that there is access to her centre through a gate. There are windows all around the room so it is very light and the walls are covered with brightly coloured children's art work and environmental print, such as the Daily Chart, Songs We Know, I Am A Good Listener. The morning session begins with children choosing a puzzle to do after they have put away their bags and said their goodbyes. A few parents stay for a while helping their children. One boy clings to his father. A new child has joined the group today. He's an Aboriginal child who is being temporarily cared for by his grandmother and there seems to be some confusion about his name as he's called one name by his mother and another by his grandmother. The children put away their puzzles and the morning mat session begins. 
Linda counts the children, One , two .... eighteen. Who 's away today? Put your thinking caps on. They are reminded to remember the rules as several children call out at the same time. The Daily Chart is completed with the name of the special helper, the day, the weather and the date. Jonathan and Samuel (the new child) are praised for sitting so beautifully. There then follows a discussion of past experiences: today the topic is the Royal Perth Show which is initiated by Yuen with, I've got a show bag. Linda leads the discussion: Put your  hand up if you can tell me what you might find in a showbag. She enunciates show bag very clearly. The children excitedly discuss the contents as being lollies, toys, snakes. This discussion is followed by the movement game Simon Says in which the children put their hands on their shins, elbows, eyebrows, eyelashes and nostrils. Many of the children look expectantly at Linda to see what she's doing. 
The activities for the day are explained. The home-corner is available and has become Joe's Cafe; the children can make place-mats for the restaurant; they can cut out shapes to decorate paper plates; play with the computer; or use various different types of construction toys. Kaye moves to the activity table where the mats are being made and Linda cruises the room to make sure that everyone is occupied. There is lots of excited noise and movement as the children in the home-corner experiment with their roles in the restaurant. Linda moves to this area and discusses with the children the ways in which people behave in a restaurant. She explains the place of this activity in her overall program: 
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Well, we're talking about restaurants because we're going on an 
excursion to a restaurant next week. The parents of one of the 
children own the restaurant so they 've invited us to go along. So I thought what we 'd do, we'd think about restaurants a little bit 
before we go and set it up in the centre. And so what I 've done, I 've 
had several tables put aside that can be used for the tables in the 
restaurant and this was looking more at around fruit time so that it 
was more of an activity where everyone was involved. Now today it 
didn 't work out like that because of lack of time but the idea for 
perhaps the rest of the week is to have that time set aside. We didn 't 
have a lot of time to do it but I think they got a bit of an idea on the whole of being in a restaurant... 
Linda explains that she feels this type of extended activity, in which changes to the classroom environment are made and in which there are many opportunities for the children to discuss experiences, is ideal for children whose knowledge of English is limited: 
It 's particularly good especially for the ESL children to be in a 
situation where their language is being stimulated. So it just gave 
them the opportunity to put into practice what they know really about language, 'What 's that ? '  and, 'How many?' and just to be 
able to deal with the order. What we were wanting to do each day is 
have something different on the menu for the rest of the week. 
In basing her program upon a common theme such as the restaurant Linda is able to use the theme to plan for the children's learning in various curriculum areas. Further, she may extend the theme for as long as the children are interested: 
Money 's coming into it too, talking about how much it 's going to buy, if a piece of fruit's ten cents and you 've got twenty cents, well 
how many pieces can you buy . . .  It 's still the beginning of knowing 
about money so there 's the maths comes into it as well as the language. What we might end up doing even is changing it to a 
takeaway food shop or something like that, so it depends how it goes. If they 're all really enjoying doing it, role playing, it may well go into next week so we 'll just play it by ear. I 'm never very rigid 
about only having it for a week or planning for two weeks. 
There are several literacy activities embedded within the cafe theme as the 'diners' look at the menu and the 'waiters' write down the orders. Linda points out that in her program the most meaningful literacy-based activities grow out of the context: 
With the writing, having to take orders there is a real purpose for 
writing and I 've noticed that a lot in any of the activities. If there's 
a reason for doing the writing, of course they 'll have a go and do it because we do have a writing table set up, but they don't use it very much unless they 've got a real reason for doing it. Last week Andrew was away sick and so I suggested to them all to write a card 
for him, draw a card, and lots of them did. And again because there 
was a purpose in it they all had a go at writing their own messages in it. I left it to them and they came up with the messages and they just wanted to help you know, How do you write this ? How do you 
write that ? '  So we wrote it down for them. In some cases we said, 
'Oh you have a go at writing', which they did and there was lots of really quite good writing that went home to Andrew. 
Kaye, the aide, helps the children with the art activity in which they blow paint through a straw to make a pattern for their place mats. Linda's purpose for this is: 
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To make some placemats that we can perhaps use in the restaurant . . .  
I had that in mind more than the actual activity. It was like how 
can we make some placemats? And then they can just use them in the restaurant. So again it 's an interesting activity for them anyway 
just to see what happens when they blow the paint. 
The paper plate decoration is also tied to the theme of the restaurant, but has 
additional purposes: 
That again was something that they could use in the restaurant because it was food and also again it 's always the purpose to give 
extra cutting practice, looking for pictures of food too, discriminating 
between food. and other types of things, objects in the magazines, but 
again the main reason to do it was something to use in the 
restaurant .. 
Linda explains the purposes of the various construction toys with which some of 
the boys are engaged for much of the morning and how she organises for them to 
take part in the activities: 
There's a certain group that really are into the construction activities. 
We had Lego out and we 've had the Duplo and also we 've just put 
the Mobilo out this week. And then on the little table that was quite 
a new construction set that I 'd purchased, so I put that one out too 
because there is a limit. There 's only four of them allowed in an area 
at a time so of course they can 't all do it at the same time. I think, well especially for Joe for instance, his fine motor is not very good. 
It 's improved a lot but the more he does it the better ... And it 's the 
dramatic play as well. There are a lot of things involved in using 
construction sets, even technology now too .. . So I tend to think that if 
that 's the thing that they 're interested in at this stage that 's great. Let them do more of what they 're interested in and then I 'll just take them out at different times to come over and to be a part of the 
restaurant at different times, just so that they know what it 's like and let them experience it as well. Obviously you 've got to have 
them in different areas anyway so they might as well be doing something they enjoy doing. 
After these activities have been completed, with the children eating their morning 
fruit in the cafe and they have packed away, they move into the outdoor area. 
Here there are the usual early childhood activities of climbing, jumping, balancing, 
sand and water play, large trucks and so on. Today Kaye has made a magnetic 
fishing game which the children play in a corner of the sand-pit where it is shady. 
Kaye enunciates her words very clearly as she gives positional instructions to 
guide the fishing lines and offers encouragement to those whose fish have got 
away. 
The morning session concludes with a large group newstelling session, taken by 
Kaye and a book session which Linda takes with three ESL children. The book, 
The T-Shirt Song, contains a song about wearing t-shirts. Linda sings the song 
with the children and discusses the pictures, asking simple questions sometimes 
directed to the small group, sometimes directed to individual children: What are 
these called? Paul, your turn. What's he doing? Jeffrey, have you got long 
sleeves on? Have I got long sleeves or short sleeves? These questions are 
accompanied by gestures, careful articulation of words and exaggerated 
intonation which emphasises the words which Linda wants the children to focus 
on. Linda explains the purpose of the activity: 
It was just done really just to let them talk about, just some revision 
really and that 's what I try to do in those little groups, while the 
main group is having news. I take out a small group and do some 
extra work with them on something that 's familiar or something 
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that I think will be very motivating to them [so] that I can just 
build on what they already know ... I always find that if it 's got 
something to do with them personally then it's a lot easier for them 
to start talking about it and I find sometimes I can 't shut them 
up . . .  they certainly get lots of language .. .! was just doing the T-shirt 
song with the children. They'd had it quite a number of times so it 
was something that they were familiar with and we basically just 
talked about T-shirts and what a T-shirt was and who had a T-shirt 
on and who didn 't and then it got into talking about buttons and 
who had buttons on and who didn 't. And Jeffrey saw I had a V­
necked blouse on and he said it was a triangle which it was. I 
thought that was quite a good observation. And also I asked him, I 
pointed to his pocket and said, 'Do you know what that is? '  and he 
said, 'Yes, it 's a pocket, ' and I was quite happy that he 'd said that. 
I didn 't think he would know what it was called. And then I just 
started reading the story but singing it because it is a song and I find 
with songs they're always good for any children because it helps 
them to remember the language, but especially for the ESL children 
as they might not remember if it's just words. 
After this small group activity and Kaye's news telling activity, the children go outside for lunch. The afternoon session follows a similar pattern after the children have had a quiet time and a music session. 
Assessing the Children's Achievements 
Linda originally trained as a child-care worker, gained an Associate Diploma and worked as an assistant in a Pre-school for a few years before she decided to become a teacher. She then returned to study, completing a Diploma of Teaching and a Bachelor of Education, specialising in Art Education 'so it wasn't actually on 
Early Childhood and that was back in the 80s so I haven't done anything else since 
then'. Even though she hasn't done any more formal study during her 14 years of teaching Linda has taken part in various inservice courses, notably First Steps. 
Linda talks about the children 
This year is Linda's sixth at Harthill. In her first year she taught two groups of sessional 4-year-olds and in her second year kept this same group as sessional 5-year-olds. For the past four years she has taught one group of full-time (four days a week) 5-year-old children. She has always has some ESL children in her group because I always had the overflow, or sometimes people would come straight to me and enrol anyway. This year she has twenty children in her group of whom: 
eleven come from a background where another language is spoken at 
home. Six who came at the beginning of the year didn 't speak 
English, maybe one or two words but really nothing, just a few 
words basically. 
As Linda checks the school entry information cards we find that the ESL children come from a range of linguistic backgrounds: four are said to speak Vietnamese; one Cantonese; one Bosnian; one Serbian; two Burmese one of whom has a father from Pakistan so may be exposed to a third language; one Thai; and one child is from Singapore and Linda thinks his mother speaks a language other than English. Also in this group is the twin sister of the child in Elizabeth's group who has a French father. The children come from a range of socio-economic and educational backgrounds. Linda describes one of the children: 
He didn 't have English at the beginning of the year; he 's from 
Bosnia. His parents both speak English, the father better than the 
mother. The mother is having English lessons, but she was a doctor 
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in her own country so she 's well educated and trying to ge t back into doing all the study to do that again here. Her English is coming on; it's not perfect because she is finding that the hardest part... So his is really coming on quite well. Now he can speak sentences and a couple of terms ago he didn 't have any English at all. 
Other children are from single parent families and some have been born in refugee 
camps. Yet others have been born in Australia, but if English is not spoken at 
home of course they are not learning it until they come to school anyway. 
As we talk about each child in turn, it becomes clear that Linda has a detailed 
knowledge of the children's English language development from her observations 
of them in the activities of the centre: 
[This child] is Serbian and he 's got more than he lets us know about. He 's quite shy and when I've had him on a one-to-one, talking to him I'll ge t more out of him, he 'll speak more .. .ln the general class he doesn 't put up his hand and give answers generally. He 'll say a Jew words in English, but not a lot. But again, he came in second term, so his English hasn 't come on perhaps as much. I think the understanding is there . 
Linda likes to have contact with the parents of the children, and whilst she 
sometimes has problems in communicating with the ESL parents she feels it 
important that they know about the aims of her program: 
It's often ESL children that will ge t picked up by someone else, because often the parents are out to English classes or they are working, but probably this year, a majority of them get picked up by parents. If I see them I have a chat to them and tell them what their child 's been doing. I try to find something that they 've done and say, 'Tell mum what you 've done today. ' ... Just something to show the range of things that we do at pre-primary too, that it 's just not sitting down doing ABC. Because that seemed to be the feeling or the impression that a lot of people, especially Asian parents tend to have, that's what pre-primary is about. At the beginning of the year we do a talk, we 've been doing it for a Jew years, on what we do in the program and what our expectations are ... When we do that we have My who works with Elizabe th who speaks Vietnamese and Chinese to interpret. 
Linda's approach to assessment 
As she goes about the everyday activities of the Centre Linda is constantly 
making informal observations of the children's language development: 
This little one ... really quite surprises me with some of his knowledge. We were making Father 's Day cards today and he quite easily copied 'Happy Father 's Day' and then he was saying 'Policeman '. He drew a picture and I couldn 't quite work out what he said and then he said, 'It's Policeman '. 
Further, as she observes the children in the day-to-day activities she is 
continually confirming her assessments of the children, I thought that was quite a 
good observation; or modifying them, I was quite happy that he'd said that. I 
didn't think he would know what it was called. Any child about whom she has 
particular concerns she will refer to outside agencies, although with ESL children 
it is sometimes difficult to ascertain whether a problem is related to the learning 
of a second language or whether the problem is of a more global nature: 
Jeffrey I'm a bi t concerned about at the moment. Actually I'm going to have him referred because he 's speaking more English but he 's stammering a little bi t too. So I don 't know whether i t  is just 
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because he 's learning English and he hasn 't quite got the words or whether there 's something that needs looking at. 
It will also be seen from Linda's discussion about the various activities which she has set up in her centre that planning and assessment are inextricably interwoven in her program. She often begins by discussing the purpose of the activity, but naturally digresses into talking about her observations of the children as they engage in the activity, as she did when discussing the purpose of the small group book activity: And Jeffrey saw I had a V-necked blouse on and he said it was a triangle which it was. I thought that was quite a good observation . 
Sample 1: An extract from Linda's Observations of Noel 
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Linda does make some hard copies of the children's progress, particularly to send home to the parents. She and Kaye have made scrap books in which, from time to time Linda places observations of the children. An excerpt from Noel's record can be found in Sample 1. 
Linda also relies a great deal on her memory of the children's achievements. She refers to her intuition on several occasions: 
I just made some notes there. Basically it's using some work samples, 
of just really seeing how they go. It's fairly broad over a period of 
time ... Photos I use quite a bit and check lists and comments and also 
intuition is used quite a bit too, just, thinking how an individual 
child has gone or he 's not having a very good day. You just pick up 
certain things there too. I tend to use that. 
As she points out, in the Pre-primary centre there is an emphasis on social and emotional development and there are not always many opportunities to observe language and literacy behaviours: 
I find if they're reading, and with writing for instance, unless we're 
actually doing an activity that really lends itself to writing, then 
they don't necessarily write. They don't just decide, ' I 'm going to go 
and write'. 
_ Further, the changes in development in ESL children at the Pre-primary stage may occur over either a short or long period of time and so may be difficult to track: 
It 's very hard to record a lot of the types of things that they are 
learning, and a lot of it's subtle what they learn, but sometimes they 
learn quite a lot in a short time; other times it's a little bit over a long 
period of time. 
Linda finds that written assessment is very time consuming but she does have some help from Kaye: We'll often talk about it, but sometimes she 'll be taking down 
notes if it's anything specific that I want her to note down. Nevertheless, most of the assessments that Linda makes are mental: 
· Well I do remember quite a bit. 
Overall, Linda's main concern about written assessment is its usefulness. She questions its importance in the Pre-primary setting, seeing it as something imposed from outside. She expresses her frustration at this imposition, which she sees as being associated with the recent move in Western Australia from part-time to full-time Pre-primary schooling: 
And that's I think where this big push has come with Pre-primary, 
especially once it became all day and then there were all these 
requirements and the accountability . . .  [ tend to think, 'What more can 
you write down ? How important is it to really write it down'. 
Maybe it is for the' Principal or somebody to look at, but a lot of the 
things as we're saying, they're really difficult to write down anyway, 
to write down absolutely everything that you know about that 
particular child. And so much of it you just know it. 
Using and reflecting on the First Steps assessment framework 
Like the other teachers in her school, Linda is required by her Principal to provide First Steps assessments of her children four times a year in order to satisfy whole school accountability criteria: 
It 's set out so you 've got the Role Play and then the whatever area 
you'  re in and so you indicate where they are. So they might be 
partly in Role Play and then partly in the next phase as well, so 
that 's all indicated, that 's all highlighted and then you date it and 
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then that all goes into the computer. It 's all fed into the computer so we get an overall idea where everyone in the school is ... We use the Speaking (Oral), Reading, Writing and Spelling. It 's mainly just used, I suppose for overall evaluation of the schools; how we've gone in the d ifferent areas. 
Nevertheless, she is concerned that since the assessments are used for accountability there needs to be consensus about exactly what is meant by a particular indicator and what it means for a child to display the indicator: 
People  seem to interpret the indicators in different ways. Even though sometimes when you read the actual example [it} doesn 't seem to always fit in my mind anyway with the actual indicator. I know it 's important to have an example, but sometimes I think that they aren 't always really appropriate, certainly from the early Pre­primary point of view anyway. We found here at the school, I think the first year it was done that some people  were really right out. Some in Year 1 were further ahead than in another class and it all came down to the interpretation rather than the fact that those children were really miles ahead or the other group were more behind . It was just that it was the way it was being interpreted and so I 'm sure that 's happening everywhere. If it 's happened here I'm sure it 's happening in other places too. 
Linda expresses her dissatisfaction with this framework for Pre-primary children, but feels that it may be better for assessing older children: 
Of course, children are very much at the beginning on most of the indicators. Some of them tend to move on, but I haven 't really found it to be at this[Pre-primary} level, terribly useful . I think it probably is as you go along further because, I think the idea is very good, because its all developmental . I think that 's a great idea and especially going right through into the Primary because I think that 's needed . But I think at the beginning sometimes, because you 've been told you have to observe behaviours several times, and you just don 't see it once and mark it down, so . sometimes in Pre­primary, especially when it comes to Writing or the so-called Spelling you might only observe something once in a year because they aren 't doing it all the time. They 'll do a certain amount of writing but it 's not something they are doing continually, as they would be as they get into Year One. 
In particular she finds that the frameworks, in particular the Oral Language Developmental Continuum, are not always easy to use: 
They're probably very low down on that [ Oral Language} and sometimes you really don 't feel that you can mark off anything at this stage. And I know that 's been an issue right through the ILC [Intensive Language Centre}. Oral language has been difficult to evaluate. 
It is mostly the key indicators that Linda concentrates on, but this is not appropriate for all her ESL children as some may not display any of the key indicators: 
Then I'll mark off the others as well, if they haven 't reached any of the key because at least then I can see, oh well, he can write own name, which isn 't the key indicator, but I think that 's quite a big step really to be able to write their name. 
Sample 2 shows Linda's First Steps assessment of Jeffrey's writing development which has one key indicator and one minor indicator highlighted. 
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In Sample 3 we can see a drawing which Jeffrey has made. He has dictated a 
sentence and attempted to write his name. 
Sample 3: A Sample of Jeffrey's Writing 
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Linda explains that for the very first phases of literacy development (Role Play 
Reading and Writing and Preliminary Spelling) children are said to be operating 
in the phase whether they have shown all the key indicators or not. As many of 
her children are in these phases it is difficult to show the children's progress in 
terms of First Steps: 
Most are still in the beginning phase and I think that 's why it hasn 't been so useful because they're not really moving on very much. Some of them that can read, I've had a few that are able to read, obviously they 're moving up into Experimental or whatever, 
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but apart from that they are very much in the first or second, just into the second phase. 
Sample 4 :  Noel's First Steps reading Contin11um 
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As we continue to look at Linda's assessments of her children on the First Steps Continua, she explains that often she has to make decisions about whether the 
children have demonstrated the various indicators on the basis of little hard 
evidence. 
A lot of it 's just general observation . A lot of it 's a bit intuitive too. Oh yes I fee l that he has moved on and he has been able to do that, so 
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I haven 't got real evidence, so called evidence for every single indicator that I've marked off It 's difficult. 
In the above section we look at Linda's First Steps Reading and Writing 
assessment of Noel, an ESL child from Singapore, whose level of development is 
more advanced than that of most of her children. The First Steps assessment 
sheet to which she refers is in Sample 4. 
Let 's look at Noel . See he 's right up here . In June he was still in Role Play, yes, so it was around that time from then on I guess that he was getting into Experimental Reading and now really, I feel he 's moving into Early Reading. Yes he 's got those, he 's got those [indicators from Experimental Reading]. So he 's past the Experimental Reading but he hasn 't got to the Early Reading phase completely as yet, although he 's just about there. 
Linda has observed Noel interacting with books and a computer reading game in 
the classroom, but she has also used her knowledge of his home-background to 
make assessment decisions: 
Yes, well with Noel more, it 's been mainly seeing, watching him read. He 'll sit down with a book when we have reading after rest time he 'll just read the whole . He 'll read it and he 'll come up with quite difficult words, which I think are quite difficult words. But it 's probably because he 's had a lot of reading at home he is interested in books. I haven 't really taught him anything; it 's just that he 's been ready and he 's picked it up. And ... it 's really quite big words that he can sit and read. But again because I think he said his Dad reads to him every night, and so much is the home reading, the parent reading to them that that 's how most of them start to read. So I think that 's how it 's worked for him and him being ready, and again having the computer at home. 
Sample 5: Noel's Drawing and Dictated Comments 
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It will be seen that Linda has found it much easier to evaluate this ESL child's 
reading because he has progressed rapidly along the continuum of development. 
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For the area of Oral Language development, which was proving very difficult to evaluate in her ESL children she has kept examples of their writing/ drawing and dictated stories to help her recall their accomplishments. An example of Noel's dictated annotations can be seen in Sample 5. 
For some children, such as Yuen, it is not until the end of the year that Linda has been able to identify any key Oral Language indicators in the Early Language Phase. Linda's First Steps assessment of Yuen's oral language can be seen in Sample 6. 
Sample 6: Yuen's First Steps Oral Language Assessment 
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Linda explains that even half way through the year Yuen was only displaying one minor indicator and that this indicator was not necessarily a language feature: 
In June, with Oral Language, only marked one indicator off and it 
didn 't really have anything to do with oral language because it's 
begins to see relationships between objects, so its not really oral 
language. You don 't have to have the language to be able to do that 
one. 
However, by the end of the year Yuen is showing some key indicators in the Early Language Phase and Linda has used her scrap book records (see Sample 1 for an example) to help in her assessment: 
Now I 've been able to mark off several key indicators: gives simple descriptions of past events, is more aware of listener needs and 
begins to provide feedback information when introducing new 
topic and uses own grammar style, which is an approximation 
of adult grammar, which I mean they do that very early on anyway. Tells 'stories' about pictures and draws symbols and 
'reads' the message. So obviously I 've seen him doing this but 
when, I don 't know. The way I got some of these is when I 've 
worked with them on a one to one basis with these little books. [The 
books] started off being writing things about their news and then I 
used them for retell, getting them on a one to one basis to retell 
stories from a story that they'd already heard and then I just really documented what they were able to do. So with the story, what one did I do? Oh, I did The T-Shirt Song, which is very repetitive and 
I found that they 're good for non-English speaking children. 
Linda thinks that Yuen would benefit from some time in the Intensive Language Centre at the school: 
I still wouldn 't put him into a mainstream class, because he's still 
very much lower than the children speaking English as their first 
language. 
The Relationship between Assessment and Teaching 
As we have seen, the relationship between the activities that Linda sets up in her Pre-primary centre and her ongoing informal assessment of the children is dose. Usually she plans an activity on the basis of the children's interests and mentally monitors the children as they engage in it. Further, language and literacy development are only a part of her overarching aims and objectives. Social and emotional development are seen to be vitally important as is the development of motor skills. Added to this is the organisation of the centre into small play /working spaces so that there are limited opportunities to observe children taking part in specific language and literacy activities. It seems that it is the activity itself, nof its assessment that is central to Linda's program. When asked whether her small group book activity, on the basis of which Linda has made decisions about First Steps indicators was planned as a teaching or evaluative activity she replies: 
I suppose I am keeping track of them, but it is more just a continual 
extending type activity. Because I 'm taking a small group I am 
aware more of where they 're at because I 've only got a few of them at the same time and I can really focus in on what they know and what they don 't know, but I 'm not always writing down all that sort of thing. It 's more what I 'm really observing and remembering about 
them. 
Linda does occasionally plan some specific activities for assessment, even if it is for the benefit of the researcher: 
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I thought of this mainly because of the things that you wanted from last time. I was thinking, I haven 't got any of these things that fit in with First Steps as well . So what I ended up doing, I thought well ,  just out of interest, I'll get them to do this. It was mainly the ESL children, but I don 't know how I'd evaluate it .  Basically what I got them to do , with the computer there 's a farm programme and what they have to do is type in the letters, like cat C A T. But what I got them to do , I just had the cards that we used to help them at the computer, and I got them to look at them and just to have a go at writing some of the words cat and turkey etcetera. What I was looking at I suppose is whether they went from left to right, so that was really the main thing, and I guess too, whether they went down the page or whether they went all over the place. 
Whilst Linda sees some value in setting up such an activity in order to evaluate children's language development, she does not see it as being very important in the whole program: 
I don 't think [setting up such an activity to evaluate language] hurts. It was quite good to do it, and it just made me think of something I can use to fit the criteria. But I probably wouldn 't be doing it all that often. 
Linda also plans some strategies on the basis of her observations of the children's social and emotional needs. She describes how she observed the behaviour of some of the ESL children towards the beginning of the year, how she reflected on her observations, ascribed the behaviour to the children's frustration at not being able to communicate and accordingly set up a behavioural program: 
This year the behaviour problems were with the ESL children, not the English speaking ones and I really feel that a lot of it was that their lack of language . But we 've introduced a reward system. They get a marble in the jar every time they're displaying helpful behaviour, or cooperating. I try to look at those sort of aspects rather than that they've necessarily achieved anything wonderful . It 's more their behaviour and the behaviour they show to other children, so I've been really trying to foster that cooperation being helpful . You know how important that is, and then at the end of the week if we have a certain number of marbles they all get a treat, a lolly or whatever. It seems to work really well .  
Nevertheless, most of the time, Linda will plan activities that fit a particular theme of interest to the children, such as the restaurant theme. She likes her program to be flexible so that she captures the children's interests at the moment: 
And you go off on tangents . . .  I suppose flexibili ty is so important to be able to go off on another tangent. Perhaps too if something happens which is obviously important to the children, or you feel is going to be a good learning experience for them you don 't just say, 'Well , that 's going on, but we won 't worry about it '. You often hone into things, don 't you ? 
As we have seen throughout this case-study, Linda sees her role as providing an integrated, interesting program which motivates the children to take part. From time to time she expresses her concern that the current emphasis on whole school accountability, in particular the assessment of early literacy in terms of the First Steps Developmental Continua which has been imposed by the school administration, could have a detrimental effect upon her program and divert attention from the development of the whole child: 
Because there 's been an emphasis on the writing etcetera, they are doing more of that now than they used to do . . .  but a lot of the content stuff that is suggested that you do at Pre-primary, 
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sometimes you think well, that's not anywhere near as important as 
the social side. If they can't even sit quietly for five minutes while 
you're having a discussion or whatever, that is the things that you 
really need to hone in on. I had a child that came in that had no 
skills whatsoever, so you're back to square one, and that impacts on 
all the other children as well. So much for a lot of the great ideas of 
doing all these wonderful things that you get told that are good Pre­
primary ideas to do. You don 't get a chance often to get through 
them because you're concentrating a lot more on the social and 
emotional areas. 
Linda sums up her feelings on the ways in which system initiatives, including the 
implementation of First Steps assessments enforced from above, are having an 
effect upon the Pre-primary program: 
And now you're part of the school, you're not just down in your own 
little building down the back. We're getting messages that you're 
part of the school now so you do the same sorts of proper work. And 
then there are certain expectations and there's accountability now. 
There was always accountability, but now there's this big focus on it. 
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